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Z x9 U . 1”?”9a. [II/“471954 ’4
ttomey’s Docket No.ML PATENT /. fl [9

 IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE fl MKS/
Anticipated Classification of this application:

Class—Subclass_—____ 9///i(
Prior application:

Examiner. __H_-___1‘122x2_______

An um: 2313 J

Box Patent Application .-/
Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks
Washington, D.C. 20231

TRANSMITTAL OF FILING UNDER 37 CFR 1.60(b)

WARNING: A C—I—P (continuation-impart) cannot be filed under 37 CFR 1.60.
WARNING: Filing under 37 CF? 1.60 is permitted only if filed by the same or less than all the inventors named

in the prior application. 37 CFR 1.60(b)(3).

WARNING: The filing of an application at the United States stage of an International Application requires an
oath or declaration. 37 CFR 1.61(a)(4).

. WARNING: The claims of this new application may be finally rejected in the first Office action where all claims
of the new application are drawn to the same invention claimed in the earlier application and would
have been properly finally rejected on the grounds or art of record in the next Office action if
they had been entered in the earlier application. MPEP § 706.07(b).

This is a request for filing a

Di! Continuation -\

El Divisional _ ‘
application under 37 CFR 1.60, of pending prior application ‘

Serial No, 08/ 023,398 filed ‘on February 262 1993
(Date)

of Arthur R. Hair

(Inventor(s) )

for A SYSTEM FOR TRANSMITTING DESIRED DIGITAL VIDEO 0R AUDIO SIGNALS
(Title of invention)

 

CERTIFICATIOPT"UNDER 37 CH! 1.10

I hereby certify that this 37 CFR 1.60 request and the documents referred to as attached therein are being deposited
with the United States Postal Service on this date June 6 1995 in an envelo e as “Ex ress
Mail Post Office to Addressee” service under 37 CFR 1.10. Mailing Label Number ELM
addressed to the: Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks, Washington. D.C. 20231.

Trace L. Milka

(type I print name of person mailing paper)

// f.‘
(Signature of on mailing paper)

 

 

NOTE: Each paper or fee filed by “Express Mail” must have the number of the "Express Mail" mailing label placed
thereon prior to mailing. (37 OFF! 1.10(b)).

WARNING: Certificate of mailing (first class) or facsimile transmission procedures of 37 CFR 1.8 cannot be used
to obtain a date of mailing or transmission for this conespondence.

(37 CFR 1.60(b) [4-3]—page I of 9)
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NOTE: 37 CH? 1.60 permits the omission of a declaration only if the prior application was complete as set
forth in 37 CFR 1.51(a), namely, the prior application comprised at least (1) a specification, including
a claim or claims: (2) a declaration; (3) drawings when necessary; and (4) the prescribed filing fee.
Accordingly, as presently worded, 37 CFR 1.60 does not permit this procedure to be used where the
prior application is pending but only the processing and retention fee required by37 CFR 1.210) is paidor where the declaration was not filed.

1. Copy of Prior Application as filed Which is Attached

NOTE' Under 37 CFR 1.60, practice signing and execution of the application by the applicant may be omitted
provided the copy is supplied by and accompanied by a statementby the applicart orhis orher attomay
or agent that the application papers comprise a true copy of the prior application as filed and that no
amendments referred to in the declaration filed to complete the prior application introduced new mattertherein.

N075: This statement need not be verified it made by an attorney registered to practice before the PTO. (37CFR 1.60(b)).

>11 I hereby verify that the attached papers are a true copy of what is shown in my
records to be the above identified prior application. including the oath or declara-
tion originally filed (37 CFR 1.60).

The copy of the papers of prior application as filed which are attached are as follows:

 

 

IE _J.J_ page(s) of specification

[XI _11__ page(s) of claims

1 page(s) of abstract

IX 2 sheet(s) of drawing

(also complete part 6 below if drawings are to be transferred)

[3 2 pages of declaration and power of attorney
 

(If the copy of the declaration being filed does not show applicant’s signature,
because the attomey’s records do not contain a copy of the signed declaration
actual/y filed for the application, indicate thereon that it was signed and complete
the following:)

E] in accordance with the indication required by 37 CFR 60(b), my
records reflect that the original signed declaration showing appli—
cant's signature was filed on

D the amendment referred to in the declaration filed to complete the prior
application and I hereby state, in accordance with the requirements of 37 CFR
1.60(b), that this amendment did not introduce new matter therein.

 

(37 CFR 1.60(b) [4-3]—pagc '2 of 9)
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WARNING: “The claim of a new application may be finally rejected in the first Office action in those situations
where (1) the new application is a continuing application of, or a substitute for, an earlier
application, and (2) all the claims of the newapplication (a) are drawn to the same invention claimed
in the earlier application, and (b) would have been properly finally rejected on the grounds or art
of record in the next Office action if they had been entered in the eariier application. " MPEP
§ 706.07rb).

D Cancel in this application original claims _________ of the prior

application before calculating the filing fee. (At least one original independent
claim must be retained for filing purposes.)

D A preliminary amendment is enclosed. (Claims added by this amendment have
been properly numbered consecutively beginning with the number next following
the highest numbered original claim in the prior application.)

NOTE' Only amendments reducing the number of claims or adding a reference to the prior application (Rule
1.78(a)) will be entered before calculating the filing fee and granting the filing date. 37 CFR 1.60(b).

NOTE' 'When filing under Rule 1.60 retain at least one original claim from the patent application to assure
a complete application." Notice of March 3, 1986 (1064 0.6. 37-38).

2. Amendments

3. Petition for Suspension of Prosecution for the Time Necessary to File an Amendment

NOTE: Where it is possible that the claims on file will give rise to a first action final for this continuation application
and for some reason an amendment cannot be filed promptly (e.g., experimental data is being gathered)

it may be desirable to file a petition for suspension of prosecution for the time necessary).

(check the next item, if applicable)

[I There is provided herewith a Petition To Suspend Prosecution For The Time
Necessary to File An Amendment (New Application Filed Concurrently).

4. Information Disclosure Statement

(check this item, if applicable)

[I An information disclosure statement is submitted herewith.

(37 CFR 1.60(b) [4-3]——page 3 of 9)
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. I ‘I
5. Fee Calculation (37 CFR 1.16)

 

CLAIMS AS FILED 

 

Number filed Number Extra Rate Basic Fee

' 37 CFR 1.16(a)
$730.00

Total

Claims (37 CFR 1.16(c)) 31 —20= 11 X 3 22.00 242.00

Independent 4
Claims (37‘CFR 1.16(b)) 8 —'3= 5 x 3 7500 380.00

Multiple dependent claim(s), if any '
(37 CFR 1.16(d)) + $240.00

———__—_—_—___

[3 Fee for extra claims is not being paid at this time. (37 CFR 1.16(d))
NOTE: If the fees for extra claims are not paid on filing they must be paid or the claims cancelled by amendment,

prior to the expiration of the time period set for response by the PTO in any notice of fee deficiency.37 OFF? 1.16(d).
 

Filing Fee Calculation $ 1,352-00

6. Small Entity Status

m A verified statement that this filing is by a small entity:
Cl is attached

Ii] has been filed in the parent application and such status is still proper and
desired (37 CFR 1.28(a))

Filing Fee Calculation (50% of above) 5 676-00
NOTE: Any excess of the full fee paid will be refunded if a verified statement is filed within 2 months of the

date of timely payment ofa full fee then the excess fee paid will be refunded on request. 37 CFR 1.28(a).

NOTE: 37 CFR 128(8), last sentence states: "Applications filed under § 1.60 or 5 1.62 of this part must include
a reference to a verified statement in a parent application if status as a small entity is sa’ll proper anddesired. ”'

7. Drawings

[3 Drawings are enclosed

E] formal

E] informal

WARNING.- DO NOTsubmit original drawings. A high quality copy of drawings should be supplied when filing
a patent application. The drawings that are submitted to the Office must be on strong. white.
smooth, and non-shiny paper and meet the standards of § 1.84. If corrections to the drawings
are necessary, they should be made to the original drawings and a high-quality copy of the
corrected original drawing then submitted to the Office. Only one copy is required or desired.
Comments on proposed new 37 CFR 1.84. Notice of March 9, 1968 (10.90 0.6. 57-62).

NOTE “identifying indicia, if provided, should include the application number or the fitle of the invention,
lnventor’s name, docket number (if any), and me name and telephone number of a person to call if
the Office is unable to match the drawings to me properapplication. This information should be placed
on the back of each sheet of drawing a minimum distance of 1.5 cm. (5/8 inch) down from me top
of the page.” 37 GER. 1.84(c)).

(37 CFR,1.60(b) [4-3]—page 4' of 9)
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\r‘ O. . .
8. Priority—35 U.S.C. 119

E] Priority of application Serial No. 0 /_______ filed on
in__________is

claimed under 35 U.S.C. 119. (country)

I] The certified copy has been filed in prior US. application Serial No.
0 /___.__ on

El The certified copy will follow.

9. Relate Back—35 U.S.C. _1 20
 

E Amend the specification by inserting. before the first line, the following sentence:

“This is a ,
continuation

fl E] divisional
of copending application(s)

RI Serial number 0 8/_0_23_..32_&__ filed
on M" .

7” ._ I] International Application__filed on ___—____ an
/ which designated the U.S.”
\ NOTE: The proper reference to a prior filed PCT application which entered me U.S. national phase is the US.
\ ' serial number and the filing date of the PCT application which designated the US. 7

  
 

\ 10. Inventorship Statement

NOTE: If the continuation or divisional application is filed by less than all the inventors named in the prior
application a statement must accompany the application when filed requesting deletion of the names
of the person or persons who are not inventors of the invention being claimed in the continuation or
divisional application. 37 CFR 1.60(b) [emphasis added].

(complete appropriate items (a) and (b))

(a) With respect to the prior copending US. application from which this application
claims benefit under 35 USC 120 the inventor(s) in this application is.(are):

(complete: applicable item below)

[g the same

E] less than those named in the prior application and it is requested that the

following inventor(s) identified above for the prior application be deleted:

(type name(s) of inventor(s) to be deleted)

(b) The inventorship for all the claims in this application are

[2] the same

E] not the same. and an explanation, including the ownership of the various
claims at the time the last claimed invention was made, is submitted.

"'- . (37 CFR 1.60(b) [4-31—page 5 of 9)
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C] The prior application is assigned of record to

11. Assignment

 

E] An assignment of the invention to
 

 

is attached. A separate [3 “COVER SHEET FOFI ASSIGNMENT (DOCUMENT)
ACCOMPANYING NEW PATENT APPIJCATION” or D FORM PTO 1595 is also
attached.

NOTE- "If an assignment is submitted with a new application. send two separate letters - one for the application
and one for the assignment" Notice of May 4, 1990 (1114 0.6. 77-78).

NOTE: When an assignee files a . . . divisional application (under. . . 1.60 . . .) reference may be made to
a statement filed under 37 CFR 3. 73(b) in the parent application, or a copy of that statement may be
filed. Notice of April 30, 1993. 1150 0.6. 62-64.

12. Fee Payment Being Made At This Time

El Not Enclosed

E] No filing fee is submitted. (This and the surcharge required by 37 CFR 1.16(e)
can be paid subsequently). '

E Enclosed-

IX] basic filing fee $ 676.00

E] recording assignment
($40.00; 37 CFR
1.21 (h)) (See attached “COVER SHEET FOR AS-
SIGNMENT ACCOMPANYING NEW PATENT

APPIJCATION".)

C] processing and retention fee
($130.00; 37 CFR 1.53(d)
and 1.21 (o) $

NOTE: 37 CFR 1.21(l) establishes a fee for processing and retaining any application which is abandoned for
failing to complete the application pursuant to 37 CFR 1.53(d) and this. as well as me changes to 37
CFR 1.53 and 1. 78 indicate that in order to obhain the benefit of a prior U.S. application. either the
basic filing fee must be paid or else the processing and retention fee of § 1.21(l) must be paid within
1 year from notification under 5 53(d). ‘

Total fees enclosed .. $ 676.00

13. Method of Payment of Fees

fl Enclosed'is a check in the‘amolunt of 675-00

E] Charge Account No.__in the amount of $
A duplicate of this request is attached.

NOTE: Fees should be itemized in such a manner that is clear for which purpose the fees are paid. .37 CFR
1.22(b).

(37 CFR 1.60(b) [4-3l—page 6 of 9)
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14. Authorization To Charge Additional Fees

WARNING.- lf no fees are being paid on filing do not complete this item.

WMMING: Accurately count claims, especially multiple dependent claims, to avoid unexpected high charges
it extra claim charges are authorized.

[3 The Commissioner is hereby authorized to charge the following additional fees
which may be required by this paper and during the entire pendency of the
application to Account No. 4%.—

37 CFR 1.16 (a), (f) or (g) (filing fees)

37 CFR 1.16 (b), (c) and (d) (presentation of extra claims)

NOTE: Because additional fees forexcess ormultiple dependent claims not paid on filing oron Isterpresentation
must only be paid or these claims cancelled by amendment prior to the expimfion of the time period
set for response by the PTO in any notice of fee deficiency (37 CFR 1.16(d)) it might be best not to
authorize the PTO to charge additional claim fees, except possibly when dealing with amendments afterfinal action.

1:] 37 CFR 1.17 (application processing fees)

WARNING: While 37 CFR 1.1 7(a). (b). (c) and (d) deal with extensions of time under§ 1.136(a) this authon'zation
should be made only with the lmowledge that ”Submission of the appropriate extension fee under
37 CFR 1.136(a) is to no avail unless a request orpetition for extension is filed. " [emphas’w added].
Notice of November 5, 1985 (1060 0.6. 2D. ‘

 

[:1 37 CFR 1.18 (issue fee at or before mailing Notice of Allowance, pursuant
to 37 CFR 1.311(b)).

NOTE: Where an author'zatlon to charge the issue fee to a deposit account has been filed before the mailing
of a Notice of Allowance. the issue fee will be automatically charged to the deposit account at the time
of mailing the notice of allowance. 37 OFF? 1.311(b)).

NOTE: 37 OFF! 1.28m) requires “Notification of any change in status resulting in loss of entitlement to small
entity status must be filed in the application . . . prior to paying or at the time of paying . . . issue
lee." From the wording of 37 CFR 1.28(b): (a) notification of change of status must be made even if
the fee is paid as “other than a small endty' and (b) no notification is required if the change is to another
small entity.

15. Power of'Attomey

[2? The power of attorney in'the prior application is to
Ansel M. Schwartz 30,587

(Attorney) - (Reg. No.)

a. [Z The power appears in the original papers in the prior application.

b. [I] Since the power does not appear in the original papers, a copy of the power
in the prior application is enclosed.

c. E] A new power has been executed and is attached.

d. or Address all future communications to

 

fitem d may only be completed by applicant, or attorney or agent of record)
Ansel M. Schwartz5%

25 N. Crai Street

, Suite 301 ..
Pittsburgh, PA 15213

.————————\ (37 CFR l.60(b) [4-3]—page 7 of 9)
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16. Maintenance of Copendency of Prior Application

(this item must be completed and the papers filed in the prior application if the period
set in the prior application has run.)

D A petition, fee and response has been filed to extend the term in the pending
prior application until

NOTE: The FTC finds it useful if a copy of the petition filed in the prior application extending the term for
response is filed with the papers constituting the filing of the Continuation Application. Notice of
November 5.1985 (1060 O.G 27).

I] A copy of the petition for extension of time in the prior application is
attached.

 

‘17. Conditional Petition for Extension of Time in Prior Application

(complete this item and file conditional petition in the prior application if previous
item not applicable)

[I] A conditional petition for extension of time is being filed in the pending parent
application. ,

NOTE: The PTO finds it useful il a copy of the petition filed in the prior application extending the term for

response is filed with the paperconstituting the filing of the continuation application Notice of November5.1985 (1060 O. G. 27).

E] A copy of the conditional petition for extension of time in the prior application
is attached.

18. Abandonment of Prior Application (if applicable)

WARNING: (Do not complete this item if the application being filed is a divisional of the prior application which
is not being abandoned).

NOTE. "A registered attorney or agent acting under the provisions of § 134(a), or of record may also expressly

abandon a prior application as of the filing date granted to a continuing application when filing sucha continuing application. 37 CFR 1. 138.

El Please abandon the prior application at a time while the prior application is
pending or when the petition for extension of time or to revive in that application
is granted and when this application is granted a filing date so as to make this
application copending with said prior application.

19. Notification in Parent Application of the Fling of This Continuation Application

E] A notification of the filing of this continuation is being filed in the
‘parent‘application from which this application claims priority under
35 USC § 120. ,

(37 CFR 1.60(b) [4-3]—page 8 of 9)
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20. Statement by Assignee (if applicable)

CI in accordance with 37 CFR 3.73, I have reviewed the evidentiary documents

establishing my/our ownerShip of the application identified herein. and certify that
to the best of my/our knowledge and belief, title is with me/us who seek to take action.

El Assignment submitted herewith for recordal

I hereby declare further that all statements made herein of my own knowledge are true
and that all statements made on information and belief are believed to be true; and further

that these statements were made with the knowledge that willful false statements and the

like so made are punishable by fine or imprisonment. or both, under Section 1001 of Title
18 of the United States Code, and that such willful false statements may jeopardize the

validity of the application or any patent issuing thereon.

Ansel M.S_______c________hwartz
(type or print name of person signing

[é fif dethion) if[Z i
Date Signature

425 N. Crai Street

(PO. Address of Signatory) ' ‘
Suite 301

 

 

Pittsburgh, PA 15213 El 'nventor
Cl Assignee of complete interest

' (3 Person authorized to sign on behalf of
‘ assignee

[ el. No. :( 412 ) 621-9222 to Attorney or agent of record
Reg. No. 30,5 Cl Filed under Rule 34(a)
(if applicab e )

(complete the following if applicable)

(Type name of assignee) (fit/e of person authorized to sign on behalf
of assignee)

(Address of assignee) - Assignment recorded .in PTO on

Reel

Frame

The statement under 37 CFR 3.73(b)

E] has been filed in the parent application.

I] a copy of the statement previously filed in the parent application is attached.

(37 CFR l.60(b) [4-3]—page 9 of 9)
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‘ ‘ p [137471954
A SYSTEM FOR TRANSMI ED r

DIGITAL VIDEO OR AUDIO SIGNALS,

CROSS REFERENCE TO OTHER PATENTS

 
W a.

5 application serial number 07/586,391 filed September 18, 1990, now

U.S. Patent No. 5,191,573, issued March 2, 1993, which is a

continuation application of U.S. patent application serial number‘

07/206,497, filed June 13, 1988, abandoned.

This is a continuation application of U.S. patent

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

10 The present invention is related to a system and

associated method for the electronic sales and distribution of

digital audio or video signals, and more particularly, to a system

and method which a user may purchase and receive digital audio or

video signal from any location which the user has access to

15 telecommunications lines.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

The three basic mediums (hardware units) of music:

records, tapes, and compact discs, greatly restricts the

transferability of music and results in a variety of

20 inefficiencies.

CAPACITY: The individual hardware units as cited above

are limited as to the amount of music that can be stored on each.

MATERIALS: The materials used to manufacture the

hardware units are subject to damage and deterioration during

25 normal operations, handling, and exposure to the elements.

Pag600013
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SIZE: The physical size of the hardware units imposes

constraints on the quantity of hardware units which can be housed

for playback in confined areas such as in automobiles, boats,

planes, etc.

RETRIEVAL: Hardware units limit the ability to play, in

a sequence selected by the user, songs from different albums. For

example, if the user wants to play one song from ten different

albums, the user would spend an inordinate amount of time handling,

sorting, and cueing the ten different hardware units.

SALES‘ AND DISTRIBUTION: Prior to final purchase,

hardware units need to be physically transferred from the

manufacturing facility to the wholesale warehouse to the retail

warehouse to the retail outlet, resulting in lengthy lag time

between music creation and music marketing, as well as incurring

unnecessary and inefficient transfer and handling costs.

Additionally, tooling costs required for mass production of the

hardware units and the material cost. of the hardware units

themselves, further drives up the cost of music to the end user.

QUALITY: Until the recent invention of Digital Audio

Music, as used on Compact Discs,’distortiog~§re§ transfer from the

hardware units to the stereo system was Virtually impossible.

Digital Audio Music is simply music converted into a very basic
computer language known as binary. A series of commands known as

zeros or ones encode the music for future playback. Use of laser

retrieval of the binary. commands results in distortion free

transfer of the music from the compact disc to the stereo system.

Quality Digital Audio Music is defined as the binary structure of

the Digital Audio Music. Conventional analog tape recording of

ADigital Audio Music is not to be considered quality inasmuch as the

binary structure itself is not recorded. While Digital Audio Music

PageOOOl4
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on compact discs is a technological breakthrough in audio quality,

the method by which the music is sold, distributed, stored,
manipulated, retrieved, played and protected from copyright

infringements remains as inefficient as with records and tapes.

5 COPYRIGHT PROTECTION: Since the invention of tape

recording devices, strict control and enforcement of copyright laws

have proved difficult and impossible with home recorders.

Additionally, the recent invention of Digital Audio Tape Recorders

now jeopardizes the electronic copyright protection of quality

10 Digital Audio Music on Compact Discs or Digital Audio Tapes. If

music exists on hardware units, it can be copied.

provide a new and improved methodology/system to electronically

Accordingly, it is an objective of this invention is to‘,

M .

g, sell, and distribute Digital Audio Music‘. ' ‘ t

15 A further objective of this invention to provide a new

and improved methodology/system to electronically store and

a retrieve Digital Audio Musuk

Another objective of this invention is to provide a new.

and improved methodology/system to electronic 1 y m nipulate, i.e. ,
, , M. ”4&4:-

a 20 sort, cue, and select, Digital Audio MuSichor playback.

Still another objective of this invention is to offer a

new and improved methodology/system which can pEevJegt un uthorized- a l I M l

& electronic copying of quality Digital Audio MUSli.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

25 Briefly, this invention accomplishes the above cited

objectives by providing a new and improved methodology/system of

Page 00015
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electronic sales, distribution, storage, manipulation, retrieval,

playback, and copyright protection of Digital Audio Music. The

_ high speed transfer of Digital Audio Music as prescribed by this
invention is stored onto one piece of hardware, a hard disk, thus

eliminating the need to unnecessarily handle records, tapes, or

compact discs on a regular basis. This invention recalls stored

music for playback as selected/programmed by the user. This

invention can easily and electronically sort stored music based on

many different criteria such as, but not Ilimited to, music

category, artist, album, user's favorite songs, etc. An additional

feature of this invention is the random playback of songs, also

based on the user's selection. For example, the user could have

this invention randomly play all jazz songs stored on the usergs
hard disk, or randomly play all songs by a certain artist, or

randomly play all of the user's favorite songs which the user

previously electronically "tagged" as favorites. Further, being

more specific, the user can electronically select a series of

individual songs from different albums for sequential playback.

This invention can be configured to either accept direct

input of Digital Audio Music from the digital output of a Compact

Disc, such transfer would be performed by the private user, or this

invention can be configured to accept Digital Audio Music from a

source authorized by the copyright holder to sell and distribute

the copyrighted materials, thus guaranteeing the protection of such

copyrighted materials. Either method of electronically

transferring Digital Audio Music by means of this invention is

intended to comply with all copyright laws and restrictions and any

such transfer is subject to the appropriate authorization by the

copyright holder. Inasmuch as Digital Audio Music is software and

this invention electronically transfers and stores such music,

electronic sales and distribution of the music can take place via

telephone lines onto a hard disk. This new methodology/system of

Pag600016
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15

25
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music sales and distribution will greatly reduce the cost of goods

Sold and will reduce the lag time between music creation and music

marketing from weeks down to hours.

, The present invention is a system for transmitting

desired digital zidia or audio signals stored on a first memory ofta first party. a second memory of a second party. The system
ngf%?~¥4wv . . . . .

comprises mean & or le tronically selling the deSired digital

video 0 paudio signalZLviaatelecommunications lines to the first
party from the se ond party. Moreover, the system preferably

comprises Ameafis L: for connectin electronically via
telecommunications lines the first éegorykwith the second memory
such that the desired digital video orAaudio signals can pass

‘ . . . 0A
therebetween; Additionally, the system comprises meansA_ or

_transmitting the desired digital video or audio signals from the

first memory with a tram mit er in control and in possession of the
. . . . .

first party to a receiverkhavrngstge iecond memory at—e—locateen
V . 3
 

in control of‘the econd party.{%@here~is a1 6 means.£e§~storing9‘ I ‘I fit H
the-digitaIISi nal in the second memory-

Further objectives and advantages of this invention will

become apparent as the following description proceeds and the

particular features of novelty which charaCterize this invention

will be pointed out in the claims annexed to and forming a part of

this declaration.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

For a better understanding of this invention, reference

should be made to the following detailed-description, taken in

conjunction with the accompanying drawings, in which:
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Fig. 1 is a pictorial flow chart which may be used in

carrying out the teachings of this invention for the purposes of

electronic sales, distribution, storage, manipulation, retrieval,

playback, and copyr ght protection of Digital Audio Music; and

Fig. 2 is a pictorial flow chart which may be used in

carrying out the teachings of this invention for the purposes of

electronic storage, manipulation, retrieval, and playback of

Digital Audio Music.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENT

Referring now to the drawings wherein like reference

numerals refer to similar or identical parts throughout the several

views, and more specifically to figure thereof, there is shown

M
Referring now to the Fig. 1, this inventionkis comprised

of the following:

10 Hard Disk of the copyright holder

20 Control Unit of the copyright holder

20a Control Panel

20b Control Integrated Circuit

20c Sales Random Access Memory Chip

30 Telephone Lines/Input Transfer

50 Control Unit of the user

50a Control Panel

50b Control Integrated Circuit

50c Incoming Random Access Memory Chip

50d Play Back Random Access Memory Chip

60 Hard Disk of the user

70 Video Display Unit

80 Stereo Speakers
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The Hard Disk 10 of the first party or agent authorized

to electronically sell and distribute the copyrighted Digital Audio

Music is the originating source of music in the configuration as

outlined in Fig. 1. The Control Unit 20 of the authorized agent is

5 the means by which the electronic transfer of the Digital Audio

Music from the agent's Hard Disk 10 via the Telephone Lines 30 to

the user's or second party's Control Unit 50 is possible. The

user's Control Unit is comprised of a Control Panel 50a, a Control

Integrated Circuit son, an Incoming Random Access Memory Chip 50c,

10 and a Play Back Random Access memory Chip 50d. Similarly, the

authorized agent's Control Unit 20 has a control panel and control

integrated circuit similar to that of the user's Control Unit 50.

The authorized agent‘s Control Unit 20, however, only requires the

Sales Random Access Memory Chip 20c. The other components in Fig.

15 1 include a Hard Disk 60, a Video Display Unit 70, and a set of

Stereo Speakers 80,

Referring now to Fig. 2, with the exception of a

substitution of a Compact Disc Player 40 (as the initial source of

Digital Audio Music) for the agent's Hard Disk 10, the agent's

20 Control Unit 20, and the Telephone Lines 30 in Fig- 1, Fig. 2 is

the same as Fig. 1.

In Fig- 1 and Fig. 2, the following components are

already commercially available: the agent's Hard Disk 10, the

Telephone Lines 30, the Compact Disc Player 40, the user‘s Hard

25 Disk 60, the Video Display Unit 70, and the Stereo Speakers 80.

The Control Units 20 and 50, however, would be designed

specifically to meet the teachings of this invention. The design

of the control units would incorporate the following functional

features:
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1) the Control Panels 20a and 50a would be designed to

permit the agent and user to program the respective Control

Integrated Circuits 20b and 50b,

2) the Control Integrated Circuits 20b and 50b would be

designed to control and execute the respective commands of the

agent and user and regulate the electronic transfer of Digital

Audio Music throughout the system, additionally, the sales Control

Integrated Circuit 20b could electronically code the Digital Audio

Music in a configuration which would prevent unauthorized

reproductions of the copyrighted material,

3) the Sales Random Access Memory Chip 20c would be

designed to temporarily store user purchased Digital Audio Music

for subsequent electronic transfer via telephone lines to the

user's Control Unit 50,

4) the Incoming Random Access Memory Chip 50c would be

designed to temporarily store Digital Audio Music for subsequent

electronic storage to the user's Hard Disk 60,

5) the Play Back Random Access Memory Chip 50d would be

designed to temporarily store Digital Audio Music for sequential

playback.

The foregoing description of the Control Units 20 and 50

is intended as an example only and thereby is not restrictive with

respect to the exact number of components and/or its actual design.

Once the Digital Audio Music has been electronically

stored onto the user's Hard Disk 60, having the potential to store

literally thousands of songs, the user is free to perform the many

functions of this invention. To play a stored song, the user types
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in the appropriate commands on the Control Panel 50a, and those

commands are relayed to the Control Integrated Circuit 50b which

retrieves the selected song from the Hard Disk 60. When a song is

retrieved from the Hard Disk 60 only a replica of the permanently

stored song is retrieved. The permanently stored song remains

intact on the Hard Disk 60, thus allowing repeated playback. The

Control Integrated Circuit 50b stores the replica onto the Play

Back Random Access Memory Chip 50d at a high transfer rate. The

Control Integrated Circuit 50b then sends the electronic output to

the Stereo Speakers 80 at a controlled rate using the Play Back

Random Access Memory Chip 50d as a temporary staging point for the

Digital Audio Music.

Unique to this invention is that the Control Unit 50 also

serves as the user's personal disk jockey. The user may request

specific songs to be electronically cued for playback, or may

request the Control Unit 50 to randomly select songs based on the

user's criteria. All of these commands are electronically stored

in random access memory enabling the control unit to remember prior

commands while simultaneously performing other tasks requested by

the user and, at the same time, continuing to play songs previously
cued.

Offering a convenient visual display of the user's

library of songs is but one more new and improved aspect of this

invention. As the Control Unit 50 is executing the user's commands

to electronically sort, select, randomly play, etc., the Video

Display Screen 70 is continually providing feedback to the user.

The Video Display Screen 70 can list/scroll all songs stored on the

Hard Disk 60, list/scroll all cued songs, display the current

command function selected by the user, etc. Further expanding upon

the improvements this invention has to offer, the Video Display

Screen 70 can display the lyrics of the song being played, as well
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as the name of the song, album, artist, recording company, date of

recording, duration of song, etc. This is possible if the lyrics

and other incidental information are electronically stored to the

Hard Disk 60 with the Digital Audio Music.

The present',i ve tion is a method for transmitting

‘ % adesired digital ‘deo o Arudio signals stored on a first memory of

a first partybgo aasecond memory of a second party. The method
comprises the steps of transferring money Via telecommunications

lines to the first party from the second party or electronically

selling to the second party by the first party. Additionally, the

method comprises the step of then conn cti electronically via 

 telecommunications lines the first m mo y; he second memory

such that the desired digital video orflau io signals can pass

therebetween. NextE there is the step of transmitting the desired
digital video or audio signals from the first memory with aA

transflitterein control and in possession of the first party to a
receiverAhav ng¢222*second memory
seeend—pasty.fi The-receiver is in possession and in control of the
second party§ h r'fis also the step of then storing the desired
digital video ordaudio signals in the second memory.

In summary, there has been disclosed a newMazd improvEd
bemethodology/system by which Digital Audio Music can

electronically sold, distributed, transferred, and stored.

Further, there has been disclosed a new and ,limprovedW! , .

methodology/system by which Digital. Audio Music‘k can be

electronically manipulated, i.e., sorted, cued, and selected for

playback. Further still, there has been disclosed a new and

improved methodology/system by which the electronic manipulation of

Digital Audio Music can be visually displayed for the convenience

of the user. Additionally, there has been disclosed a new and

improved methodology/system by which electronic copyright
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protection of quality Digital Audio Music is possible through use

of this invention.

Since numerous changes may be made in the above described

process and apparatus and different embodiments of the invention

may be made without departing from the spirit thereof, it is

intended that all matter contained in the foregoing description or

shown in the accompanying drawings shall be interpreted as

illustrative, and not in a limiting sense. Further, it is intended

that this invention is not to be limited to Digital Audio Music and

can include Digital Video, Digital Commercials, and other

applications of digital information.

Although the invention has been described in detail in

the foregoing embodiments for the purpose of illustration, it is to

be understood that such detail is solely for that purpose and that

variations can be made therein by those skilled in the art without

departing from the spirit and scope of the invention except as it

may be described by the following claims.
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WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 

 
 

 
 
 

 

 
  

1. A method for transferring desired digital ideo or

/Zb dio signals comprising the steps of:
forming a connection through telecommuni tions lines

between a first memory of a first party and a seco d memory of a

second party, said first memory having said desir d digital video

or audio signals;

selling electronically by the first party to the second

party through telecommunications lines, the desired digital Video

or audio signals in the first memory; and

transferring the desired dig' al Video or audio signals

from the first memory of the first p ty to the second memory of

the second party through telecommun'cations lines.

2. A method as descri ed in Claim 1 including after the

transferring step, the step of toring the desired digital video or

audio signals in the second emory.

3. A method as escribed in Claim 2 including before the

transferring step, the tsp of electronically coding the desired

digital video or audi signals into a configuration which would

prevent unauthorized reproduction of the desired digital video or

audio signals.

4. A ethod as described in Claim 3 wherein the first

memory includ 
 
 

 

a first party hard disk having a plurality of

digital vide or audio signals, and a sales random access memory

chip which emporarily stores a replica of the desired digital

video or a dio signals purchased by the second party for subsequent
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transfer via telecommunications lines to the second me cry of the

second party; and including before the transferring st p, there is

the step of storing a replica of the desired digital v'deo or audio

signals from the hard disk into the sales random ccess memory

chip.

5. -A method as described in Claim 4 w erein there is a

second party integrated circuit which cont 015 and executes

commands of the second party, and a second arty control panel

connected to the second party integrated ci cuit, and before the

forming step, there is the step of commanding the second party

integrated circuit with the second party control panel to initiate

the purchase of the desired digital video or audio signals from the

first party-

6. A method as described in Claim 5 wherein the second

memory includes an incoming random access memory chip which

temporarily stores the desired digital video or audio signals

received from the sales random access memory chip, a second party

hard disk for storing the desired digital video or audio signals,

and a playback random access memory chip for temporarily storing

the desired digital video or audio signals for sequential playback;

and the storing step includes the steps of storing the desired

digital video or audio signals in the incoming random access memory

chip, transferring the desired digital video or audio signals from

the incoming random access memory chip to the second party hard
disk, storing the desired digital video or audio signals in the

second party hard disk, commanding the second party integrated

circuit with the/second party control panel to play the desired
digital video 0% audio signals and transferring a replica of the
desired digital video or audio signals from the second party hard

disk to the Slayback random access memory chip for playback-
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7. A method as described in Claim 6 includ' g after the

transferring step, there is the step of repeating t e commanding,

playing, and transferring steps.

 
 

 
8. A method for transferring digi 1 video or audio

signals comprising the steps of:

entering into a second party CZ? rol panel of a second
party control unit of a second party comm nds by the second party

to purchase desired digital video or a dio signals from a first

party;

forming a connection thro gh telecommunications lines

Ibetween a first memory of the first party and a second memory of

the second party control unit, 5 id first memory having desired

digital video or audio signals;

selling electronically by the first party to the second

party through telecommunications lines, the desired digital video

or audio signals in the first memory;

transferring the desired digital video or audio signals
from the first memory of the first party to the second memory of

the second party through telecommunications lines;

entering into the second party control panel commands to

play the desired digital video or audio signals; and

playing the desired digital video or audio signals with

the second party control unit.

9. A system for transferring digital video or audio

signalj/comprising:
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a first party control unit having a first emory having

desired digital video or audio signals, an means for

electronically selling the desired digital video 0 audio signals;

a second party control unit having a s cond party control

panel, a second memory connected to the second/p:rty control panel,
and means for playing the desired digital v deo or audio signals

connected to the second memory and the second party control panel,

said playing means operatively controll d by the second party

control panel, said second party control nit remote from the first

party control unit; and

telecommunications lines connected to the first party

control unit and the second party control unit through which the

electronic sales of the desired digital video or audio signals

occur and through which the desired digital video or audio signals

are electronically transferred from the first memory to the second

memory after the desired digital video or audio signals are sold to

the second party by the first party.

10. A system as described in Claim 9 wherein the first

party control unit includes a first party hard disk having a

plurality of digital/Video or audio signals which include the
desired digital video or audio signals, and a sales random access

memory chip electronically connected to the first party hard disk

for storing a replica of the desired digital video or audio signals

of the first party's hard disk.

11. A system as described in Claim 10 wherein the second

party control unit includes a second party hard disk which stores

a pluralit of digital video or audio signals, and a playback

random access memory chip electronically connected to the second
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party hard disk for storing a replica of the desired d gital video

or audio signals as a temporary staging area for pla back.

12. A system as described in Claim 11 w erein the first

party control unit‘ includes a first party c ntrol integrated

circuit which controls and executes commands of he first party and

is connected to the first party hard disk, t e first party sales

random access memory, and the second part control integrated

circuit through the telecommunications li es, said first party

control integrated circuit.and said second/party control integrated
circuit regulate the transfer of the desired digital video or audio

signals; and a first party control panel through which the first

party control integrated circuit is programmed and is sent commands

and which is connected to the first party control integrated

circuiti

13. A system as described in Claim 12 wherein the second

party control unit includes a second party control integrated

circuit which controls and executes commands of the second party

and is connected to the second party hard disk, the playback random

access memory, and the first party control integrated circuit
through the telecommunications lines, said second party control

integrated circuit and said first party control integrated circuit

regulate the transfer of the desired digital video or audio

signals; and a second party control panel through which the second

party control integrated circuit is programmed and is sent commands

and which is connected to the second party integrated circuit.

'14. A system as described in Claim 13 wherein the second

party control unit includes an incoming random access memory chip
connected to the second party hard drive and the second party
control integrated circuit, and the first party control unit

through the telecommunications lines for temporarily storing the
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desired digital video or audio signals received fr m the first

party's control unit for subsequent storage to th second party

hard disk.

15. A system as described in Claim 14 w erein the second

party control unit includes a video display uni connected to the

playback random access memory chip and to the second party

integrated circuit for displaying the desi ed digital video or

audio signals.

16. A method for transmitting esired digital-Video or

audio signals stored on a first memory 0 a first party to a second

memory of a second party comprising th steps of:

selling electronically vi telecommunications lines to

the second party at a location remo e from the first memory by the

first party controlling use of the first memory, said seCond party

financially distinct from the f rst party, said second party in

control and in possession of th second memory;

  

 

 
 

 
 

 

connecting electro ically via telecommunications lines

the first memory with the second memory such that the desired

digital video or audio si als can pass therebetween;

transmitting he desired digital video or audio signals

from the first memory ith a transmitter in control and possession

of the first party 0 a receiver having the second memory at a

location determin d by .the second party, said receiver in

possession and c trol of the second party; and

sto ing the digital video or audio signals in the second
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17. A system for transmitting desired di ital video or

audio signals stored on a first memory of a first pa ty to a second

memory of a second party comprising:

means for transferring money el ctronically via

telecommunications lines from the second party 0 the first party

controlling uSe of the first memory, at a loca ion remote from the

second memory, said second party controlling se and in possession

of the second memory;

means for connecting electronically via

telecommunications lines the first memo y with the second memory

such that the desired digital video r audio signals can pass

therebetween, said connecting means i: electrical communication
with the transferring means;

means for transmitting the desired digital video or audio

signals from the first memory with a transmitter in control and

possession of the first.party to a receiver having the second

memory at a location determined by the second party, said receiver

in possession and control of the second party, said transmitting

means in electrical communication with said connecting means; and

means for storing the digital video or audio signals in

the second memory, said storing means in electrical communication

with said transmitting meansr

/
18. A system as described in Claim 17 wherein the

connecting means comprises a first control unit in possession and
/

control of the first party and a second control unit in possession

and control of the second party.
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)6{ A system as described in Claim 18 wherein the first

control. unit comprises a ‘firstfl~control. panel, first Control

integrated circuit and a sales random access memory, said sales

random access memory and.said first control panel in electrical

communication with said first control integrated circuit, said

second control unit comprising a second control panel, a second

control.integrated circuit, an incoming random access memory and a

playback random access memory, said second control panel, said

incoming random access memory and said playback random access

memory in electrical communication with. said second control

integrated circuit.

v
édfi A system as described in Claim}? wherein the

telecommunications lines include telephone lines-

9’7 919
Iain A system as described in Claimyzd'wherein the first

memory comprises a first hard disk and the second memory comprises

a.second hard disk,

2%” ' ' ' 9"
’21. A system as described in Claim‘zagincluding a video

display and speakers in possession and control.of the second party,

said video display and speakers in electrical.communication with

said second control integrated circuit”

  
  
 

 

23- A system for transmitting desired ital video or

an o signals stored on a first memory of a fi party to a second

mory of a second party comprising:

means for transfer 'ng money electronically via

telecommunications lines to he first party at a location remote

from the second memory and/controlling use of the first memory from
the second. party, aid second party controlling use and in

possession of the second memory;
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means for connecting electronical via

telecommunications lines the first memory with the sec nd memory

such that the desired digital video or audio signa can pass

therebetween, said connecting means in electrical ommunication

with the transferring means;

means for transmitting the desired dig' al video or audio

signals from the first memory with a transmi

possession of the first party to a receiv

memory at a location determined by the seco d party, said_receiver

in possession and control of the second arty, said transmitting

 
 
 

er in control and

having the second

means in electrical communication with aid connecting means; and

means for storing the digi al video or audio signals in

the second memory, said storing me ms in electrical communication

with said transmitting means.

 
24. A system as escribed in Claim 23 wherein the

connecting means comprises a first control unit in possession and

control of the first party nd a second control unit in possession
the se
 

/

fétgggf A system as described in Claim gé’wherein the first
control unit comprises a first control panel, first control

integrated circuit and a sales random access memory, said sales

random access memory and said first control panel in electrical

communication with said first control integrated circuit, said

second control unit comprising a second control panel, a second

control integrated circuit, an incoming random access memory and a

playback random access memory, said second control panel, said

incoming random access memory and said playback random access

memory in electrical communication with said second_ control

integrated circuit»
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39 . . 39 .
}M{ A system as described in Claim JET wherein the

telecommunications lines include telephone lines.

34
221 A system as described in Claim 3%?wherein the first

memory comprises a first hard disk and the second memory comprises

a second hard disk.

égé. A system as described in Claim gagincluding a video
display and speakers in possession and control of the second party,

said video display and speakers in electrical communication with

said second control integrated circuit.

 

 
 

 
 

29. A method for transmitting desired digit video or

a io signals stored in a first memory of a first part to a second

emory of a second party comprising the steps of:

selling electronically via teleco munications lines

digital video or audio signals possessed by e first party to the

second party, said first party and aid second party in

communication via said telecommunicati ns lines;

 
connecting electronical y via telecommunications lines

the first memory with the second memory such that the desired

digital video or audio signals can pass therebetween;

transferring electronically via telecommunications lines

the digital video op/audio signals from a first location with the
first memory to a second location with the second memory, said

second location/remote from said first location, said first memory
in communication with said second memory via the telecommunications

/
lines; and
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storing the digital video or audio signals ' the second

memory.

30. A method as described in Claim 29 'ncluding after

the transferring step, there is the step of repea ing the selling,

connecting, and transferring steps.

31. A method for transmitting des' ed digital video or

audio signals stored on a first memory of a irst party to a second

memory of a second party comprising the 5 ps of:

selling electronically via t lecommunications lines to

the second party at a location remote rom the first memory by the

first party controlling use of the f'rst memory, said second party

financially distinct from the fir t party, said second party in

control and in possession of the second memory;

connecting electr ically via telecommunications lines

the first memory with th second memory such that the desired

digital video or audio gnals can pass therebetween;

transmitt' g the desired digital video or audio signals

from the first me ry with a transmitter in control and possession

of the first p ty to a receiver having the second memory at a

location de rmined by the second party, said receiver in

possession nd control of the second party; and

storing the digital video or audio signals in the second 
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ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE

A SYSTEM FOR TRANSMITTING DESIRED
DIGITAL VIDEO OR AUDIO SIGNALS

A method-for transferring desired digital video or audio

signals. The method comprises the steps of forming a connection

through telecommunications lines between a first memory of a first

party and a second memory of a second party. The first memory has

the desired digital video or audio signals. Then, there is the

step of selling electronically by the first party to the second

party through telecommunications lines, the desired digital video

or audio signals in the first memory. Then, there is the step of

transferring the desired digital video or audio signals from the

first memory of the first party to the secgnd memory of the second
party-through the telecommunications line .. Additionally, there is

a system for transferring digital video or audio signals-

system comprises a first party control unit having a first me 'ry

having desired digital video or audio signals, and a deviCr for

second party control panel, and a mechanism for play' g the desired

digital video or audio signals connected to the -cond memory and

the second party control panel. The playing m ans is operatively

controlled by the second party control pan: . The second party

control unit is remote from the firs party control unit.

Additionally, the system is comprised -‘ telecommunications lines

connected to the first party contr- unit and the second party

control unit through which GleCtrO'lC sales of the desired digital

video or audio signals occur an- ‘0 which the desired digital video

or audio signals are electronically transferred from the first

memory to the second memo y after the desired digital Video or
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statements mane on intormation and belie! are believed to be true: and tunnet that these statements
were made With the Wedge that mutut false statements and the like so made are punishaoie
by fine or imunsonment. or Dom. under Section 1001 01 Title t8 of the Unned States Code and that
such mtltul Iatse statements may jeooaroige the validity ol the application or any patent issued
thereon.

 

  
  
 

  
POWER OF ATTORNEY: As a named inventor. I hereby appoint the lollowing anomey(si analor
agentts) to prosecute this aopliauon and transact all business in the Patent and Trademark Otfice
connected therein/4th. (list name and regisn'an'on numbed 

 
 

Ansel M. Schwartz, Reg. No. 30,587

  
Send Correspondence to:

Ansel M. Schwartz 412/621-9222

Direct Teieenone Calls to: (name and telephone number!
 

 

 

   
330 Murravs Lane Pittsbur_h PA 15234

  
Cinema-e
United States

Post our-am.“

330 Murra 5 Lane
  
 
 

 

Pitt .u_:o '; 7 4
  

FuunameotseuonummJany

  
 

Seeme Inventov 5 WI

 
W

Foal OH-ce Males:  
 
  

(Suppty simnar information and signature for third and subsequent joint inventors.)
 

MM"O(.¢D P—nnrwmwmmm
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BAH CODE LABEL

V ||||l|||||||i||Illiilllllllllilillilli|l|||||| U.s. PATENT mucmoN

SERIAL NUMBER HUNG DATE GROUP ART UNIT

08/471,964 06/06/95 2516
RULE 60

ARTHUR R. HAIR, PITTSBURGH, PA.

0*CONTINUING DATA*********************

VERIFIED THIS APPLN IS A CON OF 08/023,398 02/26/93
WHICH Is A CON OF 07/586,391 09/18/90 PAT 5,191,573

WHICH IS A CON OF 07/206,497 06/13/88

**FOREIGN/PCT APPLICATIONS************
VERIFIED '

FOREIGN FILING LICENSE GRANTED 07/12/95 ***** SMALL ENTITY *****

TOTAL INDEPENDENT FILING FEE ATTORNEY DOCKET No.
CLAIMS CLAIMS RECEIVED

31 $676.00 HAIR-1CONTII

ANSEL M SCHWARTZ
425 N CRAIG STREET
SUITE 301
PITTSBURGH PA 15213

SYSTEM FOR TRANSMITTING DESIRED DIGITAL VIDEO OR AUDIO SIGNALS

This is to certif that annexed hereto is a true copy from_ the records of the United States
Patent and Tra emark Office of the application whlch is Identified above.

By authority of the
COMMISSIONER OF PATENTS AND TRADEMARKS

Certifying Officer
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7471984
n

PATENT APPLICATION SERIAL Noflh

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE “‘T"

FEE RECORD SHEET

 

 

l 320 TL 07/03/95 084719641 201 676.00 CK HAIR-1 CONT

' PTO-1556
I (5/87)
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Application or Docket Number

PATENT APPLICATION FEE DETERMINATION RECORD .
I Effective October 1, 1994 Q 7/ y?

CLAIMS As FILED -'PART I OTHER THAN
(Column 1) Column 2 SMALL ENTITY 0R SMALL ENTITY

NUMBER FILED NUMBER EXTRA RATE

OR

OR X$22=

A OR X76:
MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM PRESENT

on +240:
* It the difference in column 1 is less than zero. enter '0" in column 2

OR TOTAL

CLAIMS AS AMENDED - PART II OTHER THAN
(Column 1) (Column 2) (Column 3) SMALL ENTITY OR SMALL ENTITY

CLAIMS HIGHEST
REMAINING NUMBER PRESENT ADDI-

AFTER PREVIOUSLY EXTRA TIONAL
AMENDMENT PAID FOR FEE

ADDI-
TIONAL

FEE

-*(a3 -= 3'9 OH
on

FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM OR +240:

<
I-
Z
In
E
D
2
III
E
< IxI.\l0)

II.
TOTAL TOTAL

OR

(Column 1) (Column 2) (Column 3) ADDIT’ FEE ADDIT‘ FEE
CLAIMS HIGHEST

FIISM/IIINING NUMBER PRESENT ADDI- ADDI-
AFTER PREVIOUSLY EXTRA TIONAL RATE TIONAL

AMENDMENT PAID FOR FEE FEE

Total - - OR x$22=

FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM ' OR +240:

AMENDMENTB
TOTAL OR TOTAL

(Column 1) (Column 2) (Column 3) ADD” FEE ADD'T' FEE
CLAIMS HIGHEST

REMAINING NUMBER PRESENT ADDl- .
AFTER PREVIOUSLY EXTRA ‘ TIONAL

AMENDMENT PAID FOR FEE

-- -

FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEPENDENT CLAIM on +240:

ADDI-
TIONAL

FEE

AMENDMENTC O33

'2 If the entry in column 1 is less than the entry in column 2. write "0" in column 3. TOTAL
n." the “Highest Number Previously Paid For" IN THIS SPACE is less than 20. enter '20." OR ADDIT FEEIt the Highest Number Previously Paid For" IN THIS SPACE is less than 3. enter “3." . '

The Highest Number Previously Paid For" (Total or Independent) is the highest number found in the appropriate box in column 1.

FORM PTO-375 ° Patent and Trademark Otlice, US. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
(Rev. 10/94)
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V’ . f - UNITED STATEe DEPARTMENT OF COMMEREE
Patent and Trademark Office
Address: COMMISSIONER OF PATENTS AND TRADEMARKS

Washington. DC. 20231

 nasr NAMED MENTOR

88/471,964 06/06/95 HAIR A HAIR-ICONTII

24M1/o104

ANSEL n autumn

425 N CRAIG STREET 3,
SUITE 301

PITTSBURGH PA 15213 - 2413
DATE MAILED: 01 [04/96

This Is a communication tram the examiner in charge of your application.
COMMISSIONER OF PATENTS AND TRADEMARKS

ET/hls application has been examined D Responsive to communication filed on D This action ls made final.
A shortened statutory period tor response to this action Is set to expire 5’ month(s). /' days from the date of this letter.
Failure to respond within the penod for response will cause the application to become abandoned. 35 U.S.C. 133

Part I THE FOLLOWING A‘I'I’ACHMENT(S) ARE PART OF THIS ACTlON:

 

 

 

 

 

1. Weof References Cited by Examiner. PTO-892. 2. m01 Drehsman‘s Patent Drawing Review, PTO-948.
3. D Notice of An Cited by Applicant. PTOvl 449. 4. D Notice ol Informal Patent Applicatlon, PTO-152.
5. D tntonnation on How to Eflect Drawing Changes. PTO-1474. 6. D

Perl ll SUMMARY OF ACTION

1. Wins l ' 3' are pending In the application.

Of the above. claims ' are withdrawn from consideration.

2. CI Claims . ‘ have been cancelled.

3. D Claims are allowed.

4. whims I ’ 3| I are rejected.

5. D Claims are objected to.

6. D Claims are subject to restriction or election requirement.
 

1. D This application has been filed with lntormal drawings under 37 C.F.R. 1.85 which are acceptable for examination purposes.

8. D Formal drawings are required In response to this Office action.

9. D The corrected or substitute drawings have been received on . Under 37 C.F.Fl. 1.84 these drawings
are E] amaptable; El not meotable (see explanation or Notice oi Draftsman‘s Patent Drawing Review, PTO-946).

 

10. U The proposed additional or substitute sheet(s) of drawings, filed on . has (have) been Uapproved by the
examiner; D disapproved by the examiner (see explanation).

11. D The proposed drawing correction, tiled has been Dapproved: D disapproved (see explanation).

12. [:1 Acknowledgement ls made of the claim tor priority under 35 U.S.c. 119. The certified copy has El been received Cl not been received
D been filed in parent application. serial no. ; tiled on .

13. D Since this application apppears to be in condition for allowance except lor lonnai matters, prosecution as to the merits Is closed In
awordance with the practice under Ex pane Quayle. 1935 CD. 11:45:! 0.6. 213.

14. D Other

EXAMINER'S ACTION

'PTOLI-m (Rev. 2M) '

t;\ g.._~ ‘ . —~ -—- -- . ‘ ,_ .__-.', __ Om...“ ..,_.. -. . .
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n ‘

Serial No. 08 471964
Art Unit 2413

IN

This application is a continuation of the pending application

serial no. 08/023398.

1. The drawings are objected to because of the reasons set forth

in the PTOL—948. Correction is required.

2. The title of the invention is not descriptive. A new title is

required that is clearly indicative of the invention to which the

claims are directed.

3. The Abstract of the Disclosure is objected to because the

content of the abstract exceeds 250 words and because the title of

the invention should not included in the abstract. Correction is

required. See M.P.E.P. § 608.0l(b). .

4. The following is a quotation of the first paragraph of 35

U.S.C. § 112:

The specification shall contain a written description of the
invention, and of the manner and process of making and using
it, in such full, clear, concise, and exact terms as to enable

any person skilled in the art to which it pertains, or with
which it is most nearly connected, to make and use the same
and shall set forth the best mode contemplated by the inventor
of carrying out his invention.

The specification is objected to under 35 U.S.C. § 112, first

paragraph, as failing to provide an adequate written description of

the invention.

The specification fails to make clear what the problems in the

prior art that the present invention intends to overcome.

5. Claims 1-31 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 112, first

paragraph, for the reasons set forth in the objection to the

specification.
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a 6

Serial No. 08 471964 3
Art Unit 2413

6. The following is a quotation of the appropriate paragraphs of
35 U S.C. § 102 that form the basis for the rejections under this
section made in this Office action:

A person shall be entitled to a patent unless --
(b) the invention was patented or described in a printed
publication in this or a foreign country or in public use or
on sale in this country, more than one year prior to the date

of application for patent in the United States.

7. Claims 1—2, 8—12, 16 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 102(b) as

being anticipated by Lightner'US/3718906.

Lightner disclose a method for transferring audio signal over

telecommunication links by forming connection between the seller

and purchaser, selling electronically by the seller to the

purchaser, desired audio signal and transferring the audio signal

over the telecommunication links. See figs. 1, 10 and their

description.

8. The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. § 103 which forms
the basis for all obviousness rejections set forth in this Office
action:

A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not
identically disclosed or described as set forth in section 102
of this title, if the differences between the subject matter
sought to be patented and the prior art are such that the
subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time
the invention was made to a person having ordinary skill in
the art to which said subject matter pertains. Patentability
shall not be negatived by the manner in which the invention.
was made.

Subject matter developed.by another person, which qualifies as
prior art only under subsection (f) or (g) of section 102 of

this title, shall not preclude patentability under this
section where the subject matter and the claimed invention
were, at the time the invention was made, owned by the same
perSon or subject to an obligation of assignment to the same
person.

9. Claims 3—7, 15, 17-31 are rejected under 35 U.S.C. § 103 as
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Serial No. 08 471964
Art Unit 2413

Ivb

i

being unpatentable over Ogaki et al in View of Lightner.

Ogaki et al discloses all that is claimed except that he does

not disclose transferring audio or video signals. However, he does

disclose transferring the software programs through

telecommunication lines for distributing or selling these programs

to consumers. Lightner discloses transferring audio/video signals

through telecommunications lines for distributing or selling to

purchasers. It would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in

_ the art to transfer or seller distribute audio/video signals in the

system and method taught by Ogaki et al. It would have been

obvious because one of ordinary skill in the art, based on common

knowledge and common sense, would be able to recognize a

substitution of the contents of the software program signals with

the audio/Video signals.

 

10. Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier
communications from the examiner should be directed to Hoa Nguyen,

whose telephone number is (7031 305-9687. The examiner can

normally be reached on Monday through FridayL from 8.30 A.M to 5.00‘
P.M. . 

If attempts to .reach the examiner by telephone are

unsuccessful, the examiner’s supervisor, Robert Beausoliel, can be
reached on (703k 305-9713. The fax phone number for this Group is

703 305—9724.

Any inquiry of a general nature or relating to the statu’ of

this application should be directed to the Group receptionist wh se
telephone number is (7032 305— 9600

.59

 
 

  

 
 H MN UYEN

PRIMARY E INER
GROUP 2400
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  (REV. 2.92)

 

nunannnnnufl- -HEEEMEML‘EEE -EE‘II§1[IIIHEHEME 

FORM FWD-892

NOTICE OF REFERENCES CITED

 
RCIKPARTWIT

    

 
  

 

  

  
 

  
 

NUMBER

APPLJCéNTWSI

IMMIIIIIIIII
U.$. PATENT DOCUMENTS

u.s‘ DEPARTMENT or COMMERCE 55""‘L “‘3' £275..) ATTACHMENTPATENT AND THADEMARK OFFICE ‘ To

08 (meg , (sagas:

 
 FILING DATE IF

DOCUMENT NO, APPROPRIATE

I
[In

manning-lama Plfilflfllfilfiflaflu Emmannmums
 

IianflEflE-IEIHME .\‘Ifigfififlflflfia
     

EXAMINER

 
 

DATE

" A copy of this reference is not being furnished with this office action.
(See Manual of Patent Examining Procedure, section 707.05 (3).)
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Farm PTO 948 (Rev. III-94) U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE - Patent and Trademark Olliee
ApplicationNam

NOTICE OF DRAFI‘SPERSON’S PATENT DRAWING REVIEW

PTO Draftpersons review all originally filed drawings regardless of whether they are designated as formal or infomtal. Additionally,
patent Examiners will review the drawings for compliance with the regulations. Direct telephone inquiries concerning this review tothe Drawing Review} Branch. 7011-3058404.

The drawings filed (insert date) 6 ~13 - i f ,arr:A. not objected to by the Draftspcrson under 37 TR Lit-t nr LISZ.
It. _ objected to by the Draftspcrsnn under .17 C' :12 not or 1.] 7 s
' ' ' n of new. corrected
drawings when necessary. Corrected drawings must he submitted
according to the instructions on the back of this Notice.

 
 
  

  

I. DRAWINGS. 37 CFR Iii-1(a): Acceptable categories of drawings:Black ink. Color.
_ Not black solid lines. I“
_ Color drawings are not at *ptable until pet .

Fiso) _. __
2. PHOTOGRAPHS. 37 CFR l.84(h)
_ Photographs are not acceptable until petition is granted.Fisto
__ Photographs not properly IlItlulllt'II (must use Iu‘yslol hoard or

photographic double-Weight paper). Figts)
_ Poor quality (half-tone). Figts)

3. GRAPHIC FORMS. 37 CFR 1.8-! (d)
_ Chemical or mathematical formula not labeled as separate figure.FigtS)
_ Group of waveforms not presented as a single figure. using

common vertical axis with time extending along horizontal axis.
Fists)

_ Individuals waveform not identified with a separate lcltcr
designation adjacent to the venical axis. Fig(s)

4. TYPE OF PAPER. 37 CFR l.84(c)
__ Paper not flexible. strong. whitc. smooth. nonshiny. and durable.Sheet(s)

Ensures, alterations. overwritings. interlineations, cra “GEE.

copy machine marks not accepted. Fig(s) [/12_ y or. chum paper is not acceptable (too thin). Figtx)
5. SIZE OF PAPER. 37 CFR |.84(l): Acceptable sizes:

21.6 cm. by 35.6 cm. (8 U2 by 14 inches)
21.6 cm. by 33.1 cm. (8 1/2 by [3 inches)
21.6 cm. by 27.9 cm. (8 1/2 by 11 inches)
21.0 cm. by 29.7 cm. (DIN size A4)

_ All drawing sheets not the same size. Sheet(s)
_ Drawing sheet not an acceptable size. Sbectts)

6. MARGINS. 37 CFR l.84(g): Acceptable margins:
Paper size

 
 
  .I is granted.

 

 

 

 

 

  
21.6cm. X 35.6 Cm. 21.6 cm X .111 cm.1l.6 cm. X 279 Col. 210cm. X 29.7 cm.
(3 1/2 X Id inches) (8 U2 X I3 inches) (3 1/2 X II inches) (DIN Sin: A4)  

   

1' SJ cm. (2') 2.5 Cm.(l') 2.5 cm. (I") 2.5cm.
L .64 cm. (I/fl“) .64 cm. (1/4“) .64 cm. (1/4") 25 cm.
R .64 cm. (114') .64 cm. (ll-1") .64 cm. (1/4") 1.5 cm.  

   B .64 cm. (1/4”) .64 cm. (II-F) .64 cm, (1/4”) 1.0 cm.  
Margins do not conform to chart above.
Sit-eds)
__Top (1')_Len (L) _Rigitt (R) _Bouom (a)

7. VIEWS. 37 CFR 1.84(h)
REMINDER: Specification may require revtsion to correspond todrawing changes.

_ All views not grouped together. Figts)
_ Views connected by projection lines or lead lines.

Fists)
Partial views. 37 CFR 1.841(b) 2

 

 

 

COMMENTS:

 

 

fiEST AVAILABLE COPY

REVIEW'~ -. .

 
_ View and enlarged view not tabled separatly or properly.Fetal—é

Sectional views. 37 CFR |.S4 (h) 3
tching not indicated for sectional portions ofan object.l-‘igts)________

_ Cross section not drawn same as View with parts in cross section
with regularly spaced parallel oblique strokes. Fig(s)

h’. ARRANGEMENT ()F VIEWS. 37 CFR LING)
___ Words do out appear on a horizontal. left‘to-right fashion when

('iiht'r upright or tamed so that the top becomes the right
.: c. except for graphs. Fig(s)

9. SCALE. 37 CFR LX400
__ Scale not large enough to show mechanism with crowding

when drawing is reduced in size to two-thirds in reproduction.liigts)
__ Indication such as “actual size" or scale 1/2" not permitted.Figtsl

It). CHARACTER 0F LINES. NUMBERS. Se LETTERS. 37 CFR
l.84(l)

Lines. numbers & letters not uniformly thick and well defined.
cle .durablc. and black (except for color drawings).F (5)

II. SHADING. 37 CFR I.S4(m)
_ Solid black shading areas not permitted.

Fig“)
__ Shade lines. pale. rough and blurred. Fig(s)

12. NUMBERS. LETTERS. 5: REFERENCE CHARACTERS. 37 CFR
.84tp)

tmtht'rs and reform 'e c "tracters ttot plain and legible. 37 CFR
LX400“) Fig(5)A

__ Numbers and reform not oriented in same direction
as tlte view. 37 CFR l.84(p)(l) Figts)

. __ English alphabet not used. 37 CFR l.84(p)(2)
Fig(s)

_ Numbers. letters. and reference characters do not measure at least
.32 cm. (Ill! inch) in height. 37 CFR(P)(3)
FigtSl

I3. LEAD LINES. 37 CFR 1.84m)
_ Lead lines cross each other. Fig(s)
__ Lead lines missing. Fig(s)

l4. NUMBIZRING 0F SHEETS OF DRAWINGS. 37 CFR |.84(t)
H Sheets not numbered consecutively. and in Arabic numerals.

beginning with number I. Sbcet(s)
I5. NUMBER OF VIEWS. 37 CFR |.34(u)

__ Views not numbered consecutively, and in Arabic numerals.
beginning with number 1. Fig(s)

__ View numbers not preceded by the abbreviation Fig.Fig(s)
16. CORRECTIONS. 37 CFR l.84(w)
_ Corrections not made from prior PTO-948.

Vino)
l7. DESIGN DRAWING. 37 CFR I.I52

__ Surface shading shown not appropriate. Fig(s)
_ Solid black shading not used for color contrast.

Fig(s)
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REMINDER
 

Drawing changes may also require changes in the specification,
.(“'NWXV

e.g., if Fig. 1 is changed to Fig. 1A, Fig. ”3, Fig. 1C, etc., the
specification, at the Bricl‘ Description of the Drawings, must
likewise be changed. Please make such changes by 37 CFR 1.312
Amendment at the time of submitting drawing changes.

t"r e.“I!"  
INFORMATION ON HOW TO EFFECT DRAWING CHANGES

1. Correction of Inl‘nrmalities-—37 CFR 1.85

File new drawings with the changes incomorated therein. The application nttmbcror the title olthe
invention, in'ventor's name. docket lillll'tbtil'(ir2111)’). and the name and telephone number ol'a person
to call iltlte Office is unable to match the drawings to the proper application. should be placed on the ‘
back oleach sheet ot‘drawings in acettrt'lance with 37 CFR lbdtc). Appiicant may delay filingI ofthe
new drawings until receipt :tl‘the Notice ol'Allmvahility ti”|‘(>l.~il7i. Extensions of titne may be
obtained under the provisions of}? Cl‘lt l fl .152. The than? ‘5 sltottitl be zilct! as a separate paper with
a transmittal letlL‘t‘ addressed to the Drawing Review Branch.

 

2. Tinting ome‘reetions

 
Applicant is net aired tosttlvntit aw. ptzzhie corrected LilLtY i'igs within the taree-ntonthshonened
statutory _)et'it:~d set in th Notice m’Autowability (PTOL- il‘ a tm'rectioa is tle‘tern’tined to be
unacceptable by the Olli tpplicant must arrange to but t acceptable correction resubmitted within
the original three-month period to avoid the necessity Offli’liillliilig as extension oftinte and paying the
extension fee. Therefore, applicant should file corrected thaw/tugs as soon as possible.

 
    

Failure to take corrective action within set (or extended) period will result in ABANDONMENT of
the Application.

l

1 3. Corrections other than Infomialities Noted by the Drawing Review Branch on the Form PTO 948

i All changes to the drawings, other than infomtalities noted by the Drawing Review Branch, MUST
be approved by the examiner before the application will be allowed. No changes will be pemtitled , _ t
to be made, other than correction of infomialitics, unless the examiner has approved theproposed r"
changes.‘ ' ‘

 

sift AVAlLABLE COPY

.m n... , . ~--~....:~,
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Patent and Trademark Office

Address: COMMISSIONER OF PATENTS AND TRADEMARKS
Washington, DC. 20231

SERIAL NUMBER FILING DATE:

‘ .

HmT- Icon-m

 

PAPER NUMBER

Quiz» at
DATE MAILED:

 
EXAMINER INTERVIEW SUMMARY RECORD

All participants (applicant, applicant's representative. PTO personnel):

(1) MN- Md gt‘bm 24 l g (3) flflfl {HQ‘W'
m m. mam £421? (4, '

Date of interview {/ .7 /g gType: D Telephonic EKZMI (copy is given to BQicant applicant's representative).
Exhibit shown or demonstration conducted: C) Yes D No. If yes, brief description:

 

Agreement E) was reached with respect to some or all of the claims in question. E) was not reached.

Claims discussed: _
 

Identification of prior art discussed:

 
 

Description of the general nature of what was agreed to if an agreement was reached, or any other comments. . J

Wwwa’£2‘iu/Lan U1 Oit‘seflewot waif/m M 7U:
gas/ammo:53 mm‘tiflfww @gcdb .ti affects?7LE
 

  5M

  AASw 3,

IA fuller description, if necessary, and a copy of the amendments. if available, which the examiner agreed would render the claims allowable must be
attached. Also, where no copy of the amendments which would render the claims allowable is available, a summary thereof must be attached.)

 

Unless the paragraphs be ow have been checked to indicate to the contrary, A FORMAL WRITTEN RESPONSE TO THE LAST OFFICE ACTION IS
NOT WAIV ED AN ST INCLUDE THE SUBSTANCE OF THE INTERVIEW (e.g., items 1—7 on the reverse side of this form). If a response to he
last Office acti as already been filed, then applicant is given one month from this interview date to providea statement of the substance of the intervi w. 
 
 is not necessary for applicant to provide a separate record of the substance of the interview.

C] Since the examiner's interview summary above (including any attachments) reflects a complete response to each of the objections, rejection and
requirements that may be present in the last Office action, and since the claims are n a omble, this comp) ted form is considered to fulfil the
response requirements of the last Office action.

PTOL-ll-ili (REV, 1-84)  
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. , 607 60/ 6’50 “79/7\

‘x ’ PATENT G/fly/EHAIR-l CONT II mey’s‘bocket No.

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE ”6
in re application of: Arthur R. Hair

Serial No.: 0 8 #071,964 Group No.: 2413

Filed: June 6, 1995 Examiner: H. Nguyen
For.

Assistant Commissioner for Patents

Washington, D.C. 20231

1.

2.

A SYSTEM FOR TRANSMITTING DESIRED DIGITAL VIDEO
0R AUDIO SIGNALS 352.00CK 234.0000 ”450.00CK0JP:07/11/9608471964

I2031

AMENDMENT TRANSMITTAL m

Transmitted herewith is an amendment for this application.

STATUS

Applicant is

DZ] a small entity. A verified statement:

Cl is attached. 4

E] was already filed.

C] other than a small entity.

 

[X deposited with the United States Postal
Service with sufficient postage as first class
mail in an envelope addressed to the

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING/TRANSMISSION (37 CHI 1.83)

hereby certify that this correspondence is, on the date shown below, being:

MAIIJNG FACSIMILE

[j transmitted by facsimile to the
Patent and Trademark Office.

Assistant Commissioner for Patents.

Washington. D.C. 20231. . W X]
Signature
 

Date: imé Tracey L. Milka
(type or print name of person certifying)

(Amendment Transmittal [9-191—page 1 of 4)
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EXTENSION OF TERM

NOTE: “Extension of Time in Patent Cases (Supplement Amendments) — It a timely and complete response
has been filed after a Non-Final Office Action. an extension of time is not required to permit filing and/or
entry of an additional amendment after expiration of the shortened statutory period.

if a timely response has been filed after a Final Office Action, an extension of time is required to permit
filing and/or entry ole Notice ofAppeal or filing and/orentry ofan additional amendment after expiration
of he shortened stahrtory period unless the timely-filed response placed the application in condition
for allowance. 0! course. if a Notice of Appeal has been filed within the shortened statutory period,
the period has ceased to run.’ Notice of December 10, 1985 (1061 0.6. 34-35).

NOTE: See 37 CFR 1.645 for extensions of time in interference proceedings. and 37 CFR 1.550(c) for extensions
of time in reexamination proceedings.

3. The proceedings herein are for a patent application and the provisions of 37 CFR
1.136 apply.

(complete (a) or (b), as applicable)

(a) Applicant petitions for an extension of time under 37 CFR 1.136
(fees: 37 CFH 1.17(a)-(d) for the total number of months checked below:

Extension Fee. for other than Fee for _
(months) small entity small entity

I] one month 3 110.00 $ 55.00

D two months 3 380.00 $190.00
three months 3 900.00 $450.00

C] four months $1,400.00 $700.00

Fee 3 450. 00

If an additional extension of time is required. please consider this a petition therefor.

(check and complete the next item, if applicable)

[:1 An extension for_____ months has already been secured and the
fee paid therefor of $— is deducted from the total fee due for the total
months of extension now requested.

Extension fee due with this request $__—

on

(b) E] Applicant believes that no extension of term is required. However, this condi-

tional petition is being made to provide for the possibility that applicant has
inadvertently overlooked the need for a petition for extension of time.

(Amendment Transmittal [9-19]—page 2 at 4)
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~ FEE FOB CLAIMS

4. The fee for claims (37 CFR 1.16(b)—(d)) has been calculated as shown below:
OTHER THAN A

(Col. 1) (Col. 2) (Col. 3) SMALL ENTITY SMALL ENTrrY

CLAIMS
REMAINING HIGHEST No

AFI'EH PREVIOUSLY PRESBiT ADDIT. ADDIT.
AMENDMENT PAID FOR EXTRA RATE FEE on RATE FEE

TOTAL ' ~63 MINUS " 31 = 32 x11: 5 352.00 x22= $

lNDEP. ' 14 MINU§ "‘ 8 = 6 x39= $ 234.00 x78= $

D FIRST PRESENTATION OF MUL‘HPLE DEP. CLAIM +125= 5 +250: 3___—_______—__.__—.._._———————
TOTAL 08 TOTAL

ADDIT. FEE $ 586 . 00 ADDIT. .
FEE $

' If the entry in Col. 1 is less than entry in Col. 2. write ‘0' in Col. 3.
" if the “Highest No. Previously Paid for' IN THIS SPACE is less than 20, enter '20'.
"' if the “Highest No. Previously Paid For IN THIS SPACE is less than 3. enter '3'.

The 'Highest No. Previously Paid For' (Total or indep.) is the highest number found in the appropriate
box in Col. 1 of a prior amendment or the number of claims originally filed.

WARNING: ”After final rejection or action (5 1.113) amendments may be made cancelling claims or complying
with any requirement of form which has been made.’ 37 CFR § 1.116(3) (emphasis added).

(complete (c) or M. as applicable)

(0) E] No additional fee for claims is required.

on

(d) [Xi Total additional fee for claims required 586 -00 .

FEE. PAYMENT

5. El Attached is a check in the sum of $ _1..0_1L6.;Q0__.

[:1 Charge Account No. ____._._.._ the sum

of $

A duplicate of this transmittal is attached.

 

(Amendment Transmittal [9-191—page 3 of 4)
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FEE DEFICIENCY

NOTE“ If there is a fee deficiency and there is no authon'zation to charge an account, additional fees are
necessary to cover the additional time consumed in making up the original deficiency. If the maximum.
six-month period has expired before the deficiency is noted and corrected. the application is held
abandoned. In those instances where authorization to charge is included, processing delays are
encountered in returning the papers to the PTO Finance Branch in order to apply these charges prior
to action on the cases. Authon'zation to charge the deposit account for any fee deficiency should be
checked. See the Notice of April 7, 1986, {1065 0.6. 31-33).

6. If any additional extension and/or fee is required, charge Account No.
19—0737

AND/OR

B?! If any additionai fee for claims is required. charge

Account No. 19-0737
 

  
SIGNATURE OE ATI’ORNEY

Reg. N05 30,587 Ansel M. Schwartz
(type or print name of attorney)

425 N. Craig Street
Tel. No.:( 412) 621-9222 Suite 391 _P.0. Address

 

Pittsburgh, PA 152I3
 

(Amendment Transmittal [9-191—page 4 of 4)
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)

) WZQ~ ARTHUR R. HAIR )

, )

Serial No. 08/471,964 )

) .

Filed: June 6, 1995 ) A SYSTEM FOR TRANSMITTING '
) DESIRED DIGITAL VIDEO 0R M"

Art Unit: 2413 ) AUDIO SIGNALS 711*
)

Patent Examiner: )

)

H. Nguyen )

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15213

July 3, 1996 CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I hereby certiiy that the correspondence is

Asgistant Commissioner for Patents being deposited with the United States Postal

Washington. Dc 20231 33322;?1311233535333: 'Qaiatifiise'iifi
Trademarks. Wash} . 20231,

Sir:

 Ansel M. Schwartz

Registration No. 30,587

Date

In response to the Office Action dated January 4, 1996, please enter the

following amendments to the above-identified application as follows:

Please amend the title t -- A SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR

TRANSMITTING DESIRED DIGITAL VIDEO OR DIGITAL AUDIO SIGNALS -- .
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- Line 13 after "lines" insert - while the second memory is in possession and

. lg control of the second party - .

//f<r

\ . Line 14, after "signals. " delete the remainder of the abstract.

Page 3, line 11, after "copied." add the following.

 

 

-- Thus, as is apparent from the above discussion, the inflexible form in which

the songs are purchased by an end user, and the distribution channels of the songs, requires the

41 end user to go to a location to purchase the songs, and not necessarily be able to purchase only
’9 the songs desired to be heard, in a sequence the end user would like to hear them. This is not

limited to just songs, but also includes, for example, videos. ——

///V

l Page 3, line 14, after "music" insert -- or digltal Video —— .

; /
g Page 3, line 17, after "music" insert —— or digital video -- .

/V
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Page 3, line 20, after "music" insert -- or digital video ~- .

Page 3, line 23, after "music" insert -- or digital video -- .

Page 5, line 6, after "to" inse{t -- preferably -- .

Page 5, line 7, after "means" inért -- or mechanism —- .

Page 5, line 8, after "or" insért -- digital -- .

Page 5, line 8, after "signals" insert -- preferably -- .

 
Page 5, line 10, after "means" insert -— or mechanism -- .

/
Page 5, line 11, after "first memory" insert -— preferably -- .

/
Page 5, line 12, afterr"or" insert -- digital -- .

/
Page 5, line 13, after "means" insert -- or mechanism -- .

/
Page 5, line 16, after "receiver" insert —— preferably -- .
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l/

Page 5, line 16, deleléat a location".

/
Page 5, line 17, delete "determined by the second party".

‘V V
Page 5, line 17, change 'Lthe receiver" to -- while the receiver -- .

54
1,."

Page 5, line 18, after "P§l‘fl-" insert/1The receiver is placed at a second party
’) ,

fl location determined by the second party,{- .

Page 5, line 18, change "There" to —— Preferably, there -— .

 
5‘ . , 1,; .f 1 Page 5, line 18, after "means" insert -- or mechanism -— .

Page 5, line 19, after "digital" insert -- video or digital audio -- .

Page 6, line 13, after "invention" insert -- preferably -- .

Page 10, line 6, before "audio" insert -- digital —— .

Page 10, line 7, after “first party" in“; -- preferably -- .
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‘ /
Page 10, line 12, after "first memory" insert -- preferably -- .

/
Page 10, line 13, after "or" insert —- digital -— .

Page 10, line 15, after "or" inseé— digital -- .

Page 10, line 17, after "receiver" insén preferably -— .

Page 10, line 17, deleé'at a location determined by the".

Page 10, line 18, delete "second party".

/ v
Page 10, line 18, change "The" to -- while the -- .

Pa 6 10 line 19 after " i ." inse — The receiver is placed by the second
q

party at a second party location determined by the second party. - .

/

Page 10, line 19, after "There" insert —- preferably —- .

Page 10, line 20, after "or" in; -- digital -- .
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/
Page 10, line 22, after "music" insert -- or digital video -- .

Page 10, line 25, after "music" insert -- or digital video -- .

Page 11, line 11, after “information." insert the following.

-- For instance, the present invention is a system 100 for transferring digital

video signals from a first party to a second party. The system 100 comprises a first party

control unit 20 having a first memory having a plurality of desired individual video selections

as desired digital video signals. The first party control unit 20 also has means or a mechanism

for the first party to charge a fee to the second party for access to the desired digital video

signals. The system 100 also comprises a second party control unit 50 having a second party

control panel 50a, a receiver and a video display fer playing the desired digital video or digital ‘

audio signals received by the receiver. The second party control panel 50a is connected to the

video display and the receiver. The receiver and the video display is operatively controlled by

the second party control panel 50a. The second party control unit 50 is remote from the first

party control unit 20. The second party control unit 50 is placed by the second party at a

second party location determined by the second party which is remote from the first party

control unit 20. The second party chooses the desired digital video signals from the first

memory with the second party control panel 20a. The system 100 is also comprised of

telecommunications lines connected to the first party control unit 20 and the second party
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control unit 50 through which the desired digital video signals are electronically transferred

from the first memory to the receiver while the second party control unit 50 is in possession

and control of the second party after the desired digital video signals are sold to the second

party by the first party.

Preferably, the second party control unit 50 includes a second memory which is

connected to the receiver and the video display. 'The second memory stores the digital video

signals that are received by the receiver for providing them to the video display. The second

party control unit 50 preferably includes a second party hard disk 60 which stores a plurality of

digital video signals, and a playback random access memory chip 50d electronically connected

to the second party hard disk 60 for storing a replica of the desired digital video signals as a

temporary staging area for playback. The second party control unit 50 includes a second party

control integrated circuit 50b which controls and executes commands of the second party and

is connected to the second party hard disk 60, the playback random access memory 50d, and

the first party control integrated circuit 20b through the telecommunications lines. The second

party control integrated circuit 50b preferably includes the receiver. Additionally, the second

party control unit 50 includes a second party control panel 20a through which the second party

control integrated circuit 20b is programmed and is sent commands and which is connected to

the second party integrated circuit 50b. Preferably, the second party control unit 50 includes

an incoming random access memory chip 50c connected to the second party hard drive 60 and

the second party control integrated circuit 50b, and the first party control unit 20 through the
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telecommunications lines for temporarily storing the desired digital video signals received from

the first party's control unit 20 for subsequent storage to the second party hard disk 60.

Preferably, the video display includes a video display unit connected to the playback random

access memory chip 50c and to the second party integrated circuit 50b for displaying the

desired digital video signals.

The first party control unit 20 preferably includes a first party hard disk 10

having a plurality of digital video signals which include the desired digital video signals, and a

sales random access memory chip 20c electronically connected to the first party hard disk 10

for storing a replica of the desired digital video signals of the first party's hard disk 10. The

first party control unit 20 preferably includes a first party control integrated circuit 20b which

controls and executes commands of the first party and is connected to the first party hard disk

10, the first party sales random access memory 20c, and the second party control integrated

circuit 20b through the telecommunications lines. The first party control integrated circuit 20b

and the second party control integrated circuit 50b regulate the transfer of the desired digital

video signals. The first party control unit 20 preferably also includes a first party control

\ panel 20a through which the first party control integrated circuit 20b is programmed and is

sent commands and which is connected to the first party control integrated circuit 20b.

The means or mechanism for charging a fee includes means or a mechanism for

charging a fee via telecommunications lines by the first party to the second party at a location
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remote from the second party location. Preferably, the second party has an account and the

means or mechanism for charging a fee includes means or a mechanism for charging the

account of the second party. Preferably, the means or mechanism for charging the account

includes means or a mechanism for charging a credit card number of the second party.

Preferably, the means or mechanism for electronically selling includes means or a mechanism

for electronically selling includes means or a mechanism for charging a fee via

telecommunications lines by the first party to the second party at a first party location remote

from the second party location. Preferably, the second party has an account and the means or

mechanism for charging a fee includes means or a mechanism for charging the account of the

second party. Preferably, the means or mechanism for charging the account includes means or

a mechanism for receiving a credit card number of the second party. The means or

mechanism for receiving a credit card number preferably is part of the control integrated

circuit 20b. The telecommunications lines are preferably telephone lines 30.

The present invention also pertains to a method for transmitting desired digital

video signals stored in a first memory having a plurality of individual video selections as

digital video signals of a first party at a first party location to a second party at a second party

location so the second party can view the desired digital video signals. The method comprises

the steps of placing by the second party a receiver, and a video display connected to the

receiver at the second party location determined by the second party which is remote from the

first party location. Next, there is the step of charging a fee by the first party to the second
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party at a location remote from the second party location so the second party can obtain access

to the desired digital video signals. Then, there is the step of connecting electronically via

telecommunications lines the first memory with a receiver of the second party while the

receiver is in possession and control of the second party. Next, there is the step of choosing

the desired digital video signals by the second party from the first memory of the first party so

desired digital video selections are selected. Next, there is the step of transmitting the desired

digital video signals from the first memory with a transmitter in control and possession of the

first party to the receiver of the second party while the receiver is in possession and control of

the second party at the second party location determined by the second party. Next, there is

the step of displaying the desired video signals received by the receiver on a video display in

possession and control of the second party. The video display is connected with the receiver.

Preferably, the step of charging a fee includes the step of charging a fee via

telecommunications lines by the first party to the second party so the second party can obtain

access to the desired digital video signals stored on the first memory. Preferably, the second

party has an account and the step of charging a fee includes the step of charging the account of

the second party. Preferably, the step of charging the account of the second party includes the

steps of telephoning the first party controlling use of the first memory by the second party.

Then, there is the step of providing a credit card number of the second party controlling the

second memory to the first party controlling the first memory so the second party is charged

money. Preferably, the means or mechanism for the first party to charge a fee includes means

-10-
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P or a mechanism for transferring money electronically via telecommunications lines to the first
party at a location remote from the second memory at the second location. --

INIHEQAIMS:
.f" 

1. (Amended) A method for transferring desired digital video or digital audio

signals comprising the steps of:

forming a connection through telecommunications lines between a first memory

of a first party and a second memoryWof a second party, said first

memory having said desired digital video or digital audio signals;

selling electronically by the first party to the second party through

telecommunications lines, the desired digital video or digital audio signals in the first memory;

and

transferring the desired digital video or digital audio signals from the first

memory of the first party to the second memoryWWWof the second

 

-11-
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5%. (Amended) A method as described in Claim [1] 9% including after the
transferring step, the step of storing the desired digital video or digital audio signals in the

second memory.

% (Amended) A method as described in Claim 2’including before the
transferring step, the step of electronically coding the desired digital video or digital audio

signals into a configuration which would prevent unauthorized reproduction of the desired

digital video or digital audio signals.

7/ (Amended) A method as described in Claimé/wherein the first memory
includes a first party hard disk having a plurality of digital video or digital audio signals, and a

sales random access memory chip which temporarily stores a replica of the desired digital

video or digital audio signals purchased by the second party for subsequent transfer via

telecommunications lines to the second memory of the second party; and including before the

transferring step, there is the step of storing a replica of the desired digital video or digital

‘ audio signals from the hard disk into the sales random access memory chip.

-12-
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$fi.’ (Amended) A method as described in ClaimI/zl’wherein [there is] Wt!

parthntmlJmiLhas a second party integrated circuit which controls and executes commands

of the second party, and a second party control panel connected to the second party integrated

circuit, and before the forming step, there is the step of commanding the second party

integrated circuit with the second party control panel to initiate the purchase of the desired

digital video or digital audio signals from the first party.

7% (Amended) A method as described in Claim 5 wherein the second memory

IWithincludes an incoming random access memory chip which

temporarily stores the desired digital video or digital audio signals received from the sales

random access memory chip, a second party hard disk for storing the desired digital video or

digital audio signals, and a playback random access memory chip for temporarily storing the

desired digital video or digital audio signals for sequential playback; and the storing step

includes the steps of storing the desired“ digital. video or digital audio signals in the incoming ‘

random access memory chip, transferring the desired digital video or digital audio signals from

the incoming random access memory chip to the second party hard disk, storing the desired

digital video or digital audio signals in the second party hard disk, commanding the second

party integrated circuit with the second party control panel to play the desired digital video or

digital audio signals and transferring a replica of the desired digital video or digital audio

signals from the second party hard disk to the playback random access memory chip for

playback.

-13-
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%(Amended) A method as described in Claim )8’including after the

transferring step, there is the step of repeating the commanding, playing, and transferring a

replica steps.

I l

[K (Amended) A’method for transferring digital video or digital audio signals

 
entering into a second party control panel of [a] the second party control unit of

[a] the second party commands by the second party to purchase desired digital video or digital

audio signals from a first party;

forming a connection through telecommunications lines between a first memory

of the first party and a second memory of the second party control unit, said first memory

having desired digital video or digital audio signals;

selling electronically by the first party to the second party through

telecommunications lines, the desired digital video or digital audio signals in the first memory;

-14-
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I . I

transferring the desired digital video or digital audio signals from the first

memory of the first party [to] into the second memory of the second party through

 telecommunications lines . '

Rm;

entering into the second party control panel commands to play the desired

digital video or digital audio signalsWW;

and

playing the desired digital video or digital audio signals with the second party

control unit.

9’

If. (Amended) A system for transferring digital video or digital audio signals

comprising:

a first party control unit having a first memory having desired digital video or

digital audio signals, and means mechanism for electronically selling the desired digital

video or digital audio signals;

a second party control unit having a second party control panel, a second

memory connected to the second party control panel, and meansWfor playing

-15-
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t |

the desired digital video or digital audio signals connected to the second memory and the

second party control panel, said playing means mechanism operatively controlled by the

second party control panel, said second party control unit remote from the first party control

 

telecommunications lines connected to the first party control unit and the second

party control unit through which the electronic sales of the desired digital video or digital ,

audio signals occur and through which the desired digital video or digital audio signals are

electronically transferred from the first memory to the second memory whilejhgsemnd

memorpsjnpgssessinnandmmmmtthesemndpatty after the desired digital video or

digital audio signals are sold to the second party by the first party.

13 )9-
to? (Amended) A system as describedin Claim9’wherein the first party

control unit includes a first party hard disk having a plurality of digital video or digital audio

signals which include the desired digital video or digim audio signals, and a sales random

access memory chip electronically connected to the first party hard disk for storing a replica of

the desired digital video or digital audio signals of the first party's hard disk.

N V I3
,l/l’. (Amended) A system as described in Claim ,w’wherein the second party

control unit includes a second party hard disk which stores a plurality of digital video or digital

-16-
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audio signals, and a playback random access memory chip electronically connected to the

second party hard disk for storing a replica of the desired digital video or digital audio signals

as a temporary staging area for playback.

I I

)1. (Amended) A system as described in Claim lg wherein the first party
control unit includes a first party control integrated circuit which controls and executes

commands of the first party and is connected to the first party hard disk, the first party sales

random access memory, and the second party control integrated circuit through the

telecommunications lines, said first party control integrated circuit and said second party

control integrated circuit regulate the transfer of the desired digital video or digital audio

signals; and a first party control panel through which the first party control integrated circuit is

programmed and is sent commands and which is connected to the first party control integrated

circuit.

lb ‘ '5
1K (Amended) A system as described in Claim ll’wherein the second party

control unit includes a second party control integrated circuit which controls and executes

commands of the second party and is connected to the second party hard disk, the playback

random access memory, and the first party control integrated circuit through the

telecommunications lines, said second party control integrated circuit and said first party

control integrated circuit regulate the transfer of the desired digital video or digital audio

signals; and a second party control panel through which the second party control integrated

-17-
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circuit is programmed and is sent commands and which is connected to the second party

integrated circuit.

fiZflAmended) A system as described in Claim,16‘0wherein the second party
control unit includes an incoming random access memory chip connected to the second party

hard drive and the second party control integrated circuit, and the first party control unit

through the telecommunications lines for temporarily storing the desired digital video or digital

audio signals received from the first party's control unit for subsequent storage to the second

party hard disk.

1%” I I 7
15./ (Amended) A system as described in Claim 14’wherein the second party

control unit includes a video display unit connected to the playback random access memory

chip and to the second party integrated circuit for displaying the desired digital video or digital

audio signals.

97
1.6. (Amended) A method for transmitting desired digital video or digital audio

signals stored on a first memory of a first party to a second memory of a second party

comprising the steps of: .

-18-
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selling electronically via telecommunications lines to the second party at a

location remote from the first memory by the first party controlling use of the first memory,

said second party financially distinct from the first party, said second party in control and in

possession of the second memory;

connecting electronically via telecommunications lines the first memory With the

second memory such that the desired digital video or digital audio signals can pass

therebetween;

transmitting the desired digital video or digital audio signals from the first

memory with a transmitter in control and possession of the first party to [a] the receiver oLthe

secondpartlcontmLunit having the second memory at [a] the location determined by the

second party[,] while said receiver is in possession and control of the second party; [and]

storing the digital video or digital audio signals in the second memoryaand

 

-19-
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M (Amended) A system for transmitting desired digital video or digital audio

signals stored on a first memory of a first party to a second memory of a second party

comprising:

means mechanism for transferring money electronically via

telecommunications lines from the second party to the first party controlling use of the first

memory, at a location remote from the second memory, said second party controlling use and

in possession of the second memory;

means oLammhanism for connecting electronically via telecommunications

lines the first memory with the second memory such that the desired digital video or digital

audio signals can pass therebetween, said connecting means Win in electrical

communication with the transferring means QLmthanism;

means mmhanism for transmitting the desired digital video or digital audio

signals from the first memory with a transmitter in control and possession of the first party to a

receiver having the second memory [at a location determined by the second party,] while said

receiver is in possession and control of the second partydaidmilenplaficdjmmm

determincdhuhesecondmrtx, said transmitting means mechanism in electrical

communication with said connecting means whamm; [and]

-20-
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means Wm for storing the digital video or digital audio signals in the

second memory, said storing means QLmQQhanism in electrical communication with said

 
94°, 95
lo. (Amended) A system as described in Claim 1/wherein the connecting

means mechanism [comprises] comprise a first control unit in possession and control of the

first party and a second control unit in possession and control of the second party.
 

9i
. (Amended) A s stem for transmitting desired digital video or digital audioY

signals stored on a first memory of a first'party aLaflrsleatiQn to a second memory of a

second partyWWcomprising:

[2 meansWm for [transferring money electronically via

{b telecommunications lines to the first party]W
Wat a location remote from the

second [memory and]Wmcontrolling use of the first memory [from the

second party], said second party controlling use and in possession of the second memory;

-21-
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means numhanism f0r connecting electronically via telecommunications

lines the first memory with the second memory such that the desired digital video or digital

audio signals can pass therebetween, said connecting means mm in electrical

communication with the transferring means mechanism;

means QLamthanism for transmitting the desired digital video or digital audio

signals from the first memory with a transmitter in control and possession of the first party to a

receiver having the second memory [at a location determined by the second party,] while said

receiver is in possession and control of the second pmymmgflmlmfllimd

a . I o u n , said transmitting means or 

mechanism in electrical communication with said connecting means W111; [and]

means Wm for storing the digital video or digital audio signals in the

second memory, said storing means mechanism in electrical communication with said

 
l 60

. (Amended) A system as described in Claim [23] ’8 wherein the connecting

means mechanism [comprises] comprise a first control unit in possession and control of the

first party and a second control unit in possession and control of the second party.
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r5 [29’ (Amended) A method for transmitting desired digital video or digital audio

signals stored in a first memory of a first party aLafusuzaleQQaIiQn to a second memory of

a second party comprising the steps of:

 
7 _ WMdigital video or digital audio signals possessed by the first party

I [to the second party], said first party and said second party in communication via said

telecommunications lines;

connecting electronically via telecommunications lines the first memory with the

second memory such that the desired digital video or digital audio signals can pass

therebetween;

transferring electronically via telecommunications lines the digital video or

digital audio signals from a first location with the first memory to [a] the_desired second party

location with the second memoryWWW
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swim, said second party location remote from said first location, said first memory in

communication with said second memory via the telecommunications lines; [and]

storing the digital video or digital audio signals in the second memory;a.nd

 

40 37
%(Amended) A method as described in Claim [29] gZ/including after the

transferring step, there is the step of repeating the [selling]W, connecting, and

(i transferring steps.

”(3/11 (Amended) A method for transmitting desired digital video or digital audio

signals stored on a first memory of a first party to a second memory of a second party

comprising the steps of:

selling electronically via telecommunications linesto the second party at a

location remote from the first memory by the first party controlling use of the first memory,

said second party financially distinct from the first party, said second party in control and in

possession ofWthe second memory connected

. MW;
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connecting electronically via telecommunications lines the first memory with the

second memory such that the desired digital video or digital audio signals can pass

therebetween;

transmitting the desired digital video or digital audio signals from the first

memory with a transmitter in control and possession of the first party to [a] the receiver

[having] connected“: the second memoryWat [a] the location

determined by the second party[,] while said [receiver]MW“in

possession and control-of the second party; [and]

storing the digital video or digital audio signals in the second memorymd

 

Please add the following claims.

 

p.

)2’. A method as described in Claim 1 wherein the second party is at a second

party location and the step of selling electronically includes the step of charging a fee via

telecommunications lines by the first party to the second party at a first party location remote

from the second party location.
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3
33’. A method as described in Claim 32 wherein the second party has an

account and the step of charging a fee includes the step of charging the account of the second

party.

)4’. A method as described in Claim 33 wherein the step of charging the

account of the second party includes the steps of telephoning the first party controlling use of

the first memory by the second party; providing a credit card number of the second party

controlling the second memory to the first party controlling the first memory so the second

party is charged money.

7
3,35, A method as described in Claim 29 wherein the step of charging-a fee

includes the step of charging a fee via telecommunications lines by thefirst party to the second

party at a location remote from the second party location.

3‘75 .
)6. A method as described in Claim 35 wherein the second party has an

account and the step of charging a fee includes the step of charging the account of the second

party.

3?
(3%. A method as described in Claim 36 wherein the step of charging the

account of the second party includes the steps of telephoning the first party controlling use of

the first memory by the second party; providing a credit card number of the second party
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controlling the second memory to the first party controlling the first memory so the second

party is charged money.

114%
’38: A method for transferring desired digital video or digital audio signals from

a first party to a second party comprising the steps of:

placing a second party control unit having a second memory by the second party

at a desired location determined by the second party;

forming a connection through telecommunications lines between a first memory

of a first party and the second memory of the second party, said first memory having said

desired digital video or digital audio signals;

‘ selling electronically by the first party to the second party through

telecommunications lines, the desired digital video or digital audio signals in the first memory;

transferring the desired digital video or digital audio signals from the first

memory of the first party to the second memory of the second party through

telecommunications lines; and playing the digital video or digital audio signals stored in the

second memory with the second party control unit.
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297 A method as described in Claim98/wherein the second party is at a second

party location and the step of selling electronically includes the step of charging a fee via

telecommunications lines by the first party to the second party at a first party location remote

from the second party. location.

L
4 . l3
A)? A method as described in Claim)9' wherein the second party has an

account and the step of charging a fee includes the step of charging the account of the second

Part)“

qfid’. A method as described in Claim Algwherein the step of charging the

account of the second party includes the steps of telephoning the first party controlling use of

the first memory by the second party; providing a credit card number of the second party

controlling the second memory to the first party controlling the first memory so the second

party is charged money. "

(942. A method for transferring desired digital video or digital audio signals

comprising the steps of:

placing a second party control unit having a second memory by the second party

at a desired second party location determined by the second party;
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forming a connection through telecommunications lines between a first memory

of a first party and the second memory of a second party, said first memory having said

desired digital video or digital audio signals;

incurring a fee by the second party to the first party for the use of

telecommunications lines, the desired digital video or digital audio signals in the first memory;

transferring the desired digital video or digital audio signals from the first

memory of the first party to the second memory of the second party through

telecommunications lines while the second memory is in possession and control of the second

party; and playing the digital video or digital audio signals stored in the second memory with

the second party control unit.

H7

fil.’ A system for transferring digital video signals from a first party to a second

party at a second party location comprising:

a first party control unit having a first memory having a plurality of desired

individual video selections as desired digital video signals, and means or a mechanism for the

first party to charge a fee to the second party for access to the desired digital video signals at a

location remote from the second party location;
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a second party control unit having a second party control panel, a receiver and.a

video display for playing the desired digital video signals received by the receiver, said second”   

party control panel connected to the video display and the receiver, said receiver and video

display operatively controlled by the second party control panel, said second party control unit

remote from the first party control unit, said second party control unit placed by the second

party at a second party location determined by the second party which is remote from said first

party control unit, said second party choosing the desired digital video signals from the first

memory with said second party control panel; and

telecommunications lines connected to the first party control unit and the second

party control unit through which the desired digital video signals are electronically transferred

from the first memory to the receiver while the second party control unit is in possession and

control of the second party ai’ter the desired digital video signals are sold to the second party

by the first party.

"5; an
A4 A system as described in Claim,46/wherein the second party control unit

includes a second memory which is connected to the receiver and the video display, said

second memory storing the digital video signals that are received by the receiver to provide the

video display with the digital video signals.
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(g A system as described in Claim :97wherein the first party control unit
includes a first party hard disk having a plurality of digital video signals which include the

desired digital video signals, and a sales random access memory chip electronically connected

to the first party hard disk for storing a replica of the desired digital video signals of the first

party's hard disk.

519 . . . :3 . .55’. A system as described 1n Claim wherein the second party control unit

includes a second party hard disk which stores a plurality of digital video signals, and a

playback random access memory chip electronically connected to the second party hard disk

for storing a replica of the desired digital video signals as a temporary staging area for

playback. 0

9’ 50
51. A system as described in Claim 56wherein the first party control unit

includes a first party control integrated circuit which controls and executes commands of the

first party and is connected to the first party hard disk, the first party sales random access

memory, and the second party control integrated circuit through the telecommunications lines,

said first party control integrated circuit and said second party control integrated circuit

' regulate the transfer of the desired digital video signals; and a first party control panel through

which the first party control integrated circuit is programmed and is sent commands and which

is connected to the first party control integrated circuit.
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59)8”. A system as described in Claimfiwherein the second party control unit
includes a second party control integrated circuit which controls and executes commands of the

second party and is connected to the second party hard disk, the playback random access

memory, and the first party control integrated circuit through the telecommunications lines,

said second party control integrated circuit and said first party control integrated circuit

regulate the transfer of the desired digital video signals; and a second party control panel

through which the second party control integrated circuit is programmed and is sent commands

and which is connected to the second party integrated circuit.

9
Q9.” A system as described in Claim wherein the second party control unit

includes an incoming random access" memory chip connected to the second party hard drive

and the second party control integrated circuit, and the first party control unit through the

telecommunications lines for temporarily storing the desired digital video signals received from

the first party's control unit for subsequent storage to the second party hard disk.

53
5% A system as described in Claim 5%wherein the second party control unit

includes a video display unit connected to the playback random access memory chip and to the

second party integrated circuit for displaying the desired digital video signals.
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55f. A system as described in Claim’4’;wherein the means or mechanism for

charging a fee includes means or a mechanism for charging a fee via telecommunications lines

by the first party to the second party at a location remote from the second party location.

59 55 ,
)2? A system as described in Claim’91 wherein the second party has an account

and the means or mechanism for charging a fee includes means or a mechanism for charging

the account of the second party.

47 ' {la
[51% A system as described in Claim 52 wherein the means or mechanism for

charging the account includes means or a mechanism for charging a credit card number of the

second party.

I‘? :2—
;K A system as described in Claim2’wherein the means or mechanism for

electronically selling includes means or a mechanism for electronically selling includes means

or a mechanism for charging a fee via telecommunications lines by the first party to the second

party at a first party location remote from the second party location.

90 ’7
’56,. A system as described in Claim’54,wherein the second party has an account

and the means or mechanism for charging a fee includes means or a mechanism for charging

the account of the second party.
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9:56? A system as described in Claim55/wherein the means or mechanism for

charging the account includes means or a mechanism for receiving a credit card number of the

second party.

53
7/. A method for transmitting desired digital video signals stored in a first

memory having a plurality of individual video selections as digital video signals of a first party

at a first party location to a second party at a second party location so the second party can

View the desired digital video signals comprising the steps of:

placing by the second party a receiver, and a video display connected to the

receiver at the second party location determined by the second party which is remote from the

first party location;

charging a fee. by the first party to the second party at a location remote from

the second party location so the second party can obtain access to the desired digital video

signals;

connecting electronically via telecommunications lines the first memory with a

receiver of the second party while the receiver is in possession and control of the second party;
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choosing the desired digital video signals by the second party from the first

memory of the first party so desired video selections are selected;

transmitting the desired digital video signals from the first memory with a

transmitter in control and possession of the first party to the receiver of the second party while

the receiver is in possession and control of the second party at the second party location

determined by the second party; and

displaying the desired video signals received by the receiver on the video

display in possession and control of the second party.

55

/SS./ A method as described in Claim[7 wherein the step of charging a fee

includes the step of charging a fee via telecommunications lines by the first party to the second

party so the second party can obtain access to the desired digital video signals stored on the

first memory.

to 5"
s97 A method as described in Claim 55/wherein the second party has an

account and the step of charging a fee includes the step of charging the account of the second

PaHY-
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u‘ l

“ O

bl @0
’60? A method as described in Claim’59’wherein the step of charging the

account of the second party includes the steps of telephoning the first party controlling use of

the first memory by the second party; providing a credit card number of the second party

controlling the second memory to the first party controlling the first memory so the second

party is charged money.

50 3"
’61". A system as described in Claim)6, wherein the means or mechanism for

the first party to charge a fee includes means or a mechanism for transferring money

electronically via telecommunications lines to the first party at a location remote from the

second memory at the second location.

[09
fif. A system for transferring digital audio signals from a first party to a second

party at a second party location comprising:

a first party control unit having a first memory having a plurality of desired I

individual songs as desired digital audio signals, and means or a mechanism for the first party

to charge a fee to'the second party for access to the desired digital audio signals at a location

remote from the second party location;

/

a second party control unit having a second party control panel, a receiver andw

speakers for playing the desired digital audio_signals.receiyed by the receiver, said secondW _ ’
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party control panel connected to the speakers and the receiver, said receiver and speakers

operatively controlled by the second party control panel, said second party control unit remote

from the first party control unit, said second party control unit placed by the second party at a

second party location determined by the second party which is remote from said first party

control unit, said second party choosing the desired digital audio signals from the first memory

with said second party control panel; and

telecommunications lines connected to the first party control unit and the second

party control unit through which the desired digital audio signals are electronically transferred

from the first memory to the receiver while the second party control unit is in possession and

control of the second party after the desired digital audio signals are sold to the second party

by the first party.

63. A method for transmitting desired digital audio signals stored in a first

memory-having a plurality of individual_Songs as digital audio signals of a first party at a first

tam—#4
party location to a second party at a second party location so the second party canaview the

desired digital audio signals comprising the steps of:

placing by the second party a receiver, and speakers connected to the receiver at

the second party location determined by the second party which isuremote from the first party

location;
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charging a fee by the first party to the second party at a location remote from

the second party location so the second party can obtain access to the desired digital audio

signals;

connecting electronically via telecommunications lines the first memory with a

receiver of the second party while the receiver is in possession and control of the second party;

choosing the desired digital audio signals by the second party from the first

memory of the first party so desired songs are selected;

transmitting the desired digital audio signals from the first memory with a

transmitter in control and possession of the first party to the receiver of the second party while

the receiver is in possession and control of the second party at the second party location

determined by the second party; and

playing the desired audio signals received by the receiver on the speakers in

possession and control of the second party.
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Applicant wishes to thank the Examiner for the time that the Examiner put aside

to meet applicant and applicant’s attorney to discuss the above-identified patent application.

Claims 1-63 are currently active.

Claims 32-63 have been added.

Claims 1, 2, 8, 9, 16, 17, 18, 23, 24, 29, 30 and 31 have been amended. I

The amendment to Claims 1, 8, 9, 16, 17, 23, 29 and 31 in regard to the

limitation "while said receiver or second memory is in possession and control of the second

party" has antecedent support at page 8, lines 15-17 and figure 1 of the above-identified patent

application.

Antecedent support for the amendment to Claims 8, 9, 16, 17, 23 and 29 in

regard to the placement of the receiver or the second memory, or the second control unit by

the second party is found in Claim 16, lines 12-16.. The amended language more specifically

defines the language of Claim 16, lines 12-16.
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Similarly, the same antecedent support is found for newly added Claims 32-63.

In addition, in regard to Claim 43 and Claim 57, and the "individual video selections",

antecedent support for the same is found on page 11, lines 8-11 and page 4, lines 17 and 18.

Furthermore, a Declaration by inventor Art Hair, one skilled in the art, is enclosed. This

Declaration supports the introduction of, for instance, "charging a fee" or "using an 'account'

or a 'credit card' into the above-identified patent application and is inherent in the definition of

electronic sales. Also, just by the nature of description of the invention in the above-identified

patent application, the receiver or the second memory must be in possession of the second

party. Thus, no new matter is being added. Clarification of the existing subject matter is all

that is occurring with this amendment.

The specification has been amended to be consistent with the changes and

additions to the claims. For instance, the addition to page 11 isessentially new Claims 43 and

51 written out in more customary grammatical form with reference to the figures.

The abstract has been amended to conform to the Examiner's request.

The Examiner has requested the problem solved by the present invention be

identified in the specification. On page 3, line 11, an explanation of this problem has been

added. Respectfully, a review of the background of the invention already reveals the problems

of the prior art.
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The Examiner has rejected Claims 1, 2, 8-12 and 16 under 35 U.S.C. §102(b)

as being anticipated by Lightner. Applicant respectfully traverses this rejection. Lightner does

not teach or suggest "transferring the desired digital video or audio signals . . . while the

second memory is the possession and control of the second party". Lightner does not teach or

suggest "placing the receiver by the second party at a location determined by the second

party" .

Lightner discloses a vending system for remotely accessible stored information.

As the title states, Lightner teaches a vending system where the first memory is of the first

party and the second memory WWWtransferring of the desired video or

audio signals from the firstnremory to the second memory occurs. As is further stated, for

instance, in column 2, lines 27-33,

"The vending machine includes a high speed duplicator and a

. ,_ ‘4 .e I '. . -. .e'a‘ ‘. - ,the

data selected by the consumer is transmitted from the master tape

center to the vending machine where it is copied by the duplicator

onto the cassette which is then ejected from the machine. "

(emphasis added)

 
. a]. 0 '0. I "J! '1 | J.»

Thus, the limitation of Claim 1 of the step of "transferring the desired digital

video or audio signals from the first memory of the first party to the second memory of the

second party through telecommunications linesWWW

Wat" (emphasis added) is not taught or suggested by Lightner. The
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blank tape cassettes taught by Lightner do not come into the "possession and control of the

second party" until after the transfer of the desired video or audio signals from the first

memory of the first party to the second memory has been completed whereupon it is ejected

from the vending machine.

This operation of transfer is further elaborated upon in Lightner beginning in

column 6, lines 2-5, where Lightner teaches that,

"extending upwardly from each rectangular hole 52 is a cassette

storage magazine 63 arranged to support a stack of tape
cassettes".

As is more easily seen in figure 6, this cassette storage magazine 63 is disposed

inside a cassette changer 40 which is disposed in each of the remote vending machines. See

column 5, lines 24 and 25. Not until after theduplication is completed does the consumer take

possession of the second memory. As is stated in column 6, lines 60—65,

"when the duplication of information on the cassette and the

duplicator is completed, a signal, generated in the manner

described hereinbelowin relation to FIG. 10, actuates the eject

mechanismW
W". (emphasis added)

The consumer only gains access to the tape with a desired video or audio signal

at the vending machine subsequent to transfer from the first memory and subsequent to the
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deposit of currency or insertion of a credit card into the vending machine by a consumer. See

column 8, lines 19 and 20.

More specifically, after the proper amount of currency has been received by

receiver 91 or a valid credit card has been inserted in credit card terminal 92, start and enable

signals are generated to begin the transfer of the desired video or audio signal from the first

memory of the first party to the second memory of the first party. During transfer of the

audio or video signal, the selected master tape of the first party is thereby duplicated on the

cassette currently in duplicator 49. See column 9, lines 47—49, and as shown in figure 6.

There is no teaching or suggestion of the second party ever having possession or contrOl of the

second memory at any time before the transfer of the desired audio or video signals from the

first memory to the second memory. Before the second party ever comes to the vending

machine to purchase the desired audio or video signal and the storage cassette which holds the

transferred audio or video signal, the second memories are already present and have been

loaded into the vending machine by the firstparty before the second party ever comes before

the vending machine. .

On the contrary, from "the teachings that the transfer of the desired audio or

video signal from the first memory to the second memory occurs only after the insertion of

currency or a valid credit card into the vending machine occurs, the second memory is not in

possession or control of the second party but is in possession and control of the first party.
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The insertion of currency or a valid credit card allows the second party to buy not only the

video or audio signal, but also the blank cassette which has the desired video or audio signal.

The requirement of purchase of the blank cassette evidences a transfer of title of the cassette

which occurs only after the cassette is ejected from the vending machine.

Furthermore, the fact that coins are taught to be used with the vending machine

indicates that the vending machine is not in the possession or control of the second party. No

one in possession or control of their own machine would ever put in coins into their own‘

machine; Since they already own the machine, putting their own coins into their own machine

would be an illogical and nonsensical act. Obviously, the insertion of coins is not a redundant

act, it must have some substance to it. The only way substance can be given to such an act is

if someone other than the second party owns the vending machine. The coins are taught, to be

equivalent of a credit card in Lightner and thus the coins are an implied additional

representation or statement by Lightner that the vending machine is not in the possession or

control of the second party. Applicant only teaches the use of electronic sales or charging a

fee at a location remote from the second party, location, not any use of coins to be put

physically into the machine. This is because the second memory is in the possession and

control of the second party, and is always accessible to the second party at any stage of the

transfer of the first video or audio signal to the second video or audio signal, by definition.
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This use of coins to purchase a cassette on which to store the video or audio

signal, and the use of blank cassettes loaded by the first party into the vending machine, as

taught by Lightner, actually teaches away from applicant's claimed invention. It teaches the

second party does not need to be concerned with ownership of the vending machine and thus

the maintenance, upkeep, risk of damage, connection of transmission lines between the master

tape and the vending machine, etc. associated therewith. Lightner teaches a second party can

just show up, drop coins or a credit card into the vending machine, make his or her selection,

and leave with a cassette having his or her selection. Applicant's claimed invention requires

that the second party be in possession and control of the receiver with the attached risks and

responsibilities but which, for instance,WW

signamhimmher at a second party location determined by the second party, since the

second party possesses and controls the receiver and thus can place it where he or she wants,

.a. as from a vending machine 

positioned at a location chosen by the first party.

Thus, besides the obvious understanding to one. skilled in the art that a vending

machine, by definition, is not owned by or in control or possession of the second party, as

taught by Lightner, and for the specific reasons set out above, the second party is not in

possession or control over the vending machine in Lightner and thus is not in possession and

control of the receiver, or the second memory until after transfer of the video or audio signal
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is complete and it has been ejected from the vending machine. Accordingly, Claim 1 is not

anticipated by Lightner.

Claims 2 is dependent to parent Claim 1 and has all the limitations of parent

Claim 1. For the reasons Claim 1 is patentable, so is Claim 2.

In regard to independent Claim 8, it has the limitation of "transferring the

desired digital video or audio signals from the first memory . . . to the second memory . . .

while the second memory is in possession and control of the second party". For the reasons

explained above in regard to Claim 1 and this limitation, Claim 8 is also patentable.

Moreover, Claim 8 has the additional limitation of "placing a second party control unit in

possession and control of the second party by the second party at a desired location determined

by the second party. There is no teaching or suggestion in Lightner of the same. It is clear

from the teachings of Lightner as explained above, that it is the first party, not the second

party which is in possession and control of the vending machine 10. Furthermore, the vending

machine 10 is placed by the first party, not by the second party at a desired location

determined by the first party, not by the second party. The second party can determine which

vending machine location to go to, to purchase a second memory with a desired signal, but it

is a choice from the locations where the vending machine has been placed by the first party.

Accordingly, Claim 8 is also patentable because of this additional limitation and associated

reasons.
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Independent Claim 9 has the limitation that the "desired digital video or audio

signals are electronically transferred from the first memory to the second memory while the

second memory is in possession and control of the second party". As explained above in

regard to Claim 1, Lightner does not teach or suggest this limitation. Accordingly, for the

reasons explained above, as to why Claim 1 is patentable, so is Claim 9 over Lightner.

Claims 10-12 are dependent to parent Claim 9 and have all the limitations of

Claim 9. Since parent Claim 9 is patentable, so are Claims 10—12.

Independent Claim 16 has the limitation of "placing the receiver by the second

party at a desired location determined by the second party. Independent Claim 16 also has the

limitation of "transmitting the desired digital video or audio signals from the first memory

while said receiver is in possession and control of the second party". For the reasons

explained above in regard to Claim 8, and Claim 1, respectively, Claim 16 is patentable over

Lightner

It should be noted that the step of placing the receiver by the second party can

mean that the second party physically and personally places the receiver at a desired location.

It could also mean that the second party directs someone, such as a friend, who is under the

direction of the second party and is thus essentially also the second party to place the receiver.

The same also holds true for placing a second party control unit as is found in the limitation of
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Claim 8. The first party can be the owner, dealer, distributor, or retailer who receives

payment from the second party for the sale of the digital video or audio signals.

The Examiner has rejected Claims 3-7, 15, 17-31 under 35 U.S.C. §103 as

being unpatentable over Ogaki et al. in view of Lightner. Applicant respectfully traverses this

rejection. Neither Lightner nor Ogaki et a1. teach or suggest "transferring the desired digital

video or audio signals . . . while the second memory is in the possession and control of the

second party". Neither Lightner nor Ogaki et a1. teach or suggest "placing the receiver by the

second party at a location determined by the second party".

Referring to Ogaki et al. , there is disclosed a software vending system. The

software vending system of Ogaki et a1. allows a purchaser to obtain a desired software

program at a local vending instrument which duplicates the program on a blank tape cassette or

other suitable recording medium supplied by the vending machine that allows software maniacs

or amateur fans to provide their software programs to the vending machine company through

the vending instrument. See column 1, lines 23-26 and column 2, lines 15—21 and 27-31.

The software vending system of Ogaki et a1. thLamplLbillLQIMns in a

1,000 yen bill inlet 19, a 100 yen coin slot 20 and a 10 yen coin slot 21. See column 4, lines

20—30. There is no teaching or suggestion of charging a feeWWW

secondjmafion where the vending machine is situated. When the proper money is paid, the
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desired program is duplicated onto a tape cassette 25. The blank or nonrecorded tape cassette

25WW,without a label stuck to its front face.

Blank sheets for the labels 27 are stored in the instrument 1 and each blank sheet is printed by

the label printer 48. When a desired program is chosen, the label printer 48 prints the label 27

which is attached to the tape cassette 25 that receives the duplicated desired program. See

column 4, lines 59-69. There are also floppy disk drives 28, 29 which are used by the

software maniacs who transfer their programs onto the hard disk memory 33 of the instrument

10. See column 5, lines 10-13. The hard disk memory 33 serves as a secondary memory

means and is accommodated within thehousing of the instrument 1 which comprises aimnl;

 

monshayingammfimk. See column 5, lines 23-28. Also within the housing are

disposed a sales record switch'to reveal the desired amounts of Sales of individual programs to

purchasers. See column 5, lines 49-54.

Each peripheral vending instrument 1Wthrough a

modem interface 42 of the host system 2 and a private or exclusive data communication line

connecting the modem interfaces 42 and 43. See column 6, lines 12-18. There is a cassette

detector 52 provided to check if the blank tape cassette to be supplied to the duplicating device

51 is in stock or not. The cassette detector 52 generates a signal when the blank tape cassette

25 has become out of stock and the signal is sent to the first CPU 44. See column 7, lines

26-31. In reference to figures 5-7, step 81 identifies the first CPU 44 checking to see if the
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blank tape cassette 25 is in stock or not. See column 8, lines 1-3. W

Wstored in the instrument 1, the first CPU 44 causesWW

 

column 8, lines 14-19.

After the purchaser has chosen the desired program, the first CPU 44 provides

price data to the CRT 8 so the purchaser can decide whether to buy the desired program. See

column 8, lines 55' and 60—bit}. anLaflmmpleuanflmepmgramfiupheatmnflhe

WWW When the instrument 1 is used by software

maniacs to provide the program to the distributor or supplier for evaluation, see column 10,

lines 22 and 23, a tape cassette of floppy disk storing a user developed software program is

inserted into the floppy disk drive 28 or 29 and the program on the floppy disk drive

transferred to the hard disk 33. When it is desired to send the user developed software

programs to the host system for evaluation by the supplier or distributor, thexending

instmmentJJupenedthhmnmflheinstmmem commonly at suitable intervals, for

example, once a day. See column 10, lines 46-53. The owner is different from the purchasers

or software maniacs.

Furthermore, Ogaki et al. does not teach or suggest the transmission of any type

of signals in "digital" form as is found in applicant's claimed invention. Ogaki et a]. only

teaches to transfer software programs, not digital video or digital audio signals.
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As it is clear from the above, the vending instrument 1 and the cassettes 25 are

all in possession and control of the first party, the first party being either the owner, supplier,

dealer, or distributor of the program. The second party does not obtain possession of the

program until after it is ejected from the vending instrument 1. The fact that coins or bills

must be deposited directly into the machine before any duplication of the program occurs, the

fact that there is sales data that is accumulated for the owner to keep track of the programs that

are sold to the second parties (plural), the fact that the blank cassettes 25 are stored in large

quantities inside the instrument which are never provided to the purchaser until after

duplication of the program has occurred and an individual cassette 25 is ejected from the

machine, the fact that the hard disk memory 33 is held in a locked hoUsing from which only

the owner has a key and the fact that the vending instrument 1 is located at a local dealer and

is connected to the host system through a private or exclusive data communication line teaches

that the vending instrument 1 is in the possession of the first party and is made to sell to the

masses without any second party possessing and controlling the second memory while the

audio or video signal is transferred to the second. Also, for the reasons elaborated upon above

in regard to Lightner and the vending machine only accepting goinsmjills for payment and

what that represents, Ogald et al. does not teach or suggest applicant's claimed invention.

The Examiner contends that Ogaki et al., taken together with Lightner, arrives

at applicant's claimed invention. As more fully explained above, Ogaki et al., taken together

with Lightner, fails to teach various limitations found in the claims. Since there is no teaching
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or suggestion for several limitations of applicant's claimed invention, Ogaki et al. in View of

Lightner cannot arrive at applicant's claimed invention.

I

More specifically, in regard to Claims 3-7, they are dependent to parent Claim

1. As explained above, neither Lightner nor Ogaki et al. teach or suggest "transferring the

desired digital video or audio signals from the first memory . . . to the second memory . . .

while the second memory is in possession and control of the second party". Lightner teaches

there to be a quantity of recordable. media, such as blank tape cassettes located in the vending

machine. The consumer purchases a blank tape cassette upon which the desired signal is

duplicated and only obtains possession and control. of the cassette after it has been ejected from

the vending machine. This has been more fully described above in regard to Lightner and

Claim 1. Similarly, Ogaki et a1. teaches that blank or nonrecorded tape cassettes 25 are stored

in the vending machine 1 in large quantities-i; Only after completion of the program duplication

is recorded tape cassette 25 ejected to the tray 30. It is then and only then that the purchaser is

in possession and control of the cassette 25. Thus, Ogaki et al., for the reasons more fully

elaborated upon above, does not teach or suggest the limitations of Claim 1. Since neither

Lightner nor Ogaki et a1. teach or suggest Claim 1 and Claims 3—7 are dependent to parent

Claim 1 and have all of its limitations, Claims 3-7 are also patentable over Ogaki et al. in view

of Lightner.
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Similarly, Claim 15 is dependent to parent Claim 9. For the reasons explained

above, Lightner does not teach or suggest Claim 9. In regard to Ogaki et al. , Ogaki et al.

does not teach or suggest the "desired digital video or audio signals" being "electronically

transferred from the first memory to the second memory while the second memory is in

, possession and control of the second party", as explained above. Moreover, Ogaki et al. does

not teach "said second party control unit placed by the second party at a location determined

by the second party". Ogaki et al. teaches that the vending machine 1 is placed by the first

party and not bythe second party. This is because the first party owns the vending machine 1,

and even has a private line connecting the host system 2 with the vending instrument 1.

Furthermore, the instrument' s1 front door 34 is locked and only an authorized person having

a key can open it. See the above discussion of Ogaki et al. for amore elaborate explanation of

the same. Accordingly, Ogaki et al. does not teach or suggest " said second party control unit

placed by the second party at a location determined by the second party ". Since neither Ogaki

et al. nor Lightner, as explained above, teach these limitations, Claim 9 is patentable over

Ogaki et al. in view of Lightner. Since Claim 15 has all the limitations of Claim 9, Claim 15

is also patentable.

In regard to Claim 17, it also has the limitation of "means or a mechanism for

transmitting the desired digital video or audio signals from the first memory . . . to a receiver

having the second memory while said receiver is in possession and control of the second

party . . .". As explained above, neither Lightner nor Ogaki et a1. teach or suggest this
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limitation. Accordingly, Claim 17 is patentable over Ogaki et al. in view of Lightner. Claims

18-22 are dependent to parent Claim 17 and have all the limitations of parent Claim 17. Since

parent Claim 17 is patentable over Ogaki in view of Lightner, so are Claims 18—22.

Claim 23 is patentable for the reasons Claim 17 is patentable. Moreover, Claim

23 has the additional limitation of "said receiver placed by the second party at a location

determined by the second party". As explained above, neither Ogaki et al. nor Lightner teach

or suggest this limitation. Also, because of this additional limitation, Claim 23 is patentable

over Ogaki et al. in view of Lightner,

Claims 24-28 are dependent to parent Claim 23 and have all the limitations of

Claim 23. Since Claim 23 is patentable over Ogaki et al. in view of Lightner, so are Claims

24-28 .

‘ Claim 29 is patentable over Ogaki et al. in view of Lightner for the reasons that

Claim 23 is patentable over Ogaki et al. in view of Lightner,

Claim 30 is dependent to Claim 29 and has all the limitations of Claim 29.

Since Claim 29 is patentable over Ogaki et al. in view of Lightner, Claim 30 is patentable over

Ogaki et al. in view of Lightner.
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Claim 31 is patentable over Ogaki et al. in view of Lightner for the reasons that

Claim 1 is patentable over Ogaki et al. in view of Lightner.

Newly added Claims 32-34 are dependent to parent Claim 1 and have all the

limitations of parent Claim 1. Since parent Claim 1 is patentable over Ogaki et al. in view of

Lightner, then Claims 32-34 are patentable over Ogaki et al. in view of Lightner.

Similarly, Claims 35-37 are dependent to parent Claim 29. Since parent Claim

29 is patentable over Ogaki et al. in view of Lightner, so are Claims 35-37.

Claim 38 is patentable over Ogaki et al. in view of Lightner for the reasons that

Claim 29 is patentable over Ogal'd et al. in view of Lightner. Claims 39—41 are dependent to

parent Claim 38. Since parent Claim 38 is patentable over Ogaki et al. in view of Lightner, so

are Claims 39-41.

Claim 43 is patentable for the reasons that Claim 23 is patentable. Since Claims

44-53 are dependent to parent Claim 43, they have all the limitations of parent Claim 43 and '

are patentable for the reasons Claim 43 is patentable over Ogaki et al. in view Lightner.
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Claims 54-56 are dependent to parent Claim 9 and have all the limitations of

parent Claim 9. Since parent Claim 9 is patentable over Lightner, Claims 54-56 are patentable

over Lightner.

Claim 57 is patentable over Ogaki et al. in view of Lightner for the same

reasons Claim 29 is patentable over Ogaki et al. in view of Lightner. Furthermore, Claims

58-60 are dependent to parent Claim 57 and have all the limitations of parent Claim 57. Since

Claim 57 is patentable over Ogaki et al. in view of Lightner, so are Claims 58-60.

Claim 61 is dependent to parent Claim 23 and has all of its limitations. Since

parent Claim 23 is patentable over Ogaki et al. in view of Lightner, so is Claim 61.

Applicant reminds the Examiner of related continuation application 08/607,648

and asks the Examiner to review whether there is any double patenting issue with regard to this

application 08/607,648 or parent patent, U.S. Patent No. 5,191,573.

As discussed with the Examiner during the Examiner's interview, all the applied

art of record does not teach or suggestthe limitation of a playing mechanism such as a second

party control unit having the second memory which receives the desired digital video or digital

audio signals and then playing these signals from the second memory. That is, there is no

teaching in the applied art of record of some form of mechanism which has a second memory
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(or not) and playing the signals in the second memory which are all connected together. For

this reason alone, all of applicant's independent claims are patentable over the applied art of

record.

Similarly, in regard to the reference Freeny, Jr. which was also discussed

during the Examiner's interview, there is no teaching or suggestion of a mechanism,

apparatus, device etc. which, for instance, has the second memory, and the ability to play the

digital audio or video signals in the second memory. For example, Claim 1 has the limitation

of a second party control unit having a second memory which receives the digital video or

digital audio signals from the first memory and the limitation of playing the digital video or

digital-audio signals in the second memory through speakers of the second party control unit

which also has the second memory, and where the speakers are connected with the second

memory. This limitation or some similar form of this limitation where the second memory is

linked to the second party control unit, or simply the second party control unit which receives

the signals, whether it has the second memory or not but which has a capability of playing the

signals received by the second party control unit (Claim 57, for example) by itself

distinguishes over Freeny, Jr.

Freeny, Jr. is a reference which teaches to manufacture information for sale.

There is no teaching or suggestion whatsoever anywhere in Freeny, Jr. of providing any digital

video or digital audio signal, let alone some type of second party control unit or apparatus or
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device or receiver which receives the signals and has the capability of almplayingjhesignals.

This follows because Freeny, Jr. only teaches to sell the signals. For instance, in column 5,

lines 32-35, Freeny, Jr. teaches that each of the information manufacturing machines 14 is

located at a point of sale location and each point of sale location is located remotely with

respect to the other point of several locations in the system 10. Freeny, Jr. then further

teaches in column 5, lines 47-50, that the point of sale location is a location where a consumer

goes to purchase material objects embodying predetermined or preselected information.

Freeny, Jr. teaches that each point of sale location has at least one information manufacturing

machine 14, at least one reproduction unit 24 and a plurality of blank material objects. See

column 1, lines 66-69. These objects are with the manufacturing unit and are not obtained by

the second party or purchaser until after the transfer of the signals is complete and released to

the purchaser for the purchaser to go to where he or she wishes to go and do what he or she

wishes to do with the purchased information on the material objects.

But one thing that is clear thatis not taught by Freeny, Jr. is that the purchaser

plays the information in the same machine 'which receives the information. That key

distinction and limitation of applicant's claimed invention distinguishes over Freeny, Jr. This

material distinction also manifests applicant's claimed invention as a totally different approach

to obtaining digital audio or digital video signals because as the prior art clearly represents, the

prior art only taught to provide the information up to a point, that is, sale of the information,
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which the producer had to come to get, and then the purchaser would go off to another

location to listen or play the digital video or digital audio information.

Applicant's claimed invention combines the transfer function with the playing

function so a user does not have to go off somewhere else and play the information. The fact

that Freeny, Jr. is only for the manufacture and sale but not the playing of the information in

the device which receives the information is replete throughout the teachings of Freeny, Jr.

What makes Freeny, Jr. different from the other prior art in this area is that Freeny, Jr.

requires an authorization code to be provided by the information control machine 12 before the

manufacturing units 14 can reproduce the preselected information in the material objects. In

this way, the manufacturing units can be at the seller’s location with the information in the

manufacturing unit, but the information will not be transferred until the authorization code is

released to the manufacturing. unit from a remote location. See column 6, lines 20-24.

Freeny, Jr. goes further and actually teaches a vending machine embodiment on

column 26, lines 28-47. What is different about this vending machine from the other system

that Freeny, Jr. teaches is that the vending machine can receive money through an input 112

such as dollar bills or coins or both or through credit cards. However, to reiterate, there is no

teaching or suggestion in Freeny, Ir. of transmitting digital video or digital audio signals from

a first memory to a receiver or a second party control unit at a location which is remote from

the first memory and then displaying or playing the desired digital video or digital audio
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signals by the receiver or the second party control unit which has also received the digital

video or digital audio signals. Accordingly, Claims 1-63 are patentable over Freeny, Jr.

In view of the foregoing amendments and remarks, it is respectfully requested

that the outstanding rejections and objections to this application be reconsidered and

withdrawn, and Claims 1-63, now in this application be allowed.

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING

I hereby certify that the correspondence is
being deposited with the United States Postal
Service as first class mail in an envelope
addressed to: Commissioner of Patents and

 
  Ansel M. Schwartz

Registration No, 30,587

7

ate

Respectfully submitted,

ARTHUR R. HAIR

B ,

Ansel M. Schwartz, Esquire

Reg. No. 30,587

425 N. Craig Street
Suite 301

Pittsburgh, PA 15213

(412) 621—9222

Attorney for Applicant
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Patent: and Trademark Office
Address: wMMl$i0NER 0F PATENTS AND TRADEMARKS

Washingtnn. DC. 20231

serum. NUMBERm FIRST NAMED lNVENTOI‘i ATTORNEY oocxzr no.

 
 

Elia/471.364 meme/95 HAIR
 NGUYEN.H

“Ml/1W9
ANSEL M SCHWARTZ

425 N CRAIG STREET FTSUITE 3'211
PITTSBURGH PA 15213 24133

DATEMAILED:

Thls is a communication irom the examiner in charge oi your application.
COMMISSIONER OF PATENTS AND TRADEMARKS

fis application has been examined mésponsive to communication iiled on I l 9! 37¢ E] This action is made iinal.
A shortened statutory period for response to this action is set to expire 3 month(s), days irom the date oi this letter.
Failure to respond within the‘period tor response will cause the application to become abandoned. 35 U.S.C. 133

Part I THE FOLLOWING ATTACHMEN‘NS) ARE PART OF THIS ACTION:

1. me of References Cited by Examiner. PTO-892. Notice ol Draitsman's Patent Drawing Review. PTO-948.2. Cl
3. D Notice of Art Cited by Applicant, PTO-1449. 4. D Notice oi Informal Patent Application. PTO-152.
5. D iniormation on How to Eliect Drawing Changes, PTO-1474. 6. I:
 

Part ll SUMMARY OF ACTION

1. mgms i- 6 2 are pending In the application.
Oi the above, claims are withdrawn irom consideration.

2. :1 Claims have been cancelled.

3. El Claims are allowed.

4. Claims L, g 02/ are rejected.

5. [1 Claims ' are obiacted to.

6. D Claim5_____—___________,_____—are subject to restriction or election requirement.

7. D This application has been illed with iniormai drawings under 37 C.F.R. 1.85 which are acceptable for examination purposes.

8. D Formal drawings are required in response to this Office action.

5. D The corrected bfispbstitute drawings have been received on , Under 37 C.F.R. 134 these drawings
are E] eocsmbleklfl not acceptable (see explanation or Notice of Draftsman's Patent Drawing Review. PTO-948).\ ,

10- D The proposej additinfiflal or substitute sheet(s) oi drawings. filed on . has (have) been Dapproved by the
examiner; .3 disapplioved by the examiner (see explanation).

11. E] The proposed drawing correction. tiled , has been El approved: El disapproved (see explanation).

12. D Acknowiedgement is made ct the claim icr priority under 35 U.S.C. 119. The cortliled copy has El been received El not been received
[:1 en tiled in parent application, serial no. ;flled on .

13- D ‘ince this application apppears to be in condition tor allowance except ior iormal matters, prosecution as to the merits is closed in
. awordance with the practice under Ex parte Quayle. 1935 CD. 11:45:! 0.6. 213.

We” ’ ' WEE Other

( _.

1.“.

\ - W‘ I ‘ I. I ' ‘l. I I “a-

‘\. -.

EXAMINER'S ACTION
PTOL‘IZS (M. m)

mr‘i‘—=~f—mem ~ ' .. _ . . ‘ , , ‘ ' .. Mn“. ".,.. v .v..;t;r., -. ' I, .-I>>.........
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Serial No. 08 471964 _ 2
Art Unit 2413

1. The following office action is responsive to the request for

reconsideration filed on 4/14/97.

2. The following is a quotation of 3S U.S.C. § 103 which forms
the basis for all obviousness rejections set forth in this Office
action:

A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not
identically disclosed or described as set forth in section 102
of this title, if the differences between the subject matter

sought to be patented and the prior art are such that the
subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time
the invention was made to a person having ordinary skill in
the art to which said subject matter pertains. Patentability
shall not be negatived by the manner in which the invention
was made.

Subject matter developed.by another person, which qualifies as
prior art only under subsection (f) or (g) of section 102 of
this title, shall not preclude patentability under this
section where the subject matter and the claimed invention
were, at the time the invention was made, owned by the same

person or subject to an obligation of assignment to the same
person.

Claims 1—63 are rejected. under 35 U.S.C. § 103 as being

unpatentable over Freen Jr.’US 643.

This rejection is repeated. See paragraph 2 of the last

office action.

Remarks: Applicant mainly argues that Freeny, Jr. does not teach

reproducing/playing-back after transferring of the signals and thus

the claimed invention should be considered distinguishable over

Freeny,Jr. The argument is not found to be persuasive because it

would have been obvious to one of ordinary skill in the art, in

light of the teaching of Freeny, Jr., that play—back/reproducing

after transferring the signals, based on personal common sense,

would have been obvious within a level of an ordinary skill in the
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Serial No. 08 471964 ;

A£L_Hfllfi_22l;

art to verify the quality of the transferred signals since

verification of integrity of signals/data/information, etc. has

been well known in the art.

3. The prior art made of record and not relied upon is considered

pertinent to applicant’s disclosure.

US/4789863 is cited as of interest relative to the abstract

therewith.

4. THIS ACTION IS MADE FINAL. Applicant is reminded of the

extension of time policy as set forth in 37 C.F.R. § 1.136(a).

A SHORTENED STATUTORY PERIOD FOR RESPONSE TO-THIS FINAL ACTION
IS SET TO EXPIRE THREE MONTHS FROM THE DATE OF THIS ACTION. IN THE
EVENT A FIRST RESPONSE IS FILED WITHIN TWO MONTHS OF THE MAILING
DATE OF THIS FINAL ACTION AND THE ADVISORY ACTION IS NOT MAILED

UNTIL AFTER THE END OF THE THREE-MONTH SHORTENED STATUTORY PERIOD,
THEN THE SHORTENED STATUTORY PERIOD WILL EXPIRE ON THE DATE THE

ADVISORY ACTION IS MAILED,.AND ANY EXTENSION FEE PURSUANT TO 37
C.F.R. § 1.136(a) WILL BE CALCULATED FROM THE MAILING DATE OF THE
ADVISORY ACTION. IN NO EVENT WILL THE STATUTORY PERIOD FOR
RESPONSE EXPIRE LATER THAN SIX MONTHS FROM THE DATE OF THIS FINAL
ACTION.

Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier
communications from the examiner should be directed to Hoa Nguyen,

whose telephone number is $703) 305—9687. The examiner can
normally be reached on Monday through Friday. from 9.30 A.M to 6.00
P.M..

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are
unsuccessful, the examiner’s supervisor, Robert Beausoliel, can be
reached on {703} 305-9713. The fax phone number for this Group is
(7032 305-9564.

Any inquiry of a general nature or relating to the status of

this application should be directed to the Group receptionist who e
telephone number is (703) 305-9600.
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FORM ”0392 u.s‘ DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 55““ ”0' “OUW‘M UN”
(REV. 2-92) PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE 

NOTICE OF REFERENCES CITED APPL‘CMT‘S’
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U.S. PATENT DOCUMENTS

‘ A copy of this reference is not being furnlshed with this office action.
(See Manual of Patent Examining Procedure, section 707.05 (3).)
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[14/14/97llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll.V‘51776u.s.Pro
Q o

Attorney’s Docket No.w PATENT

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re application of: Arthur R. Hair

Serial No.: 0 8 /47l,964

Filed: June 6, 1995
For:

Group No.: 2413
Examiner: H. Nguyen

A SYSTEM FOR TRANSMITTING DESIRED DIGITAL VIDEO 0R AUDIO SIGNALS

Assistant Commissioner for Patents

Washington, D.C. 20231

AMENDMENT TRANSMITTAL

\o
~l us:

,5

1. Transmitted herewith is an amendment for this application (:3 % m
:3 DO (7

Cc” N r. i
“o “O 3:

STATUS —o “a

'E =~= if}
2. Applicant is O ‘7 L;)

E a small entity. A verified statement: (6"
i] is attached.

X] was already filed.

Ci other than a small entity.

 

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING/TRANSMISSION (37 C.F.R. 1.3a)

nereby certify that this correspondence is, on the date shown below being

MAILING FACSlMlLE

X deposited with the United States Postal :3 transmitted by facsimile to the
Service with sufficient postage as first class Patent and Trademark Office.

mail. in an envelope addressed to the
Assistant Commissioner for Patents,

Washlngron.D.C.20231. yr f jg}. g l )
Signature .

Date: m7 Trace L. Milka

(type or print name of person certifying) ’1

(Amendment ggsg'lifigfijé-2149f9_7%a()%g;€9‘46)
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III I

EXTENSION OF TERM

NOTE: "Extension of Time in Patent Cases (Supplement Amendments) —- if a timely and complete response
has been filed after a Non-Final Office Action, an extension of time is not required to permit filing and/or
entry of an additional amendment after expiration of the shortened statutory period.

If a timely response has been filed after a Final Office Action, an extension of time is required to permit
filing and/or entry of a Notice ofAppeal or filing and/or entry of an additional amendment after expiration
of the shortened statutory period unless the timely-filed response placed the application in condition
for allowance. Of course, if a Notice of Appeal has been filed within the shortened statutory period.
the period has ceased to run.” Notice of December 10, 1985 (1051 O. G. 34-35).

NOTE: See 37 C._F.R. 1.645 for extensions of time in interference proceedings, and 37 C.F.R. 1.550(c) for
extensions of time in reexamination proceedings.

3. The proceedings herein are for a patent application and the provisions of 37 C.F.R.
1.136 apply.

(complete (a) or (b), as applicable)

(a) m Applicant petitions for an extension of time under 37 C.F.Fi. 1.136
(fees: 37 C.F.R. 1.17(a)-(d) for the total number of months checked below:

 
Extension Fee for other than Fee for

(months) small entitv small entity
l: one month 3 110.00 5 55.00
1: two months 5 390.00 $195.00

E three months $ 930.00 $465.00
l] four months $1,470.00 $735.00

Fee 5 465 . 00

If an additional extension of time is required, please consider this a petition therefor.

(check and complete the next item, if applicable)

D An extension for months has already been se-
cured. The fee paid therefor of $_.__ is deducted from the total fee due

for the total months of extension now requested.

Extension fee due with this request 8

OR

 

(b) El Applicant believes that no extension of term is required. However, this condi-
tional petition is being made to provide for the possibility that applicant has
inadvertently overlooked the need for a petition for extension of time.

(Amendment Transmittal [9-19]—page 2 of 4)
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FEE FOB CLAIMS

4. The fee for claims (37 C.F.R. 1.16(b)-(d)) has been calculated as shown below:

 

 

 

 

 

OTHER THAN A '
(Col. 1) (Col. 2) (Col. 3) SMALL ENTITY SMALL ENTITY

CLAIMS
REMAINING HIGHEST NO

AFTER PREVIOUSLY PRESENT ADDlT. ADDlT.
AMENDMENT PAID FOR EXTRA RATE FEE on RATE FEE

TOTAL ' MINUS " .= x811= S x322= S

INDEP. ' MINUS m = x340: S x380: S

l: FIRST PRESENTATION OF MULTIPLE DEP. CLAIM +3130: S +S260= $

TOTAL on TOTAL
ADDIT. FEE S ADDlT.

FEE s
' If the entry in Col. 1 is less than entry in Col. 2, write “0" in Col. 3.

If the “Highest No. Previously Paid for" IN THIS SPACE is less than 20, enter “20".
If the “Highest No. Previously Paid For" IN THIS SPACE is less than 3, enter “3".
The “Highest No. Previously Paid For" (Total or indep.) is the highest number found in the appropriate
box in Col. 1 of a prior amendment or the number of claims originally filed.

i1

WARNING: "After final rejection or action (§ 7. 7 73) amendments may be made cancelling claims or complying
with any requirement of form which has been made." 37 C.F.R. 5 1.116(3) (emphasis added).

(complete (c) or (d), as applicable)

(6) [3 No additional fee for claims iS required.

on

(d) Cl Total additional fee for claims required $

FEE PAYMENT

5. ED Attached is a check in the sum of $ 455.00

[3 Charge Account No. _.___ the sum

of $

A duplicate of this transmittal is attached.

(Amendment Transmittal [9—191—page 3 of 4)
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checked. See the Notice of April 7, 7955. (7065 0.6. 37-33).

 
 

 

 

 

6. x if any additional extension and/or fee is required, charge Account No.
19—0737

AND/OR

LX; if any additional fee for claims is required, charge Account No.
19—0737

SIGNATURE OF ATTORNEY

Reg. No.: 30’587 Ansel M. Schwartz
(type or print name of attorney)

Tel. NO.:( 412 ) 621-9222 . 425 N. Craig Street, Suite 301
PO. Address

Pittsburgh, PA 15213

(Amendment Transmittal [9-191—page 4 of 4)
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'IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE ¢q
In re Application of:

ARTHUR R. HAIR

Serial No. 08/471,964

Filed: June 6, 1995 A SYSTEM FOR TRANSMITTING

DESIRED DIGITAL VIDEO OR

Art Unit: 2413 AUDIO SIGNALS

Patent Examiner: vvvvvvvvvvvvv
H. Nguyen

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15213

April 9’ 1997 CERTIFICATE OF 1.151136
'I hereby certify that the “

being deposited with the Ur. 
 
 

 

Assistant Commissioner for Patents

Washington, D.C. 20231 addressed to: Ccmmissi: ..: o‘ ,
Trademarks, Washi ' o , -

 

Sir:

Ansel M. Schwartz
Registration No. 30,587

M

Date

Please enter the following remarks to the above-identified application in

3—5response to the Office Action dated October 9, 1997, as follows:

33

3M.0178anM0 99=|Hd82BdVL6 (13
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REMARKS

Claims 1-63 are currently active.

The Examiner has rejected claims under 35 U.S.C. §103 as being unpatentable

over Freeny. Applicant respectfully traverses this rejection. Freeny does not teach to play the

audio or video signal. Freeny is a manufacturing system and playing a product which is

manufactured is contrary to the goal and purposes of Freeny. There is no suggestion to play

the copied signals in Freeny. Only with the hindsight of applicant's claimed invention and

specification would one skilled in the art find applicant's claimed invention obvious from

Freeny.

Referring to Freeny, there is disclosed a system for reproducing information in

material objects at a point of sale location. Freeny teaches that the manufacturing facilities and

the distribution networks for the material objects represent substantial cost to the owner of the

information. See column 1, lines 22-25. Furthermore, the owner of the information embodied

in a master recording had to determine how many records, cassette tapes, 8-track tapes and the

like were to be manufactured. After manufacturing, the owner of the information then faced

the problem of how to distribute such records and tapes to various retail outlets and, once

distributed, the owner of the information then faced the problem of collecting the monies due

in connection with the sale of such records and tapes. If the records and tapes did not sell for
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any one of a number of reasons, the owner of the information then typically faced the problem

of receiving returns of the previously distributed records and tapes. Thus, such an owner of

information might distribute a large number of records and tapes, receive relatively high

percentage of such distributed records and tapes as returns, not collect a relatively high

percentage of the monies due in connection with the sale of such records and tapes and, thus,

the final results might be that the owner of such information merely ended up with a large

inventory of records and tapes and not enough money collected even to cover the initial

investment. See column 1, lines 49-63.

Furthermore, there was no assurances that material objects providing such

particular recording would be available at a relatively large percentage of point of sale

locations at a time coinciding with the time of the owner’s initial advertising campaign. This

results in lost potential sales. Retailers at various point of sale locations also faced problems

with respect to information embodied in recordings. Initially, such retailers faced the problem

of determining which recordings were to be stocked and then had to determine which

configurations of such recordings and how many of each such configurations. Inventory

represented a substantial investment to such retailers and such retailers also had to face

pilferage problems which have resulted in lost revenue. All of these problems of the retailers

translated to a large extent to an increased product cost to the consumer. See column 2, lines

5—25.
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Because of economic considerations, it had not been practical for.a retailer

(point of sale location) to maintain all of the available recordings in inventory at any given

time. Thus, a consumer having a desire to purchase a particular recording might not be able

to locate a retail outlet which carried such recording in inventory, and its potential sale simply

would be lost. See column 2, lines 62-69.

Freeny teaches a way for reproducing or manufacturing material objects at point

of sale locations only with the permission of the owner of the information, thereby assuring

that the owner of the information will be compensated in connection with such reproduction.

Freeny teaches how to solve the problems associated with manufacturing, inventory,

configuration distribution and collection he earlier identified and as described above. Freeny

does not teach anything further about playing the information, which follows because Freeny  

is only interested1n manufacturing, distributing and selling the information and does not caremmw-x;:gr mm‘av “ -—~~—.— x..-—   

 ‘am—m .._..,..

Freeny teaches a point of sale information manufacturing system\10, as shown

in figure 1, includes at least one information control machine 12 and at least one information

manufacturing machine 14. The information control machine 12 is constructed to receive

information via an input line 16, encode the received information, store the encoded

information, receive request reproduction codes requesting to reproduce certain preselected

information at a particular information manufacturing machine 14 via a communication link
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18, provide authorization codes authorizing the reproductions of certain preselected 7

information at a particular information manufacturing machine 14 via the communication link

18, receive file reproduce codes via an input line 19 requesting the reproduction of the

information stored in the information control machine 12, provide the information stored

therein for communication to particular information manufacturing machines 14 via a

communication link 20, receive file transmit codes via the input line 19 requesting the \

reproduction of the information stored in the information control machine 12, and provide the‘

information stored therein for communication to particular information manufacturing

machine's 40 via the communication link 18. There is no teaching or suggestion of the

information control machine 12 able to play the information.

Each information manufacturing machine 14 is constructed toreceive encoded,

information via a communication link 18 or the communication link 20, store received encoded

information, receive request reproduction codes via an input line’ 21, provide the request

reproduction codes via the communication link'20, decode preselected information in response

to receiving an authorization code and provide certain preselected decoding information via an

output line 22 to a reproduction unit 24 which is adapted to reproduce received information in

a material object. There is no teaching or suggestion of the information manufacturing

machine 14 able to play the information. See column 5, lines 1-31.
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Each of the information manufacturing machines 14 located at a point of sale

location and each point of sale location is located remotely with respect to the other point of

sale locations in the system 10. The information control machine 12 is located at a remote

location with respect to each of the point of sale locations and with respect to the information

manufacturing machines 14. See column 5, lines 32-39. The point of sale location is a

location where a consumer goes to purchase material objects embodying predetermined or"

preselected information. See column 5, lines 47-50.

In response to receiving the authorization code, the information manufacturing

machine 14 decodes the preselected information stored in the infdrmation manufacturing

machine 14 and provides the coded information on the output line 22. The reproduction unit

24 is constructed and adapted to receive the decoded information provided on the output line

22 and to reproduce the preselected information in a material object. Thus, the information

manufacturing units 14 are constructed to reproduce preselected information in material

objects only in response to receiving an authorization code and, thus, preselected information

is embodied or reproduced in a material objects at a point of sale location substantially only

with the permission of the owner of the information. See column 6, lines 11-22.

Each point of sale location has at least one information manufacturing machine

14, at least one reproduction unit 24 and a plurality of blank material objects. See column 12,

lines 66-68. Each point of sale location could have a plurality of blank 8—track tapes or blank
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cassettes types of material objects and the reproduction unit 24 would be adapted to record the

received decoded information on a blank 8-track tape or cassette tape operatively disposed

therein. See column 13, lines 1-6. Each point of sale location could also include a number of

printed catalogs describing the various recordings available along with the catalog codes

identifying each available recording so the consumers can select the recording desired to be

purchased. See column 13, lines 7-13.

The owner of the point of sale location would collect from the consumer’s

compensation for the blank material object (8-track tape or cassette tape, for example) and this

would be a sales transaction independent of the owner of the information. Also other data

could be inputted into the manufacturing control unit 14 in connection with a request

reproduction code for inventory of material objects or other general accounting data, if

desired. See column 13, lines 39-48.

Freeny also teaches that at the retail outlet, the point of sale location, there is

one or more information manufacturing machines 14 and in inventory of blank 8-track tape or

cassette tapes. The retail outlets, using system 10 also has an inventory of all available

recordings; however, this inventory is encoded and not usable without the permission of the

owner of the information. The retail outlets do not have an inventory a number of

premanufactured recordings which cannot be sold and the retail outlet has virtually no

investment in inventory, after than the blank 8—track tapes or blank cassette tapes. The owner
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of the retail outlet only pays for recordings sold. See column 14, lines 56—69. The owner of

the recordings also does not have any investment in cassette tapes or 8—track tapes and has no

inventory of any manufactured recordings. Further, there is no investment in large

manufacturing facilities to manufacture recordings since, in the system 10, the recordings are

manufactured at the point of sale location only when such recording is sold. The owner of the

recording receives compensation for the sale of a recording before the reproduction and sale of

the recording is authorized. See column 15, lines 1—11.

The reproduction units 24 could be electronic machines capable of transferring

programs in digital format onto floppy disks or other such storage media when the information

to be reduced is in the form of a computer program. See column 22, lines 53-57.

Freeny also teaches that a manufacturing program unit 92 can be programmed

to control a digital to analog converter 100 so that information in the form of a program is

updated in a particular program language. Thus, an individual at a point of sale can request

that a certain program identified by the catalog code be reproduced on a floppy disk in a

particular program language identified via the inputted format code. See column 23, lines

31-41.

Freeny also teaches the manufacturing machine 14a is particularly adapted to

function in the nature of machines commonly referred to as vending machines. The
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information manufacturing machine 14a includes a money acceptor 110 which is adapted to

access via an input 112 money in the form of cash or in the form of credit cards or in the form

of inputted credit number information, and to provide an output money valid code on a signal

path 114 in response to delegating a certain amount of money received via the input 112. See

column 26, lines 12—43. Stored in the digital storage unit 86 is the encoded information,

catalog codes and dollar charge codes. The user inputs the selected catalog code into the

information catalogs and request unit 90 via the input line 21 representing a request to

reproduce preselected information identified via the inputted catalog code in a material object.

See column 26, lines 59-68. If a sufficient amount of money has been received in the money

acceptor 110, the manufacturing program unit 92 is programmed to cause the reproduction of

the information identified via the received catalog code in a material object in a manner exactly

like that described before with respect to the information manufacturing machine 14. See

column 27, lines 29-31.

\,

As a further security measure, the information manufacturing machines are

constructed so that, in the event an individual gains physical access to a portion of the machine

to obtain the encoded information, the encoded information is destroyed or erased. See

column 28, lines 3—8.

As is clear by the description of the system taught by Freeny, the system is

interested, and only interested, in manufacturing and distributing information at retail outlets
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known as point of sales. The Examiner recognizes this fact on page 3 of the last office action.

The Examiner nonetheless determines that it would be an obvious matter of optimization of

design for optimizing verification of transferring of the signal which the Examiner determines

as not adding patentable weight to the claimed method. Applicant must respectfully strongly

disagree with the Examiner's conclusion in light of the teachings and context of Freeny.

Freeny has everything geared to maximizing the manufacture and distribution of

the information. Freeny has attempted to identify all the issues that are involved in such a

manufacturing and distribution process and has tried to maximize the efficiency and operation

of this manufacturing and distribution for sales. NWyJagght or suggested

anything whatsoever about verification of transferring of a signal. Nowhere in the claimedWW W
atrflb".

invention is there the limitation of optilnizingmverification‘of'mfi’tr'afisfaflof'the 935151; F
M l

Furthermore, the Examiner uses the word optimizing verification. Not only is the Examiner

reading a limitation into the claims, and reading a teaching into the teachings of Freeny but is

suggesting that something is obvious which is in direct conflict with all the teachings of1

Freeny .
¥____

Freeny is interested in efficiently and quickly completing the manufacturing and

distribution process to maximize sales. As identified above, everything is geared to capturing

every sale. Freeny repeats this fact on many instances in his specification. For there to be a

playing unit to play back video or audio digital signals for verification of the transfer of the

-10-
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audio or video signal would enormously slow down the sales process. Besides not making.

sense, the only value of playing back a video or audio signal is to play back the entire video or

audio signal since anything less means the story or song or speech is incomplete and most\

likely of no value. Thus, it would take an unacceptable amount of time for someone who has

just purchased information from a point of sale in the Freeny context, to remain there and.

playback the entire video or audio signal to determine that the transfer was proper. This

would never happen in the context of Freeny which is interested in maximizing sales.

Furthermore, if there was something wrong with the transfer, the customer may choose not to

leave the point of sale until he or she received satisfaction, thus once again introducing an

element of obstruction to the sales process. This can be simply seen in the normal course of

sales at retail outlets of video stores or music stores where the customer is not allowed to play

the song or movie at the store but must purchase the song or video and than take it to a playing

mechanism out of the way of business to determine whether it is complete, typically by playing

the song or video to listen or watching it with their own playing device. As a matter of fact, it

is unheard of for a video or audio memory device, such as a CD or video cassette to be played

before it is purchased or at the site of purchase. Basically this is what the Examiner is

suggesting.

Furthermore, there are many better and more accurate and accepted ways of

optimizing verification of the transfer of the signal then actually playing the entire signal

which is infinitely slower. As the signal is transferred, it can simply be kept track of and an

-11-
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indication can occur when it is complete or as the transfer occurs. This is common for

instance, in most transfer verification systems.

It is respectfully submitted that the Examiner is using hindsight from

applicant's own specification and claims to take the teachings of Freeny and then the argument

that it would be obvious to add a playing mechanism to the teachings of Freeny to arrive at

applicant's claimed invention. However, hindsight is not the proper application of the law.

Without hindsight, a reading of Freeny would not teach or suggest to anyone that playing the

manufactured and distributed information would even bea consideration in Freeny's system.

Moreover, it is contrary to Freeny since Freeny again is motivated by attaining

maximum sales in a way that minimizes costs and assures the owner of payment. If you keep

this context of Freeny in mind, and you must because patent law dictates that you cannot take

the teachings of a reference out of the context in which they are found, then, as explained

above, you would not find applicant's claimed invention obvious from Freeny because Freeny

wants the sale to occur and the customer to move on so the next customer can utilize the

system for the next sale. Again, besides there being absolutely no’ teaching or suggestion of

playing the manufactured information whatsoever, it would be contrary to the teachings of

Freeny because it also would increase the costs of the manufacturing and distribution process

since at minimum it would require more manufacturing machines and increased distribution to

accommodate more customers if a given customer was watching or playing the information

-12-
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after or while it was being purchased. It is only after reading the claims and specification of

applicant would there be any reason to consider adding playing to Freeny, let alone to come up

with the argument of optimizing verification of the transfer of the signals which is not

identified anywhere. V

As mentioned above, patent law dictates that there must be some teaching or

suggestion in the reference to cause it to be combined with the other teachings to arrive at

applicant‘s claimed invention. Here, there is no teaching or suggestion in Freeny to combine

it with any reason for playing in the manufacturing machine to arrive at applicant's claimed

invention. Without there being some teaching or suggestion, what results is the Examiner

picking and choosing elements from the claimed invention, as though the claim was a road

map, and saying the individual elements exist in the prior art so essentially the claimed

invention is arrive at. But this is also recognized as contrary to patent law. An invention is

greater than the sum of its parts. It is submitted that since Freeny is totally devoid of any

suggestion of playing in the manufacturing or recording or any other mechanism of Freeny,

then the Examiner is looking at the claims and coming up with some argument to say a playing

mechanism should be combined with the Freeny system, and thus the claimed invention is

obvious. Instead, the Examiner by law is required to look at the references that are being

cited to arrive at the claimed invention.

-13-
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This ignores the fact of what applicant's claims represent. Something totally

different than what Freeny is teaching. Applicant's claimed invention is giving the ability to

the second party to receive and play video or audio signals at their choosing at their location.

It is a totally different approach for a customer than having to go to the point of sale taught by

Freeny. Instead, a customer can enjoy the ability to purchase audio or video digital signals

wherever the customer wishes as totally dictated by the customer (assuming there is a

telecommunications line at hand -- in the U.S., there is a phone or cable line just about

everywhere or a cellular call can be made literally everywhere) and to then further enjoy the

audio or video digital signals themselves with the device that has received the signals by not

having to perform the additional step which is inherent in Freeny of taking the manufactured

information in Freeny and traveling to or having to transfer the manufactured object to another

device. This further represents a difference in product design and purpose because Freeny

wants to maintain absolute control over the manufacturing process, only releasing the

manufactured object to the customer. Applicant's claimed invention essentially defines the

manufacturing and playing functions together, which by definition releases the control of the

manufacturing device to the customer who is ultimately purchasing the information. Freeny in

contrast maintains a very strong difference between the retailer-seller of the information, and

the customer who ultimately receives and pays for the information. Freeny goes so far as to

cause the information to be destroyed if the customer has some way or other obtained access to

the manufacturing device.

_14_
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In view of the foregoing remarks, it is respectfully requested that the

outstanding rejections and objections to this application be reconsidered and withdrawn, and

Claims 1—63, now in this application be allowed.

Respectfully submitted,
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TI — Point of sale video advertising system — uses single central

video player
and number of remote screens activated by use

PN — EP—384637-A 90.08.29 (9035)

AU9049358—A 90.08.23 (9041) E
CA2010001—A, 90.08.16 (9044) E
JP02289893-A 90.11.29 (9103)

U85134716—A 92.07.28 (9233) 5p E GO9F—027/OO
ZA9001110—A. 93.08.25 (9339) 10p E GO9F-OOO/OO
EP-384637—B1 94.11.09 (9443) 7p E G09F-027/00
DE69013941-E 94.12.15 (9504) GO9F—027/OO

PNA - J02289893

AB — (BF-384637)

An advertising message is stored on a video player located
away from the

point of sale stations. Each remote station has a switch,
video screen

and loudspeaker. When the switch is activated the video
message is sent

from central station to the remote one.

If more than one remote station is used then the same

video signal
is sent to all the active one's.

USE - Esp. petrol stations, screens on each pump and
player in 1 -

shop area. (7pp Dwg.No.1/2)
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,ss 1: CABLE (5N) TV (1324)

ss 2: TOP (5N) SET (4369)

ss 3: PAY: (6N) PER (6N) VIEW (134)
ss 4: PLAY: (5N) BACK (2574)
ss 5: 1 (F) 4 (2)
ss 6: 1 AND 3 (24)
ss 7: 2 AND 3 (4)

ss 8: HISHIS (0)
ss 9: ( CHECK: OR VERIF: ) (F) 4 (74)
ss 10: ( VEDIO OR AUDIO ) (40411)

ss 11: 9 AND 10 (16)

ss 12: ( TRANSFER: OR COPY: OR SALE# OR SELL:' ) (F) ( AUDIO OR
VEDIO OR

SIGNAL# ) (44187)

SS 13: 4 (F) 12 (93)

NW) 444/
SS 14?

—--Logging off of Orbit-—-
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SS 1: ( SALE# OR SELL: ) (F) SIGNAL# (F) REMOTE: (51)
SS 2: VERIFz-OR REPRODUC: OR PLAYBACK: OR RECORD: (319922)

58 3: 1 (F) 2 (16)
SS 4: PAY: (6N) VIEW# (6N) 2 (7)
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Serial No. 08 471964 a
Art Unit 2413

1. .The amendment filed on 7/8/96 has been entered into the

record.

2. The following is a quotation of 35 U.S.C. § 103 which forms
the basis for all obviousness rejections set forth in this Office
action:

A patent may not be obtained though the invention is not
identically disclosed or described as set forth in section 102
of this title, if the differences between the subject matter

sought to be patented and the prior art are such that the
subject matter as a whole would have been obvious at the time
the invention was made to a person having ordinary skill in
the art to which said subject matter pertains. Patentability

shall not be negatived by the manner in which the invention
was made.

Subject matter developed by another person, which qualifies as
prior art only under subsection (f) or (g) of section 102 of
this title, shall not preclude patentability under this
section where the subject matter and the claimed invention
were, at the time the invention was made, owned by the same

person or subject to an obligation of assignment to the same
person.

Claims 1—63 are rejected under 35 'U.S.C. § 103 as being

unpatentable over Freeny, Jr.USZ4.528,643.

Freeny et a1 teach a method of transferring digital

information which includes forming connection through

telecommunications lines between a first memory of a first party

and a second memory of a second party, the first memory having the

digital signals, selling electronically by the first party to the

second. party through the telecommunications lines the desired

digital signals, transferring the desired digital signals from the

first party to the second.party through said lines while the second

memory is in possession and control of the second party and the

step of storing the digital signals in the second memory. See
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Serial No. 08 471964

Art Unit 2413

lb)

figure 1 and its fully descriptions relative therewith.

Freeny et al does not specifically teach the step of or a

mechanism.for "playing through speakers of the second.party control

unit the digital video or digital audio signals in the second

memory. The step of playing the Video or audio digital signals at

the second party unit would have been obvious matter of

optimization of design for optimizing verification of transferring

of the signal whiCh has not seen to add patentable weight to the

claimed method. It would have been obvious because even though

Freeny et al does not specifically teach the use of play—back

feature, one of ordinary skill in the art would obviously be able

to recognize that a system can record information such as that of

Freeny et al can also play said information which system has been

well known in the recording art.

3. The following reference is cited as of interest: US/5191193.

4. Any inquiry concerning this communication or earlier
communications from the examiner should be directed to Hoa Nguyen,
whose telephone number is (7031 305—9687. The examiner can
 normally be reached on Monda throu h Frida from 9.30 A.M to 6.00

P.M.. '

If attempts to reach the examiner by telephone are
unsuccessful, the examiner’s supervisor, Robert Beausoliel, can be
reached on $703) 305—9713. The fax phone number for this Group is
(7032 305—9724. . '

Any inquiry of a general nature or relating to the st tus of
this application should be directed to the Group receptioni whose
telephone number is {703) 305—3800.

 

 
  HOA T. NGUYEN

PRIMARY EXAMINER
GROUPZflm
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMflK OFFICE

} In re: Application of Arthur Hair % //
~ Sen'al No: 08/471,964 ‘

  
Filed: June 6, 1995

POWER TO INSPECT 179

Hon. Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks

I

I Title: "A System for Transmitting Desired Digital Video or Audio Signals" ;;
Washington. DC. 20231 :i

Sir:

i? The undersigned attorney of record in the above identified patent application hereby L
grants to TERRY KANNOFSKY/ KATHY VANASPEREN/ CINDY PEARSALL and

' JAMES M. KANNOFSKY, all of TK ASSOCIATES, the power to inspect and copy the

above mentioned application and file.

Respectfully submitted,

Date: Of! 0/7 @M QM
Reg.# 30 (E27
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Atwtorney5 Docket No.W PATENT

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re application of: Arthur R. Hair

Serial NO.: .0 8 /471,964 Group No_; 2785

Filed: June 6, 1995 ‘ Examiner: Hoa Nguyen
For: ’ A SYSTEM FOR TRANSMITTING DESIRED DIGITAL VIDEO 0R

AUDIO SIGNALS

Assistant Commissioner for Patents

Washington, D.C. 20231

NOTICE OF APPEAL FROM THE PRIMARY EXAMINER
TO THE BOARD OF PATENT APPEALS AND INTERFERENCES

629— mm

fly

Applicant hereby appeals to the Board from the decision of the Primary Examiner,

mailed _7/_1_0./_97.._, finally rejecting claims' 1‘63

The item(s) checked below are appropriate:

1. STATUS OF APPLICANT r“

This application is on behalf of

Cl other than a small entity. “‘1. yt.
m a small entity. . . m

A verified statement

C] is attached.

[X] was already filed-on June-‘13; 1988

2.” FEE FOR FlLlNG NOTICE OF APPEAL

Pursuant to 37 C.F.R.-1.17(e), the fee for filing the Notice of Appeal is:

small entity $150.00

1:1 other than a small entity $300.00

Notice of Appeal fee due 33 155-00

,--
l goal-Ll

 

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING/TRANSMISSION (37 c.F.R. 1.8a)

I hereby certify that this correspondence is. on the date shown below. being:

MAILING . FACSIMILE " ‘I .

mgrbedepositlelcgewith- the United States Postal D transmitted by facsimile/to the 7
Service"withlsuffcienttpostage. as first class Patent and Trademark Office.
mail in an envelope addressed to the
Assistant Commissioner for Patents,

Washington, o.c. 20231. f
  
 

Signature .

0mm . - Trace L . Milka
’ . ’ (type or pn‘nt name of person certifying)

" (Notice of Appeal from the Primary Examiner to Board [9-6l—page 1 of 3)
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3. EXTENSION OF TERM

NOTE: The time periods set forth in 37 C.F.R. 1.191 are subject to the provision of 5 1.136 for patent
applications. 37 C.F.R. 1.191(d). {But see 37 C.F.R. 1.645 for extension of time in interferenCe
proceedings and 37 C.F.R. 1.550(c) for extension of time in reexamination proceedings).

(complete (a) or (b), as applicable)

The proceedings herein are for a patent application and the provisions of 37 C.F.R. 1.136
apply.

(a) [Xi Applicant petitions for an extension of time under 37 C.F.Fi. 1.136
(fees: 37 C.F.R. 1.17(a)-(d)) for-the total number of-months checked below:

Extension Fee for other than Fee for

imonths) small entity small ent'gy

‘ B one month $110.00 $55.00
Ci two months $390.00 $195.00
03] three months $930.00 $465.00

C] four months ‘ $1,470.00 $735.00

Fee $ 475 . 00

lf an additional extension of time is required, please consider this a petition therefor.

(check and complete the next item, if applicable)

3 An extension for 3 months has already been secured. The fee paid
therefor of SM is deducted from the total fee due for the total

months of extension now requested. ~

Extension fee due with this request 3 0-00

 

 

or

(b) E} Applicant believes that no extension of term is required. However, this condi-
tional petition is being made to provide for the possibility that applicant has

inadvertently overlooked the need for a petition and fee for extension of time.

4. TOTAL FEE DUE

The total fee due is:

Notice of Appeal fee 3' 155-00

Extension fee (If any) 5 0.00

V TOTAL FEE DUE s 155_‘00
5. FEE PAYMENT

Q Attached is a check in the sum of 3 155-00

C] Charge Account No. ._______._ the sum of $

A duplicate of this transmittal is attached.

(Notice of Appeal from the Primary Examiner to Board [9-61—page 2 of 3)
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s. FEE néncrfihcv

NOTE: If there is a fee deficiency and there is no authorization to charge an account. additional fees are
necessary to cover the additional time consumed in making up the original deficiency. If the maximum,
six-month period has expired before the deficiency is noted and corrected. the application is held
abandoned. In those instances where authorization to charge is included, processing delays are
encountered in returning the papers to the PTO Finance Branch in order to apply these charges prior
to action on the cases. Authorization to charge the deposit account for any fee deficiency should be
checked. See fire Notice of April 7, 1986, 1065 0.6. 31-33.

[X] If any additional extension and/or fee is required.

charge Account No. 49L.

AND/OR

m If any additional fee for claims is required.

charge Account No. ._1_9_:.0_Z_3_7___.

SIGNATURE OF ATTORNEY

Reg. No.: 30,587
Ansel M. Schwartz

(nipe or print name of attomey)

Tel'N°':(“17‘) 521‘9222 425 N. Craig Street, Suite 301
P.O. Address

Pittsburgh, PA 15213

(Notice of Appeal from the Primary Examiner to Board [9-61—page 3 of 3)
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
%/§

 

In re Application of: V )

)

ARTHUR R. HAIR )

)

Serial No. 08/471,964 )

)

Filed: June 6, 1995 ) A SYSTEM FOR TRANSMITTING

) DESIRED DIGITAL VIDEO OR

Art Unit: 2785 ) AUDIO SIGNALS

)

Patent Examiner: )

)

Hoa Nguyen )

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15213

CERTIFI A ' NEW' January 9, 1998 C TEOF
I hereby certify that the comm h

. . ‘ being deposited with the United States PM
Assmtant Comm1ssmner for Patents Service as first class mail in an envelope

Washington, D.C. 20231 #:5355811 “iii Commissioner 0: Patents andmar . ' , r0!)

Sir: §
Ans-i M. Schwartz

RESPONSE UNDER RULE 116 Re 'str n N 0,587

late

Please enter the following remarks to the above-identified application in

response to the Office Action dated July 10, 1997, as follows:

if":

(~22 ‘J
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REMARKS

Claims 1-63 are currently active.

The Examiner has rejected claims under 35 U.S.C. §103 as being unpatentable

over Freeny. Applicant respectfully traverses this rejection. Freeny does not teach to play the

audio or video signal. Freeny is a manufacturing system and playing a product which is

manufactured is contrary to the goal and purposes of Freeny. There is no suggestion to play

the copied signals in Freeny. Only with the hindsight of applicant's claimed invention and

specification would one skilled in the art find applicant's claimed invention obvious from

Freeny.

Applicant submits'herewith a Declaration by inventor Arthur R. Hair which

introduces secondary evidence of patentability of the claimed invention of the above-identified

patent application. A determination of obviousness under 35 U.S.C. § 103 is a legal

conclusion involving factual inquiries. Uniroyal, Inc. v. Rudkin-Wiley Corp, 837 F.2d 1044,

1050, 5 USPQ2d 1434, 1438 (Fed. Cir.), cert. denied, 488 US. 825 (1988); Pro-Mold and

Tool Co. Inc. v. Great Lakes Plastics Inc., 37 USPQ2d 1626, 1629 (Fed. Cir. 1996).
 

Among these factual inquiries are secondary considerations, which include evidence of factors

tending to show nonobviousness, such as commercial success of the invention, satisfying a
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long-felt need, failure of others to find a solution to the problem at hand, and copying of the

invention by others. Id.; Panduit Co . v. Dennison Mf . Co. 810 F.2d 1561, 1566, 1 

USPQ2d 1593, 1595 (Fed. Cir.), cert. denied, 481 US. 1052 (1987); Pro—Mold and Tool

LL, supra at 1629. It is the secondary considerations that are often most probative and

determinative of the ultimate conclusion of obviousness or nonobviousness. Pro—Mold and

Tool Co., supra at 1630. The examiner must consider secondary evidence of patentability in

determining the patentability of the claimed invention. In re GPAC Inc. 57 F.3d 1573, 35
 

USPQ2d 1116 (Fed. Cir. 1995).

The secondary evidence introduced into the record is that of copying, and

commercial success. In regard to cormnercial success, Digital Sight/Sound, Inc. has licensed

the claimed invention of the above—identified patent application and has raised over

$1,000,000.00 to implement the claimed invention. This investment of $1,000,000.00

evidences the claimed invention is unique and different from anything before. This investment

supports the fact a material license arrangement has been formed. Such secondary evidence of

licensing supports patentability of the claimed invention of the above-identified patent

application. Minnesota Mining & Manufacturing Co. V. Johnson & Johnson Orthopaedics,

Ina, 976 F.2d 1559, 24 USPQ2d 1321 (Fed. Cir. 1992).
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Furthermore, since the inveSUnent was to put into practice the claimed invention

of the above—identified patent application, and there was nothing else yet in existence but the

intellectual property of the claimed invention, investors were investing solely in the claimed

invention, and putting into practice the claimed invention; not anything else since nothing else

existed. This clearly establishes a nexus between the license and investment, and the claimed

invention. Litton Systems, Inc. v. Honeywell, Inc., 87 F.3d 1559, 39 USPQ2d 1321 (Fed.

Cir. 1996), remanded, 117 S. Ct. 1240 (1997).

The Declaration also introduces into the record evidence of copying by N2k and

by various parties having web sites who have been sued by the major record labels. Copying,

especially by N2k which is a publicly traded company on the Nasdaq Stock Exchange (by

definition N2k must be worth millions of dollars to be allowed to be traded on the Nasdaq

Stock Exchange), is strong evidence of patentability. Panduit Corp. v. Dennison Mfg. Co.,

227 USPQ 337 (Fed. Cir. 1985), remanded, 475 US. 809, 229 USPQ 478 (1986), on

remand, 1 USPQ2d 1593 (Fed. Cir. 1987). This is because N2k who had ample resources,

copied the claimed invention rather than any prior art device that it could have, thus strongly

evidencing nonobvious. Panduit Corp. v. Dennison Mfg. Co., 774 F.2d 1082, 227 USPQ 337

(Fed. Cir. 1985), remanded, 475 US. 809, 229 USPQ 478 (1986), on remand, 810 F.2d

1561, 1 USPQ2d 1593 (Fed. Cir. 1987). Specialgz Composites v. Cabot Corp, 845 F.2d

981, 6 USPQ2d 1601 (Fed. Cir. 1988).
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Accordingly, due to the secondary evidence of patentability of copying, and the

licensing of the claimed invention to a company with investments totaling more than

$1,000,000.00 specifically and only for the purpose of practicing the claimed invention, the

claimed invention of the above-identified patent application is patentable over the 35 U.S.C.

Section 103 rejection of Freeny.

In regard to Freeny, there is no teaching or suggestion of playing through

speakers of the second party control unit, the digital audio signals the second party control unit

receives from the first party through communications lines. The Examiner contends that it

would be obvious to add a playing capability to Freeny, but does not cite any reference

concerning this additional feature for "playing". It is respectfully submitted by applicant that

the examiner is using non—analogous art in reaching for a basis of rejection of the claimed

invention. The CAFC in In re Oetiker, 24 U.S.P.Q.2d 1443 (Fed. Cir. 1992) determined that

the PTO erred in finding references showing fasteners for garments were analogous art to an

invention concerning a pre—assembly hook for an assembly line metal hose clamp. Here, the

Examiner is saying that due to common sense, without citing any references, it would be

obvious to combine playback/reproducing with Freeny. But playback/reproducing to the

extent it is even definite, is non-analogous art to the integrated system with communication

lines and is respectfully not appropriate to base the outstanding rejection of the claimed

invention. Applicant does not claim he was the first to invent the capability to playing digital
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audio signals, such as with a stereo, or digital video signals, but applicant did invent an

integrated system that can play digital audio signals or digital video signals at a second party

control unit which received such signals through communication lines, such as telephone or

cable lines or power lines, from the first memory. There is nothing like it in the applied art of

record, as explained more fully below.

Moreover, the only reason the Examiner states to support this contention

regarding rejection is to verify the quality of the signal. But, respectfully, this would not be

the way verification would be achieved, and it is not the way it is achieved currently regarding

transmitted signals over communication lines. Error correction codes, such as Hamming

codes, or HEC bytes or parity check codes, etc. are common techniques that are used with the

transmission of signals to determine whether the signal is verified as accurate. The bandwidth

and number of signals that make up a song are so great that it would be extremely inefficient

way of determining whether a song or video was properly sent by playing it to the second

party. Signals could still be lost that are not clearly discernible to the second party listening or

watching them so that the second party would not realize he or she is obtaining a song or video

of lesser quality than was expected. What typically is practiced is that as signals are received,

they are checked by the receiving system and, if they are not proper, discarded, with an error

indicated, or the signal being requested to be sent again.
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In addition, the last thing a manufacturer or seller, such as that taught by

Freeny, wants, is for a customer to be standing around watching or listening to what the

manufacture or seller is trying to sell. The listening or watching customer would reduce the

number of sales that could occur since the manufacturing machines are being tied up for

playing the signals to the customers instead of selling the signals to the customers or

manufacturing the signals; and after the signals are played, the second party, having now seen

or heard the signals, may not want to purchase the signals any more! This is completely

contrary to what a seller/manufacturer wants and what is taught by Freeny.

Referring to Freeny, there is disclosed a system for reproducing information in

material objects at a point of sale location. Freeny teaches that the manufacturing facilities and

the distribution networks for the material objects represent substantial cost to the owner of the

information. See column 1, lines 22—25. Furthermore, the owner of the information embodied

in a master recording had to determine how many records, cassette tapes, 8—track tapes and the

like were to be manufactured. After manufacturing, the owner of the information then faced

the problem of how to distribute such records and tapes to various retail outlets and, once

distributed, the owner of the information then faced the problem of collecting the monies due

in connection with the sale of such records and tapes. If the records and tapes did not sell for

any one of a number of reasons, the owner of the information then typically faced the problem

of receiving returns of the previously distributed records and tapes. Thus, such an owner of
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information might distribute a large number of records and tapes, receive relatively high

percentage of such distributed records and tapes as returns, not collect a relatively high

percentage of the monies due in connection with the sale of such records and tapes and, thus,

the final results might be that the owner of such information merely ended up with a large

inventory of records and tapes and not enough money collected even to cover the initial

investment. See column 1, lines 49-63.

Furthermore, there was no assurances that material objects providing such

particular recording would be available at a relatively large percentage of point of sale

locations at a time coinciding with the tirne of the owner’s initial advertising campaign. This

results in lost potential sales. Retailers at various point of sale locations also faced problems

with respect to information embodied in recordings. Initially, such retailers faced the problem

of determining which recordings were to be stocked and then had to determine which

configurations of such recordings and how many of each such configurations. Inventory

represented a substantial investment to such retailers and such retailers also had to face

pilferage problems which have resulted in lost revenue. All of these problems of the retailers

translated to a large extent to an increased product cost to the consumer. See column 2, lines

5-25.
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Because of economic considerations, it had not been practical for a retailer

(point of sale location) to maintain all of the available recordings in inventory at any given

time. Thus, a consumer having a desire to purchase a particular recording might not be able

to locate a retail outlet which carried such recording in inventory, and its potential sale simply

would be lost. See column 2, lines 62-69.

Freeny teaches a way for reproducing or manufacturing material objects at point

of sale locations only with the permission of the owner of the information, thereby assuring

that the owner of the information will be compensated in connection with such reproduction.

Freeny teaches how to solve the problems associated with manufacturing, inventory,

configuration distribution and collection he earlier identified and as described above. Freeny

does not teach anything further about playing the information, which follows because Freeny

is only interested in manufacturing, distributing and selling the information and does not care

what happens to the information after that.

Freeny teaches a point of sale information manufacturing system 10, as shown

in figure 1, includes at least one information control machine 12 and at least one information

manufacturing machine 14. The information control machine 12 is constructed to receive

information via an input line 16, encode the received information, store the encoded

information, receive request reproduction codes requesting to reproduce certain preselected
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Each of the information manufacturing machines 14 located at a point of sale

location and each point of sale location is located remotely with respect to the other point of

sale locations in the system 10. The information control machine 12 is located at a remote

location with respect to each of the point of sale locations and with respect to the information

manufacturing machines 14._ See column 5, lines 32-39. The point of sale location is a

location where a consumer goes to purchase material objects embodying predetermined or

preselected information. See column 5, lines 47-50.

In response to receiving the authorization code, the information manufacturing

machine 14 decodes the preselected information stored in the information manufacturing

machine 14 and provides the coded information on the output line 22. The reproduction unit

24 is constructed and adapted to receive the decoded information provided on the output line

22 and to reproduce the preselected information in a material object. Thus, the information

manufacturing units 14 are constructed to reproduce preselected information in material

objects only in response to receiving an authorization code and, thus, preselected information

is embodied or reproduced in a material objects at a point of sale location substantially only

with the permission of the owner of the information. See column 6, lines 11—22.

Each point of sale location has at least one information manufacturing machine

14, at least one reproduction unit 24 and a plurality of blank material objects. See column 12,

-11-
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information at a particular information manufacturing machine 14 via a communication link

18, provide authorization codes authorizing the reproductions of certain preselected

information at a particular information manufacturing machine 14 via the communication link

18, receive file reproduce codes via an input line 19 requesting the reproduction of the

information stored in the information control machine 12, provide the information stored

therein for communication to particular information manufacturing machines 14 via a

communication link 20, receive file transmit codes via the input line 19 requesting the

reproduction of the information stored in the information control machine 12, and provide the

information stored therein for communication to particular information manufacturing

machine's 40 via the communication link 18. There is no teaching or suggestion of the

information control machine 12 able to play the information.

Each information manufacturing machine 14 is constructed to receive encoded

information via a communication link 18 or the communication link 20, store received encoded

information, receive request reproduction codes via an input line 21, provide the request

reproduction codes via the communication link 20, decode preselected information in response

to receiving an authorization code and provide certain preselected decoding information via an

output line 22 to a reproduction unit 24 which is adapted to reproduce received information in

a material object. There is no teaching or suggestion of the information manufacturing

machine 14 able to play the information. See column 5, lines 1—31.

-10-
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lines 66-68. Each point of sale location could have a plurality of blank 8-track tapes or blank

cassettes types of material objects and the reproduction unit 24 would be adapted to record the

received decoded information on a blank 8-track tape or cassette tape operatively disposed

therein. See column 13, lines 1-6. Each point of sale location could also include a number of

printed catalogs describing the various recordings available along with the catalog codes

identifying each available recording so the consumers can select the recording desired to be

purchased. See column 13, lines 7-13.

The owner of the point of sale location would collect from the consumer’s

compensation for the blank material object (8-track tape or cassette tape, for example) and this

would be a sales transaction independent of the owner of the information. Also other data

could be inputted into the manufacturing control unit 14 in connection with a request

reproduction code for inventory of material objects or other general accounting data, if

desired. See column 13, lines 39-48.

Freeny also teaches that at the retail outlet, the point of sale location, there is

one or more information manufacturing machines 14 and in inventory of blank 8-track tape or

cassette tapes. The retail outlets, using system 10 also has an inventory of all available

recordings; however, this inventory is encoded and not usable without the permission of the

owner of the information. The retail outlets do not have an inventory a number of

-12-
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premanufactured recordings which cannot be sold and the retail outlet has virtually no

investment in inventory, after than the blank 8—track tapes or blank cassette tapes. The owner

of the retail outlet only pays for recordings sold. See column 14, lines 56—69. The owner of

the recordings also does not have any investment in cassette tapes or 8-track tapes and has no

inventory of any manufactured recordings. Further, there is no investment in large

manufacturing facilities to manufacture recordings since, in the system 10, the recordings are

manufactured at the point of sale location only when such recording is sold. The owner of the

recording receives compensation for the sale of a recording before the reproduction and sale of

the recording is authorized. See column 15, lines 1-11.

The reproduction units 24 could be electronic machines capable of transferring

programs in digital format onto floppy disks or other such storage media when the information

to be reduced is in the form of a computer program. See column 22, lines 53-57 .

Freeny also teaches that a manufacturing program unit 92 can be programmed

to control a digital to analog converter 100 so that information in the form of a program is

updated in a particular program language. Thus, an individual at a point of sale can request

that a certain program identified by the catalog code be reproduced on a floppy disk in a

particular program language identified via the inputted format code. See column 23, lines

31-41.

-13-
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Freeny also teaches the manufacturing machine 14a is particularly adapted to

function in the nature of machines commonly referred to as vending machines. The

information manufacturing machine 14a includes a money acceptor 110 which is adapted to

access via an input 112 money in the form of cash or in the form of credit cards or in the form

of inputted credit number information, and to provide an output money valid code on a signal

path 114 in response to delegating a certain amount of money received via the input 112. See

column 26, lines 12—43. Stored in the digital storage unit 86 is the encoded information,

catalog codes and dollar charge codes. The user inputs the selected catalog code into the

information catalogs and request unit 90 via the input line 21 representing a request to

reproduce preselected information identified via the inputted catalog code in a material object.

See column 26, lines 59-68. If a sufficient amount of money has been received in the money

acceptor 110, the manufacturing program unit 92 is programmed to cause the reproduction of

the information identified via the received catalog code in a material object in a manner exactly

like that described before with respect to the information manufacturing machine 14. See

column 27, lines 29-31.

As a further security measure, the information manufacturing machines are

constructed so that, in the event an individual gains physical access to a portion of the machine

to obtain the encoded information, the encoded information is destroyed or erased. See

column 28, lines 3—8.

-14;
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As is clear by the description of the system taught by Freeny, the system is

interested, and only interested, in manufacturing and distributing information at retail outlets

known as point of sales. The Examiner recognizes this fact on page 3 of the last office action.

The Examiner nonetheless determines that it would be an obvious matter of optimization of

design for optimizing verification ,of transferring of the signal which the Examiner determines

as not adding patentable weight to the claimed method. Applicant must respectfully strongly

disagree with the Examiner's conclusion in light of the teachings and context of Freeny.

Freeny has everything geared to maximizing the manufacture and distribution of

the information. Freeny has attempted to identify all the issues that are involved in such a

manufacturing and distribution process and has tried to maximize the efficiency and operation

of this manufacturing and distribution for sales. Nowhere has Freeny taught or suggested

anything whatsoever about verification of transferring of a signal. Nowhere in the claimed

invention is there the limitation of optimizing verification of the transfer of the signal.

Furthermore, the Examiner uses the word optimizing verification. Not only is the Examiner

reading a limitation into the claims, and reading a teaching into the teachings of Freeny but is

suggesting that something is obvious which is in direct conflict with all the teachings of

Freeny .

-15-
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a

Freeny is interested in efficiently and quickly completing the manufacturing and

distribution process to maximize sales. As identified above, everything is geared to capturing

every sale. Freeny repeats this fact on many instances in his specification. For there to be a

playing unit to play back video or audio digital signals for verification of the transfer of the

audio or video signal would enormously slow down the sales process. Besides not making

sense, the only value of playing back a video or audio signal is to play back the entire video or

audio signal since anything less means the story or song or speech is incomplete and most

likely of no value. Thus, it would take an unacceptable amount of time for someone who has

just purchased information from a point of sale in the Freeny context, to remain there and

playback the entire video or audio signal to determine that the transfer was proper. This

would never happen in the context of Freeny which is interested in maximizing sales.

Furthermore, if there was something wrong with the transfer, the customer may choose not to

leave the point of sale until he or she received satisfaction, thus once again introducing an

element of obstruction to the sales process. This can be simply seen in the normal course of

sales at retail outlets of video stores or music stores where the customer is not allowed to play

the song or movie at the store but must purchase the song or video and than take it to a playing

mechanism out of the way of business to determine whether it is complete, typically by playing

the song or video to listen or watching it with their own playing device. As a matter of fact, it

is unheard of for a video or audio memory device, such as a CD or video cassette to be played

—16-
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before it is purchased or at the site of purchase. Basically this is what the Examiner is

suggesting.

Furthermore, there are many better and more accurate and accepted ways of

optimizing verification of the transfer of the signal then actually playing the entire signal

which is infinitely slower. As the signal is transferred, it can simply be kept track of and an

indication can occur when it is complete or as the transfer occurs. This is common for

instance, in most transfer verification systems.

It is respectfully submitted that the Examiner is using hindsight from

applicant's own specification and claims to take the teachings of Freeny and then the argument

that it would be obvious to add a playing mechanism to the teachings of Freeny to arrive at

applicant's claimed invention. However, hindsight is not the proper application of the law.

Without hindsight, a reading of Freeny would not teach or suggest to anyone that playing the

manufactured and distributed information would even be a consideration in Freeny's system.

Moreover, it is contrary to Freeny since Freeny again is motivated by attaining

maximum sales in a way that minimizes costs and assures the owner of payment. If you keep

this context of Freeny in mind, and you must because patent law dictates that you cannot take

the teachings of a reference out of the context in which they are found, then, as explained

-17-
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above, you would not find applicant's claimed invention obvious from Freeny because Freeny

wants the sale to occur and the customer to move on so the next customer can utilize the

system for the next sale. Again, besides there being absolutely no teaching or suggestion of

playing the manufactured information whatsoever, it would be contrary to the teachings of

Freeny because it also would increase the costs of the manufacturing and distribution process

since at minimum it would require more manufacturing machines and increased distribution to

accommodate more customers if a given customer was watching or playing the information

after or while it was being purchased. It is only after reading the claims and specification of

applicant would there be any reason to consider adding playing to Freeny, let alone to come up

with the argument of optimizing verification of the transfer of the signals which is not

identified anywhere.

As mentioned above, patent law dictates that there must be some teaching or

I suggestion in the reference to cause it to be combined with the other teachings to arrive at

applicant's claimed invention. Here, there is no teaching or suggestion in Freeny to combine

it with any reason for playing in the manufacturing machine to arrive at applicant's claimed

invention. Without there being some teaching or suggestion, what results is the Examiner

picking and choosing elements from the claimed invention, as though the claim was a road

map, and saying the individual elements exist in the prior art so essentially the claimed

invention is arrive at. But this is also recognized as contrary to patent law. An invention is

-18-
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greater than the sum of its parts. It is submitted that since Freeny is totally devoid of any

suggestion of playing in the manufacturing or recording or any other mechanism of Freeny,

then the Examiner is looking at the claims and coming up with some argument to say a playing

mechanism should be combined with the Freeny system, and thus the claimed invention is

obvious. Instead, the Examiner by law is required to look at the references that are being

cited to arrive at the claimed invention.

This ignores the fact of what applicant's claims represent. Something totally

different than what Freeny is teaching. Applicant's claimed invention is giving the ability to

the second party to receive and play video or audio signals at their choosing at their location.

It is a totally different approach for a customer than having to go to the point of sale taught by '

Freeny. Instead, a customer can enjoy the ability to purchase audio or video digital signals

wherever the customer wishes as totally dictated by the customer (assuming there is a

telecommunications line at hand —- in the U.S., there is a phone or cable line just about

everywhere or a cellular call can be made literally everywhere) and to then further enjoy the

audio or video digital signals themselves with the device that has received the signals by not

having to perform the additional step which is inherent in Freeny of taking the manufactured

information in Freeny and traveling to or having to transfer the manufactured object to another

device. This further represents a difference in product design and purpose because Freeny

wants to maintain absolute control over the manufacturing process, only releasing the

-19-
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manufactured object to the customer. Applicant's claimed invention essentially defines the

manufacturing and playing functions together, which by definition releases the control of the

manufacturing device to the customer who is ultimately purchasing the information. Freeny in

contrast maintains a very strong difference between the retailer-seller of the information, and

the customer who ultimately receives and pays for the information. Freeny goes so far as to

cause the information to be destroyed if the customer has some way or other obtained access to

the manufacturing device.

In view of the foregoing remarks, it is respectfully requested that the

outstanding rejections and objections to this application be reconsidered and withdrawn, and

Claims 1-63, now in this application be allowed.

Respectfully submitted,
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"Extension ci Time in Patent Cases (Supplement Amendments — ii a timely and complete response
has been filed after a Non-Final Office Action. an extension of time is not required to permit tiling and/or
entry of an additional amendment after expiration of the shortened statutory period.

If a timely response has been filed after a Final Office Action. an extension of time is required to permit
filing and/or entry ofa Notice ofAppeai or filing and/or entry or' an additional amendment after expiration
of the shortened statutory period unless the timely-filed response placed the application in condition
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the period has ceased to run. ". Notice of December to, 1985 (1061 O. G. 34-35).
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1.136 apply.

(complete (a) or (b), as applicable)

(a) K Applicant petitions for an extension of time under 37 C.F.R. 1.136
(fees: 37 C.F.Fi. 1.17(a)-(d) for the total number of months checked below:

Extension Fee for other titan Fee for
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i: two months S 390.00 $195.00

.‘3 three months 5 930.00 $465.00
a four months 51.470.00 $735.00

Fee 3 475.00
 

if an additional extension of time is required, please consider this a petition therefor.

D An extension for

'(b) D

(check and complete the next item, if applicable)

_ months has already been se- ,
cured. The fee paid therefor of S is deducted from the total fee due

for the total months of extension now requested.

Extension fee due with this request 3

OR

 

 

 

Applicant believes that no extension of term is required. However, this condi-

tional petition is being made to provide for the possibility that applicant has
inadvertently overlooked the need for a petition for extension of time.
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if the entry in Col. 1 is less than entry in Cal. 2. write "0" in Col. 3.
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"' If the “Highest No. Previously Paid For" N THIS SPACE is less than 3. enter “3".

The "Highest No. Previously Paid For‘ (Total or indep.) is the highest number found in the appropriate
box in Col. 1 of a prior amendment or the number of claims originally filed.

WARNING: “After final rejection or action (5 1. 7 13) amendments may be made cancelling claims or complying
with any requirement of form which has been made." 37 C.F.R. § 1.116(a) (emphasis added).

(complete (c) or (d), as applicable)

(c) Kl No additional fee forvclaims is required.

 

 

OR

(d) ‘__I Total additional fee for claims required 8
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5. E Attached is a check in the sum of S 475'00

E Charge Account No. the sum
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,Filed: June 6, 1995

IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
W]

In re Application of:

ARTHUR R. HAIR

Serial No. 08/471,964

A SYSTEM FOR TRANSMITTING

DESIRED DIGITAL VIDEO OR

Art Unit: 2413 AUDIO SIGNALS

Patent Examiner:

H. Nguyen

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15213

January 8, 1998

Assistant Commissioner for Patents

Washington, DC, 20231

Sir:

DECLAMIIQN UNDER 32 C 15,3. §1.132

1, Arthur R. Hair, hereby declare that:

I am the inventor of the above—identified patent application.

I have reviewed the above-identified patent application, including the claims.

The entire right, title, and interest of my invention is assigned to Parsec

Sight/Sound, Inc., a Pennsylvania corporation.
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I am Chairman of the Board and Chief Technology Officer of Parsec

Sight/Sound, Inc.

Parsec Sight/Sound, Inc. has licensed the above—identified patent application to

Digital Sight/Sound, Inc., a Pennsylvania corporation. See Exhibit A.

Digital Sight/Sound, Inc. has raised more than one million dollars from

investors to operate a web site and sell electronically digital audio signals from its memory to

second parties through telecommunications lines to second party control units so the second

parties can play the digital audio signals through speakers of the second. parties’ control units.

Digital Sight/Sound, Inc. expects to have its updated web site operational to the public July 1,

1998, so Digital Sight/Sound, Inc. can practice the claimed invention of the above-identified

patent application.

A COpier of my claimed invention of the above-identified patent application,

N2k, has sold electronically digital audio signals from its memory to second parties through

telecommunications lines to second party control units so the second parties can play the

digital audio signals through speakers of the second parties control units. A copy of the web

pages of N2k‘s web site on the worldwide web is attached as Exhibit B. These web pages are

accessed by a second party calling up N2k’s web site through a telephone line with a computer

(second party control unit). Once the web site of N2k is accessed, the second party with the
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computer purchases with a credit card (electronic sale) the desired digital audio signals that are

offered for sale by N2k and which the second party chooses to purchase. Once the second

party provides the credit card number to N2k through the second party's computer, the desired

digital audio signals are transferred over telecommunications lines from the memory of N21: to

the computer of the second party. The second party then plays the desired digital audio

signals through the speakers of the computer of the second party.

Others have established web sites on the worldwide web and electronically

distributed for free digital audio signals from their respective memories to second parties

through telecommunications lines to second party control units so the second parties can play

the digital audio signals through speakers of the second parties’ control units. These copiers

have been sued by some of the major record labels in the United States for infringing these

major record labels’ copyrights in the associated songs that are transferred over the worldwide

web through telecommunications lines as digital audio signals. See Exhibit C.

I further declare that all statements made herein of my own knowledge are true

and that all statements made on information and belief are believed to be true; and further, that

these statements are made with the knowledge that willful false statements in the like so made

are punishable by fine or imprisonment, or both, under Section 1001 of Title 18 of the United
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Sm Code, and that such willful false statements may jeepardize the validity of the

application or any patent issuing thereon.

IégéD/afqu £244;
Arth R.Ha1r
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NONEXCLUSIVE PATENT LICENSE AGREEMENT
//  

‘IHTS AGREEMENT IS MADE AND ENTERED INTO ON OCTOEER 1. I997 (THE “EPFECTIVE DATE”), BY AND BETWEEN PARSEC

HT/SDLND. INC.. A CORPORATION DULY ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER TIIE LAWS OF THE STATE OF PENNSYLVANIA AND HAVING ITS
P‘RINcmAL OFFICE AT 733 WASHINGTON ROAD. MT. LEnANON, PENNSYLVANIA I5228. USA. OR ITS ASSIGNEE (IEEREINAF'ITIR “PAnSI-tc

SHIT/SOUND"), AND DIGITAL SIGHT/SOUND. INC... .-\ CORPORATION DULY ORGANIZED AND EXISTING UNDER THE LAWS OF THE STATE OF
RNNSYLVANIA AND HAVING ITS PRINCIPAL OFFICE AT 733 WASHINGTON ROAD. MT. LEBANON. PENNSYLVANIA 15228. U.S.A. (HEREIN.
AFTER “LICENSEE").

WITTNESSETH

WHEREAS. PARSEC. SIGHT/SOUND IS TIm OWNER OF CERTAIN “PATENT RIGIITS” (As LATER DEFINED HEREIN)
RELATING TO THE TRANSMISSION OF DIGITAL AUDIO RECORDINGS AND/UR DIGITAL VIDEO RECORDINGS. AND

HAS THE RIGHT To GRANT LICENSE UNDER SAID PATENT RIGHTS;

WHEREAS, PARSFC SICIIT/SOIJ‘N'D DESIRPS TO HAVE T1II". PATI’NT RIGHTS UTII Izr-TI AND IS wIIIING TO GRANT
A LICENSE TIIEREUNDER;

WHEREAS, LICENSEE HAS REPRESENTED TO PARSEC SIGHTI'SOUND, TO INDUCE PARSEC SIGHT/SOUND TO

ENTER INTO ‘I'HIS ALIREEMEN‘I'. 'I'HA'I’ LICENSEE IN 'EXI’ERIENCEU IN THE UEVELOPMLLNI‘; PRODUCTION;
MANUFACTURE; MARKETING; SALE; AND- LEASE AND/OR RENTAL; OF PRODUCTS SIMILAR To THE LICENSED

PRODUCTS (AS LATER DEFINED HEREIN), THE OPERATIONAL PRODUCTS (As LATER DEFINED HEREIN) AND/OR
HIE USE OF "HIP. LICENSED PROCESS (AS LATER DEFINED HEREIN) AND THAT IT SIIAII. COMMIT ITSFIF TO A

THOROUGH, VIGDROUS AND DILIGENT PROGRAM OF AGGRESSIVE DEVELOPMENT OF THE PATENT RIGHTS SO

I THAT PUBLIC UTILIZATION SHALL RESULT THEREFROM; AND

WHEREAS. LICENSEE DESIRES TO OBTAIN A LICENSE UNDER THE PATENT RIGII'IS UPON THE TERMS AND
CONDITIONS IIEREINAFTER SET FORTH.

NOW. THEREFORE, IN CONSIDERATION OF THE PREMISES AND THE MUTUAL COVENANTS CON‘I’AINI‘D HEREIN, THE PARTIES IIIEIU'ZTO
AGREE AS FOLLOWS:

ARTICLE I — DEI-‘INI'I'IONS

FOR THE PURPOSES OF THIS AGREEMENT, THIS FOLLOWING WORDS AND PIIRASES SHALL HAVE THE FOLLOWING MEANNGSI

LI "LICENSEE" SIIALI. INCLIIDF A RELATED CORPORATION OF LICENSFE. THE VOTING STOCK OF WHICH IS DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY AT

LEAST FIT-TY PERCENT (50%) OWNED OR CONTROLLED av LICENSEE. AN ORGANIZATION WHICH DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY CONTROLS MORE.

THAN FIFTY PERCENT (50%) OF THE VOTING STOCK 0F LICENSEE AND AN ORGANIZATION. THE MAJORITY OWNERSHIP OF WHICH IS DIRECTLY
OR INUIKELT'I'LY L'UMMI)” I'U 'I'HL‘ OWNERSHIP ()P' LICENSEE.

I.2 “PATENT RIGHTS” SHALL MEAN ALL OF THE FOLLOWING INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY OF PARSEC SIGHT/SOUND: (A) UNITED STATES
PATENT 5.101.573; (BJ UNITED STATES AND FOREIGN M'ITINTS ISSUED FROM THE DIVISIDNALS AND CONTINUATIONS OF UNITED STATES

PATENT 5.I9I.573: (C) CLAIMS OF- UNITED STATES AND FOREIGN CON'I‘INUAI'ION-IN—I’AIL'T APPLICATIONS, AND III’ THE RESULTING PATENTS,
wHICH ARE DIRECTED TO SUBJECT MATTER IN THE UNITED STATES AND FOREIGN APPLICATIONS RELATED TO UNITED STATES PATIENT

5,191,573; (D) ALL OTHER UNITED STATES AND FOREIGN PATENTS PERTAINING TO THE FIELD OF USE (AS LATER DEFINED HEREIN) WHICH

MAY ISSUE FROM TIME TO TIME; (E) CLAIMS OF ALI. FOREIGN PATENT APPIICATInns, AND or TIIE RESULTING PATENTS, WHICH ARE DIRECTED
TO SUETECT MATTER IN UNI'I'ED STATES PATENT 5, I9 I .573, OTHER UNITED STATES AND FOREIGN PATENTS, AND/OR PATENT AI’I’IJCA‘IIONS

DESCRIBED IN (A), (a). (C) DE (D) ABOVE; AND (F) ANY REISSUES OF THE UNITED STATES PATENTS DESCRIBED IN (A), (a), (C) OR (D)
ABOVE.

1.3 A “LICENSED PRODUCT" SHALL MEAN A DIGITAL AL'DIO AND/OR DIGITAL VIDEO RECORDING, TRANSMITTED USING TELECOMMUNI.
CATIONS LINES AND WHICH Is MANUFACTURED OR CREATED BY USING A PROCESS WHICH IS COVERED IN WHOLE OR IN PART BY AN ISSUED,
IINEXI‘IRED CLAIM OR A PENDING CLAIM CONTAINED IN THE PATENT RIGHTS IN TIII! COUNTRY IN WHICH ANY LICENSED PROCESS IS USED OR
IN WHICH SUCH (.3000 UR PART 'I'HIIRIEIIF IS IISFO 0R SOLD.

1.4 A “LICENSED PROCESS" SHALL MEAN ANY PROCESS T0 TRANSFER A DIGITAL AUDIO AND/OR DIGITAL VIDEO RECORDING USING
TELECOMMUNICATIONS LINES wI-IICH LS COVERED IN WHOLE OR IN PART Iw AN ISSUED. UNEXPIRED CLAIM OR A PENDING CLAIM CONTAINED

IN THE PATENT RIGHTS.
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1.5 AN “OPERATIONAL PRODUCT" SHALL MEAN A GOOD OR PART THEREOF WHICH Is COVERED IN WHOLE OR IN PART BY AN ISSUED,
L'NEXPIRED CLAIM OR A PENDING CLAIM CONTAINED IN THE PATENT RIGHTS BUT WHICH Is NOT A LICENSED PRODUCT. AN OPERATIONAL
PRODUCT SHALL INCLUDE BUT NOT DE LIMITED To SOFTWARE OR PIRMWARE WHICH ENASLES EQUIPMENT TO PRACTICE TIIE LICENSED
PROCESS.

1.6 “NET SALES" SIIAII. MEAN TOTAL RILIINGS. INCLUDING THE ToTAL PRICE PAID BY PURCHASERS, FOR LICENSED PRODUCTS,

LICENSED PROCESSES AND OPERATIONAL PRODUCTS PRODUCED AND/OR 'I'PANSMI'I‘I'I-ZI) UNDER THE PATENT RIGHTS. 1.1159 HALF-S TAXES,
TARIFF DUTIES, AND/DR L'SE TAXES DIRECTLY TMPOSED AND INCLUDED IN SAID TOTAL RILLINGS AND WITH REFERENCE TO PARTICULAR SALES.
NO DEDUCTIONS SHALL BE MADE FOR COMMISSIONS, OR THE LIKE, PAID TO INDIVIDUALS WHETHER THEY BE WITH INDEPENDENT SALES

AGENCIES IIR RI’UIIIARLY EMPLOYED BY LICENSEE AND ON IT: PAYROLL, I‘IR I-Oll COST OF COLLECTIONS.

1.7 “TERRITORY" SHALL MEAN TIIE WORLD.

1.8 “FIELD OF USE " SHALI. MEAN DICITAI, AUDIO RECORDINGS AND/OR DIGITAL VIDEO RECORDINGS.

1.9 “IMPROVEMENTS" SIIALL MEAN TECHNICAL CHANGES To THE PATENT RIGHTS WHICH IMPROVE DR MODIFY THE MANUFACTURE,
CONSTRUCTION. DPERATTON OR DESIGN OF ANY PRODUCTS OR PROCESSES.

1.10 “TECHNOLOGY“ SHALL. MEAN, WITH RESPECT TO THF. FIELD DI: URI-2‘ 'I‘IIIE ENGINEERING INFORMATION. DRAWINGS. DESIGNS.
I'ECITNICAL DATA, PROCESS AND MATERIAL SPECIFICATIONSIMPROVEMENTS. IDEAS. DISCOVERIES, INNOVATIONS, LISTS, OPERATING INSTRUC-
TTDNS AND OTHER INFORMATION IN WHATEVER FORM. RaATING DIRECTLY TO THE TRADE SECRETS DR PATENT RIGHTS OF PARSEC

S IGI IT/SDUND.

1.11 “OTHER LICENSEE" SHALL MEAN ONE OR MORE THIRD PARTIES RTIICII, FROM TIME TO TIME, ALSO HAVE THEN CURRENT NONEx.
CLUSIVE RIGHTS SIMILAR To THOSE NONEXCLUSIVE RIGHTS GRANTED TO LICENSEE IN ARTICLE II IIEREOF.

1.12 “PARSEC ACCOUNT" SHALL MEAN THE ELECTRONIC BANKING AND/DR FINANCIAL ACCOUNT DI: PARSIIL‘ STOUT/SOUND OR ITS

DESIGNEE TO WHICH LICENSEE SHALL MARE ELECTRONIC PAYMENTS (As LATER DEFINED HEREIN) AND IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE
ELECTRONIC PAYMENT PROTOCOLS AS DIRECTED FROM TIME TO TIME BY PARSEC SIGHT/SOUND.

1.13 “LICENSEE SERIAL NUMaER” SHALL MEAN TIIE NUMBER AND/DR ALPIIANUMERIC CODE ASSIGNED SY PARSEC SIGHT-SOUND TO

LICENSEE WHICH LICENSEE SHALL USE TO IDENTIFY ITSEIT m PARSET: SIGIIT/SOLND WITH RESPECT TD ELECTRONIC PAYMENTS DEPoerED
UY LIL'IINSEII AND ELECTRONIC RIIIIDH'IS SUBMI'I'I'I’J) DY LlCENSI-ZIS. TIIE LICENSEE SERIAL NUMIILR I-‘I‘IR LICENSEE IS “000001."

1.14 “GENRE“ SHALL MEAN, WITH RESPECT TO ARTICLE V IIEREOE, A DESCRIPTIVE TYPE, CATEGORY 0R GENRE WHICH REST
DESL‘RIDES THE NATURE OT A LICENSED PRODUCT. '

1.15 “PARSEC EMBLEM" SHALL MEAN AN IMAGE USED To MARK LICENSED PRODUCTS. \

1.16 “DIGITAL RECORDING” SHALL MEAN A REPRESENTATION OE AN AUDIO AND/OR VIDEO RECORDING IN WHOLE OR IN PART IN A
FORM CAPABLE OF BEING TRANSMITTED VIA A TELECOMMUNICATIONS LINE.

2.l PARSEC SIGHT/SOUND IIEREDY GRANTS T0 LICENSEE THE NONEXCLUSIVE RIGHT AND LICENSE; To MAKE. USE, LEASE AND SELL
THE LICENSED PRODUCTS AND T'rIE OPERATIONAL PRODUCTS IN THE TERRITORY FOR THE FIELD OF USE. AND To PRACTICE THE LICENSED

PROCESS IN THE TERRITORY FOR TIIE FIELD OF USE TO THE END OF THE TERM FOR WHICH ’I‘IIE PATENT RIGHTS ARE GRANTED UNLESS
SOON‘ER TERMINATED ACCORDING TO TIIE TERMS HEREOF.

 

2.2 PARSEC SIGHT/SOUND SHALL. RETAIN OWNERSHIP OF ALL TECHNOLOGY, PATENTS, COPYRIGHTS. IMPROVEMENTS AND WORKS
RELATED To THE PATENT RIGHTS WHICH ARE CONCEIVED OR REDUCED TO PRAC’ITCF. BY PARSEC SIGHT/SOUND OR LICENSEE DURING THE

TERM OF THIS AGREEMENT AND FOR A PERIOD OF ONE (I) YEAR AFTER THIS AGREEMENT Is I'ERMINA'I‘ED. DURING THIS AGREEMENT,
LICENSEE SHALL RECEIVE A NONEXCLUSIVE LICENSE FOR THE FIELD OF USE PURSUANT TO THIS AGREEMENT IN ALL TECHNOLOGY, PATENTS,
COPYRIGHTS, IMPROVEMENTS AND DERIVATIVE WORKS WIIICII ARI: CONCEIVITD OR REDUCED TO PRACTICE BY PARSEC SIGIITI‘SQU'NT) 0R
LICENSEE. PARSEC SIGHT/SOUND IS A I‘KAUI'MARK 0F PAHSEI: SHIII'I'ISIIIINI), ALI. RIUIITS RESERVED.

2.3 PARSEC SIGHT/SOUND SPECIFICALLY DOES NOT GRANT To LICENSEE ANY RIGHT OR LICENSE TO TRANSFER, CONVEY 0R SUBLI-
CENSE ANY RIGHT OR LICENSE GRANTED TO LICENSEE UNDER THIS AGREEMENT AND LICENSEE SHALL NOT TRANSFER, CONVEY 0R SUMI.

CENSE ANY RIGHT 0K LICENSE GRANTED ‘I'O LICENSEE UNDER THIS AGREEMENT.

2.4 LICENSEE SHALL REQUIRE EACII AND EVERY RECEIVER OF AN OPERATIONAL PRODUCT T0 AGREE NOT TO OPERATE CR AGREE NOT

I'D CAUSE OR NOT TO AIJJOW ANOTHER T0 OPERATF TIIF. OPERATIONAL PRODUCT WITH DIGITAL AUDIO RECORDINGS AND/OR DIGITAL 'Y'IDI‘IO

RECORDINGS UB'I'AINED FROM A SOURCE NO'I‘ LICENSED ’JY PARSEC SIGHT/SOUND TO TRANSMIT DIGITAL AUDIO RECORDINGS ANDIIOR
DIGITAL VIDEO RECORDINGS L‘SI‘NG TELECOMMUNICATIONS LINES. LICENSEE SILALL ALSO INCLUDE A WRITTEN STATEMENT WITH TIIE
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TRANSFER OF EACH AND EVERY OPERATIONAL PRODUCT THAT THE RESPECTIVE OPERATIONAL PRODUCT Is NOT To BE USED WITH DIGITAL

AUDIO RFmRDINC-S AND/OE DIGITAL VIDEO RECORDINGS WHICH ARE OBTAIN-ED FROM A SOURCE NOT LICENSED BY PARSEC SIGHT/SOUND TO
TRANSMII' DIGITAL AUDIO RECORDINGS AND/0R UIUI'I'AL VIDEO RECORDINGS USING TELECOMMUNICATIONS LINES. ANY FUR-M ON S'I'A'I‘IIMI‘INI'

PROVIDED BY LICENSEE WITH THE TRANSFER OF AN OPERATIONAL PRODUCT CONCERNING THE LIMITATION OF USE OF THE OPERATIONAL
PRODUCT REGARDING THE TRANSMISSION OF DIGITAL AUDIO RECORDINGS ANDI'OR DIGITAL VIDEO RECORDINGS USING TELECOMMUNICATIONS

LINES SHALL HRSI' KEOUIME THE WRITTEN AUTHORIZATION OI" PARSEL“ SIGHT/SOUND

ARTICLE III - MILESTONES

‘ 3.I COMMENCING WITH THE CALENDAR YEAR 2000, AND CONTINUING EACH \‘FAR UIERIEAFI'I-IR UNIIL THIS AGREEMENT Is TERMI.

NATED, LICENSEE SHALL PERFORM 0R LiNAIILF. A MINIMUM OF I0.000 TRANSI-‘IIRS OI: LICIINSIID I‘RDDUCIS USING TELECOMMUNICATIONS
LINES AND FOR CONSIDERATION. EACH SL’CH LICENSED PRODUCT BEING AT LEAST 100,000 BYTES IN- Fn.F. SIZF.

ARTICLE IV - ROYALTIES

4.l FOR THE RIGHTS. PRIVILEGES AND LICENSES GRANTED III-:REUNDER, LICENSEE SHALL PAY ROYALTIES To PARSEC SIGHT/SOUND IN

TIIT. MANNFR IIERTIDIABTTP MOI/mm T0 TIIF. END OF THE TERM OF THF. PATENT RIGHTS (WHICH SILALL DE 'I'III': LATEST EXTIRATIDN DATE OF

ANY OF THE PATENTS DESCRIIIED IN PARAGRAPH 1.2) OR UNTIL THIS AGREEMENT SHALL BE TERMINATE!) As HEREINAFIER PRDvIDED.
WIIICH’EVER OCCURS FIRST:

4.2 I.ICPNSDP RIIAII PAY A ROYALTY (HEREINAFIER “ROYALTY“ AND/OR “ROYALTIE5”) EQUAL To ONE PERCENT (I 0%) (IIIIREINAF.
'I'ER “ROYALTY RATE") OI: THE NET SALES. THE ROYALTY RATE OF ONE PERCENT (1.0%) Is BEING OFFERED TO LIcz-NSEB IN FUR'I’HI—LR
CONSIDERATION OF LICENSBB’S COOPERATION AND TIMI-.LY RESPONSE IN FORMING THIS AGREEMENT.

4.3 SIMULTANEOUSLY wmI TTII: SALI: or A LICENSED PRODUCT. A ROYALTY SHALL BE CALCULATED IN ACCORD/«Nan wmI

PARAGRAPH 4.2 ImREOF, AND SIIALL BECOME IMMEDIATELY OLD AND PAYABLE, AND EI.ECTRONICAI.I:Y DFPOSITED AND/OR ELECTRONICALLY

PAID BY LICENSEE INTO THE PARSEC ACCOUNT VIA THE INTERNET OR VIA ELECTRONIC TRANSFER (IITREINAFTER “ELECTRONIC PAYMENT").

4.4 IF AN OPERATIONAL PRODUCT IS SOLD BY LICENSEE VIA TELECOMMUNICATIONS LINES. 'I'IIEN A ROYALTY SHALL BE CALCULATED
IN ACCORDANCE WITH PARAGRAPH 4.2 HEREOF. AND SMALL BECOME IMMEDIATELY DL‘E AND PAYABLE, AND LICENSEE SHALL IMMEDIATELY
PAY 'I'HI-J ROYALTY VIA EI.I~1I."I‘RUNIC PAYMENT.

4.5 PAYMENT OF ROYALTIFS OTHER THAN TIIOSF. IDENTIFIED IN PARAGRAPHS 4.3 AND 4.4 HEREOF. SHALL BE CALCULATED ON A

MONTHLY BASIS. AND IN ACCORDANCE WITH PARAGRAPH 4.2 IIIaIITIOP. AND SIIALL BECOME IMMEDIATELY DUI-1AM) I’M/MILE WITHIN DImT-Y

(30) DAYS OF THE END OF EACH RESPECTIVE MONTH.

4.6 IF LICENSEE AND ONE OR MORE OTHER LICENSEES COLLECTIVELY PARTICIPATE IN A TRANSACTION IN MIICII A LICENSED

PRODUCT AND/OP. OPERATII‘INAII PRODUCT IS SOLD, IJCI’INQFI’: SIIAIVII CONTINIIF TC III'I LIAnIJ-I FOR TIIF. ROYALTY RELATED THERE“) UNTIL
SAID ROYALTY IS PAID TO PARSEC SIIIH‘I'lSOL'ND IN ACCORDANCE er H THIS ARTICLE IV.

ARTICLE V - REPORTS AND RECORDS

5.1 LICENSEE SHALL KEEP I'ULL, TRUE AND ACCURATE BOOKS OF ACCOUNT CONTAINING ALL PARTICULARS THAT MAY BIS NECESSARY

FOR THE PURPOSE OF SHOWING THE AMOUNTS PAYABLE TO PARSEC SIGHT/SOUND HEREUNDFR. SAID BOOKS OF ACCOUNT SHALL BF. KEPT AT
LICENSEE’i PRINCIPAL I‘IACF. OF BUSINESS OR THE I'RINC‘IPAI. I'IIACII 0F IIIISINESS I'III‘ ‘I'IIII AI‘I'I-(I'II‘RIA'III DIVISION DI? I.IC|32NSII.E TO WHICH TIIIR

AGREEMENT RELATES. SAID BOOKS AND THE SUPPORTING DATA SHALL BE OPEN AT ALL REASONABLE TIME FOR FIVE (5) YEARS FOLLOWING
THE“. END OF THE CALENDAR YEAR TO WHICH TIIEY PERTAIN, TO THE INSPECTION OF PARSEC SIGHTIrSOUND OR ITS AGENTS FOR THE PURPOSE
OF VERIFYING LICENSEE‘S ROYALTY STATEMENT 0R COMPLIANCE IN OTIIER RESPECTS WITH THIS AGREEMENT.

5.2 SIMULTANEOIISIY WITH THF. SALE OF A LICENSED PRODUC'I', A ROYALTY SHALL IMMEDIATELY BE ELEC'I‘KONICALLY KLPORI'L’U

{HEREINAFTER “ELECTRONIC REPORTING”) BY LICENSEE TO PARSEC SIGHT/SOUND VIA THE INTERNET. ELECTRONIC REPORTING SHALL BE
IN TIII: FORM AND FORMAT AND UNDER THE PROTOCOLS As REASONABLY REQUESTED, FROM TIME TO TIME. BY PARSBC SIGHT/SOUND. THE

ELECTRONIC REPORTING SHALL INCLUDE AT LEAST THF. FOLLOWING INFORMATION: (A) THE LICENSEE SERIAL NUMBER OF LICENSEE; (B)

THE NET SALES OF THE LICENSED PRODUCT; (C) THE ROYALTY DUE To PARSEC SIGHT/SOUND RELATED ‘I'h’ERETO; (D) THE AMOUNT OF THE

ELECTRONIC PAYMENT MADE BY LICENSEE TO PARSEC SIGHT-’SOUND RELATED THERETO; (C) THE GENRE RELATED THERETO; AND (F) THE
FILE SIZE THEREOF. MEASURED IN BYTES.

5.3 [F AN OPERATIONAL PRODUCT IS SOLD BY LICENSEE VIA TELECOMMUNICATIONS LINES, THEN LICENSEE SHALL IMMEDIATELY
SDHMI'I' ‘I’U PARSEC SIOH'I/SOL'ND AN ELECTRONIC REPUR‘I‘ING RELATED TO SUCII SALL' WHICH SIIALL INCLUDE AT LEAST THE FOLLOWING

INFORMATION: (A) THE LICENSEE SERIAL NUMBER I‘II' I.l(‘.‘l'{NQI{I-Z; (II) 'IIIl-I NET SAD-IS I'IIv ‘I'IIII OI'IIIIA'I'IONAI. PRODUCT; (C) 'I‘III‘I ROYALTY
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DUE TO PARSEC SIGHT/SOUND RELATED TIIERETO; (D) THE AMOUNT OF THE ELECTRONIC PAYMENT MADE BY LICENSEE To PAasgc
SIGHT/SOUND RELATED THERETO; AND (E) LICENSEE‘S DESCRIPTION THEREOF THF. OPERATIONAL PRODUCT.

5.4 NOTWITHSTANDING ANYTHING TO THE CDNTRARY IN PARAGRAPH 5.2 HEREINAEovE, LICENSEE, WITHIN THIRTY (30) DAYS AFTER
MARCH '31. JUNE 30, SEPTEMBER 30 AND DECEMBER 3 I, OF EACH YEAR THAT THIS AGREEMENT IS IN EFFECT. SHALL DELIVER To PAPSEC
SIGHT/SOUND_ vIA E-MAIL AND AT THE E-MAn. ADDRESS AS PRESCRIRED FROM TIME To TIME EY PARSEC SIGHT/SOUND, TRUE AND
ACCURATE REPORTS (HEREINAFTER “QUARTERLY REPORTS"), GIVING SUCH PARTICULARS OF THE BUSINESS CONDUCTED UY LICENSEE
DURING THE PRECEDINO THREE-MONTH PERIOD UNDER THIS AGREEMENT As SHALL BE PERTINENT TO A ROYALTY ACCOUNTTNG HEREUNDER.
QUARTERLY REPORTS SHALL SE IN THE FORM AND FORMAT. AND DELIVERED TD PARSEC SIGHT/SOUND UNDER THE PROTOCOLS AS
REASONADLY REQUESTED. FROM TIME To TIME. aY PARSI-II? SIGHT/SOUND. QUARTERLY REPORTS SHALL INIIIAII)” A'I‘ LEASI‘ TIIE FOLLOWING
INI-‘OKM‘I'I‘IONZ (A) THE LICENSEE SERIAL NUMBER UT LICENSEE; (D) THE NET SALES OF LICENSED PRODUCTS AND SUMMARIZED BY
GENRE; (c) THE TOTAL NUMBER OF LICENSED PRODUCTS SOLD AND SUMMARIZFD BY GENRE; (D) TOTAL ROYALTIES DUE TO PARSEC
SIGHT/SOUND RELATED m (R) AROVE AND SUMMARIZED BY GENRE; (E) TOTAL ROYALTIES PAID RY LICENSEE To PARSEC SIGHTISOIIND
RELATED To (II) ADUVE AND SUMMARIEED IIY GENRE; (F) THE TOTAL NUMDER OI‘ LICENSED PROUL'CFS SOLO AND SUMMARIZED DY GENRE;
(G) THE TOTAL F'LE SIE. MEASURED IN EYTES, OF SAID LICENSED PRODUCTS; (N) THE NET SALES or OPERATIONAL PRODUCTS AND
SUMMARIzEn RY LICENSEE’S DESCRIPTION; (H) THE TOTAL NUMBER OF OPERATIONAL PRODUCTS‘SOIO ANn RIIMMARIzED EY LICENSEE'S
DESCRIPTION; AND (I) ‘I'O'I'AL RUYAL’I'IIA‘S DUD 'I'o PARSEC. SIGHT/$OUNI‘: REIA'IT-I‘l TO In) Amwu ANI) SUMMARIEED DY LICENSEE’S
DESCRIPTION.

5.5 ON OR BEFORE THE NINETIETH (90TH) DAY FOLLOWING THE CLOSE OF LICENSEE'S FISCAL YEAR, LICENSEE SHALL PROVIDE
pARSFC SIGHT/SOUND WITH LICI‘ZNSI-‘I-I‘S (II'ZR'I'II'II'iI) I-‘INA‘SNI‘IAI. S‘I'A'II'IML‘N'I'S FUR I'IIL' I‘KECEDING FISCAL YEAR INCLUDING, AT A MINIMUM. A

BALANCE SHEET AND AN OPERATING STATEMENT CLEARLY IDENTIFYING. IN LINE ITEM FORM IF NECESSARY. DIE NET SALES 0F ALI.
LICENSED PRODUCTS TRANSMITTED USING TELECOMMUNICATIONS LINES IN WHOLE OR IN PART.

5.6 THE PAYMENT OF RGYALTIES SET FORTH IN TIIIS AGREEMENT SHALL, IF OVERDUE, LIIIAR IN‘I'IiRI-LS'I' UNTIL PAYMENT AT A PER
ANNUM RATE FOUR PERCENT (4%) ABOVE THE PRIME RATE QUOTED IN THE WALL STREET JOURNAL ON TIIE DUE DATE. THE. PAYMENT OF
SUCH INTEREST SHALL NOT FORFCLDSE PARSEC SIGII’T-"SOIND FROM EXERCISINO ANY OTHER RIGHTS IT MAY HAVE AS A CONSEQUENCE OF
TILE LATETIESS OF ANY PAYMENT.

ARTICLE VI - PATENT PROSECUTION 

PARSEC SIGHT/SOUND SI IALL. AT PARSEC SIOIITISOUND‘S SOLE COST AND EXPENSE, DE RESPONSIBLE FOR THE APPLICATION, PROSECU.
TION FILING, AND MAINTENANCE OF THE PATENT RIGHTS DURING THE TERM OF TIIIS AGREEMENT. ‘

ARTICLE VII — INFRINGEMENT

7.! DURING THE TERM OT TIIIS AGRIiI-ZMIIN'I‘, PAIISl-ZC Sl(ill‘l‘,"SOIINI) SHALL HAVE IIII-t RIGHT, HUT SHALL NOT BE OBLIGATED, TO
PROSECUTE AT ITS OWN EXPENSE ANY INFRINGEMENTS OF THE PATENT RIGHTS AND, IN FURTHERANCE OF SUCH RIGHT. LICENSEE HEREBY
AGREES THAT PARSEC SIGHT/SOUND MAY JOIN LICENSEE As A PARTY PLAINTIFF IN ANY SUCH SUIT, WITHOUT EXPENSE T0 LICENSEE, AND
I-'I,Il(‘|'lHERMDKII, PARSI-‘L': SIOIIT.’SOIIND SHALL HAVE. TILE SOLE RIGHT TO SETTLE ANY SUCH SUIT. TIII‘I TOTAL COST on ANY SUCH INFRINGE-
MENT ACTION COMMENCED OR DEFENDFD SOLELY RY PARSEC SIGHT/SOUND SHALL RF. HORNE 3V PARSEI: SIGHT/SOIOJD AND PARSEC
SIGHT/SOUND SHALL KEEP ANY RECOVERY OR DAMAGES FOR FAST INFRINGEMENT DERIVED THEREFROM.

 

7.3 IN ANY INFRINGEMENT SUIT TO ENI‘ORCE THE RATES” RIGHTS PURSUANT TO TIIIS AGRJiEMDN'I', LICENSEE SHALL. AT THE RIIQUII’S'I'
AND EXPENSE OF PARSEC SIGHT-(SOUND, COOPERATE IN ALL RESPECTS AND, TO THF. EXTENT POSSIBLE. HAVE ITS EMPLOYEES TESTIFY WHEN
REQUESTED AND MAKE AVAILABLE RELEVANT RECORDS. PAPERS, INFORMATION. SAMPLES. SPECIMENS. AND THE LIKE.

ARTICLE VIII — PRODUCT LIAIIILTI-Y

8.l LICENSEE SHALL AT ALL TIMES DURING TIIE TERM OF THIS AGREEMENT AND THEREAFTER. INDEMNITY, DEFEND AND HOLD PARSEC
SIGHT/SOUND, ITS OWNERS, STOCKHOLDERS, TRUSTEES. OFFICERS, EMPLI'H'L’ES AND AFFILIATES. HARMI.ESS AGAINST ALL CLAIMS AND
ExI-L‘NSES. INCLUDING LEGAL EXPENSES AND REASONABLE ATTORNEYS“ TEES, ARISING OUT UP THE DliA'I'II or: OR INJURY IO ANY PERSON OR
PERSONS 0R OUT OF ANY DAMAGE To PROPERTY AND AGAINST ANY OTHER CLAIM, PROCEEDING, DEMAND, EXPENSE AND LIABILITY OF ANY
KIND WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM THE PRODUCTION. RAISING. MANUFACTURE. SALE, USE. LEASE, CONSUMPTION DR ADVERTISEMENT OF
THE LIL‘LTSSED PRODUCT(3) ANDIOR LICENSED PROCESSIES) OR ARISING FROM ANY DELIGATIGN OF LICENSEE HEREUNDER. .

8.2 EXCEPT AS OTHERWISE EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, PARSEC SIGHT/SOUND
MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS AND EXTENDS NO WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR
IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO WARRANTIES OI" MERCHAN'I‘ABILITY, FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE, AND VALIDITY OF PATENT RIGHTS CLAIMS, ISSUED OR PENDING.
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ARTICLE IX - EXPORT CONTROLS_____________

IT Is UNnEaSTOIII) THAT PARSEC SIGHT/SOUND Is SIInII-‘I'T 'I'() THE LAWS 01" THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA AND REGULATIONS
CONTROLLINO ITIL EXPOK'I' OF TECHNICAL DATA, COMPU'I'IiR SOFTWARE. LABORATORY PROTOTYPB AND O'I'IlliR COMMODITIES (INCLUDINU
THE ARMS EXPORT CONTROL ACT, AS AMENDED AND THE EXPORT ADMINISTRATION ACT OF 1979), AND TIIAT ITS OBLIGATIONS
HERELINDER ARE CONTINGENT ON COMPLIANCE WITH APPLICARIE EXPORT LAWS AND REGULATIONS OF THE UNITED Sufism AMERICA,
THE TRANSTIER OF CERTAIN TEcITNICAL DATA AND COMMODII'IL‘S MAY REQUIRE A LICENSE FROM ITIE COONIzANT AOENCY OI: TUE UNIT-w
STATES OF AMERICA GOVERNMENT AND/OR WRITTEN ASSURANCES BY LICENSEE TILAT LICENSEE SHALL NOT EXPORT DATA OR COMMODI-
TIES To CERTAIN FOREIGN COUNTRIES WITHOUT PRIOR APPROVAL OF SUCH AGENCY PARSEC SIGHT/SOUND NEmIER REPRESENTS THAT A
LICENSE SHALL. NOT BE REQUIRED NOR THAT, IF RIIQIJIRHU. l'l' NHALL BE ISSUED.

ARTICLE X — NONL'SE OF NAMES 

10.1 EXCEI’I’ AS REQUIRED IN PARAGRAPH 14.5 IH'IIIFOF, LICENSEE SHALL NOT USE THE NAMES OF PARSEC SKIH'II'SOUNU NOR OF
ANY OF ITS EMPLOYEES, NOR ANY ADAPTATION THEREOF, IN ANY ADVERTISING, PROMOTTONAL OR SAL-ES LITERATURE WITHOUT PRIOR
WRIT-TEN CONSENT OBTAINED FROM PARSEC SIGHT/SOUND IN EACH CASE. WHICH SHALL NOT BE L‘NREASONABLY WITHHELD, EXCEPT TITAT
LICENSEE MAY STATE IN ANY SUCH ADVERTISING. PROMOTIONAL OR SALES LITERATURE THAT IT IS LICENSED RY PARSEC SIGHT/SOUND
UNDER ONE OR MORE OF THE PATENTS AND/UR APPLICATIONS COMPRISING 'l‘I-IE' PA-I-EN-I- RIGHTS.

10.2 PARSEC SIGHT/SOUND SHALL NOT USE THE NAMES OF LICENSEE NOR OF ANY OF ITS EMPLOYEES, NOR ANY ADAPTATION
THEREOF, IN ANY ADVERTISING, PROMOTIONAL OR SAIFR LITERATTIRE WITHOUT PRIOR WRITTEN CONSENT OBTAINED FROM LICENSEE IN EACH
CASE, MITCH SHALL NOT TIP: UNREASONAIILY WI'I'HHELU. ExCEPT THAT- PARSEC SIGHT/SOUND MAY STATE IN ANY SUCH ADVERTISING.
PROMOTIONAL OR SALES LITERATURE TIIAT LICENSEE IS LICENSED IIY PARSEC SIGHTISOUND UNDER ONE OR MORE OF THE PATENTS AND/OR
APPLICATIONS, COMPRISING THE PATENT RIGHTS,

ARTICLE XI - ASSIGNMENT 

THIS AGREEMENT IS NOT ASSIGNAI‘LE D‘I' LICENSEE ANTI ANY ATITaMFT TO no so SIIALI. nr. vmn UNLESS omnwrsn AGREED m»
PARSEC SIGHT/SOUND IN WRITING.

ARTICLE XII — TERMINATION 

12.1 IF LICENSEE SHALL CEASE TO CARRY ON ITS BUSINESS, THIS AGREEMENT SHALL TERMINATE UPON NOTICE BY PARSEL-
SIGHT/SOUND.

12.2 SHOULD LICENSEE FAIL To PAY PARSEC SIOIITISOUND ROYALTIES DUE AND PAYABLF HRREUNDER, PARSEC SIGHT/SOUND
SHALL HAVE THE RIGHT TO TERMINATE ITIIS AI‘IREEMENT ON TEN (10) DAYS' NOTICL, UNLESS LICENSEE SHALL PAY PARSEC SIOITIT’SOUND
WITHIN THE TEN (10) DAY PERIOD, ALI. SUCH ROYALTIES AN'D INTEREST DUE AND PAYAELE. UPON THE EXPIRATION OI: THE TEN {10) DAY
PERIOD, IF LICENSEE SILKLL NOT HAVE PAID ALI. SUCII ROYALTIFS AND INTERESTI DL'E AND PAYABLE. THE RIGHTS, PRIVILEGES AND LICENSE
GRANTED HEREUNDER SHALL TERMINATE.

[2.3 UPON ANY MATERIAL RREACII OR DEFAULT OF THIS AGREEMENT TIY LICENSEE, INCLImINO FAILURE To MEET ANY OF THE
MILESTONES OF ARTICLE III HEREOF, HUT NOT LIMITED THERETO. OTHER THAN THOSE OCCURRENCES SET OUT IN PARADRAPIIS 12.1 AND
I22 HEREINAHOVE, WHICH SHALL ALWAYS 'I'AIKE PKECEDENCE IN 'I‘ILAI‘ ORDER OVER ANY MA‘I'EKLAL BREACH 0R DEFAULT REFERRED ‘I'U IN

THIS PARAGRAPH 12.3, PARSEC SIOHTI‘SOITNT) SHALL HAVE THE RIGHT TO TERMINATE THIS AGREEMENT AND THE RIGHTS, TRIVILEGES ANTI
LICENSE GRANTED HEREUNDER BY SIXTY (60) DAYS’ NOTICE To LICENSEE. SUCH TERMINATION SIIALL BECOME EFFECTIVE UNLESS LICEN.
SEE SHALL HAVE CURED ANY SCCII BREACH OR DEFAL’LT PRIOR TO THE EXPIRATION OF THE SIXTY (60) DAY PERIOD.

12.4 UPON TERMINATION OP THIS AGREEMENT FOR ANY REASON, NOTHING HEREIN SHALL BE CONSTRU'LD Tn REIT-ASP. EITHER PARTY

FROM ANY OBLIGATION THAT MATURED PRIOR TO THE EFFECTIVE DATE OF SUCH TERMINATION. LICENSEE MAY, HOWEVER, AFN-ZR THE
EFFECTIVE DATE OF SUCH TERMINATION. COMPLETE THE SALE OF LICENSED PRODUCTS SOLD PRIOR To THE TIME OF SUCH TERMINATION.
PROVIDIED TI IAT LICENSEE SIIALI. PAY 'IU PAHSL’L? STOOL/SOUND TTIL' ROYALTTI-iS 'I'III:RLON AS REQUIRIT) "‘1’ ARTICLE IV HEREOF AND SHALL
SUBMIT THE REPORTS REQUIRED BY ARTICLE V IIEREOF ON THE SALES OF LICENSED PRODUCTS.

ARTICLE X111 — PAYMENTS, NOTICES AND OTHER COMMUNICATIONS

OTHER TITAN ELECTRONIC PAYMENTS. ELECTRONIC REPORTING AND/OR QUARTERLY REPORTS, ANY PAYMENT, NOTICE OR OTHER

COMMUNICATION PURSUANT To THIS AGREEMENT SHALL RR SUFFICIENTLY MADE OR OIVRN ON THE DATE OF RECEIPT IF SENT TO SUCH PARTY

BY SEN'I‘ UY EXPRESS MAIL OIL 0N TILE DATE OT‘ MAILING II-' SENT To SUCH PAKIY BY CERTIFIED FIRST CLASS MAIL, RETURN RECEH'T
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REQUESTED. POSTAGE PREPAID, ADDRESSED TO IT AT ITS ADDRESS BELOW OR As IT SHALL DESIGNATE BY WRITTEN NOTICE GWEN TO THE
OTHER PARTY:

IN THE CASE OF: IN THE CASE OF:
PARSEC SIGHT/SOUND LICENSEE

PARSEC SIGHT/SOUND, INC. DIGITAL SIUIII;~'SOUND, INC.
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER . CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

‘ 733 WASHINOTON ROAD 733 WASHINGTON ROAD
MT. LEBANON, PA [5223 Mr. LEBANON, PA 15228

ARTICLE XIV — MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS

I4.I THIS AGREEMENT SIIALL BE CONSTRUEO, GOVERNED, INTERPREI'ED AND API’LIEU IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE LAWS OF THE
COMMONwEALTII OF PENNSYLVANIA. AND UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, EXCEPT THAT OUESTTONS AFFECTING THE CONSTRUCTION AND
EFFECT OF ANY PATENT SHALL BE DETERMINED BY TIITZ LAW OF- THE COUNTRY IN WHICH "I'IVIE~ PATENT WAS GRANTED.

14.2 THE PARTIES HERETO ACKNOWLEDGE-J ‘I'HA’I' 'I‘HIS AUREEMENT SETS FORTH THE ENTIRE AGREEMENT AND UNDERSI'ANUING OF THE
PARTIES HERETO AS To THE SUBJECT MATTER IIIIREOF. AND SHALL NOT BE SUBJECT To ANY CHANCE 0R MODIFICATTON EXCEPT BY THE
EXECUTION OF A WRITTEN INSTRUMENT SUBSCRIBED T0 BY THE PARTIES HERETO.

14.3 'I'HE PROVISIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT ARE SEVERAELE. AND IN THE EVENT THAT ANY PROVISIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT SHALL BE
DETERMINED TO BE INVALID OR UNFINFORCEAHIE UNDER ANY CONTROLLING BODY OF THE LAW. SUCH INVALIDI'I‘K 0R UNENFORCEABILITY
SHALL NOT IN ANY WAY AFFECT THE VALIDITY OII. CNFORCEADILITY OF THE REMAINING PROVISIONS “RRF‘C‘F.

14.4 LICENSEE AGREES 'IO MARK 'I'III-L LICENSED PKODUCI‘S AND OPERATIONAL PRODUCTS SOLO WITHIN, FROM, To, OR THROUGH TTIE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA WITH ALL APPLICABLE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA PATENT NUMBERS. ALL LICENSED PRODUCTS AND
OPERATIONAL PRODUCTS som FROM. To, on THROUGH THE. UNITED STATES OF AMERICA FROM OR TO nTIIr-A COUNTRIES, AS THE CASE.

I. BE MARKED IN SUCH A MANNER AS TD CONFORM WITH THF. PATENT LAWS AND PRACTICE OF THE COUNTR‘I OF MANUFACTUREMAY BE. SHAI.
on SALE.

14.5 LICENSEE AGREES TO MARR THE LICENSED PRODUCTS AND OPERATIONAL PRODUCTS WITH THE PARSEC EMBLEM.

14.6 TIIE FAILURE OF EITHER PARTY To ASSERT A RIGHT HEREUNDER OR TO INSIST UPON COMPLIANCE WITH ANY TERM OR CONDITION
OF THIS AGREEMENT SHALL NOT CONSTITUTE A WAIVER OF THAT RIOIIT OR EXCUSE A SIMILAR SUBSEQUENT FAILURE To PERFORM ANY SUCH
TERM OR CONDITION BY THE OTHER PARTY.

IN WITNESS WIIFREOF, THF. PARTIES HAVF. IIFRIIIINTO SET TIII‘IIR HANDS AND RITA! S AND DULY FXTCIITFD THIS I‘CRFGMFNT THI’. DAY
AND YEAR SET FORTH BELOW.

LICENSEE.
PARSEC SIGHT/SOUND

   
 

 . E OFFICER
. .J‘I'IV‘E OFFICER

DIGITAL SIGHT/SOUND, INC.
ICHT/SOUND, INC.

 
  

CIIIEI: E

PARSEC

OCTOBER I, 1997 OcTOUER l, 1997
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bet Ploy-w : llwzlrc... 3‘- e_mod Singles fi-om the list below.

. , meme—x
I'|'>".'lr".' n lllul n

—_

E Stewart Copeland, "Central Park Thrash" m‘wa: ,

- , o g I. D Dolby Digital Download DU (4 Mb, :3 min. DL), 30.99.m
==F’; . —-—-

3—5;“, % Jonathan Butler, "Maria" mug:\: ‘ .

D—-———" c: g l- aDolby Digilal Download DC] (7 Mb. 45 min. DL), 50.99.q-y——_— , i .

\=n mm D Add the CD10 Drdzr: Dave Omsin oresenls West Side Slow $13.99, “fl; . ——._— . ll um AUDI a

(D: "U Jonathan Butler, “Do You Love Me?" "3""- m
——-: _— 1' CIDolby Digital Download DC] (7 Mb, 45 min. DL), 30.99,
__—- Jonathan Butler W\ "lfl Ever Lose This Heaven" Mm

‘- DDolby Digital Download DU (7 Mb, 45 min. DL), 5099.

‘- DAdd the CD (0 order: Do You Lev: M:7 31199
 

 

 

g Max Levinsan Lloum wow
3 “Six Little Piano Pieces by Schoenberg”

g :l- E] Dolby Digital Download DE] (3 Mb. 21 min. DL), 50.99,

m BackToTog
ramzlumo

g __

i Stewart Copeland, "Central Park Thrash" 23:92:
a ll DDolby Digital Download DC] (4 Mb. 2: mm. Db), 50.99m

 _._._

The Tories, "Flying Solo" LIQUID AUDI!

1' D Dolby Digital Download DU (6 Mb, 34 min, DL), solo;

1:- DAdd the CD to ordcr: Wonderful Life moo
 

ohn Taylor, "Anon (One Day at a Time) m‘m 

 I. U Dolby Digital Download DCI (7 Mb, 4o min. DL), 5099-, —-——

John Taylor, ”Ode to Richard Price / The Anu.w1re" amw

1' D Dolby Digital Download DE] (7 Mb, 42 min. DL), 30.99.___.—

John Taylor, “Lonely Clu'lo" LIQUIE‘AUNO

..- D Dolby Digital Download BE] (7 Mb. 37 min. DL); 30-99-_.
LlQUID-‘UDIO

do to Order John Taylor, "Silent. Skin“ Mm

I‘- D Dolby Digital Download DD (4 Mb, 23 min. DL), $0.99.—.

John Taylor, "Just Another H.191" LIQUID AUDI 0

II D Dolby Digital Download BC] (9.9 Mb, 52 min. DL), 50.91 
_—_

! Mayncld. "Sam/town" L‘QUIDAUDIG
n

i .
a I. U Dolby Digital Download [30 (9 Mb, 55 min. DL). 50.99.

g""=--"'Miayllclo_ "Momer England" ILlovlnoauola
1' DDolby Digital Download DU (11 Mb. 65 min. DL). 5099. ‘

m..." m-.." _Llaum nuolaIl...n.l‘ nun... ... ‘II-
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u5lc boulevard. :_mod Singles Rack ' http://www.muSlelVd.corTl/Cgl-bll'1/EW/5930873843579I7 0 emr

I IVIIJHCIUI "II-k ‘1: “E I‘lsllI-III! I'UI" -ME

II D Dolby Digital Download DU (9 Mb, 52 min DL), 30.99.

l. D Add in: CD to order: Manield Slooo

\V.l
 

g Blake Morgan. "Lately" quum Aim 3"' (Live Acoustic Version) MW
; lxed tlve by Flu! Ramona at the Westbeth Theater in Mm York’s GIEPRWlE/l
E Village on Thursday, July M.

1' DDolby Digital Download DC] (7 Mb, 41 min. DL), 30.99.
Blake Morgan, "Lately" LIQUID AUDIO(Studio Acoustic Version) Mw

3- DDolby Digital Download DU (7 Mb, 41 min. DL), 50.99.

J ‘- D Add the CD to order: Angers Candv $8.99 

a —_

i The Specials, "Call Me Names" mfg:
a I. D Dolby Digital Download DU (6 Mb, 34 min. DL), 3099.um
 

_.

Peter Noone,“1'm into Something Good" “99'3"“3'9

I. U Dolby Digital Download GE] (5 Mb. 19 min, DL), $099.

! .._._

Add to Order a Peter Hlmmelman, "Tlme Just Flew" Lfl'flflfl':A—I'UDIO
E I. C] Dolby Digital Download DU (5 Mb, ‘30 min. 01.), 50.99.m

 

 —_
. u . I: ll ID AUDI aRichard Btu one. Barometla “V

II- D Dolby Digital Download DE] (5 Mb, 33 mln. DL), $0.99.

""" I. DAdd the CD to order: Between Heaven & Cello $14.99__
.i n Ll ' ID JUNORichard Barone, Beautiful Human GU

‘- DDolby Digital Download DO (6 Mb, 35 min. DLi, so 99..___._._
~ .. . Ll ID-Auolo

Richard Barone, To the Pure' ng_m

.l'. UDolby Digital Download DU (7 Mb, 44 min. DL), 30.99.
‘- DAdd the CD to order: Clouds Over Eden $13.99 

'chael John, "Where Will They Go" Wecorded and mixed live at The Plant in San "mm
ansclsco October 23rd, 1997"

1' DDolby Digital Download DU (7 Mb,4l min. BL), $1 99
 

David Gahan, "A Song For Europe" mm

‘- DDolby Digital Download DE] (8.2 Mb, 42 min, DL), 50.99.

 
 

 

54m

__

g." Jonathan Butler, "Maria" m‘flg

g I. DDolby Digital Download DU (7 Mb. 45 min. DL), 50.99.
mu DAdd the CD to order: Dave Grusin resents West Side Std $13.99

w Jonathan Butler, "Do You Love Me?“ mw
,

l. D Dolby Digital Download DU (7 Mb, 45 min. DL), 50.99,
Jonathan Butler _—. l.l UIIAUDIB
" [fl Ever Lose This Heaven" mega-m m

I. DDolby Digital Download DE] (7 Mb, as min. DL), $0.99,

1|- D Add the CD to order: Do You Love Me? El L99 

Candy Dulfer, "Gluten (LP Version)" LIQUIDIIUDID 

El- DDolby Digital Download 00 $0.99.
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usm Doulevard - e_mod Singles Rack ‘ . htTPil/W‘USiCbIVd-COWCQ'bWW/5930373843579l7 0 ornol
4‘ _ .,

’ mI. D Add the CD no order: For The Love OfYou :1 199—— ____.

' Candy Duller. "Gluten (RH Factor Beau Mix)" mw

13’ D Dolby Digital Download DU $0.91

Candy Dollar, "Glumn (RH rumi- Spank Me Mix)" Sag-“.0343

II. E] Dolby Digital Download DEI $0.99. ___._

Candy Dulfer, "Gillian (RH Factor Groovy Mix)“ mg:

‘- DDolby Digilal Download DU (3 Mb. 416 mln. DL), sow

‘- DAdd the CD to order: Gliiton - The Mixes 85.49

Chick Corn and Gary Burton, ”No Mystery“ LIQUIDAUIIDI INol Aulhorized for sale Lo Japan Mw

1' UDolby Digital Download BC] (9 Mb, 52 min. 01.), 50.99

M]. D Add the CD to order: No stteg $11.49

  
 

 

 

 

 
mumma'
 

Paqw‘to D'Rlvern. "La Bella Cubans“ “gun-“mm
[5797 Grammy Award Winner "mw

3-. DDolby Digital Download DE] (3 Mb, 46 min. DL), $0.99.

"""I. DAdd the CD to order: PomaiL: ofCuba $1199
 ..._.._._..

g Steps Aheld. "Oops" LIQUID Anna

E I. E] Dolby Digital Download DU (8 Mb. 51 min. DL). $0.99
'm’l.» D Add the CD to order: Lixe in Tone $13.99 

u - .. LI Ill DI!
Sergio Salvatore. Pan". 0! Presence ":3“— ”var, 

.. "- DDoIby Digllal Download DC] (7 Mb, 43 min. DL), 5099,
:1 """"" II- D Add the CD to order: Point ofEregence $11.99

Back To Top

 
 

Max Levinsorl quula‘wnlu

"Six Little Piano Pieces by Schoenberg"

#- D Dolby Digllal Download DE] (3 Mb, '11 mm. DL), 5099. 
 

. Make Your Own Compact Dlacx At Homel- I. C] One blank CD-R Disc, $7.99

Add to Order

(Checked Items)

Copyrighl©1997 ELK Inc. a
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TEL=2033813642’

V

I SCOTT P. COOPER (State Bar No. 96905)
PROSKAUER ROSE LL?
2121 Avenue ofthe Slam. 27‘ Floor

Los Angcles. CA 900676010
‘ (310) 557-2900

3 CHRISTOPHER wow
lAdJEClN.EARR
l PROSKAUER ROSE 1.: v 10

11

12

1,3

MM RECORDS. INC., a Delaware )
cox-pomion; ARISTA RECORDS. INC, ,3
Delaware corporation; CAPITOL RECORDS.)

a INCL. a Delaware corporation; GEFFEN )
i RECORDS. INC, 3 California couponn'ou;

ISLAND RECORDS. INC, 3 New York
co ration; MAVERICK RHZORDING
C6%W, a California gonad paMuship;

. MCA RECORDS, INC., 3 California
: corporation; SONY MUSIC
I WRTANMENT mco a Delaware

coxporation; and WARNER BROS.
. RECORDS INC. a Delaware corporation.

Plaintifl's.

: INTERNET SITE KNOWN AS FRESH
3 KUTZ; and DOES I through X.

Defendants.

JUN 10 '97 13:32

(U6 “‘V Bug—a .~

nar.05 97 8:25 No.002 P.02
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Plaintiflis. A a: M Records. Inc.. Adm Records. Inc.. apicct Records. Inc, cm

5 Records. Inc., Island Records, Inc.. Maverick Recortfing Company. MCA Records. Inc. Sorry

1 Music Entertainment Inc.. and Warner Bros. Records. Inc. (collectively monitor). for their

Complaint ngainstDefendantslmemetSite menaFtathMndDoeeI-X. inclusive

 

 

 

mfiUNP
(collectively "Defendants ") allege as follows:

W

l. Thiscnseinvolvenmeinfiinguwfim'copydghtedsmdmdhgsby

'- Defendants viadielntemet. Defendamshavecreatedandmaiminanlntemetsitehtmum

l Kutz ('Det‘eodants' sue"), the sole puxpccc of which is the reproduction. distribution and

exchange of unauthorized copies of copyrighted sound landings. Without permission of the

copyright holders, Defutdantt have copiedhundteds offull-length sotmd recordings to a cow

9 file server connected to the Internet. The vast majority of these sound recordings we owmd by

Plaintiffs or their affiliates. Defendants then make these infringing recordings available at

Defendants’ Site for reproduction and distribution to millions oflmetnet users worldndde. M

' Defendants boastthattbe'tt: isthe “biggestandbeet' mehsiteonthe Internet, withneweoags

Eaddedevery day Moreover, uponoftheir'tnfringcmtsoheme. Defendamsaaivel’ymge

WO4m
10

11

12

13

14

1 s

16

17

18 computers. Defendants even provide software which um can download to their computers to

enable them to play the infringing recordingsto high-fidelity stereo. In edch'tion. won infonnation

and Edict, Defenchnts encourage Internet users visiting their site to contribute additional copies

of unauthorized sound recordings toDefendutts’ Site for copying by and distribution to contain:

19 .

20

21

22?
‘ 2. amagtmgmmmpmmmcrmmmmnmmmmc

i Internet. In this way, commercially released recordings which otherwise are available for

23

24

25

26f
27

23‘

JUN 10 '97 13:34 2033813642 PAGE.004
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11!

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

a 19
20

21

22

23

26

25

26

27

38
  

§
I
I

II
l
i
i
5
l

il
II

|

i

TEL12033813642 Mat 05 9? 8:28 No.002 P.05

\a’ \v’

' generally. This action seeks an injunction against the Defendanmf‘unanlhoriud copying and

distribution. and seeks damages for the infringements which have counted to date.

; bun.” Defendanta’ Site is maintained on a W Int-vet owmd by Simple Network

i Commmieations. Inc. ('SIMPLENET"), which resides within this District.

4. ' Upon information and belief. WW Site Known as Fresh Kntz is

owned. operated and maintained by Defendants Does Hi. The true name: and capacities of

Defendants Dee: l-X, inclusive, are unknown to Plaintifia at this time. Plaintifl's thetefoxe me

said Defendants by such fictitious names. As soon as the true names of Does i—X have been

ascertained. Plaintiffs will amid this Complain: accordingly.

5. ‘ Plaintifl'AdLMReoords, Inc . (‘A&M")isaootporationoxgududandexisting

under the laws of Delaware with its principal place of business in California. A & M is in the

busines of. producing. mufacturing and distributing copyrighted mad readings. A & M is

iiieovmeioriiieuiiitedsm Copyrightin, oris tlieexclusiveiioenseeinmeUnitedStatesfor.

oenahiofdiesotmdmdingsidendfiedintheMIemedmuExhibitA(oollecfively
‘Plaitniffs’: Recordings”).

‘ 6..' PlaintiffArista Records. inc. (“At-in") is a corporationorganized and existing

under the laws of Delaware with its principal place of business in New York. Arias is in the

business of producing, manufaemring and distributing oopyn‘glmd sound recordings. Arista is

the owner of the United States Copyright in. or is the eitclusive licensee in the Uniwd States for

certain of Plaintiffs' Recordings identified in Exhibit a. '

7. , Piaimiir Capitol Records. Inc. ('Capitol") is a corporation orgnniwd and existing

under the laws of Delaware with a place of business in California. Capitol is in me bushes: of

producing. Imanufacuiring and distributing capyrighted sound recordings. Capitol is the owner

JUN to '97 13:35; ' 2033813642 PAGE 995
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11

12

13

organized and existing under the law; oi Chlifornia with its principal place of basilica in
14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21.

22

23

24

25

26

27

JUN 10 '91 13:35

can»

~l0|In0
‘0“

 
.TEL12033313542 Mar 5 9'? 8:29 No.002 P.06

\_/ \u/

ioftheUm'tedSrata Copyfightin,orismeaclusiveficenseeintheUnitedSnmsfor.cauinof

Plaimiffs' RecordingsidenxificdinfixhibitA.

8. PlaintiffGefl'en Records Inc. (‘Gcffan") is a cotpomionorgnnizcdand aiming

' under the laws orCaliforniewiuiiuprincipclploceotbuoinecs inCalifomia. Wilbur

‘ business of producing, mmind distributing copyrighted round recordim. Gotten is

gmcowncrofthe United States Cupyrightin. or isthcachniveiicemeeintheUnimdStnmh.

; certain of Plaintiffs' Recordings identified in Bfln‘bk A.

9. _ Plaintiff Island Records. Inc. (‘Isiand') is a corporation organized and cxkdng

undertbelaws ofNewYorkwithitspdncipdplaceofbusilminNewYork. Idandixinthc

10 7 memes: oiprodming,mmimmgmddim~oudogeopyriglmdwmdmrdmgs. lslandietne

- owner of the United States Copyright in, or is the exclusive licensee in the Unlined States for.

i certain of Plaintiffs' Recordings identified in Exhibit A.

10. Plaintiff Maverick Recording Company (‘Mavezick") is a genenl pamhip

()fifomin Maverick is in the business ofprodudng. manufacmting and distributing capyfigined

: sound recordings. Maverick is the owner oftbe United States Coplm'cht in. or is the exclusive

i licensee in the United States for certain of Plaintiffs“ Rmdings identified in Exhibit A.

11. Plaintiff MCA Records, Inc. ('MCA') is a corporation organind and existing

under the laws of California with its principal place of bum in Califomia. MCA is in the

. the business of producing. manufacull'ing and distributing copyrighted md teem-dings. Sony

5 is the owner oftitc Uniwd States Copyright in, or is the exclusive license: intlie United Sim: for,

; certain of Plaintiffs‘ Recoxdi‘ngs identified in Exhibit A.

28
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U

10

11

12

13

14

15

16:

17'

; the meaning of28 U.S.C. § 1400a). ma their infringement ofPlainfiffs' copyright:m in this

: Districr within the meaning 0:28 U.S.C. § 13910».

18

19

20

I. The Internet Allows the Instantaneous WorldwideWand Transmission21

22

23

24.

25

26

28

JUN 10 ‘

I‘D‘Imulnh

 
\/ \J

13. PM WarnerBros.Reeords Inc. ('Wameers.’)isaeorpnmfimoraznized

,andexisdngunderdwhwsofbehwaxewhhiuprhfipalpmeofmmcmfomh. Wame:

14. The truename: andcapaddes ofDefendam Does I-X. inclusive, are unknowntn

Piaimifl'szuhisthne. Wsmmfmmemidbefendamshymchfiefimm. Assoon

astheunemmesofDoesI-Xhavebeausodflined,flninfiflxwiflamendflfis€ompinm

E accordingly. On Max-maxim and belief. Does I-x own. operate and minnin Defendant Internet

Site Known as Fresh Km.

15. This is an nation for copyright infringement under 17 U.S.C. § 101 a seq.

Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §§ 1331 and 1338. this Conn has original and exclusive jurisdiction over

)6. Venue is proper in this Court under 28 U.S.C. §§ 13910:) and 1400(a).

Defendms' lam Site Know as Fresh Km: and Doe: I-X minuin Defenchnu' Sine on s

computaserver Minimum-1a. Defendantsdmforemaybefomdhdfisnisuietwimin

W

Wflm—fi

17. The Imemet is a worldwide network of_miilions of computers which has become

a widelyvused means of global comnnmicarion. Through the Intemet. next, graphics. audio. and

video information and recordings are quickly and routinely mm to neariy anyone with

aeoesstoacompmernndamdem. imanetusageinsbecomecomonplaeeinwsinessee,

: schools and in millions of homes Worldwide.27'

97 13:36 2033813642 PAGE.GOT
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1 18. . Momma. mfg-red ave: the Intunezissmtin'digifizad'fonn. TE!“

vthumrpet‘feczmpiesofvmflyanytypeol informadon—Mdingeotmdmcordmgs-can

-bercproduoedandmnmtitnedaerossthelmm Once“uploaded"tot1:eInrennet(i.en

mprondonafilemeonneaedmdnhtema),mmdmoordingsapymximafingdmm

N

g reproduced ontoanddimibtltedtomeusel's'comm) for playbackinhigh-fidelky steteophonic

sound. hmn-defivaedmndmrdingsmhephyeddnoughspakmmmnb'md

j. to computers.

19. Rmxechnologlcaldevdopmhaveimreasedthespwdwithwlfichdmm

10 betransminedeerosstnelntemetandbaveallowedglwermmofdmwbeuamfured.

UQQGIU‘IQU
 
13 20. While the Internet is a' revolutionary tool for the legitimate gathering and

1.4 dissemination of information. it also can be mind for unlawfill purposes. Piracy of kimllecmal

15 l property such as sound recordings is becoming n pervasive problem on the Intemet. The basic
1

16 1 nature of the copyn'ght infringement (i.e., oopyingand distributing) is familiar. However, given

17 g mespeedmdeaseofreprodudngandwidelydistdbudnginfomafimonthem thepoteuthl

18 ' harm to copyright owners tlu’eatcns to be exponentially greater than traditional acts of pincy.

19 I 21.~ The extensive misuse ofthelnmmtforunlawful purposenisinpartduetothe

20 . namre oftlie medium. The aspects ofthc Internet mat make it a. revolutionary tool for legitinme

21 I eonununication — the ease. for example. with which information an be copied to and from

22 ; littemct sites, the simplicity of downloading even large files. and the relatively minor cost to a

23 user of establishing a site that m oomlmnicate with an audience of millions — also event:

24 unparillleled oppomnities to: theft. The relative anonymity with which lntemet commicafims

25 . may be conducted further facilitates illegal conduct. '

2 6 ‘ 22. Unscrupulous lntemet user: covertly can digitize and copy to the lntemet

27 copyrighted sound recordings (in which they have no rights and which they have no authoriution

28 ' to use) as easily as they can upload legitimate material. From there, perfect or nest-perfect

-5-
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'repromcfiomopryfighmdmrhanbemduemedufiafihmdmndmpkyedmdy

; by other users online.

23. Financial losses from traditional piracy cost the waidwide recording industry

 
24. fincoleandexclusivepuwofbefendm’ Siteistheuniawful copying.

distribution and exchange of unauthorized copyrighted sound mailings. including Plaintifi'r’

Recordings. .

25. Defendanm'SitemaybeaccessedbylnrernetmwoddWideandmbelocued

; using standard and widely available browser software.

26. Defendants' Site presents a visiting Internetuser with an “archive" listing hundreds

of song titles and the artists who recorded them. Through express, ctr—screen invitations,

Defendants openly urge visitors to download songs from Defendants“ existing invenroty. Screen

prints ofDefendants’Siteareattachedhei-etoas ExhibitB. Infact, Defaudcntspmvideamessto

“player' software at their site which. like the song files, users can download to their own

camouter systems. 'flzis software allows users to play me infringing recordings they-hue

downloaded from the site in stereo through speakers attached to their com. 11:11:,

Defendants are actively promoting copyright infringement by providing new with the tools to

further reproduce and distribute infringing copies of Plaintifi’ Recordings.

27. The song titles presented on Defendant? Site are nanny link: to computer files

. maintained on the file settler housing the Site. These files contain unauthorind full-length copies

of copyrighted sound recordings which were uploaded by Defendant: themselves or by third

parties at Defendants' urging. When a user clicks on a particular song title with their mouse. a

full-length reproduction of the corresponding copyrighted sound mrdiog is copied md

distributed to the user's own computer.

'97 13:38 2083813642 PAGE.0Q9
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28. Forenmpiebydiddngmtheiinkanidcd“m_W

W”awmdam'8im.dnmpyhgpmkwwdmdaommfikmhhgaw .

mpmduaionofmepopuhrwngflandinmyPocket'byAhnisMMiscophdfrom

inefoodam'Sicomod-em-smww. m'dowmm'tomewsoommmmd

Idisunfinammaddifimumpyofmemdingmdnm'smnmy.wmhlefling

acopy on Defendants'Siteforcoumlessotherumtocopy.

29. Inaddidonwoffuinginfiingingeogiesofcopyfighdsomdreomdingsnndtbe

:softwsrc neededtoplaythemtovisitingusers.Defendsntsalso.uponinformation mdbelief.

- encourage users to contribute additional full-length sound recordings to their archive of pirated

i works. Upon information and belief. users visiting Defendants' Site can and do "upiond'

digitized reproductions of further recordings to Defendants' Site. Defendants then, upon

2 information and belief. take and organize the uploaded files by artist and title, thus making

additional reproductions of‘upioadcd sound recordings. Defendants are thus woridng to enlarge

‘ their site. magnify their infringement of Plaintiffs copyrights, and compound the harm to

I Plaintiffs from their actions.

30. The vast majority ofsotmd recordings offeredon Defendants' Siteue copyrighted

works owned by Plaintiffs or their subsidiaries or affiliates. These infringing recordings were

. reproduced from legitimate recordings produced, manufacoued, and/or distributed by Plainfifl‘x

Consequently. the sound recordings copied and distributed by and through Defendants' Site are

direct' copies of Plaintiffs' Recordings.

, 291mm

Cdpyriglit Infringement um 17 use. es 101 et seq.

31. Paragraphs 1—30 above are reelleged as if fully set forth herein.

32. Plaintiffsare theownen of. orthcexclusivciicensees intbeUnitcdStateefor.

1‘ Plaintiffs' Recordings and have the exclusive right to manufacntre and distribute them in the

" United States. Plaintiffs' Mordings are original works. copyrightabie under the Copyright Act.

33. . At all times relevant herein. Plaintiffs have complied with the CopyrisbtACL 11 ‘

U.S.C. §§ 101. er seq. and have secured the exclusive rights and privileges in and to the

-3.
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Recordings whichhavebeenmhwfixflywpiedonbefendams'fine. Bachmnfinghas {unduly

:mgisuedwimmeUmdSmCopyfighIOfliee. uevidmeedbythenegizmdonCex-dfim

 

other applicable laws governing copyrighu.

35. Plaindffshavenotficeasedany ofmeDefeudmmrepmameordimibumuy

‘ of Plaimiffs‘ Recordings in any unmet whanoever.

of Plaintiffs' respective copyrights in Plaintiflls' Recordings in violation of 17‘U.S'.C. 55 101, a

tag.

37. By clearing, administering operating. andmaincaining Defimdams' Site. Defendants

have actively engaged in. aided, moonnged mterially contributed to, and themed the

unauthorized copying and disu'ibulion of Plaintifie‘ Recordings. Upon information and belief,

‘ Defendmxs’ mmhave been committed willfully, and have been md are being W

‘ in with total disregard for Plaintiffs' intellecmal propeny rights.

38. Dchdams’ direaandlorcowibum eupyxigh: infiingmhaseaused. andwill

mndwhghfihgemLhumMmdwfllmflmwmnse, Phinfiffisaeveteandinepuable

injury. Plaimiffs‘ remedy at law is inadequate to wmpuasace them [or the injuries already infliaed

and further awakened by Defendants. Therefore. Defmdams should be mined and enjoined

pursuant to 17 U.S.C. §§ 101, ct seq.

'97 13:40 2033813642 PAGE.011
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WHEREORE. Plaintiffs respectfully request the following relief: I

1. ThattheCotmiesueamonryresu'ainingorder:

(a) restraining Defendants and their respective agate. servants,m

wcoessomandaedgm.mdwmherpmonaeednginwneenwim,hoonrpimeym«

affiliatedwiththetnfromeopying. reproducing. duplicating. disminathig. disuiluning. selling

or in any way'exploiting any unauthorized copies of Plaintiffs‘ Recordings or any copyrighted

, sound recording:

(b) remitting Defendant: and their reepeetive agents. oer-mm. employeen,

; successors and assigns. and all other persons acting in concert with. in compincy With or
affiliated with them from otherwise infringing any ‘sound wording copyright by pennitting,

' supervising, enabling. emouraging, contributing to. aid'mg or abetting any of the not: in

subparagraph (a) above: and

(c) restraining Defendants and their respective agents. servants, employees,

 
successors and assigns. and all other person: acting in concert with. in conspiracy with or

 
2 software, hardware, equipment, or data used in connection with Defendanta' Site. inchidiug but

1' not limited to, (i) business records that pertain to the copying. reproduction. duplication.
: tfissentimtiori. or distribution ofmymtmdnwrtfinmoranymemres or remuneration (monetary

: or otherwise) derived therefrom, (ii) computer files contained on Defendants‘ Site, (iii)
l 

2. That the Court issue a preliminary injunction in accordance with the temporary

I restraining order requested above;

-10.
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3. mummammmmwmmmw

lmaflngordermdpflmhwinjuncdmmqwmmvenwmmbemm

erase. oblitauemdotberwieedeeu'oy myandeflmmfindeopiaofanyofm'

RewrfingamdmymuWwpyfighwdmdmfinanebmhMMct

under their eoml;

4. - mtmuawdedmmormudamfmm'wpm

’infdngemeininanamoumtobedelemiincdutrm;

5. mmecfimmmmummwmmuwmmmm

meonPlamdfi‘swithinm(10)daysafierserficeofmeinjtwdon.ar¢porLinmidngwfie:

oath. scaingfonhhidexailflzemannetand{ominwhiehnemchavecompfiedwidithe

. injunction:

6.’ That the Conn award Plaintiff: their attorneys“ fees pursuant to 17 U.S.C. §505;

7. That the Court award Plaintiffs ibeir costs of suit incurred herein; and

8. Thaitthumgnntmchothcnndfimherrelicfuitdeenujustmdpmpet.

 
EOfCoimsel:

Stewn B. Fabtizio

Recording Industry Association of America
1330 Connecticut Avenue. N.W.
Suite 300

Washington. D.C. 20036
(202) 77541101

.11.
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK

Christopher Wolf (CW 7387) '- .. _- - _-' . .
Bradley I. Ruskin (BR 8489) .' , , - __

Steven M. Levy (SI. 8603) {917CW . 4 -. I .Proskauer RoseLLP - — ' ,. 245
1585 Broadway _‘ _ >
New York, New York i0036
(212) 969-3000 -

Attorneys for Plaintit'fs _ ‘'5"... . _.-' 'Y' "'* ‘1‘:;v‘-l.‘.
 

SONY MUSIC ENTERTAINMENT INC
Am RECORDS, INC. "
ARISTA RECORDS, INC”

ATLANTIC RECORDING CORPORATION.

CAPITOL RECORDS, INC, Civil Action No.

ISLAND RECORDS, INC"

LONDON RECORDS.

MAVERICK RECORDING COMPANY.

MCA RECORDS, INC, and COMPLAINT

WARNER BROTHERS RECORDS INC,

Plaintiffs,

V. :

INTERNET SITE KNOWN as

WEI/208.197.0.28/. DOB I (alk/a 'FWIBBLY').

:md DOES [1-X, inclusive,

Defendants .

Plaintiffs. A & M Records. Inc., Arista Records. Inc; Atlantic Recording Corporation.

Capitol Records, Inc.) Island Records, Inc.. London Records. Maverick Recording Company.

MCA Records, Inc. Sony Music Entertainment Inc., and Warner Bros. Records. Inc.

(eolIeet'Ively “Plaintifl's”), for their Complaint against Defendants Internet Site Operating At
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IN'IHEUNITEDSTATESDISTRI COURTF I L E D

 Imus DIVISION

MCA RECORDS. INC.

NEW! RECORDS. 1Nc..

CAPITOL RECORDS. INC“

15mm: “cows. ma.

mvzmcx RECORDING comm, Civil Action No.

POLYGRAM RECORDS, me. n ..
souvmusxcmummzmmc..m 397CV1060 'T
WARNER BROS. RECORDS INC.. mummyma

ORDER AND ORDER TO

Haimiffs snow cwszm

PRELIMINARY mama
V.

INTERNET sma KNOWN AS

mmmoncowwas/ and DOES I-X.

inclusive. ‘

Defendants.

Upon consideration ofPhimifls’ Motion foraTcmpomyRmainingOrdcrand

..._..... _.£IL, -..__ ....,

ORDERED. umforapuiodotwnuomaysfmmdnimnmeofmismda.

gmmmmmmmmmaoiwmmawflm

mmwmmmmlemjmmmwmmmphmufmmmm

aprclimimry injuncfioncanbehcudanddecided. DCWJIu'rIngcrvmand

mnoym.ammpasomacmgmwmwimmmormmgmmmghmpmm

arm-vices for orintheminunaace oflklmrmmmonu'an/pusoflcomlmsl'

(hnrinafiat 'Defuldants' Sixe'):

.- ..-.—. .1.nn ' 7‘4 a-vaaaae can: an:
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1. are wily :njoimd from:

(a) ”PM. Itproduzing. Mixing disseminating disuitming.

selling or inanyway exploiting anymnhorizedcapi: ofPhinifis'

knowing: or any copyxighzed sound teem-cling;

(b) otherwiseinfi'inginganysmmdmdingcupyfigmw

permitting, mixing.embfing.mging.conuibmingw.aidhlgw

abetfinganyoftheacrsinmbpzngnph(a)abovc;and

(c) Gaming, discarding uansfuring. or modifying any

dowmens. sofiwan. hardware. equipment. or data uscd in connection With

Defendams' Sire, immdinx burnotlimiud to. ('1) busimmds umpcminto

:1: copying. reproduction. duplimfion. discmhmion. or dismbmion of any

sound recordings, or any rum-mu orman (mommy or cum-wise)

derived therefrom. GD comm film combed on Defendm' Site. (iii)

Defendants' sin: itself. or (iv) documcns or Mammals aiming toW'

Racordings; and

2. shzninmediacelyblockaccmmanmumodndsoundmcordinu

whichamcopicoforodlmisesubsmyshnihrtoanyofthcmjectRamdhgs

azDefcndams' Siteandatevaymhgcomumsicovu-whicthfcndzmhave

control

3,4 afiq7n0R can: nan
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'JUN 19'97 [3'88 FR PROSKQUER ROSE LLP 2924186889 TO ”ZWQW' “ J

‘ '1 acm tar-mu m.» . ' ”“""" '“'“""" ' “‘""" " u.....-- "‘“WI' .. ..i

ORDERED.thalon Iwimfimummkmwnué ' 4
find/Mummy and Doa I-X. inclusive (mummy ‘Defendmfl show am: berm:

this Conn inCounroom__ ofthc um‘sw Cum located 1: II» aware.

5tau¥ in x5125 D013! ‘7‘”: .wuymomasm
notbeemfiPursuammRulefioftheFedeannlesofCivflMe:

1. comhnfingrhetemonhcmomymminmordermmdhaein

belownnd .

2. requiring DefendantsmfilewithlhisCounandsave onPIainfifiwithin

ten(10)daysaflcrmdvingsewiecof1hi30tda.ampominwfifingmd

mdcroxthsetfingformmdmillhemmandfouninwmdx

Defendants have complied with the injm

ORDERED. that Panoft. loam at 101 W. Rm Road, Suite 430,

Richardson. Texas (‘Pzrsoft'). and their am.mand employ”, and all persons acting

mwmfimmemmmisdngmwmdhmiymsafegmdmdmmy

pusuznnodincavuyxanditisfimha

ORDERED. matbythedoscofbusimonlumz, 1997. Phimifi’sshanbe

requiredtoposubondofsm umrityfcrdlcpaymofmchconanddmazes

a” afievaOE acne and
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.‘m ”3’37 13:07 FF! PROSKRUEP ROSE LLP 2924155899 T0 1623;381:37757253“ -->36.0

incm-xedorwfrcredbympmywhoisfuundwbewnmgfuuyenjoinedormmmmby;

mdilisfinther

ORDEREJhuDeWmhmhmymhxupomemufismxiam

showauseonorbefonthcfinhm‘)dayaficxmuponthdmisotduwshowwzse,

and that Defeadams make sinufltaneom service ofsuch responsivcpapu: nponcounsel for

PlainfifllsbypexsomlsaviccorbyhdcmlExprwmdnfilamdzyddivanmditisfimhcr

ORDERED‘ um copies ofthis on: m Show Cause, was: with mofall

ofth: papa: on which it was mad. be served upon the named Defendants personally orby

Fedenl Exp-ms or similar next day dclivcry at the hams or oflices of the Defendants at such

addrssa to be dammed by Plaintiffs. within 48 hours ofthe damminadon “Defendant!

identities and addltssa by Plaintifis. and that such mice shall constiune due and suficicnl

notice hemof.

IuneZ 1997) 4‘ #1171 H-

 
United SmumJudge

3v: cacaaoc one: 00¢
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PROSKAUER ROSE LLP

i has Angola. CA 90067.me
; (310)557-2900 -

; CHRISTOPHER WOLF
? ALEC W. FARR
i PROSKAUER ROSE IJ 9
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(3 776715“?

 

  ‘0

.0W.‘}”
-- ~‘ mp srAms DISTRICT COURT

some»: 1315ch or CALIFORNIA

- as

'97 ev 1099 Hacfiay
i.

MM RECORDS. INC” aDelawm ) Case No.: CV-
corpor-axion; ARISTA RECORDS. INC, _1 )
Delawar: corporation; CAPITOL RECORDS)

; INC, a Delaware oorporaxion; GEFFEN ) COMPLAINT
: RECORDS. INC» 3 California corporation; )

ISLAND RECORDS. INC, 3 New York )
ration; MAVERICK RECORDING )

CO ANY, 3 California 30::an partnarshipn
‘ MCA RECORDS, INC. 2 California _.,)
: corporation; SONY MUSIC
5 ENTERTAINMENT mg a Delaware

:2 corporation; and WARNER BROS.
2 O RECORDS INC. 2 Delaware corporation,

Plaintiffs,

1o

11 I

12

1.3 V

14

15

16

17

18

19

21

22

: INTERNET SITE KNOWN AS FRESH
2 KUTZ; and DOES I through X,

24 _
. Defendants.

'; ___~______)

26.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

23 )
)
)
)25

27

23'

2033813642 PAGE . 062
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IN IKE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF TDIAS
DALLAS DIVISION

 

MCA RECORDS, INCn

A&M RECORDS, INC,

CAPITOL RECORDS, INC,

ISLAND RECORDS, INC,

MAVERICK RECORDING COMPANY, Cwil Action No.

POLYGRAM RECORDS, INC.,

SONY MUSIC ENTERTAINMENT INC. and

WARNER BROTHERS RECORDS INC. - COMPLAINT

' ‘ ‘Plaintiffs,

v. '

INTERNET SITE KNOWN AS _

F'I'P://PARSOFT.COWW35/ and DOES I—X.

inclusive.

Defendants.

Plaintifi, MCA Records, Inc.. A & M Records, Inc., Capitol Records, Inc..

Island Records, Inc., Maverick Recording Company, PolyGram Records, Inc.. Sony Music

Entertainment Inc., and Warner Brothers Records, Inc. (collectively 'Ptaimifts'), for their

Complaint against Defendants Internet Site operating at 'fth/par'soficom/ms' and Does I-X,

inclusive (collectively "Defendants") allege as follows: -

W

I 1. This case involves the inflingement of Plalnfifi's’ copyrighted sound recordings by

Defendants via the Internet. Defendmts have created and maintain an Intanet site known as

“frp://parsofi.com/MP3$” C‘Defendants’ Site”), the sole purpose of which is the reproduction,
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Scooumsm oimcr OF CALIFORNIA I
[mo STATES msrm‘TrcOUR DEW:

SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA

2

: FlLED

s ', JUNIUW ' l6

7 I CLERK. US. DISTRICT COURT I
8

9.

0

CASE NO. 97-CV-1099 H (IFS)

ORDER FOR EXPEDITED
DISCOVERY

 
 

A&M —R.BCORDS. INC" 1 Delaware
eo oration; ARJSTA RECORDS. NC, a
De aware corporation; CAPITOL RECORDS,
NC, a Delaware co oration; GEE-Tm
RECORDS, INC, 3 fomia corporation;
ISLAND RECORDS, INC, 3 New York
corporation; MAVERICK RECORDING

COMPANY, a California general partnership;MCA RECORDS, IN ., a Califomra
eor oration; SONY MUSIC

TAINMB‘NT INC” 1! Delaware

migration; and WARNER BROS. RECORDSIN ,aDelawnr-e corporation

 
  

  

  
  

  
 Plaintifi',  VS.

INTERNET SITE KNOWN AS FRESH

' KU'IZ; and DOES I through X.
 

  Defendant.

 The Court, having considered :3 m Plaintifi's’ Motion for Expedited Disoovery and

. Preservation previdme, and the proposed discovery submitted therewith, is ofthe opinion and finds

‘ um plaintilfs’ Motion is meritorious and should be granted. It is therefore,

ORDERED ADJUDGED and DECREED that Plaintifl’rnay serve immediately discovery upon

: Internet Service Provider SIMPLENBT and upon Defendants Fresh Km: and Does I-X; and

ORDERED that SIMPLENET shall provide a response to the first of Plaintiff? expedited

; discovery requests within 72 hours ofservice of said discovery, or seek a protective order firm: the court;

-l- more

JUN 10 '97 18:81 2683818642 PAGE.605
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MARILYNLHUFF

; ; MAREYNLHUFF, JUDGE
10 l - UNITED STATES Dimmer COURT

11'-

' 2 - ‘ ' 91:va
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UNITED 4
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK

‘. 3 _ . . . ‘ f, . ' I

SONY MUSIC ENTERTAINMENT INC.. (9%,?561V): _ 4 245
A&M RECORDS. INC.,

 

ARIS’I‘A RECORDS. INC..

ATLANTIC RECORDING CORPORATION . Civil Action No.
CAPITOL RECORDS, INC..

ISLAND RECORDS. INC..

LONDON RECORDS. TEMPORARY RESTRAINING
MAVERICK RECORDING COMPANY. ORDER AND ORDER TO
MCA RECORDS, INC.,and SHOW CAUSE RE: .
WARNER BROS RECORDS INC, PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION '

Plaintiffs.

V. '

INTERNET SITE KNOWN AS

“FTP://208.197.0.28/”, DOE I (a/k/a

"FWIBBLY'). and DOES lI-X. inclusive,

Defendants.

__________-———-—————-——

Upon consideration of the Motion for a Teflorary Restraining Order and Order
. . L/ ‘1

To Show Cause, and the entire record herein, it is this $133! of June 1997,

ORDERED, that for a period of ten (10) days from the issuance of this Order,

good cause havingE been shown pursuant to Rule 65 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure

that immediate and irreparable injury and damage will result to plaintiffs before the motion fori

a preliminary injunction can be heard and decided, Defendants, their agents. servants and

employees. and all persons acting in concert with them or assisting them through the provision
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vav-oy-y- mun w~"

~a . .iI

of services for or in the maintenance of the Internet site known as 'ftp://208.197.0.28/"
(hereinafter “befendants’ Site"):

1. are temporarily enjoined from:

(3) copying, reproducing, duplicating, disseminating, distributing,
selling or in any way exploiting any unauthorized cepies of Plaintiffs'

Recordinge or any cOpyrighted sound recording;
(13)

otherwise infringing any sound recording copyright by

permittinggsupervising, enabling, encouraging, contributing to, aiding or
abetting any of the acts in subparagraph (a) above; and

(c) destroying, discarding. transferring, or modifying any
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Jun—va—ar nun uo‘.-v~|-' ~- v"""‘ ' “‘ " . .....
i ( at V‘ / 0 [F717

ORDERED, that on \ but. 3 1991Defendants’ Internet site known as

“npzrrzos. 197.0.28l,“ Do; I (a/kI/a‘KFwibbly") and Does n-X, inclusive (collectively
 
@ "Defendants") show cause before this Court in Courtroom 36f the United States Courthouse1.: -

ocated at 500 Pearl Street.. in the borough of Manhattan, New York City, New York, why a

Preliminary Injunction should not be entered Pursuant to Rule 65 of the Federal Rules of Civil

Procedure:

1. continuing the terms of the temporary restraining order entered herein;

and

2. requiring Defendants to file with this Court and Serve on Plaintiffs, within

ten (10) days after receiving service of this Order, a report, in writing and under oath,

setting forth in detail the manner and form in which Defendants have complied with the

injunction.

ORDERED, that BestWeb Corporation, located at 25 South Riverside, Crown-

On-Hudson. New York 10562 (”BestWeb"), and their agents, servants and employees, and all

persons acting in concert with them or assisting them, shall immediately secure, safeguard and

preserve any computer server files or space provided to, allocated for or leased to any

Defendants, including Dcfendants’ Site, preventing any access by Defendants or third parties

(other than Plaintiffs pursuant to discovery), and it is further

i "n can I
ORDERED, that byWW5 on June2, 1997. Plaintiffs shall be

I

%quired to post a bond ofSM as security for the payment of such cost and damages/ s
!
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1 ' __I A
M

incurred or suffered by any party who is found to be wrongnilly enjoined or restrained hereby;

and it is further

ORDERED, that Defendants submit any papers in response to this order to

show cause on or before the fifth (5") day after service upon them of this order to show cause,

and that Defendants make simultaneous service of such responsive papers upon counsel for

Plaintiffs by personal service or by Federal Express or similar next day delivery; and it is

further

ORDERED, that copies of this Order to Show Cause, together with cepies of all

of the papers on which it was granted, be served upon the named Defendants personally or by

Federal Express or similar next day delivery at the homes or offices of the Defendants at such

addresses to be determined by Plaintiffs, within 48 hours of the determination of Defendants’

identities and addresses by Plaintiffs. and that such service shall comtitute due and sufficient

notice hereof.

New York, New York ' ‘ S

June i, 1997

: 10"—

?/SS”557%
  

J'IIUnited States District Judge
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UNITED STATES Orsmcr COURT
SOUTHERN DISTRICT or NEW YORK

_____’______———————

SONY MUSIC ENTERTAINMENT INC..

A&M RECORDS, INC,

ARISTA RECORDS, INC,

ATLANTIC RECORDING CORPORATION.
CAPITOL RECORDS. INC,

ISLAND RECORDS. INC.

LONDON RECORDS,

MAVERICK RECORDING COMPANY,

MCA RECORDS, INC., and

WARNER BROS- RECORDS INC.

Plaintiffs.

v.

INTERNET SITE KNOWN AS

"FI'P:/l208.197.0.28/", DOE I (alk/a

"FWIBBLY”). and DOES II-X. inclusive,

Defendants.
________——————-—-

 

rggizrcm 4245!
Civil Action No.

ORDER FOR EXPEDITED

- DISCOVERY

The Court, heving considered 3p33; Plaintiffs’ Motion for Expedited Discovery and

Preservation of Evidence, and the preposed discovery submitted therewith, is of the opinion and

finds that plaintiffs’ Motion is meritorious and should be granted. lt is therefore,

ORDERED ADJUDGED and DECREED that Plaintiff may serve immediately discovery

upon Internet Serviee Provider BestWeb and upon Defendants ftp://208.l97.0.28/, Doe I (elk/a

Fwibbly, and DoesilI-X', and

ORDERED that BestWeb shall provide a response to the first of Plaintiffs’ expedited

discovery requests vvithin 72 hours of service of said discovery; and

A
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ORDERED that BestWeb shall provide a response to Plaintifi‘s’ remaining expedited

discovery request within 5 days of service of said discovery; and its is further

ORDERED that Defendants shall provide a response to Plaintiffs’ expedited discovery

requests within 5 days of service of said discovery.

SO ORDERED

Dated, New York, June $4997 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF CALIFORNIA

11 A&M RECORDS, INC., :1 Delaware CASE NO.97-CV-IO99H(IFS)

oration; ARISTA RECORDS, INC" I

JZIDe warecorporation; CAPITOL RECORDS, TEMPORARY, INC., 3 Delawaren’ fixer-awn; GEFEEN RESIRAINING ORDER AND13 i RECORDS, INC., a fornia corporation; ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE
' ISLAND RECORDS INC., 8 New York RE: PRELIMINARY

14 summation; MAVERICK RECORDING INJUNCTION
COMPANY, aCalifomia general partnership;IS MCA RECORDS, INC" a Califorrua

j cor oration; SONY MUSIC
16 RTAINWT INC, 3 Delaware

. «figuration; and WARNERBROS. RECORDS1 IN ..aDelawax-e corporation

\ I Plaintiff,
vs.

1

INTERNET SITE IOIOWN AS FRESH
KUTZ; and DOES I through X,

Defendant. 

Upon consideration ofPlaintifi‘s’ Motion for a Temporary Restraining Order and Preliminary

? Injunction. and entire record herein, 1: is this 10211 day oqune 1997,

ORDERED, that for a period often (10) days from the issuance ofthis 0111:, good cause

.1. mum
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"http:llwww.avalon.simplenet-com/Ihossnetsux/musichtm" (hereinafler "Defendants” Site"):

1. are temporarily arjoined fi'orn:

(a) copying, reproducing, duplicating, disseminating, distributing. selling or in any

way exploiting any unauthorized copies of Plaimifi's' Recordings or any copyrighted

sound recording;

(b) otherwise infringing any sound recording copyright by permitting, supervising,

enabling, encouraging, contributing to, aiding or abetting any of the act in subparagraph

(a) above; and

(c) destroying, discarding, transferring, or modifying any documents, sofiwarc,

hardware, equipment, or data wed in connection with defendants’ Site, including but not

limited to, (I) business records that pertain to the copying. reproduction, duplication,

dissemination, or distribution ofany sound recordings, or any revenues or remuneration

(monetary or otherWise) derived therefrom (ii) computer files contained on Defendants'

Site, (iii) Defendants’ site itself, or (iv) documents or other materials relating to

Plaintiffa’ Recordings; and

2. shall irnnrediately block access to all unauthorized sound recordings which are copies of

or otherwise substantially similar to any ofthe Subject Recordings at Defendants’ Site and at every other

I computer site over which Defendants have control; and it is further

ORDERED, that on June 20, 1997 at 1:15 pm. Defendants Internet Site Known As Fresh Kutz,

, Does I-X, inclusive (collectively "Defendants’? show cause before this Court in Courtroom 8, of the

United States Coimheuse located at 940 Front Street, San Diego, California 92101. why a Preliminary
‘ Injunction should not be entered pursuant to Role as ofthe Federal Rules of Civil Procedure:

1. continuing the terms ofthe temporary restraining order entered herein; and

2. requiring Defer-Adults to file with this Court and serve on Plaintiffs, within ton (10) days

after receiving service of this Order, a report in writing, under oath, setting forth in detail the manner and

-2. . ”one”
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ORDE!:IED, that by the close ofbusiness on June 10, 1997. Phintifi'a shall be required to post
. a bond oESIO,q00.00 as securityforflae payment ofsuch cost and damages incurred or suffered by any

pmy who is fo:und to be mngfillly enjoined or Retained hmb'y; and itis further
' 0111231321),mmnefmdmmhndtanypapasimsponsemmsordmoshowman or

0

; 01mm, um copies ofthis Order to Show Cam-e, together with copies om ofthe papers
on which it was gamed, be served upon the named Defendants in accordance with the Fedexal Rules

 

10 ofCoun. ,

11 ms so ORDERED.

12 DATED JUN ’0 '99,

13 , MARILYNLHUFF
’ j MARILYN L.HUFF,JUDGE - '

UNITED STATBS DISTRICT COURT

- 3 - nevxm
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UNI’I‘ED STATES DISTRICT COURT

FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK

SONY MUSIC ENTERTAINMENT INC. @QCIV,‘ -. 4245
A&M RECORDS. INC.
ARISTA RECORDS. INC..

 

ATLANTIC RECORDING CORPORATION. Civil Action No.
CAPITOL RECORDS, INC.

ISLAND RECORDS. INC,

LONDON RECORDS, TEMPORARY RESTRAINING
MAVERICK RECORDING COMPANY. ORDER AND ORDER TO

MCA RECORDS, lNC.,_and snow CAUSE RE: .
WARNER BROS RECORDS INC. PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION

Plaintiffs,

V.

INTERNET SITE KNOWN As

"FTP://208.197.0.28/", DOE I (a/k/a

"FWIBBLY"), and DOES II-X, inclusivet f“

Defendants. f‘ 3:.)
m I; ‘3
i") C) .5

. _ ' ' Q a ' .1
Upon consideration of the Motion for a Tegorary Restraining Order and Ordeal

C’ \

To Show Cause, and the entire record herein, it is this 0! Tlay ofJunc 1997,/

ORDERED, that for a period often (10) days from the issuance of this Order,

good cause having been shown pursuant to Rule 65 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure

that immediate and irreparable injury and damage will result to plaintiffs before the motion for
a preliminary injunotion can be heard and decided, Defendants, their agents, servants and

employees, and all persons acting in concert with them or assisting them through the provision
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permitting.
otherwise infringing any sound recording copyright by

supervising. enabling,
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ORDERED, that on x 2 m. 3

, I991 Defendants’ Internet site known as

  
“fly/008.197.0284" Doe I (a/kl/a‘deibbly") and Docs er, inclusive (collectively ' ‘ i

<7 "Defendants”) show cause before this Court in Courtroom i§f the United States Courthouse
cated at 500 Pearl Street, in the borough of Manhattan, New York City, New York, why a

Preliminary Injunction should not be entered Pursuant to Rule 65 of the Federal Rules of Civil
Procedure:

continuing the terms of the temporary restraining order entered herein;
and

2. requiring Defendans to file with this Court and serve on Plaintiffs, within

ten (10) days after receiving service of this Order, a report, in writing and under oath,

setting forth in detail the manner and form in which Defendants have complied with the
injuuction.

ORDERED. that BestWeb Corporation. located at 25 South Riverside, Croton—

On-Hudson. New York 10562 ("BestWeb"), and their agents, servants and employees, and all

persons'acting in concert with them or assisting them, shall immediately secure, safeguard and

(other than Plaintiffs pursuein to discovery), and it is further

"*1 m lg ORDERED, that by {he-elese-ef-business on Junefl, 1997, Plaintiffs shall be 
Page 00220
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incurred or suffered by any party who is found to be wrongfully enjoined or restrained hereby;
and it is further

ORDERED, that Defendants submit any papers in response to this order to

show cause on or before the fifih (5") day afler'service upon them of this order to show cause,
and that Defendants make simultaneous service of such respomive papers upon counsel for

Plaintiffs by personal service or by Federal Express or similar next day delivery; and it is
further

notice hereof.

New York, New York 3
June i, 1997

. I 2‘)",

g/Ssum‘fpfl‘flh ,,
flowed States District Judge

  

J?
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT

SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK

 

Christopher Wolf (CW 7387) '4 .. f; 5 I . .
Bradley I. Ruskin (BR 8489) g 3 . - ~

Steven M. Levy (SI. 8603) (9)7CW A 4 1 Y 'Proskauer Rose LLP - - ‘ . . 245
1585 Broadway

New York, New York 10036

(212) 969-3000

Attorneys for Plaintiffs

 

SONY MUSIC ENTERTAINMENT INC"

A&M RECORDS, INC..

ARISTA RECORDS, INC"

ATLANTIC RECORDING CORPORATION.

CAPITOL RECORDS, INC. Civil Action No.

ISLAND RECORDS, INC”

LONDON RECORDS.

MAVERICK RECORDING COMPANY.

MCA RECORDS. INC., and COMPLAINT

WARNER BROTHERS RECORDS INC.,

Plaintiffs,

v.

INTERNET SITE KNOWN AS

FTP://208.197.0.28/. DOE I (aIk/a ‘FWIBBLY').

and DOES II-X, inclusive.

Defendants.
 

Plaintiffs. A & M Records. Inc.. Arista Records, Inc.. Atlantic Recording Corporation,

Capitol Records, Inc., Island Records. Inc.. London Records, Maverick Rewrding Company.

MCA Records, Inc. Sony Music Entertainment Inc., and Warner Bros. Records. Inc.

(collectively “Plaintifl's”), for their Complaint against Defendants Internet Site Operating At
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under their control;

44. That Plaintiffs be awarded statutory or actual damages for Dcfendants' copyright
infringement in an amount to be determined at trial;

45. That the Court issue an order. requiring each Defendant to file with this Court and

serve on Plaintiffs within ten (10) days after service of an injunction, _a report, in writing, under
oath. setting forth in detail the manner and form in which Defendant has complied with the
injunction;

46. That the Court award Plaintiffs their attorneys’ fees pursuant to 17 U.S.C. § 505;

47. That the Court award Plaintiffs their costs of suit incurred herein; and

48. That the Court grant such other and further relief as it deems just and proper.
Respectfully submitted,

I PROSKAUER ROSE LLP

Christopher golf (CW 7387) - .
Bradley I. Ruskin (BR 8489)
Steven M. Levy (SI. 8603)
1585 Broadway
New York, NY 10036-8299
(212) 969-3000
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK

 

Christopher Wolf(CW 7387)

Bradley I. Ruskin (BR 8489)

Steven M. Levy (SL 8603)
Proskauer Rose LLP

1585 Broadway

,New York, New York i0036
(212) 969-3000

Attorneys for Plaintiffs _<L
,, :::.:;.._ ,. .

SONY MUSIC ENTERTAINMENT INC
A&M RECORDS. INC.,‘ ‘ '

ARISTA RECORDS, INC"

ATLANTIC RECORDING CORPORATION.

CAPITOL RECORDS, INC,

ISLAND RECORDS. INC"

LONDON RECORDS.

MAVERICK RECORDING COMPANY.

MCA RECORDS . INC., and

WARNER BROTHERS RECORDS INC.,

Plaintiffs,

V.

INTERNET SITE KNOWN AS

FTP:[/208. 197.0.28/. DOEI (alk/a FWIBBLY')

and DOES II-X inclusive.

Defendants.

l.

Civil Action No.

COMPLAINT

Plaintiffs. A & M Records. Inc., Arista Records, lnc.. Atlantic Recording Corporation.

Capitol Records_, Incl, Island Records, Inc.. London Records, Maverick Recording Company.

MCA Records, Inc. Sony Music Entertainment Inc., and Wafner Bros. Records. Inc.

(collectively "Plaintifl's"), for their Complaint against Defendants Internet Site Operating At
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IN THE Um STATES DISTRI

FOR THE NORTHRN DISTRICT I

DALLAS DIVISION

 

MCA RECORDS. INC"

AJLM RECORDS. INC"

CAPITOL RECORDS. INC"

ISLAND RECORDS. INC.

MAVERICK RECORDING COMPANY, ‘ Civil Action K0.
POLYGRAM RECORDS, INC; ‘ ‘ '" ..sommuszcmmmm‘rmc..m 39'7CV13060 T
WARNER BROS- RECORDS ma; TEMPORARYW6

‘ omann'onnmro

Mum. snow CAUSE m

PRELIMINARY numcnm
V.

mm sms KNOWN AS

FTP'J/PARSOFI'flOMfWSsI and DOES I-X.

inclusive. ' V

Defendams.

Upon considcaficn ofPlaintiff! Medan fmaTcmpoanmininng-dzand

..._.-... _.fl_!(_, -..__ .--., ‘

ORDERED,Mforafiuiodotmuumdaysfmmmeimmofmismda.

goodcauschavfingemshawnpmmmRnkfiofttheduaanlnowaflPm:

MMmmmlemmmgMMmmummmm

aprcliminaxy injtmioncanbehwdmidccided. Dem,tlniragm,scrvmand

employees, andanpasomaainginmfimtbanorassiningmmzhmemm

of services forminmcmmom: Immsizelmown ur‘flpdlpumficom/msf‘

(hgrcinafi': 'Dcfzndum' Sim'):

/
"‘ "‘" ‘5‘6" 7‘01 Ofia9flfi< DOG: an:
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT g i I?
SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK

___________________________________________________X

INTERACTIVE GIFT EXPRESS, INC., :

Plaintiff, :

v. : 95 Civ. 6871 (1331)

COMPUSERVE INC., et a]., : OPINION & ORDER

Defendants. :

____________________________________________________X

BARBARA S. JONES

UNITED STATES DISTRICT JUDGE

Plaintiff Interactive Gifi Express, Inc. ("IGE")L1_) maintains that defendants, comprised of computer
software companies, publishing companies, and a retail bookstore, have contributorily infringed and induced
infringement ofUS. Patent No. 4,528,643 (the "Freeny patent"). The Freeny patent describes a method or
apparatus for reproducing information in a material object at a point-of-sale location. With respect to the
computer sofiware and publishing company defendants, plaintiff contends that they are infringing the
Freeny patent by selling software or documents "online," that is, over the Internet and World Wide Web.(_2_)
Regarding the retail bookstore defendant, Walden Book Company, Inc. ("Waldenbooks"), plaintiff
maintains that Waldenbooks is infringing the Freeny patent by selling a book that includes a CD—ROM
containing encrypted computer applications, access to which is not possible until the consumer retrieves a
password.

On June 25, 1996, the Court limited discovery to claim construction matters and ordered plaintiff to serve its
claim construction report on defendants by August 26, 1996. On October 7, 1996, the Court ordered plaintiff
to serve a revised claim construction report ("Report") on defendants by November 8, 1996, the contents of
which would be binding on plaintiff. By order dated December 20, 1996, the Court set a claim construction
briefing schedule that was subsequently modified by order dated April 11, 1997.

Having reviewed plaintiff‘s binding Report ofNovember 12, 1996, and the parties' claim construction briefs,
the Court renders the following conclusions of law interpreting Claim 1 of the Freeny patentfil

W

The Freeny patent, entitled "SYSTEM FOR REPRODUCING INFORMATION IN MATERIAL OBJECTS
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AT A Point-of-sale location," issued to Charles C. Freeny, Jr. on July 9, 1985, fi'om US. Patent Application
No. 456,730, filed January 10, 1983. On December 28, 1994, all rights of the Freeny patent were assigned to
1GB, and IGE continues to be the sole owner of all rights of the Freeny patent by virtue of this assignment.
The Freeny patent identifies, and claims that the Freeny invention solves, the problems associated with the
traditional method ofmanufacturing, distributing, and selling various infonnation such as audio recordings,
motion pictures, books, sofiware, greeting cards, or other information thatis capable ofbeing electronically
reproduced.

I. he aditiona anu actu ' and Dis 'butio S stem

According to the Freeny patent, the problem with the preexisting system for manufacturing and distributing
information-embodying material objects is threefold. The first problem pertains to the substantial
manufacturing and distribution costs incurred by information owners. Information owners traditionally
embody this information1n some material obj ect (e.g. cassette tape, video tape, floppy disk, etc.) to be
distributed to various retail outlets (or point-of-sale locations) for sale to consumers. Because this process
requires both manufacturing facilities to reproduce this information1n material objects and a network for
distributing the information-embodying material objects to various point-of-sale locations, information
owners incur substantial costs that are ultimately passed on to the consumers of the material objects.

The second problem with the preexisting system as described by the Freeny patent concerns the
compensation of these information owners. According to the Freeny patent, information owners employing,
this traditional system for manufacturing and distributing material objects may encounter compensation
problems when attempting to collect payments from retail outlets for purchases of material objects or when
the information embodiedin these m‘aterial objects is illegally reproduced.

The third problem with the traditional system according to the Freeny patent involves the inventory-related
decisions that retailers face with respect to these material objects. That is, retailers initially must determine
which information-embodying material objects should be stocked, and then must decide the configuration of
such information (e.g., compact disc or cassette tape) and the quantity of each such configuration. As with
the manufacturing and distribution costs incurred byinforrnation owners, these retail costs are passed on to
consumers of the material objects. Accordingly, the Freeny patent concludes that because of these economic
considerations it is not practical for retailers to maintain a complete inventory of the information-embodying
material objects, which, resultantly, leads to lost sales when consumers want to purchase particular
information-embodying material objects that have not been stocked by the retailer.

II. The reen nventio

According to the Freeny patent, the Freeny invention solves these problems associated with the traditional
means for manufacturing and dist1ibuting information-embodying material objects by creating a more direct

link between information owners and consumers. The Freeny patent describes a method or system for
manufacturing information--embodying material objects using a multitude ofpoint of sale machines that are
in electronic commmcation with a common host machine. The Freeny patent refers to these point of Sale
machines as Information Manufacturing Machines ("IlVflvIs") and to the host machine as the Information
Control Machine ("ICM"). Each [MM is located at-a point-of-sale location -- "a location where a consumer
goes to purchase material objects embodying predetermined or preselected information" -- and each
point-of-sale location is located remotely with respect to the system's other point—of-sale locations. Freeny
Patent Col. 5, Lns. 47-50. "The [ICM] is located at a remote location with respect to each of the
point-of-sale locations and with respect to the [IMMs]." In, Col. 5, Lns. 35-39. As for "material object," the
Freeny patent defines this term as "a medium or device in which information can be embodied or fixed and
from which the information embodied therein can be perceived, reproduced, used or otherwise
communicated, either directly or with the aid of another machine or device." Q Col. 4, Lns. 36-41.

Examples of material objects identified in the Freeny patent are floppy disks, cassette tapes, phonograph
records, 8-track tapes, reel-to-reel tapes, video discs, hand-held calculators, hand-held electronic games,
greeting cards, maps, and sheet music. See Q Col. 4, Lns. 41-55.

As for the mechanics of the Freeny invention, initially information is inputted into, encoded by, and stored
within the ICM. This encoded information is then transferred to the IMMs via a communication link and

stored within each IMM.(4_) At this stage, the IMM is now ready to support consumer transactions. A
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Passe
consumer using the IMM examines the assortment of information stored in that particular IMM and selects a
catalog code corresponding to the information the consumer wants the IMM to reproduce. After this
selection is made, but before the IMM begins reproducing the requested information—embodying material
object, the IMM transmits a "request reproduction code" to the ICM thereby requesting permission to
reproduce the information selected by the consumer onto a material object. The request reproduction code
includes the catalog code, an IMM code identifying the requesting IMM, and may also contain other
information such as credit card data for sale approval purposes. Freeny Patent Col. 9, Lns. 48-50, Col. 13,
Lns. 25-31.

The ICM receives the request reproduction code and determines whether to authorize reproduction of the
information—embodying material object by the IMM. Should the ICM choose to permit such reproduction, it
transmits an authorization code to the IMM. The authorization code includes an MA code, encoded catalog
code, encoded catalog decipher program, and an encoded authorization select code. The encoded catalog
code instructs the IMM which information it should decode and reproduce, the encoded catalog decipher
program instructs the IMM how to decode this information, and the encoded authorization select code

identifies the authorization decipher programs stored in each IMM. "In response to receiving the
authorization code, the IMM decodes the preselected information stored in the [IMM]" and then reproduces
it onto a material object, after which the material object can be removed from the [MM by the consumer. Id,
Col. 6, Lns. 7-10. ‘

For the sake of clarity, here is an example of how the Freeny invention would work in the context of musical
recordings. Various musical recordings by various artists would be inputted and stored within the ICM in an
encoded format. These recordings would then be transferred for storage in encoded format in selected
lMMs, enabling the M45 to support consumer transactions. A consumer using the IMM would enter the
catalog code corresponding to the musical selection he or she wished to purchase, in this example,
Sgt. Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club Band ("Sgt. Pepper's") by The Beatlesfi) The IMM now transmits a

request reproduction code to the ICM, including the catalog code identifying Sgt. Pepper's, an IlVflVI code
identifying the particular IMM being used by the consumer, and possibly the consumer's credit card number
for sale approval. If the ICM approves the transaction, it transmits an authorization code to the IMM

enabling the IMM, among other things, to decode Sgt. Pepper's into a useable format. The IMM would then

reproduce Sgt. Pepper's onto a material object such as a cassette tape or compact disc, after which the
consumer could remove his or her copy of Sgt. Pepper's from the ICM.

In sum, the Freeny patent states that the Freeny invention ensures that information owners will be

compensated in connection with the reproduction of information, "solves the problems associated with
manufacturing, inventory, configuration distribution and collection[,] . . . and permits sale ofmaterial
objects embodying information in a more efficient, economical and profitable manner,"1d, Col. 4, Lns.
8-18. . -

III. IGE's Infringement Claims

Plaintiff contends that all personal computers are IMMs within the meaning of the Freeny patent when used
to download and reproduce information for a price. Plaintiff further asserts that wherever a computer is
located constitutes a point-of-sale location pursuant to the Freeny patent whenever information is
downloaded and then reproduced at that location, for a price, in a material object such as a floppy disk, hard
drive, tape, or paper. Accordingly, plaintiff argues that defendants, by offering computer software and
documents for sale via the Internet and World Wide Web are contributorily infringing and including
infringement of the Freeny patent. Plaintiff also contends that defendant Waldenbooks is contributorily
infringing and including infringement of the Freeny patent by selling a book that includes a CD-ROM
containing encrypted computer applications, access to which is not possible until the consumer retrieves a
password.

IV. Claim 1 of the Ereeny Eaten;

The Freeny patent includes 57 claims, three ofwhich -- claims 1, 29, and 37 -- are independent. Claims 1
and 29 are method claims and claim 37 is a system or apparatus claim. As indicated in plaintiffs Report,
however, there is no distinction between the interpretation of these three independent claims.(§) Therefore,
because claim 1 is the broadest of the independent claims, the Court limits its claim construction analysis to
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claim 1, but notes that its analys!is equally applicable to claims 29 and 3 l.
Claim 1 of the Freeny patent provides:

A method for reproducing information in material objects utilizing information manufacturing machines
located at point-ofosale locations, comprising the steps of:

providing Earn a source remotely located with respect to the information manufacturing machine the
information to be reproduced to the information manufacturing machine, each information being uniquely
identified by a catalog code;

providing a request reproduction code including a catalog code uniquely identifying the information to be

reproduced to the information manufacturing machine requesting to reproduce certain information identified
by the catalog code1n 3 material object;

providing an authorization code at the information manufacturing machine authorizing the reproduction of
the information identified by the catalog code included in the request reproduction codes; and

receiving the request reproduction code and the authorization code at the information manufacturing
machine and reproducing in a material object the information identified by the catalog code included in the
request reproduction code in response to the authorization code authorizing such reproduction.

The parties dispute (1) whether claim -1 covers the real-time downloading of information or is limited to '
predetermined or preselected information, (2) whether claim 1 applies to CD-ROMs containing encrypted ‘
information that requires a password to decode, and (3) what the terms "authorization code," "point-of—sale'
locations," "material object," and "information manufacturing machine," as used in Claim 1, mean.

DISCUSSION

Claim construction is a matter of law for the Court to determine. & Markman v. Westview Instruments,

m, 52 F.3d 967, 970-71 (Fed. Cir. 1995) (en banc), m, 517 US. 370 (1996). To ascertain the meaning of
a patent's claims, the Court first looks to the intrinsic evidence of record, that is, the patent itself, including
the claims, the specification, and, if in evidence, the prosecution history, including prior art cited therein.

SE Vitronics Corp. v. Conceptronic, mo, 90 F.2d 1576, 1582—83 (Fed. Cir. 1996). Ordinarily, analysis ofthe intrinsic evidence will resolve any ambiguities in the claims' terms. S_eeL, at 1583 The terms of a claim

are generally given their ordinary meaning, unless it appears that the patentee chose to state clearly1n the
specification or file history a special definition. S_e id, at 1582.

First, the Court looks to the words of the claim, both asserted and nonasserted, to define the scope of the
patented invention. & id. A technical term used in a patent claim-is construed as having the meaning that it
would be given by persons of ordinary skill in the art, unless it is apparent from the patent and prosecution
history that the patentee used the term with a different meaning. SQ oec s elanese o . v. BP

Chemicals Ltd., 78 F.3d 1575, 1578 (Fed. Cir), cerj, denied, 117 S. Ct. 275 (1996).

Second, the Cornt reviews the patent specification "to determine whether the inventor has used any terms in
a manner inconsistent with their ordinary meaning." Vitrgnigs, 90 F.3d at 1582. “The specification acts as a
dictionary when it expressly defines terms used in the claims or when it defines terms by implication." Q,
"Thus, the specification is always highly relevant to the claim construction analysis," and usually "is the
single best guide to the meaning of a disputed term." 1d,

Third, the Court reviews the prosecution history, if in evidence, to help it construe the meaning of the
claims. "This history contains the complete record of all the proceedings before the Patent and Trademark
Office, including any express representations made by the applicant regarding the scope of the claims." Id,
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The prosecution history, howe’m cannot enlarge, diminish, or vary the limitations in the claims. See
MW, 52 F.3d at 980.

Extrinsic evidence, on the other hand, "consists of all evidence external to the patent and prosecution
history, including expert and inventor testimony, dictionaries, and learned treatises." I_d, "This evidence may
be helpfill to explain scientific principles, the meaning of technical terms, and terms of art that appear in the
patent and prosecution history." Id "Extrinsic evidence may demonstrate the state of the prior art at the time
of the invention." Id. Representations made to foreign patent offices in counterpart foreign applications may
also assist in determining how a person skilled in the art would interpret claim language. SE: Caterpillar

I ractg; g :o, v. Berco. S.p,A,, 714 F.2d 1110, 1116 (Fed. Cir. 1983). Extrinsic evidence, cannot, however,
vary the meaning of a claim that is established either by the claim itself or by the claim as correctly
understood by reference to the specification and the file history. See Vigonics, 90 F.3d at 1584. Moreover, if
the claims and specifications are unambiguous or if an analysis of the intrinsic evidence alone resolves any
ambiguities in disputed claim terms, it is improper to rely on extrinsic evidence. 53 A at 1583.

Finally, although the Court, ifpossible, is to construe claims so as to sustain their validity, including
construing claims in a way that avoids reading on prior art, it is improper for the Court to redraft claims.
SEHEW, 114 F.3d 1149, 1153 (Fed. Cir.1997); AQS Hosp. Sys, Inc. v. Montefiore
m, 732 F.2d 1572, 1577 (Fed. Cir. 1984).

With these principles in mind, the court now turns to construing claim 1.

I. Timing of Information Delivery

Whereas plaintiff argues that the Freeny patent covers the real-time downloading of information to the
IMMs in addition to the predelivery of information to the W5, defendants contend that claim 1 should be
limited to the predelivery of information. Real-time downloading means that the requested information is
not stored within an IMM but rather is transmitted to the MM promptly after the consumer requests the
item. Predelivered -— predetermined or preselected per the Freeny patent -- means that the information is
stored within the IMM and the user of the IMM merely selects the requested information from a
predeterminedor preselected collection. Based on the claim language and the Freeny patent specification,
the court construes claim 1 to apply only to the predelivery of information to the IMMs. That is, before an
IMM would be capable of supporting a consumer transaction, the information must already be stored within
the IMM.

A. Claim Language

As indicated by claim 1, the Freeny method for reproducing information in material objects involves four
"steps." And although claim 1 does not explicitly state that these steps must be carried out in the order as
listed, the Court concludes that, at a minimum, the step listed first in claim 1 must occur before the step
listed fourth because any other interpretation would render the Freeny invention unworkable.

As listed in claim 1, the steps describe, respectively, an information delivery stage, request reproduction
code stage, authorization code stage, and a reproduction of information in a material object stage. The first
of the listed steps indicates that the information to be reproduced by the HVIM must be provided to the W
from a remote source and that such information is uniquely identified by a catalog code. In other words, this
step calls for the predelivery of information to the IMM for storage within the IMM. Following the language
of claim 1, it would be impossible for an IMM to reproduce the information-embodying material object if
the information to be reproduced was not already stored within the IMM because step four does not provide
for the transmission from the ICM to the HVIM of the information sought to be reproduced. Step four only
describes the IMM's receipt of "the request reproduction code" and "the authorization code," after which the
IMM "reproduc[es] in a material object the information . . . in response to the authorization code authorizing
such reproduction." If claim 1 was intended to include the real-time downloading of information to the
IMM, then in addition to providing for the IMM's receipt of the request reproduction code and authorization
code, step four also would call for the llVIM's receipt of the information to be reproduced. Alternatively, if it
was intended for the patent to cover the real-time downloading of information to the IMM, then in addition
to providing for the IMM's receipt of the request reproduction code and authorization code, step four also
would call for the IMM's receipt of the information to be reproduced. Alternatively, if it was intended for the
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patent to cover the real-time dOinoading ofinformation, the patent could have defined the term
"authorization code" such that it included the requested information as part of that code(2) Nowhere in the
patent, however, is the term "authorization code" defined in this manner.

B. The Specification

In addition to the very language of claim 1, the Freeny patent specification abundantly supports defendants’
position that the Freeny patent does not apply to the real-time downloading of information. It is indicated
throughout the patent specification that the IMMs "store" the information rather than receive the information
for the first time when a consumer interacts with the IMM. For example, the patent states:

In general, information is inputted into the information control machine, via the input line and the inputted
information is encoded and stored in the information control machine. The encoded information stored in
the information control machines is communicated to the information manufacturing machine via the
communication link or the communication link and the received encoded information is stored in each of the
information manufacturing machines.

Freeny Patent, Col. 5, Lns. 51-59. It also states that "[i]n response to receiving the authorization code, the
information manufacturing machine decodes the preselected information stored in the information
manufacturing machine and provides the decoded information on the output line." L1, col., 6, Lns. 7-11. ’
These are but two examples.

Moreover, the specification explains that the IMMs are in fact constructed to store the collection of encoded
information in a permanent storage unit called the "master file unit." "Each information manufacturing
machine is constructed to receive encoded information . . . and store received encoded information." 1; Col.
5, Lns. 21-24. In turn, the "encoded information along with the corresponding catalog codes are
communicated to the information manufacturing machine identified by the IMM code via the
communication link for storage in the master file unit of the information manufacturing machine." E Col.
12, Lns. 8-13.

The master file unit is constructed to function as a permanent storage unit. The master file unit is
constructed and adapted to receive encoded information along with the catalog codes uniquely identifying
the encoded information over the communication link. In one other mode, the master file unit receives
encoded information and the catalog codes on a signal path. The master file unit stores the received encoded
information and the catalog codes. ' '

m, col. 9, Lns. 39-47. Therefore, as explained by the specification, the first step of claim 1, wherein
information is provided to the IMMs, is performed so that the collection of encoded information can be
stored at each IMM.

This encoded information, as stored in the IMM, is referred to throughout the specification as "preselected"
or "predetermined" information. Clearly, these terms refer to the process whereby the information owner
selects which information should be inputted into the ICM and then transmitted to the IlVst for storage.
The information is therefore "preselected" or "predetermined" because the information to be transmitted to
and stored in the [MMs is selected or determined before the consumer uses the LMM.

Finally, the patent specification teaches away from the real-time downloading of information. The patent
states that in "one embodiment" the ICM could be programmed to support the real-time delivery of
information to the IMMs. Id, col. 24, Lns. 33—5 8. In such an embodiment "the information manufacturing
machines would not have any encoded information stored therein and could only function to reproduce
information in material objects in response to receiving an authorization code which would include the
encoded information." Id, Col. 24, Lns. 4146. Afier presenting this scenario, however, the specification
labels the real—time method of delivery economically unsound, from both a time and money standpoint, and
limits any such proposed use to updating the encoded information previously transmitted to and stored in the
IMMs. 5g id, col. 24, Lns. 46-53.
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 In addition to teaching away fr . . using a real—time delivery method, this portion of the patent specification
also supports the Court's interpretation that in order for the Freeny invention to work at all, claim 1, as
written, requires some sequence to the steps, and that, at a minimum, step one must precede step four.
specifically, the information must be transferred to and stored in the IMM before the IMM is capable of
supporting consumer transactions because step four describes the IMM's receipt of only request
reproduction codes and authorization codes and says nothing about the IMM's receipt of the information to
be reproduced. If claim 1 was intended to include the real-time downloading of information to the M,
then the patent would explicitly state, as it does when discouraging the use of real-time delivery, that the
authorization code would have to include the encoded information in order for the Freeny invention to
support real-time delivery. Sfi id. Col. 24, Lns. 41-46. Nowhere in the patent is the authorization code
defined to include the information to be reproduced as part of that code.

Accordingly, based on the language of claim 1 and the Freeny patent specification, the court construes claim
1 to apply only to the predelivery of information to the IMMs.

II. Authorization Code

Plaintiff and defendants also dispute the meaning of the term "authorization code." In its Report, plaintiff
asserts that the authorization code "enables the information manufacturing machine (the consumers [sic]
computer system) to reproduce the electronic data in a material object." Report, Ex. D. Plaintiff also states
that a consumer's Internet Protocol (11’) address constitutes an authorization code. Defendants dispute both
of these definitions and argue that the "authorization code should be construed to mean an electronic signal
that instructs the requesting computer how to reproduce an encoded item of information." Defendant
CompuServe's Brief on Claim Interpretation at 39.

A. IP Address as Authorization Code

.The Court agrees with defendants that a hardware address such as an IP address as used on the Internet does

not constitute an "authorization code" as thatterrn is used in the Freeny patent. "The Internet Protocol (IP)
provides for the delivery of data through a set of interconnected packet-switched networks (an intemetwork
or internet). [P transmits and routes datagrams from sources to destinations based on a fixed—length address
Chris Shipley & Matt Fish, How the World Wide Web Works 153 (1996) (cited in Plaintiffs Report, Ex. C).

As plaintiff‘s source indicates, a hardware address such as IP is simply a routing mechanism. Accordingly,
in the context of the Freeny invention, it is the IMM code, and not the authorization code, that corresponds
to an IP address. As indicated in the Freeny patent specification, the IMM code "uniquely identifies one
particular information manufacturing machine." Freeny Patent, col. 7, Lns. 51-53; E 211$ id. C01. 14, Lns.
22-25 ("The IMM code provides a means for the information manufacturing machine to determine if a
particular message is intended to be received by that particular information manufacturing machine"). And
although the IMM code is a component ofboth the authorization code and request reproduction code, it isa
distinct code that serves only to route information from the ICM to the IMM. Furthermore, the Court notes
that if the authorization code and IMM code were one in the same, then the term "authorization code" would

be defined the same as the IMM code, and there would be no need to have two separate codes. Accordingly,
an IP address does not correspond to an "authorization code" as that term is used in the Freeny patent.

B. Authorization Code as Enabling Reproduction

Defendants also dispute plaintiff‘s interpretation of authorization code as "enabling" the IMM's reproduction
of the information-embodying material object. To the extent that plaintiffuses the term "enables" as a
synonym for "authorizes," the Court agrees with plaintiff's interpretation.(§) This, however, does not amount
to a definition. For although it explains what the authorization code does, it does not explain precisely how
it does it.

As stated previously the authorization code is comprised of several other codes, including an IMM code,
encoded catalog code, encoded catalog decipher program, and an encoded catalog authorization select code.
SE, mg“, Freeny Patent, Col. 9, Lns. 58-61. The encoded catalog code instructions the IMM which
information it should decode and reproduce, the encoded catalog decipher program instructs the IMM how
to decode this information, and the encoded authorization select code identifies the authorization decipher
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programs stored in each IMM. inc manufacturing control unit located within each MM "is constructed and
adapted to decipher or decode a received encoded catalog code, encoded catalog decipher program and
encoded authorization code, the W decodes the preselected information stored in the [IMM]" and then
reproduces it onto a material object, after which the material object can be removed from the IMM by the
consumer. 1d. Col. 6, Lns. 7-10.

Clearly, the encoded catalog decipher program is the seminal component of the authorization code. Without
it, the IMM would be unable to convert the information fi'om its encoded, unusable format to its decoded,
usable format. Therefore, the Court concludes that the encoded catalog decipher program is the true
"authorizing" mechanism of the Freeny invention. Accordingly, the term "authorization code" as used
throughout the Freeny patent, must, at a minimum, include a code that enables the IMM to decode or

decipher the information stored in encoded format at the IMM that the HVIM is to reproduce in a material
object.

III. Point-Of-Sale Location

The parties also present different interpretations of the term "point-of-sale location" as used throughout the
Freeny patent. In its Report, plaintiff defines point-of-sale location as the "place at which the consumer or
purchaser makes the purchase." Report, Ex. D. Accordingly, because plaintiff contends that any personal
computer can constitute an IMM within the meaning of the patent, under plaintiffs definition of
point-of-sale location, anyplace where a personal computer is located constitutes a point-of-sale location
when that computer is used to reproduce information in a material object for a price. Defendants, on the
other hand, argue that a "point—of-sale location" is a location, such as a retail outlet, where consumers can go
to purchase information-embodying material obj ects.

Again, defendants' interpretation is entirely correct. The Freeny patent makes it abundantly clear that a
point—of-sale location is a location such as a' retail outlet. When first used in the text of the specification, the
term "point-of-sale location" explicitly refers to "retail outlets." Freeny Patent, Col. 1, Lns. 17-18. The
specification then continues to refer to a point-of—sale location as a "retail outlet" or "retailer," see, 9g” i_<L
Col. 1, Lns. 37-38; col. 2, Ln. 13; C01. 2, Ln. 63; C01. 2, Ln. 67, and defines "retailers" as "owners of

point-of-sale locations. E. Col. 3, Lns. 41-42. Later, the specification indicates that "[t]he point-of-sale
location is a location where a consumer goes to purchase material objects embodying predetermined or
preselected information." Freeny Patent, Col. 5, Lns. 47-50. Clearly, this language, and particularly the word
"goes," indicates that a point-of-sale location is a place, such as a retail outlet, to which a consumer travels
in order to purchase material objects embodying preselected information.

Moreover, a point-of—sale location must be a location at which blank material objects are available for sale
to consumers. There is no indication in the patent that the material objects on which the IlVIM is to reproduce
information are stored in the MM. Rather, the patent indicates that blank material objects are sold to
consumers, separate and apart from the IMM, at the point-of-sale location. As the Freeny patent indicates,
"[e]ach point-of-sale location has at least one information manufacturing machine, at least one reproduction
unit and a plurality ofblank material obj ects." E. Col. 12, Lns. 66-68.'The patent further indicates that the
owners ofpoint-of—sale locations are the ones that sell to consumers the blank material objects that are to be
used with the M, such as 8-track or cassette tapes, and that this sales transaction is separate from any sale
that results fiom the IMM reproducing information onto this material object. S_e_e El. Col 13, Lns. 39-44.

Finally, the patent's single reference to point-of-sale location as a "consumer's home," k1, Col. 3, Lns.
66-;67, does not support plaintiff‘s interpretation. At the point in the specification where the term
"point-of-sale location" is used to refer to a consumer's home, the patent is not describing the Freeny
invention, but rather a prior art cable television distribution system wherein a particular cable program
would be delivered to a consumer’s home in response to the consumer requesting that program and paying
the program owner the requisite fee. Immediately following the description of this cable system, however,
the Freeny patent criticizes this system for being unable to perform certain functions of the Freeny
invention. S_e_e 'Ld_. Col. 4, Lns. 1-8. Nowhere else in the patent is the term point-of-sale location used to refer
to a consumer's home. Therefore, viewing the patent as a whole, and considering the purpose of the Freeny
invention, the numerous references throughout the specification to "retail outlet" or "retailer" in connection
with the term "point-of-sale location," and the context in which this single passing reference to a consumer's
home as a point-of-sale location is made, the Court concludes that the patent does not support plaintiff‘s
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definition of "point~of-sale location" as either a consumer's home, personal residence, anywhere where a
personal computer may be located, or the "place at which the consumer or purchaser makes the purchase."

 

Accordingly, the Court holds that a "point-of-sale location," is, at a minimum, a place -- such as a retail
outlet -- to which a consumer travels for the purpose of purchasing material objects wherein preselected
information can be reproduced, and at which blank material objects are available for sale to consumersLQ)
IV. Material Qbiect

Because there is some dispute between the parties as to what constitutes a "material object" within the
meaning of the Freeny patent, and considering that the very purpose of the Freeny invention is to reproduce
information in "material objects," the Court now turns to construing this term. As defined in the Freeny
patent, a "material obj ect" is "a medium or device in which information can be embodied or fixed and from
which the information embodied therein can be perceived, reproduced, used or otherwise communicated,
either directly or with the aid of another machine or device." Freeny Patent, Col. 4, Lns. 36-41. Immediately
after defining "material object," the Freeny patent presents a nonexhaustive list of examples of material
objects, including floppy disks, cassette tapes, phonograph records, 8-track tapes, reel~to~reel tapes, video
discs, hand-held calculators, hand-held electronic games, greeting cards, maps, and sheet music. SE id. Col.4, Lns. 41-55.

In its Report, however, plaintiff defines S"materia1 object" as "[a] paper with printed information, or a
recording on a floppy disk, hard drive, or tape, etc." Report, Ex. D. Far from presenting a definition of
"material object," plaintiffs Report merely provides further examples of purported "material objects."
Accordingly, the Court now turns to 'what constitutes a "material object" under the Freeny patent.

The Court agrees with defendants that, at a minimum, a material object (1) must be removable from the
IMM and for use at a location other than the point-of-sale location, (2) must be offered for sale as an
independent and stand-alone commodity at the point-of-sale location, and (3) must be separate and distinct
fiom the HVIM. Regarding removability, the Freeny patent presents a method for reproducing information in
material objects at a point-of-sale location. As described by the patent, after the IMM receives the
authorization code from the ICM, the [MM decodes the requested preselected information stored within it

A material object must also be offered for sale at point of sale locations as an independent and stand-alone
commodity. This requirement was touched upon previously when the Court noted that a point-of—sale
location must be a location at which blank material objects are available for sale to consumers. That is, a
material object must be offered for sale independently from the information that may be reproduced onto
that material object. '

Finally, and even though it is self-evident fi'om the patent, the information-embodying material object
manufactured by the IMM must be separate and distinct from the IMM. That is, the IMM is the device that
reproduces the information in a material object. Sfi, g” Freeny Patent, Col. 5, Lns. 21-31.

Thus, a hard drive is not a material object within the meaning of the Freeny patent because it is not
removable in the sense envisioned by the Freeny patent. A hard drive is a fundamental component of a
computer. Basically, a hard drive is a device that physically stores information such as data or soflware
within the computer. And, although the hard drive, literally speaking, can be removed from the computer, to
do so would require the computer's disassembly. Clearly, the dismantling of the IMM is not a step or
procedure the Freeny patent indicates a consumer must undertake in order to obtain the material object.
Rather, the Freeny patent describes an invention whereby an IMM reproduces information in a material
object that is then removed fi'om the IMM by the consumer.

Furthermore, a hard drive cannot constitute a material object because pursuant to the Freeny patent an IMM
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is separate and distinct from the luaterial object. In its Report, plaintiff states that a personal computer
constitutes an IMM when used to download and reproduce information for a price, and, as discussed above,
that a computer's hard drive can constitute a material object. See Report, Ex. D. Therefore, in this scenario,
the IMM and material object would be the same device. The hard drive would be acting as an lMM because
it is the software stored on the computer's hard drive along with other computer hardware such as a modem
that would permit any downloading to take place. The hard drive would also be acting as the material object,
however, because it is on the hard drive that any downloaded information would be stored. As described in
the patent, however, the [MM is the device that reproduces information onto the material object. See an
Freeny Patent, Col. 5, ns. 21-31. Accordingly, a hard drive cannot constitute a material object within the
meaning of the Freeny patent because the W must be separate and distinct from the material object.

V. nformation anu acturin achine

The parties also dispute the meaning of the term "IMM." As the specification and Figure 1 of the Freeny
patent indicate, the IMM is comprised of four separate and distinct components: "a master file unit, a
manufacturing control unit, information manufacturing unit, and the reproduction unit." fl, Col. 6, Lns.
27-30% Each of these components is linked by various signal paths. See Freeny Patent, Figs. 1, 3, 4.
Arrows in the figures that are part of the Freeny patent indicate the direction in which the signals flow along
these signal pathsfm As indicated by the Freeny patent specification, each of an IMM's four components
performs a different function.

A. Manufacturing Control Unit

The manufacturing control unit ("MCU") receives "request reproduction codes which include lMM codes
and catalog codes" via an input line, and communicates "the received request reproduction codes" over a
communication link to the ICM. LL Col. 9, Lns. 48-53. The MCU also receives from the ICM, via a
communication link, "authorization codes which include IMM codes, encoded authorization select codes."
& Col. 9, Lns. 57-62.

The MCU also has a plurality "of authorization decipher programs stored therein and each authorization
decipher program is uniquely identifiable Via an authorization select code." Q Col. 9, Lns. 54—5 7. The MCU
"is constructed and adapted to decipher or decode a received encoded catalog code, encoded catalog
decipher program and encoded authorization select code in accordance with one predetermined authorization
decipher program." E Col. 9, Lns. 62-66. "After decoding the received encoded catalog code, the encoded
catalog decipher progam and the encoded authorization select code for use in deciphering the next received
encoded catalog code." Lt Col. 10, Lns. 5-11. Then, the MCU sends via a signal path the decoded catalog
code to the master file unit component of the [MM 5g: m Col. 10, Lns. 11-14.

The MCU also must be constructed insuch a way such that it can (1) "decode[] the decipher program and
the file decipher from the encoded information" to be reproduced in a material object; (2) "temporarily
store[] the decoded decipher program and the decoded file decipher program"; (3) decode the information
that is to be reproduced int he material object; and (4) "provide the decoded information [to be reproduced
int he material object] on the signal path for the reception by the information manufacturing unit," a third
component of the HVEM. Id, Col. 10, Lns. 27—40. *

Finally, after the selected information ultimately is reproduced in the material object, "the manufacturing
control unit then receives the encoded information from he information manufacturing unit over the signal
path and provides the encoded information on the signal path to be received by and restored in the master
file unit." Id Col 10, Lns. 50-55.

B. Master File Unit

The master file unit ("MFU") functions as "a permanent storage unit." E, Col. 9, Lns. 39—40. The MFU
receives and then stores both the encoded information that is later reproduced in a material object and the
catalog codes that uniquely identify portions of the encoded information. m id, Col. 9, Lns. 40-47. Both
the encoded information and the catalog codes are transmitted from the MCU to the MFU via signal paths.
SEQ 15L; ‘& also Col. 10, Lns. 11-14. After a consumer at the point-of—sale location selects the information
he or she wishes to have reproduced in a material object, the MFU provides this information via signal path
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for temporary storage in the info!ation manufacturing unit, the third comlponent of the IMM. See fit Col.
10, Lns. 14-21.

C. Iniormation Manufacgging Unit

The Information Manufacturing Unit ("IMU") "temporarily store[s]" the encoded information to be
reproduced in a material object after it is received via signal path from the MU. See id, Col. 10, Lns. 14-26;
The IMU also must be capable both of receiving from the MCU the decoded information to be reproduced
in a material object in a digital format and of converting that information to an analog format. SE i_d, Col.
10, L115. 40-45. Finally, the IMU must be able to transmit via signal path the converted decoded information
that is to be reproduced in material object to the fourth component of the IMM, the reproduction unit. SQ id .
Col. 10, Lns. 41-48.

D. Reproduction~ Quit

The reproduction unit is designed to "reproduce received infonnation in a material object." Q Col. 5, Lns.
30-31. The reproduction unit must be able "to receive the information [to be reproduced in the material
object from the IMU] in an analog format [via] signal path," and then "reproduced the received information
in a material object." LL Col. 10, Lns. 45-48.

Accordingly, it is abundantly clear from the patent that these four components of an INIM are separate and
distinct form one another and perform different fimctions. it is equally clear that the material objects located
at point-of-sale locations and onto which the information is to be reproduced are separate and distinct from
the lMM as a whole, as well as from~any of the IMM's component parts.

Vim

As noted previously, one of the defendants in this action is Waldenbooks, a retailer ofbooks. In ,1 995,
Waldenbooks sold a book entitled "Unauthorized Windows 95 Developer's Resource Kit" by-Andrew
Schulman. Contained on the inside of .the back cover of the book is a "try-before-you-buy CD-ROM"
entitled "Smash Hits for Programmers Vol. 1." The CD—ROM contains copies ofvarious computer
application programs that the book purchaser can try out-—"test drive" per the application--if his or her
computer is equipped with a CD-ROM drive. Should the book purchaser want to test drive or purchase one
of the application programs, the 1-800 telephone number of the vendor of the software, "The Programmer's
Shop," is provided on the book jacket. The book purchaser must call this 1-800 number in order to receive a

password to "unlock" the desired program that is contained inits entirety on the CD-ROM as purchased as
part of the book from Waldenbookstfi) Upon receiving the password, the selected program is
automatically decrypted and installed from the CD-ROM onto the consumer's computer.

Because the product sold by Waldenbooks is a book containing a CD-ROM, which differs from the on—line
products and services of the other defendants, the Court now examines several additional claim construction

issues unique to CD-ROMs. ' '

Plaintiff contends that Waldenbooks, by selling the, book containing the CD-ROM, induces infringement of
the Freeny patent. According to plaintiffs Report:

In the case of a CD-ROM having excepted information, the source can mail or otherwise make the

CD-ROM available to the consumer. Typically, the consumer contracts the source through a modem or even
by telephone to obtain the authorization code for a specific file(s) on the CD-ROM. The consumer thereafier
uses the computer system to enter the authorization code, with the request to reproduce a file by using the
file identity (catalog code) and the request (reproduction code).

Report, Ex. C. The term "source," as used in this passage from plaintiffs Report, is defined by plaintiff as "a
remotely positioned computer system such as a 'server' in modern terms." Report, Ex. C.

Again, plaintiffs interpretation is simply untenable. In fact, of all ofplaintiffs claim interpretations, this one
is possibly the most farfetched. First, as described in the Freeny patent, the reproduction code and
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auathorization code are separate and distinct and serve different functions. In the case of the CD-ROM
described above, however, only one code is required. That is, upon calling the 1-800 number, the consumer
is given a password that unlocks the encrypted program. Therefore, in the lexicon of the Freeny patent, this
password acts as the authorization code. Because the Freeny invention requires both a request reproduction
code and an authorization code, Claim 1 must be interpreted such that it is limited to a method wherein
(1) both codes are present, (2) the request reproduction code, and (3) each code serves a different function.
Accordingly, the Freeny patent does not cover the CD-ROM described above because only one code (or
password) is required to unlock the encrypted programs contained on the CD-ROM.

Second, the Freeny invention requires a request reproduction code to be received initially by an IMM and
then later sent from the IMM to an ICM. The Freeny invention also requires an authorization code to be sent
fi'om an ICM to th IMM. That is, the Freeny patent describes an invention wherein two machines, an ICM
and an IMM, electronically communicate with each other. A person is neither an IMM nor an ICM. In short,
the Freeny patent clearly does not cover methods or apparatus wherein the consumer via a telephone call
orally receives a password that permits him or her to unlock a computer application program contained on a
CD-ROM that is being used in the consumer's personal computer. »

CONCLUSION

In an obvious attempt to expand the scope of its patent beyond that which was intended, plaintiff
implausibly asserts that its patent covers certain uses of the Internet and World Wide Web, and applies to
certain CD—ROM applications. It is abndantaly clear to the Court, however, that the Freeny patent clams and
specification do not support plaintiffs broad interpretation.

In light of the foregoing, the Court enters the following Order adopting the following construction of the
Freeny patent's claims:

1. Claims 1-56 of the Freeny patent are confined to a method, system or apparatus whereby a consumer uses
an "information manufacturing machine" ("IMM") (as defined below) to reproduce in a material object 9as
defined below) an item of information from among a collection of catalogued information items, all of
which were predelivered to and atored at th IMM. Claims 1-56 of the Freeny patent do not cover real-time
transactions where the requested item of information is transmitted to the IMM at the tie it is requested by
the consumer.

2. The term "authorization code" as used in claims 1-56 of the Freeny patent, must, at a minimum, include a
code that enables the [M to decode the information that is to be reproduced in a material object and that was
previously stored in encoded form at the IMM.

3. Claims 1-56 of the Freeny patent are confined to a method, system or apparatus that requires both an
"authorization code" and a "request reproduction code." The "authorization code" and "request reproduction
code" are separate and distinct codes, and each code serves a different function.

4. Claims 1-56 of the Freeny patent are confined to a method, system or apparatus that arequires the IMM to
receive a "request reproduction code," transsmit the "request reproduction code" to an "information control
machine" ("ICM"), and receive an "authorization code from the ICM.

5. The term "point-of-sale location" as used in claims 1-56 of the Freeny patent is a location that must, at a
minimum, have each and every one of the following attributes:

a. It must have at least one IMM and therefore at least one device for reproducing information in material
objects (a reproduction unit), and at least two blank material objects upon which preselected information
stored at the IMM can be reproduced;
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b. It must have available for sal’J consumers, separate from the IMM, bi'anic material objects wherein
preselected information can be reproduced; and

c. It must be a location to which a consmer goesor travels for the purpose of purchasing material objectsd
onto which preselected information can be reproduced.

A consumer's home is not a point-of-sale location within the meaning of the Freeny patent.

6. The term "material object" as used in claims 1-56 of the Freeny patent is a tangible medium or device in
which information can be embodied, fixed, or stored, other than temporarily, and from which the
information embodied therein can be perceived, reproduced, used or otherwise communicated, either
directly or with the aid of another machine or device, that:

a. Must be offered for sale, and be purchasable,at point-of-sale locations where at least one IMM is located;

b. Must be offered for sale independently from the information that may be reproduced onto the material
object; -

c. Must be physically separate and distinct from the lMM located at a point of sale location;

d. Upon reproduction of the selected information, is removed by the consumer from the [MM located at a
point of sale location; and

6. Is intended for use by the consumer of the material object at a location other than the point of sale
location.

7. The term "information manufacturing machine" or "IMM" as used in‘ claims 1-56 of the Freeny patent
must, at a minimum, have the following four separate and distinct components: (a) a Manufacturing Control
Unit, (b) a Master File Unit, (c) an Information Manufacturing Unit, and (d) a Reproduction Unit.

Also, the Master File Unit and the Reproduction unit components of the lMM must, at a minimum, have the
following attributes: - . ,

a. The Master File Unit must fimction as the permanent storage unit for encoded information to be
reproduced in a material object and catalog codes that uniquely identify the encoded information to be
reproduced in a material object. The master File Unit cannot perform the step of "reproducing in a material
object the information identified by the catalog code" at point of sale locations as set forth in claim 1 (and
the claims dependent thereon), nor can it "reproduce selected information in a material object" at the point
of sale location as set forth in claim 29 (and the claims dependent thereon), nor can it "reproduce the
information identified by the catalog code in a material object" at point of sale locations, as set forth in
claim 37 (and the claims dependent thereon).

b. The Reproduction Unit must receive information on a unidirectional signal path from the Information
Manufacturing Unit in analog form, and reproduce the received information in at least one of two or more
blank material objects located at the [MM at a point of sale location. The Reproduction Unit cannot perform
the functions of the Manufacturing Control Unit, the Master File Unit, or the Information Manufacturing
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Unit.

SO ORDERED:

BARBARA S. JONES

UNITED STATED DISTRICT JUDGE

Dated: New York, New York

May 13, 1998

1. Since filing this lawsuit, plaintiff has changed its corporate name to E-Data.

2. Although plaintiff also alleges in its Complaint that defendants have directly infringed the Freeny patent,
plaintiff, in its Revised Claim Construction Report ofNovember 12, 1996, concedes that none of the
defendants are direct infi'ingers. "

3. The Court notes at the outset that no Marlgnan hearing is needed in this case because the Court does not
require expert or other testimony to aid it in its claim construction.

4. Whether the information must be stored in the TMM is a point of contention between the parties that the
Court resolves infra.

5. Although in this example the consumer is purchasing an entire album by one artist, presumably the
Freeny invention, assuming the existence of proper licensing and other agreements with information owners
would permit consumers to select numerous songs from different albums by various artists for reproduction
onto a single material object.

)

6. That there is no distinction between claims 1, 29, and 37 for claim construction purposes is evidenced by
the fact that, in its Report, plaintiff provides a detailed interpretation of claim 1, and then when construing
claims 29 and 37 simply states "See Claim 1."

7. The Court further notes that claims 29 and 37 also support this reading and that claim 37, in fact,
explicitly states that the information received from the ICM is "stored" in the IMM.

8. Presumably defendants would also agree with this interpretation as they recognize that the patent
explicitly states that the purpose of the authorization code is to "authorize" the reproduction of the
information-embodying material object. SE, Lg” Defendant CompuServe's Briefon Claim Interpretationat 35.

9. For the sake of clarity, the Comt notes that a retail store is not the only type of location that could
constitute a "point-of-sale location" within the meaning of the Freeny patent. For example, a wholesale store
satisfying the limitations of the Freeny patent claims could constitute a point—of—sale location. A
point-of-sale location, however, cannot be a consumer's home.

10. Figure 3 of the Freeny patent, which presents a "schematic view of the information manufacturing
machine portion of the point of sale information manufacturing system shown in Fig. 1," id. Col. 4, Lns.
27-29, provide some additional details regarding three of the IMM's four components. The manufacturing
control unit is comprised of a manufacturing program unit, communication modern, and an information
catalog and request unit. the master file unit is comprised of a digital storage unit and a reader. Incidentally,
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l 1. So, for example, as indicated by the direction of the arrow in Figure 1, and the specification text, output
line 22 sends signals from the information manufacturing unit to the reproduction unit. Sfi Freeny Patent,
Fig 1; Col. 5, Lns. 28-31.

12. Some programs are not contained on the CD-ROM and therefore cannot be unlocked upon entry of the
password and then installed. Rather, these programs must be shipped separately to the consumer. Only those
programs contained on the CD-ROM that can be unlocked are at issue here.
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re Application of:

ARTHUR R. HAIR

Serial No. 08/471,964

A SYSTEM FOR TRANSMITTING

DESIRED DIGITAL VIDEO OR

AUDIO SIGNALS

Filed: June 6, 1995

Art Unit: 2413

Patent Examiner:

H. Nguyen

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15213

January 8, 1998

Assistant Commissioner for Patents

Washington, DC. 20231

Sir:

mama-3511913 UNDER 37 9E3. §1.l32

I, Arthur R. Hair, hereby declare that:

I am the inventor of the above=identified patent application.

I have reviewed the above-identified patent application, including the claims.

The entire right, title, and interest of my invention is assigned to Parsec

Sight/Sound, Inc., a Pennsylvania corporation.
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I am Chairman of the Board and Chief Technology Officer of Parsec

Sight/Sound. Inc.

Parsec Sight/Sound, Inc. has licensed the above-identified patent application to

Digital Sight/Sound. Inc., a Pennsylvania corporation. See Exhibit A.

Digital Sight/Sound, Inc. has raised more than one million dollars from

investors to operate a web site and sell electronically digital audio signals from its memory to

second parties through telecommunications lines to second party control units so the second

parties can play the digital audio signals ihrough speakers of the second. parties’ control units.

Digital Sight/Sound, Inc. expects to have its updated web site operational to the public July 1,

1998. so Digital Sight/SoundJnc. can practice the claimed invention of the above-identified

patent application.

A copier of my claimed invention of the above-identified patent application,

N2k, has sold electronically digital audio signals from its memory to second parties through

telecommunications lines to second party control units so the second parties can play the

digital audio signals through speakers of the second parties control units. A copy of the web

pages of N2k's web site on the worldwide web is attached as Exhibit B. These web pages are

accessed by a second party calling up N2k‘s web site through a telephone line with a computer

(second party control unit). Once the web site of N2k is accessed, the second party with the
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computer purchases with a credit card (electronic sale) the desired digital audio signals that are

offered for sale by N2k— and which the second party chooses to purchase. Once. the second

party provides the credit card number to N2k through the second party's computer, the desired

digital audio signals are transferred over telecommunications lines from the memory of N21( to

the computer of the second party. The second party then plays the desired digital audio

signals through the speakers of the computer of the second party.

Others have established web sites on the worldwide web and electronically

distributed for free digital audio signals from their respective memories to second parties

through telecommunications lines to second party control units so the second parties can play

the digital audio signals through speakers of the second parties' control units. These copiers

, have been sued by some of the major record labels in the United States for infringing these

major record labels' copyrights in the associated songs that are transferred over the worldwide

web through telecommunications lines as digital audio signals. See Exhibit C.

I further declare that all statements made herein of my own knowledge are true

and that all statements made on information and belief are believed to be true; and further, that

these statements are made with the knowledge that willful false statements in the like so made

are punishable by fine or imprisonment, or both, under Section 1001 of Title 18 of the United
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States Code, and that such willful false statements may jeopardize the validity of the

application or any patent issuing thereon.

/ 3 Hi: ' £21k
Date . Arth R. Hair
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE

In re Application of:

ARTHUR R. HAIR

Serial No. 08/471,964

A SYSTEM FOR TRANSMITTING

DESIRED DIGITAL VIDEO OR

AUDIO SIGNALS

Filed: June 6, 1995

Art Unit: 2413

Patent Examiner:

H. Nguyen

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15213

January 8, 1998

Assistant Commissioner for Patents

Washington, DC. 20231

Sir:

”EQIIABA l IQN UNDER 37 £2.53. §1.132

I, Arthur R. Hair, hereby declare that:

I am the inventor of the above-identified patent application.

I have reviewed the above-identified patent application, including the claims.

The entire right, title. and interest of my invention is assigned to Parsec

Sight/Sound, Inc., a Pennsylvania corporation.
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I am Chairman of the Board and Chief Technology Officer of Parsec

Sight/Sound, Inc.

Parsec Sight/Sound, Inc. has licensed the above-identified patent application to

Digital Sight/Sound, Inc., a Pennsylvania corporation. See Exhibit A.

Digital Sight/Sound, Inc. has raised more than one million dollars from

investors to operate a web site and sell electronically digital audio signals from its memory to

second parties through telecommunications lines to second party control units so the second

parties can play the digital audio signals through speakers of the second. parties’ control units.

Digital Sight/Sound, Inc. expects to have its updated web site operational to the public July I.

1998, so Digital Sight/Sound, Inc. can practice the claimed invention ofthe above-identified

patent application.

A copier of my claimed invention of the above-identified patent application,

N2k, has sold electronically digital audio signals from its memory to second parties through

telecommunications lines to second party control units so the second parties can play the

digital audio signals through speakers of the second parties control units. A copy of the web

pages of N2k's web site on the worldwide web is attached as Exhibit B. These web pages are

accessed by a second party calling up N2k’s web site through a telephone line with a computer

(second party control unit). Once the web site of N21: is accessed, the second party with the
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computer purchases with a credit card (electronic sale) the desired digital audio signals that are

offered for sale by N214 and which the second party chooses to purchase. Once the second

party provides the credit card number to N2k through the second party's computer, the desired

digital audio signals are transferred over telecommunications lines from the memory of N2k to

the computer of the second party. The second party then plays the desired digital audio

signals through the speakers of the computer of the second party.

Others have established web sites on the worldwide web and electronically

distributed for free digital audio signals from their respective memories to second parties

through telecommunications lines to second party control units so the second parties can play

the digital audio signals through speakers of the second parties’ control units. These copiers

have been sued by some of the major record labels in the United States for infringing these

major record labels’ copyrights in the associated songs that are transferred over the worldwide

web through telecommunications lines as digital audio signals. See Exhibit C.

I further declare that all statements made herein of my own knowledge are true

and that all statements made on information and belief are believed to be true; and further, that

these statements are made with the knowledge that willful false statements in the like so made

are punishable by fine or imprisonment, or both, under'Section 1001 of Title 18 of the United
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States Code, and that such willful false statements may jeopardize the validity of the

application or any patent issuing thereon.

I 5 Hi: 4%M "
Date ) Arth R. Hair
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‘ “Er" i:

Alton I. Gnu ' 75 Willow noac f
Technology TranSiflr PA Mcnlo Patk, CA 94025
Market Oevelonmem VIce Preéiuent 650 463-7533

AT&Y Lana _ FAX 650 327'3796' chufireseerchraucom ’iI

Apia 27, 1998 ‘

Scott Sande:

CEO and President "

Digital Sight/Sauna Inc.
Fuse: Sight/Sound Inc.
733 Washington Road, Suite le
Mount Lebanon. PA 15228

D63! Scott.

We appma‘atc you: undusundiag of A5553 internal proceduzcs. Given that 12b music“ is to be {aimed u a
separate and distinct vulture outside of AT&T, it all be more efficient it: have: 32b music sign the license dincdy
with Pusec Sight/Sound Incl after the legal ma’ty is formed. The following summan‘zes the plan that we have
signed to;

'1. D55 will sigri a license with AT&T fox the db music. platform (attachment 1), which will-bu assigncd to 23%
music when the new 32!) music legal entity is fornicd, which is anticipated to be with: 60 days,

2. D55 is euthanized by AT&T to Withhold payment of the NRE and annual minimum :oyalty payments
asmciaced with 1 above. md‘wiil remit such paymems to 32!) music within 10 business days from the Lime that 32b
music signs the PSS Patent License.

3‘ :2!) music Will Sign ch: PSS Patent License (attachment 2) within 10 business days after it is formed as a legal
entity. The license will be retroacu'vc to the dale ma: 1 flaw: is signed, and any royalties due under the agrccxncm
shall be xcmittcd pet the terms of the agreement. This conuacl-will be included in the asset/obligation listing for
the aZb music entity. .- .

4. We :ecognize the need to communicate a clan: message to customexs and the mulcetplace that D58 and a2b
music 1:: wozking togcilux in a complanmtary mama. A scale: :25 music :epzesenmdve will be available to
pzovidc z auppoiu've statement for a pm: xeleasc, should DSS elect to make such a release. In addition. cithe: ‘
someone £20m 32b music or I would be able to pam‘cipate in a conference call with any DSS cusromc: to confirm
this plan as necessary. '

S. I: is uridcxstood that the name of the new entity may not he a2b music, and that it is also possible that the assets
ofa2b music may be sold to a thixd party. Either case will tannin subject io these agrccmcms. Further, in the event
that «2!: muxic is not fanned a: a scpanb: :ntiry and i‘ ieiained by AT&T, AT&T shall have the option of taking
die license on behalf of the a2}; music "division."

Assuming this is acceptable to 05$ md PSS, plus: sign the two licenses in Imchmnt l and mum both of them to
um. I will sign them and mum on: no you. If you have any questions 0: concerns, please fccl Cece to comic: me.

incetely,  

 Ibex: B. Chn

Cc: H. Singer
j. Rudder -“-1!Eric-u?
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' SCOTT P. COOPER (State Bar No. 96905)
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mention; ARISTA RECORDS, INC. ,3
Delaware corporation; CAPITOL RECORDS)

:_ INC, a Delaware corporation; GEFFEN
; RECORDS, INC” 3 California corporation;
I ISLAND RECORDS. INC, 5 New York

( e0 ration; MAVERICK RECORDING
. CO ANY, a California general partnership;
5 MCA RECORDS, INC, A Califomia
E corpomion; SONY MUSIC '
1 Emmmmm me. a Delaware

corporation; and WARNER BROS.
2 0 ; RECORDS INC. 2 Delaware corporation.

Plaintiffs,

15

16

17 \“J\l\i\/\I
18

1.9

21.

22

: INTERNET SITE KNOWN AS FRESH
.1 KUTZ; and DOES I through X.

Defendants.

23

24
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25
[

25;

27

23
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IN THE UNHED STATES DISTRICT COURT

FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS
DALLAS DIVISION

 

MCA RECORDS, INC.,

A&M RECORDS, INC,

CAPITOL RECORDS, INC.,

ISLAND RECORDS, INC"

MAVERICK RECORDING COMPANY, Civil Aedon No.

POLYGRAM RECORDS, INC,

SONY MUSIC ENTERTAINMENT INC" and

WARNER BROTHERS RECORDS INC. COMPLAINI'

‘ “Plaintifis. "

v. '

INTERNET SITE KNOWN AS .

FFP://PARSOFT.COWb/IP3$/ and DOES I-X.

inclusive.

Defendants.

Plaintifi's, MCA Records, Inc.. A & M Records, Inc., Capitol Records, 1110.,

Island Records, Inc., Maverick Rwording Company, PonGi-am Records, Inc.. Sony Music

Entertainment Inc., and Warner Brothers Records, inc. (coneetively 'Plaintifi's’), for their

Complaint against Defendants Internet Site operating at “find/momcowms" and Does I-X,

inclusive (collectively “Defendants") allege as follows: - '

W

I 1. This case involves the infringement of Plaintifi’ copyrighted sound recordings by

Defendants via the Internet. Defendants have created and maintain an Internet site known as

“ftp://parsofi.Coni/MP33” C‘Defendants’ Site”), the sole purpose of which is the reproduction,
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UNITEDSTATESDISTRICT COURT
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT or NEW YORK

SONY MUSIC ENTERTAmmNT INC; @91ng‘. 4 2435
 

A&M RECORDS. INCu

ARISTA RECORDS, INC"
ATLANTIC RECORDING CORPORATION, Civil Action No.

‘ CAPITOL RECORDS, INC.
~ISLANDRECORDSIN.C. . ,~ - ~ . _' ._:
LONDON RECORDS, . " TEMPORARY RESI'RAINING
MAVERICK RECORDING COMPANY. ORDER AND ORDER TO
MCA RECORDS, INC. ,and SHOW CAUSE RE: ' .
WARNER BROS RECORDS INC.. PRELIMDIARY INJUNCTION

Plaintiffs. '
v.

INTERNET SITE KNOWN AS‘

“FTP://208.197.0.28/", DOE I (a/k/a

“FWIBBLY"). and DOES II-X, inclusive,

Defendants.

 

Unon consideration ofthe Motion fora Temrgoraxy Restraining Order and Order
. A _ (.1 \

To Show Cause, and the entire record herein, it is this i'aay of June 1997.I

ORDERED, that for a period of ten (10) days from the issuance of this Order.

good cause having heen shown pursuant to Rule 65 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure

that immediate and irreparable injury and damage will result to plaintiffs before the motion for
a preliminary injunetion can be heard and decided, Defendants, their agents, servants and

employees, and all persons acting in concen with them or assisting them through the provision
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" UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE SOUTHERN DISTRICT OF NEW YORK

 

SONY MUSIC ENTERTAINMENT lNC.. @QC'IV.‘ .. 4245 _
A&M RECORDS, INC»

ARISTA RECORDS. INC“
ATLANTIC RECORDING CORPORATION, Civil Action No.

CAPITOLRECORDS, IN__C.,
- ISLAND RECORDS, INC”
LONDON RECORDS, . ‘ I I I» . TEMPORARY RESIRAINING
MAVERICK RECORDING COMPANY. ORDER AND ORDER TO

MCA RECORDS, INC. ,and SHOW CAUSE RE: .

WARNER BROS RECORDS INC“ PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION

Plaintiffs,

V.

INTERNET SITE KNOWN AS

"FTP://208.197.0.28/", DOE I (a/k/a

“FWIBBLY"). and DOES II-X, inclusive,

Defendants. '
 

Upon consideration ofthe Motion for; Teaporary Restraining Order and Order
‘ . _ . L1 \

To Show Cause, and the entire record herein, it is this i’day of June 1997,I

ORDERED, that for a period often (10) days from the issuance of this Order.

good cause having heen shown pursuant to Rule 65 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure

that immediate and irreparable injury and damage will result to plaintiff's before the motion for
a preliminary injunction can be heard and decided, Defendants. their agents, servants and

employees. and all persons acting in concert with them or assisting them through the provision
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This Page. is Inserted by IFW Indexing and Scanning
Operations and is not part of the Official Record

BEST AVAILABLE IMAGES

Defective images within this document are accurate representations Of the original
documents submitted by the applicant.

befects in the images include but are not limited to the items checked:

El BLACK BORDERS

Cl IMAGE CUT OFF AT TOP, BOTTOM OR SIDES I

- fl FADED TEXT OR DRAWING _
El BLURRED OR ILLEGI-BLE TEXT OR DRAWING

El. SKEWEDISLANTED IMAGES

CI COLOR OR BLACK AND WHIPE PHOTOGRAPHS

El GRAY SCALE DOCUMENTS ‘ I

E] LINES OR MARKS ON ORIGINAL DOCUMENT '

IMAGESARE BEST AVAILABLE COPY.
As rescanning these documents will notcorrect the image i
problems checked, please do not report these problems to
the IFW Image Problem Mailbox. ‘ .
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S" ti}! ’9‘ .' "1' - UNITED SYAYES DEPARTMEN' OF COMMERCE

g 37 Patent and Trademark Ottico
$0,, 6 Address: COMMISSIONER OF PATENYS AND TRADEMARKS"" Washington. 0.0. 20231

1’ SERIILlN ' ‘. . . . -.r:

.... v . . , ,- .,.-... _.__. ., . ,___._r

. , - , l_ — _EXAMINER

  

 
 

 
 

”r I V ’ V 7 am thtTn‘uj—_EAPER NUMBER
.. .. i. ”w :wf'-“ -'-~—-——-1

3.7 35’ 16' j. _, . ..__._~ ._ .___.__4
~. .  

:‘-n v. fin.- .'

99—! t t i 9 9
Below Is a communlcatlon from the EXAMINER In charge of MI: appllcarlon

COMMISSIONER OF PA TEN7S AND THA DEMARKS

ADVISORY ACTION

m THE PERIOD FOR RESPONSE:
z . .. Watamok + ‘a) m is extended to run __'=:_ or continues to run from the date at the '

b) [j expires three months from the date of the final rejection or as oi the mailing date 01 this Advisory Action, whichever is later. In no
event however. will the statutory period lor the response expire later than six months from the date of the final rejection,

Any extension of time must be obtained by liling a petition under 37 CFR 1,136(a). the proposed response and the appropriate tea.
The date on which the response. the petition , and the tee have been tiled is the date ol the response and also the date tor the
purposes of determining the period at extension and the corresponding amount of the tee, Any extension lee pursuant to 37 CFR
1.17 will be calculated from the date of the originally set shortened statutory period lor response or as set fonh in b) above.

m Appellant's Brief is due in accordance with 37 CFR t.t92(a . 
 

Applicant's response to the linal rejection, tiled _ Ito place the application in condition lor allowance:
__ has been considered with the lollowing effect, but it is not deemed

1. [j The proposed amendments to the claim and Ior specification will not be entered and the final rejection stands because:

a. C] There is no convincing showing under 37 CFR 1.1 16(b) why the proposed amendment is necessary and was not earlierpresented.

b. [I They raise new issues that would require further consideration and’or search. (See Note).

c. D They raise the issue of new matter. (See Note).

d. [:I They are not deemed to place the application in better form for appeal by materially reducing or simplilying the issues forappeal

8. [:1 They present additional claims without cancelling a corresponding number oi finally rejected claims.

NOTE: 
 
 
 

2. D Newly proposed or amended claims__— would be allowed it submitted in a separately filed amendment cancellingthe non»allowable claims.

3, K Upon the filing an appeal, the proposed amendment C] will be entered [:I will not be entered and the status ol the claims willbe as follows:

Claims allowed:
Claims objected to:

Claims rejected:.3: .
However;

 

D Applicant's response has overcome the following reiectiords):
 

    ri

    
 

   
 
 

  

7‘7“» 4, . ‘on "2‘ been considered but dc; s not overcome th rejection beca se ’3_..——.. - -~"“ ‘ . ~A ’1 "cl

f . . . .52. )

5. E] The allidavit or exhibit will not be considered because applicant as not shown good and so roent reasons why it was not tier 8 j -presented. . <2 I IV)? I A‘ _). I

see ngbFLEXiBNC' V' WQUIP. CoEP. argugpa I '
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O ! ,o ttorney’s Docket No. Jaws;— PATENT g

JUN 19A IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE AH b. O _

313. I 1 ”Mtg application of: Arthur R. Hair
“9,; Sergil No.: 0 8 /471,964 Group No.: 2785

“4034”“? d3 June 6, 1995 Examiner: Hoa Nguyen
For: A SYSTEM FOR TRANSMITTING DESIRED DIGITAL VIDEO OR AUDIO SIGNALS

Assistant Commissioner for Patents

Washington, D.C. 20231

TRANSMITTAL OF APPEAL BRIEF (PATENT APPLICATION—37 C.F.R. 192)

1. Transmitted herewith, in triplicate, is the APPEAL BRIEF in this application, with respect

to the Notice of Appeal filed on Januar 9: 1998 .
NOTE: "The appellant shall, within 2 months from the date of the notice of appeal under 5 1. 791 (a) or within

the time allowed for response to the action appealed from, if such time is later, file a brief in triplicate.”
37 C.F.R. 1.192(a) [emphasis added].

2. STATUS OF APPLICANT:

This application is on behalf of

 

r

[:1 other than a small entity.

E a small entity.

A verified statement:

Cl is attachegr,_,,.,_,

E1 was already filed.

'JBEI
N3
J
l

0.:
oetaamass, 6|=Dli~iii6|was”Nada...”...06181611993 m~.moommmiti~e APPEAL BRIEF

; ~' “[5321; Pursuant tthR» 1.176), the fee for filing the Appeal Brief is:
[El small entity' . $15000 : GE
[3 other than a small entity $30000

Appeal Brief fee due 3fl 

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING/TRANSMISSION (37 C.F.R.V1.Ba)

l hereby certify that this correspondence is, on the date shown below. being:

MAILING FACSIMILE

:X deposited with the United States Postal 1: transmitted by facsimile to the

' Service, with sufficient postage, as first class Patent and Trademark Office.
mail, in an envelope addressed .to the.

: Assistant Commissioner for Patents, (--

' Washington, DC. 20231. //x A0 W
_ Signature

Date: my ‘ Tracey L. Milka .
(type or print name of person certifying)

(Transmittal of Appeal Brief [9-6.11—page 1 of 3)
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4. EXTENSION OF TERM

5

NOTE: The time periods set forth in 37 C58. 1.192(a) are subject to the provision of § 1.136 for patent
applications. 37 C.F.R. 1.191(d). See also Notice of November 5, 1985 (1060 0.6. 27).

The proceedings herein are for a patent application and the provisions of 37 C.F.R. 1.136
apply.

(complete (a) or (b), as applicable)

(a) m Applicant petitions for an extension of time under 37C.F.Fl. 1.136
(fees: 37 C.F.R. 1.17(a)-(d)) for the total number of months checked below:

Extension Fee for other than Fee for

(months) small entity small entity

El one month $110.00 $55.00
Cl two months $390.00 $195.00
on three months $930.00 $465.00

C] four months $1,470.00 $735.00 ‘

Fee 3 475 . 00

If an additional extension of time is required, please consider this a petition therefor.

(check and complete the next item, if applicable)

1:! An extension for

paid therefor of $ ‘

 
months has already been secured, and the fee

is deducted from the total fee due for the total

months of extension now requested. '

Extension fee due with this request $

or

(b) [I Applicant believes that no extension of term is required. However, this condi-
tional petition is being made to provide for the possibility that applicant has
inadvertently overlooked the need for a petition and fee for extension of time.

5. TOTAL FEE DUE

The total fee due is:

. Appeal brief fee 3
155.00

Extension fee (if any) $ 475-09

6. FEE PAYMENT

[3 Attached is a check in the sum of 8

El Charge Account No.

TOTAL FEE DUE $ 630-00

630.00.

the sum of S

A duplicate of this transmittal is attached.

(Transmittal of Appeal Brief [9-6.11—page 2 of 3)
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7. FEE DEFICIENCY

NOTE: If there is a fee deficiency and there is no authorization to charge an account, additional fees are
necessary to cover the additional time consumed in making up the original deficiency. If the maximum
six-month period has expired before the deficiency is noted and corrected. the application is held
abandoned. In those instances where authorization to charge is included, processing delays are
encountered in returning the papers to the PTO Finance Branch in order to apply these charges prior
to action on the cases. Authorization to change the deposit account for any fee deficiency should be
checked. See the Notice of April 7. 1986, 1065 0.6. 31-33.

(X1 If any additional extension and/or fee is required, this is a request therefor and
to charge Account No. 19-0737 ,7

AND/OR

 

[E If any additional fee for claims is required, charge

Account No. 19-0737 '_
 

SIGNATURE OF ATTORNEY

Reg. No.: 30,587
Ansel M. Schwartz 

(type or print name of attorney)

Tel. No.: (412) 621-9222 425 N. Craig Street
Suite 301‘_____—____

P.O. Address

Pittsburgh , PA 15213 

(Transmittal of Appeal Brief [9-6.11—page 3 of 3)
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ARTHUR R. HAIR {tomom‘é’

Serial No. 08/471,964

Filed: June 6, 1995

For: A SYSTEM FOR TRANSMITTING

DESIRED DIGITAL VIDEO OR

AUDIO SIGNALS

Assistant Commissioner for Patents

Washington, DC. 20231

VVVVVVVVVVV
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania§15213§UZ S ‘

June 9, 1998

BRIEF ON APPEAL

Sir:

Group Art Unit: $2785

m’l

ON APPEAL TO THE BOARD

OF APPEALS

Appeal No.

Examiner: Hoa Nguyen

.le86r
1138l.089

1'1i
F

swimming MFQENG<. —- m

I hereby germ tha@ coflpondgfine 1:.
being deposited with the Unitrdjtates Pests-I
Service as itirs‘ class mail ifln envelnpe

addresced to: go. ”is inn-er cl Patents and
TrademarksIWa '. -. ‘
on

 

 

 
  nsel H. Schwartz

Registra' n No 50,587

ate

This is an appeal brief from the Final Rejection dated July 10, 1997, for the

above—identified patent application.

I. Status of Claims

A. Total Number of Claims in Application: Claims in the application are 1—63.

‘ WIS/1990!!“ 00000060004719“

01 mazo 155.00 i‘m -
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B. Status of all the Claims:

Claims Pending: Claims 1-63 are pending.

Claims Rejected: Claims 1-63 were rejected.

Claims 9—15, 17—28, 43—56, 61 and 62 are apparatus claims. Claims 1-8, 16, 29-42,

57—60 and 63 are method claims.

C. Real Party in Interest:

The real party in interest concerning the above-identified patent application is the

assignee, Parsec Sight/Sound, Inc.

D. Related Appeals and Interferences:

There are no related appeals or interferences to the above-identified patent application.
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 E. The Claims on A eal are as Follows: 

1. A method for transferring desired digital video or digital audio signals comprising

the steps of:

forming a connection through telecommunications lines between a first memory of a

first party and a second memory of a second party control unit of a second party, said first

memory having said desired digital video or digital audio signals;

selling electronically by the first party to the second party through telecommunications

lines, the desired digital video or digital audio signals in the first memory; and

transferring the desired digital video or digital audio signals from the first memory of

the first party to the second memory of the second party control unit of the second party

through telecommunications lines while the second party control unit with the second memory

is in possession and control of the second party; and playing through speakers of the second

party control unit the digital video or digital audio signals in the second memory, said speakers

of the second party control unit connected with the second memory of the second party control

unit.
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2. A method as described in Claim 34 including after the transferring step, the step of

storing the desired digital video or digital audio signals in the second memory.

3. A method as described in Claim 2 including before the transferring step, the step of

electronically coding the desired digital video or digital audio signals into a configuration

which would prevent unauthorized reproduction of the desired digital video or digital audio

signals.

4. A method as described in Claim 3 wherein the first memory includes a first party

hard disk having a plurality of digital video or digital audio signals, and a sales random access

memory chip which temporarily stores a replica of the desired digital video or digital audio

signals purchased by the second party for subsequent transfer via telecommunications lines to

the second memory of the second party; and including before the transferring step, there is the

step of storing a replica of the desired digital video or digital audio signals from the hard disk

into the sales random access memory chip.

5. A method as described in Claim 4 wherein the second party control unit has a

second party integrated circuit which controls and executes commands of the second party, and

a second party control panel connected to the second party integrated circuit, and before the

forming step, there is the step of commanding the second party integrated circuit with the
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second party control panel to initiate the purchase of the desired digital video or digital audio

signals from the first party.

6. A method as described in Claim 5 wherein the second memory of the second party

control unit includes an incoming random access memory chip which temporarily stores the

desired digital video or digital audio signals received from the sales random access memory

chip, a second party hard disk for storing the desired digital video or digital audio signals, and

a playback random access memory chip for temporarily storing the desired digital video or

digital audio signals for sequential playback; and the storing step includes the steps of storing

the desired digital video or digital audio signals in the incoming random access memory chip,

transferring the desired digital video or digital audio signals from the incoming random access

memory chip to the second party hard disk, storing the desired digital video or digital audio

signals in the second party hard disk, commanding the second party integrated circuit with the

second party control panel to play the desired digital video or digital audio signals and

transferring a replica of the desired digital video or digital audio signals from the second party

hard disk to the playback random access memory chip for playback.

7. A method as described in Claim 6 including after the transferring step, there is the

step of repeating the commanding, playing, and transferring a replica steps.
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8. A method for transferring digital video or digital audio signals from a first party to

a second party comprising the steps of:

placing a second party control unit in possession and control of the second party by the

second party at a desired location determined by the second party;

entering into a second party control panel of the second party control unit of the second

party commands by the second party to purchase desired digital video or digital audio signals

from a first party;

forming a connection through telecommunications lines between a first memory of the

first party and a second memory of the second party control unit, said first memory having

desired digital video or digital audio signals;

selling electronically by the first party to the second party through telecommunications

lines, the desired digital video or digital audio signals in the first memory;

transferring the desired digital video or digital audio signals from the first memory of

the first party into the second memory of the second party through telecommunications lines

while the second memory is in possession and control of the second party;
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entering into the second party control panel commands to play the desired digital video

or digital audio signals in the second memory of the second party control unit; and

playing the desired digital video or digital audio signals with the second party control

unit.

9. A system for transferring digital video or digital audio signals comprising:

a first party control unit having a first memory having desired digital video or digital

audio signals, and means or a mechanism for electronically selling the desired digital video or

digital audio signals;

a second party control unit having a second party control panel, a second memory

connected to the second party control panel, and means or a mechanism for playing the desired

digital video or digital audio signals connected to the second memory and the second party

control panel, said playing means or mechanism operatively controlled by the second party

control panel, said second party control unit remote from the first party control unit, said

second party control unit placed by the second party at a location determined by the second

party; and
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telecommunications lines connected to the first party control unit and the second party

control unit through which the electronic sales of the desired digital video or digital audio

signals occur and through which the desired digital video or digital audio signals are

electronically transferred from the first memory to the second memory while the second

memory is in possession and control of the second party after the desired digital video or

digital audio signals are sold to the second party by the first party.

10. A system as described in Claim 9 wherein the first party control unit includes a

first party hard disk having a plurality of digital video or digital audio signals which include

the desired digital video or digital audio signals, and a sales random access memory chip

electronically connected to the first party hard disk for storing a replica of the desired digital

video or digital audio signals of the first party's hard disk.

11. A system as described in Claim 10 wherein the second party control unit includes

a second party hard disk which stores a plurality of digital video or digital audio signals, and a

playback random access memory chip electronically connected to the second party hard disk

for storing a replica of the desired digital video or digital audio signals as a temporary staging

area for playback.

12. A system as described in Claim 11 wherein the first party control unit includes a

first party control integrated circuit which controls and executes commands of the first party
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and is connected to the first party hard disk, the first party sales random access memory, and

the second party control integrated circuit through the telecommunications lines, said first

party control integrated circuit and said second party control integrated circuit regulate the

transfer of the desired digital video or digital audio signals; and a first party control panel

through which the first party control integrated circuit is programmed and is sent commands

and which is connected to the first party control integrated circuit.

13. A system as described in Claim 12 wherein the second party control unit includes

a second party control integrated circuit which controls and executes commands of the second

party and is connected to the second party hard disk, the playback random access memory, and

the first party control integrated circuit through the telecommunications lines, said second

party control integrated circuit and said first party control integrated circuit regulate the

transfer of the desired digital video or digital audio signals; and a second party control panel

through which the second party control integrated circuit is programmed and is sent commands

and which is connected to the second party integrated circuit.

14. A system as described in Claim 13 wherein the second party control unit includes

an incoming random access memory chip connected to the second party hard drive and the

second party control integrated circuit, and the first party control unit through the

telecommunications lines for temporarily storing the desired digital video or digital audio
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signals received from the first party's control unit for subsequent storage to the second party

hard disk.

15. A system as described in Claim 14 wherein the second party control unit includes

a video display unit connected to the playback random access memory chip and to the second

party integrated circuit for displaying the desired digital video or digital audio signals.

16. A method for transmitting desired digital video or digital audio signals stored on a ‘

first memory of a first party to a second memory of a second party comprising the steps of:

placing a second party control unit having a receiver and the second memory connected

to the receiver by the second party at a desired location determined by the second party;

selling electronically Via telecommunications lines to the second party at a location

remote from the first memory by the first party controlling use of the first memory, said

second party financially distinct from the first party, said second party in control and in

possession of the second memory;

connecting electronically via telecommunications lines the first memory with the second

memory such that the desired digital video or digital audio signals can pass therebetween;

-10-
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transmitting the desired digital video or digital audio signals from the first memory

with a transmitter in control and possession of the first party to the receiver of the second

party control unit having the second memory at the location determined by the second party

while said receiver is in possession and control of the second party;

storing the digital video or digital audio signals in the second memory; and playing the

digital video or digital audio signals in the second memory with the second party control unit.

17. A system for transmitting desired digital video or digital audio signals stored on a

first memory of a first party to a second memory of a second party comprising:‘

means or a mechanism for transferring money electronically via telecommunications

lines from the second party to the first party controlling use of the first memory, at a location

remote from the second memory, said second party controlling use and in possession of the

second memory;

means or a mechanism for connecting electronically via telecommunications lines the

first memory with the second memory such that the desired digital video or digital audio

signals can pass therebetween, said connecting means or mechanism in electrical

communication with the transferring means or mechanism;

-11-
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means or a mechanism for transmitting the desired digital video or digital audio signals

from the first memory with a transmitter in control and possession of the first party to a

receiver having the second memory while said receiver is in possession and control of the

second party, said receiver placed at a location determined by the second party, said

transmitting means or mechanism in electrical communication with said connecting means or

mechanism;

means or a mechanism for storing the digital video or digital audio signals in the

second memory, said storing means or mechanism in electrical communication with said

transmitting means or mechanism; and means or mechanism for playing the digital video or

digital audio signals stored in the second memory, said playing means or mechanism connected

to the second memory.

18. A system as described in Claim 17 wherein the connecting means or mechanism

comprise a first control unit in possession and control of the first party and a second controlI

unit in possession and control of the second party.

19. A system as described in Claim 18 wherein the first control unit comprises a first

control panel, first control integrated circuit and a sales random access memory, said sales

random access memory and said first control panel in electrical communication with said first

control integrated circuit, said second control unit comprising a second control panel, a second

-12-
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control integrated circuit, an incoming random access memory and a playback random access

memory, said second control panel, said incoming random access memory and said playback

random access memory in electrical communication with said second control integrated circuit.

20. A system as described in Claim 19 wherein the telecommunications lines include

telephone lines.

21. A system as described in Claim 20 wherein the first memory comprises a first hard

disk and the second memory comprises a second hard disk.

22. A system as described in Claim 21 including a video display and speakers in

possession and control of the second party, said video display and speakers in electrical

communication with said second control integrated circuit.

23. A system for transmitting desired digital video or digital audio signals stored on a

first memory of a first party at a first location to a second memory of a second party at a

second party location comprising:

means or a mechanism for the first party to charge a fee to the second party for access

to the desired digital video or digital audio signals at a location remote from the second

-13-
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location, said first party controlling use of the first memory, said second party controlling use

and in possession of the second memory;

means or a mechanism for connecting electronically via telecommunications lines the

first memory with the second memory such that the desired digital video or digital audio

signals can pass therebetween, said connecting means or mechanism in electrical

communication with the transferring means or mechanism;

means or a mechanism for transmitting the desired digital video or digital audio signals

from the first memory with a transmitter in control and possession of the first party to a

receiver having the second memory while said receiver is in possession and control of the

second party, said receiver placed by the second party at the second party location determined

by the second party, said transmitting means or mechanism in electrical communication with

said connecting means or mechanism;

means or a mechanism for storing the digital video or digital audio signals in the

second memory, said storing means or mechanism in electrical communication with said

transmitting means or mechanism; and means or mechanism for playing the digital video or

digital audio signals stored in the second memory, said playing means or mechanism connected

to the second memory.

-14-
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24. A system as described in Claim 61 wherein the connecting means or mechanism

comprise a first control unit in possession and control of the first party and a second control

unit in possession and control of the second party.

25. A system as described in Claim 24 wherein the first control unit comprises a first

control panel, first control integrated circuit and a-sales random access memory, said sales

random access memory and said first control panel in electrical communication with said first

control integrated circuit, said second control unit comprising a second control panel, a second

control integrated circuit, an incoming random access memory and a playback random access

memory, said second control panel, said incoming random access memory and said playback

random access memory in electrical communication with said second control integrated circuit.

26. A system as described in Claim 25 wherein the telecommunications lines include

telephone lines.

27. A system as described in Claim 26 wherein the first memory comprises a first hard

disk and the second memory comprises a second hard disk.

28. A system as described in Claim 27 including a video display and speakers in

possession and control of the second party, said video display and speakers in electrical

communication with said second control integrated circuit.

-15-
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29. A method for transmitting desired digital video or digital audio signals stored in a

first memory of a first party at a first party location to a second memory of a second party

comprising the steps of:

placing a second party control unit having the second memory by the second party at a

desired second party location determined by the second party, said second party location

remote from the first party location;

charging a fee by the first party to the second party at a location remote from the

second party location so the second party can obtain access to the digital video or digital audio

signals possessed by the first party, said first party and said second party in communication via

said telecommunications lines;

connecting electronically via telecommunications lines the first memory with the second

memory such that the desired digital video or digital audio signals can pass therebetween;

transferring electronically via telecommunications lines the digital video or digital

audio signals from a first location with the first memory to the desired second party location

with the second memory while the second memory is in possession and control of the second

party, said second party location remote from said first location, said first memory in

communication with said second memory via the telecommunications lines;

-16-
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storing the digital video or digital audio signals in the second memory; and playing the

digital video or digital audio signals stored in the second memory with the second party

control unit.

30. A method as described in Claim 37 including after the transferring step, there is

the step of repeating the charging a fee, connecting, and transferring steps.

31. A method for transmitting desired digital video or digital audio signals stored on a

first memory of a first party to a second memory of a second party comprising the steps of:

selling electronically via telecommunications lines to the second party at a location

remote from the first memory by the first party controlling use of the first memory, said

second party financially distinct from the first party, said second party in control and in

possession of a second party control unit having a receiver and the second memory connected

to the receiver;

connecting electronically via telecommunications lines the first memory with the second

memory such that the desired digital video or digital audio signals can pass therebetween;

transmitting the desired digital video or digital‘audio signals from the first memory

with a transmitter in control and possession of the first party to the receiver connected to the

-17-
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second memory of the second party control unit at the location determined by the second party

while said second party control unit is in possession and control of the second party;

storing the digital video or digital audio signals in the second memory; and playing the

digital video or digital audio signals stored in the second memory with the second party

control unit.

32. A method as described in Claim 1 wherein the second party is at a second party

location and the step of selling electronically includes the step of charging a fee via

telecommunications lines by the first party to the second party at a first party location remote

from the second party location.

33. A method as described in Claim 32 wherein the second party has an account and

the step of charging a fee includes the step of charging the account of the second party.

34. A method as described in Claim 33 wherein the step of charging the account of the

second party includes the steps of telephoning the first party controlling use of the first

memory by the second party; providing a credit card number of the second party controlling

the second memory to the first party controlling the first memory so the second party is

charged money.

—18-
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35. A method as described in Claim 29 wherein the step of charging a fee includes the

step of charging a fee via telecommunications lines by the first party to the second party at a

location remote from the second party location.

36. A method as described in Claim 35 wherein the second party has an account and

the step of charging a fee includes the step of charging the account of the second party.

37. A method as described in Claim 36 wherein the step of charging the account of the

second party includes the steps of telephoning the first party controlling use of the first

memory by the second party; providing a credit card number of the second party controlling

the second'memory to the first party controlling the first memory so the second party is

charged money.

38. A method for transferring desired digital video or digital audio signals from a first

party to a second party comprising the steps of:

placing a second party control unit having a second memory by the second party at a

desired location determined by the second party;

-19-
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fomiing a connection through telecommunications lines between a first memory of a

first party and the second memory of the second party, said first memory having said desired

digital video or digital audio signals;

selling electronically by the first party to the second party through telecommunications

lines, the desired digital video or digital audio signals in the first memory;

transferring the desired digital video or digital audio signals from the first memory of

the first party to the second memory of the second party through telecommunications lines;

and playing the digital video or digital audio signals stored in the second memory with the

second party control unit.

39. A method as described in Claim 38 wherein the second party is at a second party

location and the step of selling electronically includes the step of charging a fee Via

telecommunications lines by the first party to the second party at a first party location remote

from the second party location.

40. A method as described in Claim 39 wherein the second party has an account and

the step of charging a fee includes the step of charging the account of the second party.

-20-
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41. A method as described in Claim 40 wherein the step of charging the account of the

second party includes the steps of telephoning the first party controlling use of the first

memory by the second party; providing a credit card number of the second party controlling

the second memory to the first party controlling the first memory so the second party is

charged money.

42. A method for transferring desired digital video or digital audio signals comprising

the steps of:

placing a second party control unit having a second memory by the second party at a

desired second party location determined by the second party;

forming a connection through telecommunications lines between a first memory of a

first party and the second memory of a second party, said first memory having said desired

digital video or digital audio signals;

incurring a fee by the second party to the first party for the use of telecommunications

lines, the desired digital video or digital audio signals in the first memory;

transferring the desired digital video or digital audio signals from the first memory of

the first party to the second memory of the second party through telecommunications lines

-21-
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while the second memory is in possession and control of the second party; and playing the

digital video or digital audio signals stored in the second memory with the second party

control unit.

43. A system for transferring digital video signals from a first party to a second party

at a second party location comprising:

a first party control unit having a first memory having a plurality of desired individual

video selections as desired digital video signals, and means or a mechanism for the first party

to charge a fee to the second party for access to the desired digital video signals at a location

remote from the second party location;

a second party control unit having a second party control panel, a receiver and a video

display for playing the desired digital video signals received by the receiver, said second party

control panel connected to the video display and the receiver, said receiver and video display

operatively controlled by the second party control panel, said second party control unit remote

from the first party control unit, said second party control unit placed by the second party at a

second party location determined by the second party which is remote from said first party

control unit, said second party choosing the desired digital video signals from the first memory

with said second party control panel; and

-22-
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telecommunications lines connected to the first party control unit and the second party

control unit through which the desired digital video signals are electronically transferred from

the first memory to the receiver while the second party control unit is in possession and

control of the second party after the desired digital video signals are sold to the second party

by the first party.

44. A system as described in Claim 43 wherein the second party control unit includes

a second memory which is connected to the receiver and the video display, said second

memory storing the digital video signals that are received by the receiver to provide the video

display with the digital video signals.

45. A system as described in Claim 44 wherein the first party control unit includes a

first party hard disk having a plurality of digital video signals which include the desired digital

video signals, and a sales random access memory chip electronically connected to the first

party hard disk for storing a replica of the desired digital video signals of the first party's hard

disk.

46. A system as described in Claim 45 wherein the second party control unit includes

a second party hard disk which stores a plurality of digital video signals, and a playback

random access memory chip electronically connected to the second party hard disk for storing

a replica of the desired digital video signals as a temporary staging area for playback.

-23-
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47. A system as described in Claim 46 wherein the first party control unit includes a

first party control integrated circuit which controls and executes commands of the first party

and is connected to the first party hard disk, the first party sales random access memory, and

the second party control integrated circuit through the telecommunications lines, said first

party control integrated circuit and said second party control integrated circuit regulate the

transfer of the desired digital video signals; and a first party control panel through which the

first party control integrated circuit is programmed and is sent commands and which is

connected to the first party control integrated circuit.

48. A system as described in Claim 47 wherein the second party control unit includes

a second party control integrated circuit which controls and executes commands of the second

party and is connected to the second party hard disk, the playback random access memory, and

the first party control integrated circuit through the telecommunications lines, said second

party control integrated circuit and said first party control integrated circuit regulate the

transfer of the desired digital video signals; and a second party control panel through which

the second party control integrated circuit is programmed and is sent commands and which is

connected to the second party integrated circuit.

49. A system as described in Claim 48 wherein the second party control unit includes

an incoming random access memory chip connected to the second party hard drive and the

second party control integrated circuit, and the first party control unit through the
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telecommunications lines for temporarily storing the desired digital video signals received

from the first party's control unit for subsequent storage to the second party hard disk.

50. A system as described in Claim 49 wherein the second party control unit includes

a video display unit connected to the playback random access memory chip and to the second

party integrated circuit for displaying the desired digital video signals.

51. A system as described in Claim 43 wherein the means or mechanism for charging

a fee includes means or a mechanism for charging a fee via telecommunications lines by the

first party to the second party at a location remote from the second party location.

52. A system as described in Claim 51 wherein the second party has an account and

the means or mechanism for charging a fee includes means or a mechanism for charging the

account of the second party.

. 53. A system as described in Claim 52 wherein the means or mechanism for charging

the account includes means or a mechanism for charging a credit card number of the second

party .

54. A system as described in Claim 9 wherein the means or mechanism for

electronically selling includes means or a mechanism for electronically selling includes means
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or a mechanism for charging a fee via telecommunications lines by the first party to the second

party at a first party location remote from the second party location.

55. A system as described in Claim 54 wherein the second party has an account and

the means or mechanism for charging a fee includes means or a mechanism for charging the

account of the second party.

56. A system as described in Claim 55 wherein the means or mechanism for charging

the account includes means or a mechanism for receiving a credit card number of the second

party.

57. A method for transmitting desired digital video signals stored in a first memory

having a plurality of individual video selections as digital video signals of a first party at a first

party location to a second party at a second party location so the second party can view thet

desired digital video signals comprising the steps of:

placing by the second party a receiver, and a video display connected to the receiver at

the second party location determined by the second party which is remote from the first party

location;
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charging a fee by the first party to the second party at a location remote from the

second party location so the second party can obtain access to the desired digital video signals;

connecting electronically via telecommunications lines the first memory with a receiver

of the second party while the receiver is in possession and control of the second party;

choosing the desired digital video signals by the second party from the first memory of

the first party so desired video selections are selected;

transmitting the desired digital video signals from the first memory with a transmitter

in control and possession of the first party to the receiver of the second party while the

receiver is in possession and control of the second party at the second party location

determined by the second party; and

displaying the desired video signals received by the receiver on the video display in

possession and control of the second party.

58. A method as described in Claim 57 wherein the step of charging a fee includes the

step of charging a fee via telecommunications lines by the first party to the second party so the

second party can obtain access to the desired digital video signals stored on the first memory. ,
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59. A method as described in Claim 58 wherein the second party has an account and

the step of charging a fee includes the step of charging the account of the second party.

. 60. A method as described in Claim 59 wherein the step of charging the account of the

second party includes the steps of telephoning the first party controlling use of the first

memory by the second party; providing a credit card number of the second party controlling

the second memory to the first party controlling the first memory so the second party is

charged money.

61. A system as described in Claim 23 wherein the means or mechanism for the first

party to charge a fee includes means or a mechanism for transferring money electronically via

telecommunications lines to the first party at a location remote from the second memory at the

second location.

62. A system for transferring digital audio signals from a first party to a second party

at a second party location comprising:

a first party control unit having a first memory having a plurality of desired individual

songs as desired digital audio signals, and means or a mechanism for the first party to charge a

fee to the second party for access to the desired digital audio signals at a location remote from

the second party location;
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a second party control unit having a second party control panel, a receiver and speakers

for playing the desired digital audio signals received by the receiver, said second party control

panel connected to the speakers and the receiver, said receiver and speakers operatively

controlled by the second party control panel, said second party control unit remote from the

first party control unit, said second party control unit placed by the second party at a second

party location determined by the second party which is remote from said first party control

unit, said second party choosing the desired digital audio signals from the first memory with

said second party control panel; and

telecommunications lines connected to the first party control unit and the second party

control unit through which the desired digital audio signals are electronically transferred from

the first memory to the receiver while the second party control unit is in possession and

control of the second party after the desired digital audio signals are sold to the second party

by the first party.

63. A method for transmitting desired digital audio signals stored in a first memory

having a plurality of individual songs as digital audio signals of a first party at a first party

location to a second party at a second party location so the second party can view the desired

digital audio signals comprising the steps of:
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placing by the second party a receiver, and speakers connected to the receiver at the

second party location determined by the second party which is remote from the first party

location;

charging a fee by the first party to the second party at a location remote from the

second party location so the second party can obtain access to the desired digital audio signals;

connecting electronically via telecommunications lines the first memory with a receiver

of the second party while the receiver is in possession and control of the second party;

choosing the desired digital audio signals by the second party from the first memory of

the first party so desired songs are selected;

transmitting the desired digital audio signals from the first memory with a transmitter

in control and possession of the first party to the receiver of the second party while the

receiver is in possession and control of the second party at the second party location

determined by the second party; and

playing the desired audio signals received by the receiver on the speakers in possession

and control of the second party.
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H. STATUS OF AMENDME S

The last response dated January _9, 1998, was entered under 37 CPR. §1.116.

Arguments in support of the patentability of Claims 1-63 were given.

1H. SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

  
 

INCOMING
R.A.M.
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The three basic mediums (hardware units) of music: records, tapes, and compact discs,

greatly restricts the transferability of music and results in a variety of inefficiencies. The

capacity of the units is limited. The materials used to manufacture the hardware units are

subject to damage and deterioration during normal operations, handling, and exposure to the

elements. The physical size of the hardware units imposes constraints on the quantity of

hardware units which can be housed for playback in confined areas such as in automobiles,

boats, planes, etc. Hardware units limit the ability to play, in a sequence selected by the user,

songs from different albums. For example, if the user wants to play one song from ten

different albums, the user would spend an inordinate amount of time handling, sorting, and

cuing the ten different hardware units. Prior to final purchase, hardware units need to be

physically transferred from the manufacturing facility to the wholesale warehouse to the retail

warehouse to the retail outlet, resulting in lengthy lag time between music creation and music

marketing, as well as incurring unnecessary and inefficient transfer and handling costs.

Additionally, tooling costs required for mass production of the hardware units and the material

cost of the hardware units themselves, further drives up the cost of music to the end user.

Until the recent invention of Digital Audio Music, as used on Compact Discs, distortion free

transfer from the hardware units to the stereo system was virtually impossible. Digital Audio

Music is simply music converted into a very basic computer language known as binary. A

series of commands known as zeros or ones encode the music for future playback. Use of

laser retrieval of the binary commands results in distortion free transfer of the music from the

compact disc to the stereo system. Quality Digital Audio Music is defined as the binary
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structure of the Digital Audio Music. Conventional analog tape recording of Digital Audio

Music is not to be considered quality inasmuch as the binary structure itself is not recorded.

While Digital Audio Music on compact discs is a technological breakthrough in audio quality,

the method by which the music is sold, distributed, stored, manipulated, retrieved, played and

protected from copyright infringements remains as inefficient as with records and tapes. Since

the invention of tape recording devices, strict control and enforcement of copyright laws have

proved difficult and impossible with home recorders. Additionally, the recent invention of

Digital Audio Tape Recorders now jeopardizes the electronic copyright protection of quality

Digital Audio Music on Compact Discs or Digital Audio Tapes. If music exists on hardware

units, it can be copied.

The present invention is related to a system and associated method for the electronic

sales and distribution of digital audio or Video signals, and more particularly, to a system and

method which a user may purchase and receive digital audio or video signal from any location

which the user has access to telecommunications lines.

The present invention is an apparatus and method for transmitting desired digital video

or digital audio signals stored on a first memory of a first party to a receiver of a second

party. The receiver has a player that allows the second party to play the desired digital audio

or digital video signals the receiver has received from the first party. The second party is in

possession and control of the receiver. The receiver receives the digital audio or digital video
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 signals via telecommunications lines. The second party electronically purchases the digital

audio or digital video signals from the first party.

In a first embodiment, the second party uses a second party control unit of the receiver

to choose which digital audio or digital video signals from the first party's memory the second

party would like to play. If desired, the second party can store the digital video or digital

audio signals in a second memory of the receiver. By the use of telecommunications lines, the

second party, from the comfort of his home, can access an essentially unlimited number of, for

instance, songs or movies, and play them whenever he desires. Any concern regarding the

size of the hardware units, or the material they are made of, is essentially eliminated.

Furthermore, the clarity of the digital audio or digital video signals, when they are played

back, is maintained since the digital audio or digital video signals are transferred over

telecommunications lines in digital format from the first memory of the first party. Copyright

enforcement can also be maintained.

 

In the final Office Action dated July 10, 1997, Claims 1—63 were rejected.

The issues can be succinctly stated as follows:
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1. Whether the appellant’s invention in Claims 1-63 meets the requirements of

non—obviousness of 35 U.S.C. §103 and therefore, is patentable over Freeny.

V. GROUPING OF CLAIMS

Claims 1, 2, 5 and 32-34 are separately patentable from the other outstanding claims

regardless of whether the other outstanding claims are found patentable.

Claims 4-7, 10-15 and 25—28 are separately patentable from the other outstanding

claims regardless of whether the other outstanding claims are found patentable.

Claims 6, 7, 11-15 and 46-50 are separately patentable from the other outstanding

claims regardless of whether the other outstanding claims are found patentable.

Claims 8, 9, 16-24, 29—31, 35—42, 44, 54—56 and 61 are separately patentable from the

other outstanding claims regardless of whether the other outstanding claims are found

patentable.

Claims 15 and 50 are separately patentable from the other outstanding claims regardless

of whether the other outstanding claims are found patentable.
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Claims 43, 51-53, 57-60, 62 and 63 are separately patentable from the other

outstanding claims regardless of whether the other outstanding claims are found patentable.

VI. ARGUMENT

The Examiner has rejected Claims 1-63 as being unpatentable over Frecny. Appellant

respectfully traverses this rejection.
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Referring to Freeny, there is disclosed a system for reproducing information in material

objects at a point of sale location. Freeny teaches that the manufacturing facilities and the

distribution networks for the material objects represent substantial cost to the owner of the

information. See column 1, lines 22-25. Furthermore, the owner of the information embodied

in a master recording had to determine how many records, cassette tapes, 8-track tapes and the

like were to be manufactured. After manufacturing, the owner of the information then faced

the problem of how to distribute such records and tapes to various retail outlets and, once

distributed, the owner of the information then'faced the problem of collecting the monies due

in connection with the sale of such records and tapes. If the records and tapes did not sell for

any one of a number of reasons, the owner of the information then typically faced the problem

of receiving returns of the previously distributed records and tapes. Thus, such an owner of

information might distribute a large number of records and tapes, receive relatively high

percentage of such distributed records and tapes as returns, not collect a relatively high

percentage of the monies due in connection with the sale of such records and tapes and, thus,

the final results might be that the owner of such information merely ended up with a large

inventory of records and tapes and not enough money collected even to cover the initial

investment. See column 1, lines 49-63.

Furthermore, there was no assurances that material objects providing such particular

recording would be available at a relatively large percentage of point of sale locations at a time

coinciding with the time of the owner’s initial advertising campaign. This results in lost
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potential sales. Retailers at various point of sale locations also faced problems with respect to

information embodied in recordings. Initially, such retailers faced the problem of determining

which recordings were to be stocked and then had to determine which configurations of such

recordings and how many of each such configurations. Inventory represented a substantial

investment to such retailers and such retailers also had to face pilferage problems which have

resulted in lost revenue: All of these problems of the retailers translated to a large extent to an

increased product cost to the consumer. See column 2, lines 5-25.

Because of economic considerations, it had not been practical for a retailer (point of

sale location) to maintain all of the available recordings in inventory at any given time. Thus,

a consumer having a desire to purchase a particular recording might not be able to locate a

retail outlet which carried such recording in inventory, and its potential sale simply would be

lost. See column 2, lines 62-69.

Freeny teaches a way for reproducing or manufacturing material objects at point of sale

locations only with the permission of the owner of the information, thereby assuring that the

owner of the information will be compensated in connection with such reproduction. Freeny

teaches how to solve the problems associated with manufacturing, inventory, configuration

distribution and collection he earlier identified and as described above.
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As stated in Interactive Gift Ex ress Inc. v. Com userve Inc. et a1. 95 Civ. 6871 

(BSJ) (D.C. S.D.N.Y. 1998) on pages 2 and 3,

The Freeny patent describes a method or system for manufacturing

information-embodying material objects using a multitude of point of sale machines

that are in electronic communication with a common host machine. The Freeny

patent refers to these point of sale machines as Information Manufacturing
Machines ("IMMs") and to the host machine as the Information Control Machine

("ICM"). Each IMM is located at a point-of-sale location -- "a location where a

consumer goes to purchase material objects embodying predetermined or

preselected information" -- and each point-of-sale location is located remotely with

respect to the system’s other point—of—sale locations. Freeny Patent Col. 5, Lns.

47-50. "The [ICM] is located at a remote location with respect to each of the

point—of—sale locations and with respect to the [IMMs]." I_d_. C01. 5, Lns. 35—39.

As for "material object," the Freeny patent defines this term as "a medium or
device in which information can be embodied or fixed and from which the

information embodied therein can be perceived, reproduced, used or otherwise

communicated, either directly or with the aid of another machine or device, " k;

Col. 4, Lns. 36—41. Examples of material objects identified in the Freeny patent

are floppy disks, cassette tapes, phonograph records, 8-track tapes, reel—to-tapes,

video discs, hand-held calculators, hand-held electronic games, greeting cards,

maps, and sheet music. 83 id_.Col. 4, Lns. 41-55.

As for the mechanics of the Freeny invention, initially information is inputted into,

encoded by, and stored within the ICM. This encoded information is then

transferred to the IMMs via a communication link and stored within each IMM.

At this stage, the IMM is now ready to support consumer transactions. A

consumer using the IMM examines the assortment of information stored in that

particular IMM and selects a catalog code corresponding to the information the

consumer wants the IMM to reproduce. After this selection is made, but before

the IMM begins reproducing the requested inforrnation—embodying material object,

the IMM transmits a "request reproduction code" to the ICM thereby requesting

permission to reproduce the information selected by the consumer onto a material

object. The request reproduction code includes the catalog code, an IMM code

identifying the requesting IMM, and may also contain other information such as

credit card data for sale approval purposes. Freeny Patent Col. 9, Lns. 48-50,
Col. 13, Lns. 25-31.
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The ICM receives the request reproduction code and determines whether to

authorize reproduction of the information-embodying material object by the IMM.

Should the ICM choose to permit such reproduction, it transmits an authorization

code to the IMM. The authorization code includes an IMM code, encoded catalog

code, encoded catalog decipher program, and an encoded authorization select code.

The encoded catalog code instructs the IMM which information it should decode

and reproduce, the encoded catalog decipher program instructs the IMM how to

decode this information, and the encoded authorization select code identifies the

authorization decipher programs stored in each IMM. " In response to receiving

the authorization code, the IMM decodes the preselected information stored in the

[IMM]" and then reproduces it onto a material object, after which the material

object can be removed from the IMM by the consumer. PLCOI. 6, Lns. 7—10.

For the sake of clarity, here is an example of how the Freeny invention would

work in the context of musical recordings. Various musical recordings by various

artists would be inputth and stored within the ICM in an encoded format. These

recordings would then be transferred for storage in encoded format in selected

IMMs, enabling the IMMs to support consumer transactions. A consumer using

the IMM would enter the catalog code corresponding to the musical selection he

or she wished to purchase, in this example, Sgt. Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club

Band ("Sgt. Pepper's") by The Beatles. The IMM now transmits a request

reproduction code to the ICM, including the catalog code identifying Sgt. Pepper's ,

an IMM code identifying the particular IMM being used by the consumer, and

possibly the consumer's credit card number for sale approval. If the ICM approves

the transaction, it transmits an authorization code to the IMM enabling the IMM,

among other things, to decode Sgt. Pepper's into a useable format. The IMM

would then reproduce Sgt. Pepper's onto a material object such as a cassette tape

or compact disc, after which the consumer could remove' his or her copy of Sgt.

Pepper's from the ICM.

The Examiner contends that it would be obvious to add a playing capability to the

teachings of Freeny to arrive at appellant's claimed invention. Besides the fact that it would

not be obvious to add a playing capability to the teachings of Freeny, this contention of the

examiner presupposes that Freeny, except for the playing capability, teaches all the other

limitations of all the claims of appellant. Appellant submits that Freeny fails to teach or
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suggest other limitations of every claim of appellant. Besides not teaching or suggesting a

playing capability, Freeny does not teach transferring digital video or digital audio signals to a

second memory using telecommunications lines from a first memory, where the second

memory is in the possession and control of the second party, as well as additional limitations

which are not taught by Freeny.

Appellant's view is not simply argument but law determined on May 13, 1998, by the

United States District Court for the Southern District of New York in Interactive Gift Express

(fl), supra. This opinion and order can be found at this time on the world wide web at

http://www.patents.com/ige/order.htm. This Court specifically interprets Freeny consistent

with appellant's aforementioned distinctions and following discussion. Appellant cites to IG_E,

supra, in regard to many of the distinctions between appellant's claim and Freeny as a matter

of law. A copy of IG_E, supra, is attached to this brief. It is requested the board please read

it.

Appellant's invention of Claim 1 eliminates three steps in the distribution process

taught by Freeny. Freeny teaches that the host machine otherwise known as the Information

Control Machine ("ICM") and the point of sale machines otherwise known as Information

Manufacturing Machines ("IMM") are required for the transfer of information and ultimate

sale of information to the consumer. Freeny teaches a required step of transferring the

information from the ICM to the IMM before the information can be transferred to the
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consumer and before the consumer even appears at the IMM to order the information.

Appellant's invention of Claim 1 does not need this step.

Freeny also teaches a point of sale location is "a location where a consumer goes to

purchase material objects embodying predetermined or preselected information". In

appellant's Claim 1, the second party already has the second memory so the second party does

not have the step of going anywhere to get the second memory nor does the second party have

the step of purchasing the material object to get the information. The second party obtains the

audio or video signals through telecommunications lines from the first party for the second

party's memory without having the signals in an interim location.

On page 6 of IG_E, supra, the court discusses the specification of the Freeny Patent and

the issue of the timing of information delivery. Basically, the court finds that Freeny does not

teach real-time download of information. Appellant’s invention of Claim 1 supports real-time

downloading of information. The court in IG_E, supra. on page 6-page 7 states

In addition to the very language of claim 1, the Freeny patent specification

abundantly supports defendants' position that the Freeny patent does not apply to

the real-time downloading of information. It is indicated throughout the patent

specification that the IMMS "store" the information rather than receive the
information for the first time when a consumer interacts with the IMM. For

example, the patent states:

In general, information is inputted into the information control

machine, via the input line and the inputted information is encoded
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and stored in the information control machine. The encoded

information stored in the information control machines is

communicated to the information manufacturing machine via the
communication link or the communication link and the received

encoded information is stored in each of the information

manufacturing machines.

Freeny Patent, Col. 5, Lns. 51—59. It also states that "[i]n response to receiving

the authorization code, the information manufacturing machine decodes the

preselected information stored in the information manufacturing machine and

provides the decoded information on the output line." 15L. col., 6, Lns. 7—11.

These are but two examples.

Moreover, the specification explains that the lMMs are in fact constructed to store

the collection of encoded information in a permanent storage unit called the

"master file unit. " "Each information manufacturing machine is constructed to

receive encoded information . . . and store received encoded information." I_cL

Col. 5, Lns. 21-24. In turn, the "encoded information along with the

corresponding catalog codes are communicated to the information manufacturing

machine identified by the IMM code via the communication link for storage in the

master file unit of the information manufacturing machine." Q Col. 12, Lns.
8-13.

The master file unit is constructed to function as a permanent storage unit. The

master file unit is constructed and adapted to receive encoded information along

with the catalog codes uniquely identifying the encoded information over the

communication link. In one other mode, the master file unit receives encoded

information and the catalog codes on a signal path. The master file unit stores the

received encoded information and the catalog codes.

1d, col. 9, Lns. 39—47. Therefore, as explained by the specification, the first step

of claim 1, wherein information is provided to the IMMs, is performed so that the
collection of encoded information can be stored at each IMM.

This encoded information, as stored in the IMM, is referred to throughout the

specification as "preselected" or "predetermined" information. Clearly, these

terms refer to the process whereby the information owner selects which

information should be inputted into the ICM and then transmitted to the IMMs for

storage. The information is therefore "preselected" or "predetermined" because
the information to be transmitted to and stored in the IMMs is selected or

determined before the consumer uses the IMM.
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Finally, the patent Specification teaches away from the real-time downloading of

information. The patent states that in "one embodiment" the ICM could be

programmed to support the real-time delivery of information to the IMMs. BL col.

24, Lns. 33-58. In such an embodiment "the information manufacturing machines

would not have any encoded information stored therein and could only function to

reproduce information in material objects in response to receiving an authorization
code which would include the encoded information." 1d, Col. 24, Lns. 41—46.

After presenting this scenario, however, the specification labels the real-time

method of delivery economically unsound, from both a time and money standpoint,

and limits any such proposed use to updating the encoded information previously

transmitted to and stored in the IMMs. SL6 id_. col. 24, Lns. 46-53.

In addition to teaching away from using a real—time delivery method, this portion

of the patent specification also supports the Court's interpretation that in order for

the Freeny invention to work at all, claim 1, as written, requires some sequence

to the steps, and that, at a minimum, step one must precede step four. specifically ,
the information must be transferred to and stored in the IMM before the IMM is

capable of supporting consumer transactions because step four describes the IMM‘s

receipt of only request reproduction codes and authorization codes and says nothing

about the IMM's receipt of the information to be reproduced. If claim 1 was

intended to include the real-time downloading of information to the IMM, then the

patent would explicitly state, as it does when discouraging the use of real-time

delivery, that the authorization code would have to include the encoded information

in order for the Freeny invention to support real—time delivery. Sfi id, Col. 24,

Lns. 41—46. Nowhere in the patent is the authorization code defined to include the

information to be reproduced as part of that code.

Accordingly, based on the language of claim 1 and the Fre‘eny patent specification,

the court construes claim 1 to apply only to the predelivery of information to the
IMMs.

In regard to Claim 1 of appellant, there is the limitation of "transferring the desired

digital video or digital audio signals from the first memory of the first party to the second

memory of the second party control unit of the second party through telecommunications lines

while the second party control unit with the second memory is in possession and control of the

second party ". Freeny already has stored the preselected or predetermined information which
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is in an encoded format in the master file unit of the IMM. See Freeny, column 5, lines 51—

59, and column 6, lines 7-11. It is "preselected" or "predetermined" because of the

information to be transmitted to and stored in the IMMs is selected or determined by the

information owner before the consumer uses the IMM. IG_E, supra, at page 6. It is only the

authorization code that is received via the input line in response to a payment by a consumer

whereupon the preselected information already in the IMM is decoded and transferred to a

material object in the IMM to ultimately be physically transferred to the consumer from the

IMM. The authorization code is not a video or audio signal but is comprised of an IMM code,

encoded catalog code, encoded catalog decipher program and an encoded catalog authorization

code. See Freeny, column 9, lines 58—61; IQ]; supra, at page 7. Nowhere in Freeny is it

taught the requested information by the customer is part of the authorization code. IGflE

supra, at page 6. There must be some teaching or suggestion in Freeny for the information to

be in the authorization code or transmitted via telecommunications lines in response to the

payment by the consumers or while the material object is in the possession and control of the

consumer, and there is none. Symbol Technologies, Inc. v. Opticon, Inc., 19 U.S.P.Q.2d

1241 (Fed. Cir. 1991). Accordingly, for this reason alone, that Freeny does not teach

transferring audio or video signals from the first memory to the second memory through

telecommunications lines in response to a payment by a consumer or while the material object

is in the possession and control of the consumer, Claim 1 is patentable over Freeny.
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As stated above, the court found Freeny teaches away from the "transferring the

desired digital video or digital audio signals from the first memory of the first party to the

second memory of the second party control unit of the second party through

telecommunications lines while the second party control unit with the second memory is in

possession and control of the second party", LG; supra, at page 6, where the court states that

Freeny teaches "the specification labels the real-time method of delivery as economically

unsound, from both a time and money standpoint . . . See Freeny, column 24, lines 46-53. "

For this reason alone, Claim 1 is patentable over Freeny. Gillette Co. v. S.C. Johnson & Son
 

Lag, 16 USPQ2d 1923 (Fed. Cir. i990).

Another distinction between Claim 1 and Freeny is in regard to the transferring step

where the transferring of the audio or video signals to the second memory occurs "while the

second party control unit with the second memory is in possession and control of the second

party ". Freeny teaches that the material object in which the information for the consumer is

stored receives the information while it is in the IMM and must be separable from the IMM

and must be offered for sale to the consumer as an independent and stand alone cormnodity to

the consumer. The material object is thus not " in the possession and control of the second

party while transfer of the audio or video signals occur". The court in 16$ supra, page 9

states
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The Court agrees with defendants that, at a minimum, a material object (1) must

be removable from the IMM and for use at a location other than the point-of-sale

location, (2) must be offered for sale as an independent and stand-alone commodity

at the point-of-sale location, and (3) must be separate and distinct from the IMM.

Regarding removability, the Freeny patent presents a method for reproducing

information in material objects at a point-of-sale location. As described by the

patent, after the IMM receives the authorization code from the ICM, the IMM

decodes the requested preselected information stored within it and then reproduces

the requested information in a material object that is removed from the IMM by the

consumer. Furthermore, that all of the examples of material objects presented in

the patent itself, and that all those listed in‘plaintiff's Report but for a computer

hard drive, are objects that are removable by the consumer, indicates that material

objects must possess this quality. This is also buttressed by the fact that one of the

purposes of the Freeny invention is to solve the problems associated with the

manufacturing, distribution, and stocking of material objects.

A material object must also be offered for sale at point of sale locations as an

independent and stand-alone commodity. This requirement was touched upon

previously when the Court noted that a point-of—sale location must be a location

at which blank material objects are available for sale to consumers. That is, a

material object must be offered for sale independently from the information that

may be reproduced onto that material object.

Finally, and even though it is self-evident from the patent, the

information—embodying material object manufactured by the IMM must be separate

and distinct from the IMM. That is, the IMM is the device that reproduces the

information in a material object. 83, gg,, Freeny Patent, C01. 5, Lns. 21-31.

Thus, a hard drive is not a material object within the meaning of the Freeny patent

because it is not removable in the sense envisioned by the Freeny patent. A hard

drive is a fundamental component of a computer. Basically, a hard drive is a

device that physically stores information such as data or software within the

computer. And, although the hard drive, literally speaking, can be removed from

the computer, to do so would require the computer's disassembly. Clearly, the

dismantling of the IMM is not a step or procedure the Freeny patent indicates a

consumer must undertake in order to obtain the material object. Rather, the

Freeny patent describes an invention whereby an IMM reproduces information in

a material object that is then removed from the IMM by the consumer.

Furthermore, a hard drive cannot constitute a material object because pursuant to

the Freeny patent an IMM is separate and distinct from the material object. In its
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Report, plaintiff states that a personal computer constitutes an IMM when used to

download and reproduce information for a price, and, as discussed above, that a

computer's hard drive can constitute a material object. 3 Report, Ex. D.

Therefore, in this scenario, the IMM and material object would be the same

device. The hard drive would be acting as an IMM because it is the software

stored on the computer's hard drive along with other computer hardware such as

a modem that would permit any downloading to take place. The hard drive would

also be acting as the material object, however, because it is on the hard drive that

any downloaded information would be stored. As described in the patent,

however, the IMM is the device that reproduces information onto the material

object. §_e§ ggm Freeny Patent, Col. 5, Lbs. 21-31. Accordingly, a hard drive

cannot constitute a material object within the meaning of the Freeny patent because

the IMM must be separate and distinct from the material object.

Thus, in order for the material object to meet all the requirements set forth by Freeny,

which are (1) removable from the IMM and usable at a location other than the point-of—sale,

(2) offered for-sale as an independent and stand alone commodity at the point-of sale and

separate and distinct from the IMM, it cannot be in the possession and control of the second

party at the time of the transfer of the signals, as IGi supra on page 9 states. The IMM

reproduces information in a material object that is then required to be removed from the IMM

by the consumer. By definition, since a sale occurs of the material object, the material object

cannot be in the possession and control of the consumer before the sale, since the whole

purpose of the sale is to transfer possession of the material object. Nowhere is it taught or

suggested in Freeny the IMM is ever in the possession and control of the consumer -- and it

cannot be by the teachings of Freeny. Nowhere is it taught or suggested in Freeny that the

material object is first sold to the consumer where it is released from the IMM and given to

the consumer, whereupon the consumer then inserts it back into the IMM (and the IMM is in
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the possession and control of the consumer). Freeny teaches the IMM stores the material

objects as inventory to sell to consumers so they have something to take the information with

them. There must be some teaching or suggestion in Freeny that the IMM or the material

object is in the possession and control of the second party during transfer and there is none.

Symbol lechnologies, supra. See also Freeny, column 4, lines 41-55.

In regard to Freeny, there is no teaching or suggestion of playing through speakers of

the second party control unit, the digital audio signals the second party control unit receives

from the first party through communications lines. The Examiner contends that it would be

obvious to add a playing capability to Freeny, but does not cite any reference concerning this

additional feature for "playing". It is respectfully submitted by appellant that the examiner is

. using non—analogous art in reaching for a basis of rejection of the claimed invention. The

CAFC in In re Oetiker, 24 U.S.P.Q.2d 1443 (Fed. Cir. 1992) determined that the PTO erred

in finding references showing fasteners for garments were analogous art to an invention

concerning a pre—assembly hook for an assembly line metal hose clamp. Here, the Examiner

is saying that due to common sense, without citing any references, it would be obvious to

combine playback/reproducing with Freeny. But playback/reproducing is non—analogous art to

the integrated system with communication lines and is respectfully not appropriate to base the

outstanding rejection of the claimed invention. Appellant does not claim he was the first to

invent the capability to playing digital audio signals, such as with a stereo, or digital video

signals, but appellant did invent an integrated system that can play digital audio signals or
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digital video signals at a second party control unit which received such signals through

communication lines, such as telephone or cable lines or power lines, from the first memory.

There is nothing like it in the applied art of record, as explained more fully below.

Moreover, the only reason the Examiner states to support this contention regarding

rejection is to verify the quality of the signal. But", respectfully, this would not be the way

verification would be achieved, and it is not the way it is achieved currently regarding

transmitted signals over communication lines. Error correction codes, such as Hamming

codes, or HEC bytes or parity check codes, etc. are common techniques that are used with the

transmission of signals to determine whether the signal is verified as accurate. The bandwidth

and number of signals that make up a song are so great that it would be extremely inefficient

way of determining whether. a song or video was properly sent by playing it to the second

party. Signals could still be lost that are not clearly discernible to the second party listening or

watching them so that the second party would not realize he or she is obtaining a song or video

of lesser quality than was expected. What typically is practiced is that as signals are received,

they are checked by the receiving system and, if they are not proper, discarded, with an error

indicated, or the signal being requested to be sent again.

In addition, the last thing a manufacturer 'or seller, such as that taught by Freeny,

wants, is for a customer to be standing around watching or listening to what the manufacture

or seller is trying to sell. The listening or watching customer would reduce the number of
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sales that could occur since the manufacturing machines are being tied up for playing the

signals to the customers instead of selling the signals to the customers or manufacturing the

signals; and after the signals are played, the second party, having now seen or heard the

signals, may not want to purchase the signals any more! This is completely contrary to what a

seller/manufacturer wants and what is taught by Freeny.

Moreover, no seller of audio or video signals would do this because every time the

audio or digital signals were played for the customer to verify they obtained what they wanted,

the seller could incur copyright royalty charges under the copyright act. This would add to the

cost of the sale which would be against what the seller would want. There must be some

teaching or suggestion of a player and there is none. Symbol Technologies, Inc. In fact, by

Freeny teaching the material object must be separable and operable away from the IMM, IQ;

supra, at page 9, Freeny is teaching the playing occurs apart from the IMM.

As is clear by the description of the system taught by Freeny, the system is intended,

and only intended, in manufacturing and distributing information at retail outlets known as

point of sales. The Examiner nonetheless determines that it would be an obvious matter of

optimization of design for optimizing verification of transferring of the signal which the

Examiner determines as not adding patentable weight to the claimed method. Appellant must

respectfully strongly disagree with the Examiner's conclusion in light of the teachings and

context of Freeny.
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Freeny has everything geared to maximizing the manufacture and distribution of the

information. Freeny has attempted to identify all the issues that are involved in such a

manufacturing and distribution process and has tried to maximize the efficiency and operation

of this manufacturing and distribution for sales. Nowhere has Freeny taught or suggested

anything whatsoever about verification of transferring of a signal. Nowhere in the claimed

invention is there the limitation of optimizing verification of the transfer of the signal.

Furthermore, the Examiner uses the word optimizing verification. Not only is the Examiner

reading a limitation into the claims, and reading a teaching into the teachings of Freeny but is

suggesting that something is obvious which is in direct conflict with all the teachings of

Freeny.

Under patent law, the teachings in a reference cannot be taken out of the context in

which they are found. The Examiner is essentially ignoring the teachings of Freeny which

only direct one skilled in the art to have consumers go and purchase a material object with

information at a point-of-sale so they can take the material object away to view or listen to it at

another location. The Examiner, by saying the addition of a playing ability to the IMM is

obvious, is ignoring the context in which Freeny teaches the IMM to be found; that is, Freeny

teaches the IMM to be without a player, and only for manufacturing the information in

material objects which are to be separated from the IMM. The Examiner must take the prior

art patent, Freeny, as a whole, and not take the teachings therein out of context and give the

teachings meanings they would not have had to one skilled in the art having no knowledge of
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appellant’s invention, or to anyone else who can read the specification with understanding. In

re Wright, 9 U.S.P.Q. 1649 (Fed. Cir. 1989); Smithkline Dia nostics Inc. v. Helena 

Laboratories Com, 8 U.S.P.Q.Zd 1468, 1475 (CAFC 1988).

Freeny is interested in efficiently and quickly completing the manufacturing and

distribution process to maximize sales. As identified above, everything is geared to capturing

every sale. Freeny repeats this fact on many instances in his specification. For there to be a

playing unit to play back video or audio digital signals for verification of the transfer of the

audio or video signal would enormously slow down the sales process. Besides not making

sense, the only value of playing back a video or audio signal is to play back the entire video or

audio signal since anything less means the story or song or speech is incomplete and most

likely of no value. Thus, it would take an unacceptable amount of time for someone who has

just purchased information from a point of sale in the Freeny context, to remain there and

playback the entire video or audio signal to determine that the transfer was proper. This

would never happen in the context of Freeny which is interested in maximizing sales.

Furthermore, as explained above, there are many better and more accurate and

accepted ways of optimizing verification of the transfer of the signal then actually playing the

entire signal which is infinitely slower. As the signal is transferred, it can simply be kept

track of and an indication can occur when it is complete or as the transfer occurs. This is

common for instance, in most transfer verification systems.
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Moreover, it is contrary to Freeny since Freeny again is motivated by attaining

maximum sales in a way that minimizes costs and assures the owner of payment. If you keep

this context of Freeny in mind, and you must because patent law dictates that you cannot take

the teachings of a reference out of the context in which they are found, then, as explained

above, you would not find appellant‘s claimed invention obvious from Freeny because Freeny

wants the sale to occur and the customer to move on so the next customer can utilize the

system for the next sale. Again, besides there being absolutely no teaching or suggestion of

playing the manufactured information whatsoever, it would be contrary to the teachings of

Freeny because it also would increase the costs of the manufacturing and distribution process

since at minimum it would require more manufacturing machines and increased distribution to

accommodate more customers if a given customer was watching or playing the information

after or while it was being purchased. It is only after reading the claims and specification of

appellant would there be any reason to consider adding playing to Freeny, let alone to come up

with the argument of optimizing verification of the transfer of the signals which is not

identified anywhere.

As mentioned above, patent law dictates that there must be some teaching or suggestion

in the reference to cause it to be combined with the other teachings to arrive at appellant's

claimed invention. Here, there is no teaching or suggestion in Freeny to combine it with any

reason for playing in the manufacturing machine to arrive at appellant's claimed invention.
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Without there being some teaching or suggestion, what results is the Examiner picking and

choosing elements from the claimed invention, as though the claim was a road map, and

saying the individual elements exist in the prior art so essentially the claimed invention is

arrive at. But this is also recognized as contrary to patent law. An invention is greater than

the sum of its parts. It is submitted that since Freeny is totally devoid of any suggestion of

playing in the manufacturing or recording or any other mechanism of Freeny, then the

Examiner is looking at the claims and coming up with some argument to say a playing

mechanism should be combined with the Freeny system, and thus the claimed invention is

obvious. Instead, the Examiner by law is required to look at the references that are being

cited to arrive at the claimed invention.

This ignores the fact of what appellant's claims represent. Something totally different

than what Freeny is teaching. Appellant's claimed invention is giving the ability to the second

party to receive and play video or audio signals at their choosing at their location. It is a

totally different approach for a customer than having to go to the point of_ sale taught by

Freeny. Instead, a customer can enjoy the ability to purchase audio or video digital signals

wherever the customer wishes as totally dictated by the customer (assuming there is a

telecommunications line at hand -- in the US, there is a phone or cable line just about

everywhere or a cellular call can be made literally everywhere) and to then further enjoy the

audio or video digital signals themselves with the device that has received the signals by not

having to perform the additional step which is inherent in Freeny of taking the manufactured
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information in Freeny and traveling to or having to transfer the manufactured object to another

device. This further represents a difference in product design and purpose because Freeny

wants to maintain absolute control over the manufacturing process, only releasing the

manufactured object to the customer. Appellant's claimed invention essentially defines the

manufacturing and playing functions together, which by definition releases the control of the

manufacturing device to the customer who is ultiniately purchasing the information. Freeny in

contrast maintains a very strong difference between the retailer-seller of the information, and

the customer who ultimately receives and pays for the information. Freeny goes so far as to

cause the information to be destroyed if the customer has some way or other obtained access to

the manufacturing device.

It is respectfully submitted by appellants that there is no basis in the prior art to arrive

at appellant’s claimed invention. As stated above, only hindsight from appellants own

specification and claims provides the motivation to take the IMM and redesign it completely so

one of its main features, the sale and separation of material objects is eliminated, and a player

 
is added, and that is not the law. In re Gorman 18 U.S.P.Q.2d 1885 (Fed. Cir. 1991).

The problem appellant’s claimed invention solves is eliminating the need for the sale of

material objects, and the second party having to go to locations for the purchase of material

objects. This problem serves as the motivation for appellant’s claimed invention. Without this

motivation, there is no basis to redesign Freeny to arrive at appellant’s invention of Claim 1.
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Additionally, Freeny does not recognize this problem. Furthermore, the Court in In re

Newell, 13 U.S.P.Q.2d 1248, 1250 (CAFC 1989) in discussing that the comparison between

structure and properties taught in the prior art and those of the claimed invention must include

consideration of the problem solved by inventor said:

In In re Wright, 848 F.2d 1216, 6 U.S.P.Q12d 1959 (Fed. Cir. 1988), we

discussed the need, in comparing the differences between the properties

taught in the prior art, and those of the appellant’s invention, to include

consideration of the problem solved by the inventor. "The determination

of whether a novel structure is or is not 'obvious' requires cognizance of

the properties of that structure and the problem which it solves, viewed in

light of the teachings of the prior art." Id. at 1219, 6 U.S.P.Q.2d at

1961-62. See In re Rothermel, 276 F.2d 393, 397, 125 U.S.P.Q. 328, 332

(CCPA 1960): "Where the invention for which a patent is sought solves

a problem which persisted in the art, we must look to the problem as well

as to its solution if we are to properly appraise what was done and to

evaluate it against what would be obvious to one having the ordinary skills
of the art."

The problem that the appellant’s invention solves is eliminating the need for the sale of

material objects, and the second party having to go to locations for the purchase of material

objects as compared to the prior art. Freeny does not recognize this problem. Freeny deals

with the problem of improving inventory control of material objects. In contrast, appellant

views the material objects as part of the problem and seek to eliminate them. Since the

problem appellant’s claimed invention addresses is distinct from the problem dealt with by the

applied art of record, appellant’s claimed invention is patentable over Freeny. In re Newell
 

supra.
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Accordingly, Claim 1 is not obvious from Freeny and is patentable over Freeny.

Claims 2—42, 44-50, 54-56 and 61 are patentable for the reasons Claim 1 is patentable.

Claim 8 is patentable over Freeny for the reasons Claim 1 is patentable. Another

distinction between Claim 8 and Freeny is that the court has detemiined that Freeny teaches a

point—of—sale location is where of a consumer goes‘to purchase material objects and is

specifically not the home of the consumer, and is not "at a desired location determined by the

second party". On page 8 of IG_E, supra, the court states

The Freeny patent makes it abundantly clear that a point-of-sale location is a

location such as a retail outlet. When first used in the text of the specification, the

term "point-of-sale location" explicitly refers to "retail outlets." Freeny Patent,

Col. 1, Lns. 17—18. The specification then continues to refer to a point-of-sale

location as a "retail outlet" or "retailer," see, e_.g._, id_. Col. 1, Lns. 37-38; col. 2,

Ln. 13; C01. 2, Ln. 63; Col. 2, Ln.67, and defines "retailers" as "owners of

point—of-sale locations. m. Col. 3, Lns. 41—42. Later, the specification indicates

that "[t]he point-of—sale location is a location where a consumer goes to purchase

material objects embodying predetermined or preselected information. " Freeny

Patent, Col. 5, Lns. 47-50. Clearly, this language, and particularly the word

" goes, " indicates that a point-of—sale location is a place, such as a retail outlet, to

which a consumer travels in order to purchase material objects embodying

preselected information.

Moreover, a point-of-sale location must be a location at which blank material

objects are available for sale to consumers. There is no indication in the patent

that the material objects on which the IMM is to reproduce information are stored

in the IMM. Rather, the patent indicates that blank material objects are sold to

consumers, separate and apart from the IMM, at the point—of—sale location. As the

Freeny patent indicates, "[e]ach point-of—sale location has at least one information

manufacturing machine, at least one reproduction unit and a plurality of blank

material objects." m. Col. 12, Lns. 66-68. The patent further indicates that the

owners of point-of-sale locations are the ones that sell to consumers the blank
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material objects that are to be used with the IMM, such as 8-track or cassette tapes,

and that this sales transaction is separate from any sale that results from the IMM

reproducing information onto this material object. SQ id. Col. 13, Lns. 39-44.

Finally, the patent's single reference to point-of-sale location as a "consumer's

home," I_d._ Col. 3, Lns. 66-;67, does not support plaintiff’ s interpretation. At the

point in the specification where the term "point-of-sale location" is used to refer

to a consumer's home, the patent is not describing the Freeny invention, but rather

a prior art cable television distribution system wherein a particular cable program

would be delivered to a consumer's home in response to the consumer requesting

that program and paying the program owner the requisite fee. Immediately

following the description of this cable system, however, the Freeny patent

criticizes this system for being unable to perform certain functions of the Freeny

invention. & id_. Col. 4, Lns. 1-8. Nowhere else in the patent is the term

point—of—sale location used to refer to a consumer's home. Therefore, viewing the

patent as a whole, and considering the purpose of the Freeny invention, the

numerous references throughout the specification to "retail outlet" or "retailer" in

connection with the term "point-of-sale location," and the context in which this

single passing reference to a consumer's home as a point— of-sale location is made,

the Court concludes that the patent does not support plaintiff's definition of

"point-of-sale location" as either a consumer's home, personal residence, anywhere

where a personal computer may be located, or the "place at which the consumer

or purchaser makes the purchase."

Accordingly, the Court holds that a "point-of-sale location," is, at a minimum, a

place —- such as a retail outlet -- to which a consumer travels for the purpose of

purchasing material objects wherein preselected information can be reproduced,

and at which blank material objects are available for sale'to consumers.

Claim 8 has the limitation of placing a second party control unit in possession and

control of the second party by the second party at a desired location determined by the second

party, where the second party control unit has a second memory to which the audio or video

signals are transferred. Freeny does not teach or suggest this limitation, but as stated above,

teaches and requires a consumer to go to the point-of—sale location to purchase material objects

embodying predetermined or preselected information. See Freeny, column 5, lines 47-58 and
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IG_E, supra, at page 8. Again, this is a totally different approach to the invention of claim 8

and manifests Freeny's different intent, to provide a manufacturing device which sells to

consumers like a vending machine, not a method or apparatus claimed by appellant which

allows the consumer to obtain audio or video information at their home or wherever, whenever

they want it without being limited by material objects taught by Freeny. Appellant's approach

is totally different from Freeny's approach. For this reason alone, Claim 8 is patentable over

Freeny .

Claims 931, 35-42, 44-50, 54-56 and 61 are also patentable over Freeny for the

reasons claim 8 is patentable.

Claims 4-7, 10-15 and 25-27 have the limitation that the first memory includes a "sales

random access memory chip which temporarily stores a replica of the desired digital video or

digital audio signals purchased by the second party for subsequent transfer via

telecommunications lines to the second memory of the second party". Freeny does not teach

or suggest this limitation. Freeny cannot teach or suggest this limitation since Freeny does not

transfer the desired digital video or digital audio signals purchased by the second party via

telecommunications lines when the second party memory is in the possession and control of

the second party. For this reason alone, Claims 4-7, 10—15 and 25-27 are patentable.
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Claims 6, 7, 11-15 and 50 have the limitation that the "second memory of the second

party control unit includes an incoming random access memory chip which temporarily stores

the desired digital video or digital audio signals received from the sales random access

memory chip, and second party hard disk for storing the desired digital video or digital audio

signals, and a playback random access memory chip for temporarily storing the desired digital

video or digital audio signals for sequential playback". Freeny does not teach or suggest any

of these limitations. Freeny cannot teach or suggest any of these limitations because Freeny

only teaches material objects which IQ}; supra, has determined must all be separable and

operable away from the IMM. IQ}; supra, specifically holds that any type of a permanent

memory device is not taught or suggested by Freeny. See lfi, supra, at page 9, where IG_E,

supra, states that a hard drive cannot constitute a material object pursuant to the Freeny patent

and is separate and distinct from the material object. For this reason alone, Claims 6, 7, ll-

15 and 46-50 are patentable over Freeny.

Claims 15 and 50 have the limitation that the "second party control unit includes a

video display unit connected to the playback random access memory chip and to the second

party integrated circuit for displaying the desired digital video or digital audio signals".

Freeny does not teach or suggest anything at all about displaying, let alone a video display

unit, let alone a video display unit connected to a playback random access memory chip.

Again, as explained above, Freeny does not teach or suggest a playback random access

memory chip as any type of a material object. All material objects cannot be permanent in but
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must be separable from the IMM. For this reason alone, Claims 15 and 50 are patentable over

Freeny.

Freeny has the limitation of "telecommunications lines connected to the first party

control unit and the second party control unit through which the desired digital video signals

are electronically transferred from the first memory to the receiver while the second party

control unit is in possession and control of the second party after the desired digital video

signals are sold to the second party by the first party". As explained above in regard to Claim

1, Freeny does not teach or suggest to use telecommunications lines to transfer the information

to the consumer while the second party control unit is in the possession and control of the

second party. Freeny teaches to place the information in the IMM before the consumer ever

arrives to purchase the information, and then sell the material object with the information to

the consumer. The term "sell" defines that the material object is not in the possession and

control of the purchaser. For this reason, Claim 43 is patentable over Freeny.

Claim 43 also has the limitation of "said second party control unit placed by the second

party at a second party location determined by the second party which is remote from said first

party control unit". As explained above in regard to Claim: 8, Freeny does not teach or

suggest for the second party to place the second party control unit at a second party location

determined by the second party. Freeny requires the consumer to go to the point-of—sale. For

this reason alone, Claim 43 is patentable over Freeny.
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Claims 51-53, 57-60, 62 and 63 are patentable for the reasons Claim 43 is patentable.

Appellant submits herewith a Declaration by inventor Arthur R. Hair which introduces

secondary evidence of patentability of the claimed invention of the above-identified patent

application. A determination of obviousness under 35 U.S.C. § 103 is a legal conclusion

involving factual inquiries. Uniroyal, Inc. v. Rudkin-Wiley Cor-9., 837 F.2d 1044, 1050, 5

USPQ2d 1434, 1438 (Fed. Cir.), cert. denied, 488 U.S. 825 (1988); Pro-Mold and Tool Co.
 

Inc. v. Great Lakes Plastics Inc., 37 USPQ2d 1626, 1629 (Fed. Cir. 1996). Among these
 

factual inquiries are secondary considerations, which include evidence of factors tending to

show nonobviousness, such as commercial success of the invention, satisfying a long—felt need,

failure of others to find a solution to the problem at hand, and copying of the invention by

others. Id.; Panduit Corp. v. Dennison Mfg. Co., 810 F.2d 1561, 1566, 1 USPQ2d 1593,

1595 (Fed. Cir.), cert. denied, 481 U.S. 1052 (1987); Pro-Mold and Tool Co. supra at 1629.
 

It is the secondary considerations that are often most probative and determinative of the

ultimate conclusion of obviousness or nonobviousness. Pro-Mold and Tool Co. supra at
 

1630. The examiner must consider secondary evidence of patentability in determining the

patentability of the claimed invention. In re GPAC Inc. 57 F.3d 1573, 35 USPQ2d 1116
 

(Fed. Cir. 1995).

The secondary evidence introduced into the record is that of copying, and commercial

success. In regard to commercial success, Digital Sight/Sound, Inc. has licensed the claimed
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invention of the above-identified patent application and has raised over $1,000,000.00 to

implement the claimed invention. This investment of $1,000,000.00 evidences the claimed

invention is unique and different from anything before. This investment supports the fact a

material license arrangement has been formed. Such secondary evidence of licensing supports

patentability of the claimed invention of the above-identified patent application. Minnesota

Mining & Manufacturing Co. v. Johnson & Johnson Oflhopaedics, Inc., 976 F.2d 1559, 24

USPQ2d 1321 (Fed. Cir. 1992).

Furthermore, since the investment was to put into practice the claimed invention of the

above—identified patent application, and there was nothing else yet in existence but the

intellectual property of the claimed invention, investors were investing solely in the claimed

invention, and putting into practice the claimed invention; not anything else since nothing else

existed. This clearly establishes a nexus between the license and investment, and the claimed

invention. Litton Systems, Inc. v. Honeywell, Inc., 87 F.3d 1559, 39 USPQ2d 1321 (Fed.

Cir. 1996), remanded, 117 S. Ct. 1240 (1997).

In addition, since the Notice of Appeal was filed, the real party in interest has formed a

license arrangement with AT&T to license the claimed invention of appellant. A copy of the

letter by AT&T to the real party in interest, Parsec Sight/Sound, Inc., is enclosed.
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The Declaration also introduces into the record evidence of copying by N21: and by

various parties having web sites who have been sued by the major record labels. Copying,

especially by N2k which is a publicly traded company on the Nasdaq Stock Exchange (by

definition N2k must be worth millions of dollars to be allowed to be traded on the Nasdaq

Stock Exchange), is strong evidence of patentability. Panduit Corp. v. Dennison Mfg. Co.,

227 USPQ 337 (Fed. Cir. 1985), remanded, 475 U.S. 809, 229 USPQ 478 (1986), on

remand, 1 USPQ2d 1593 (Fed. Cir. 1987). This is because N2k who had ample resources,

copied the claimed invention rather than any prior art device that it could have, thus strongly

evidencing nonobvious. Panduit Corp. v. Dennison Mfg. Co., 774 F.2d 1082, 227 USPQ 337

(Fed. Cir. 1985), remanded, 475 U.S. 809, 229 USPQ 478 (1986), on remand, 810 F.2d

1561, 1 USPQ2d 1593 (Fed. Cir. 1987). Specialty Composites v. Cabot Corn, 845 F.2d

981, 6 USPQ2d 1601 (Fed. Cir. 1988).

Accordingly, due to the secondary evidence of patentability of copying, and the

licensing of the claimed invention to a company with investments totaling more than

$1,000,000.00 specifically and only for the purpose of practicing the claimed invention, the

claimed invention of the above-identified patent application is patentable over the 35 U.S.C.

Section 103 rejection of Freeny.
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CONCLUSION

To summarize, appellant submits that Claims 1—63 are patentable over Freeny for the

following reasons:

Freeny does not disclose a player.

Freeny does not teach transferring the desired digital video or digital audio signals

from the first memory of the first party to the second memory of the second party control unit

of the second party through telecommunications lines.

Freeny teaches to store the audio or video signals in an IMM first, before they can be

transferred to a consumer, and not with telecommunications lines while the second party unit

is in possession and control of the second party.

Freeny teaches away from using telecommunications lines to transfer the signals to the

second party control unit while the second party control unit is in possession and control of the

second party.

Freeny teaches a system for a different problem that the problem claim 1 of appellant's

is solving.
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The Examiner is taking the teachings of Freeny out of the context in which they are

found to attempt to arrive at appellant's claimed invention even though there are still

limitations that are missing of appellant's claimed invention.

The Examiner is using hindsight to attempt to arrive at appellant's claimed invention.

The Examiner is technically incorrect that accuracy of the transmission of video or

audio signals is confirmed by viewing or listening to the signals.

Appellant's claimed invention is not obvious from Freeny.

Freeny does not teach placing the second memory at a location chosen by the second

party for the transfer of signals.

Freeny does not teach or suggest to use a hard disk or a chip as part of the second

party controlled unit.
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In view of the above arguments, the apparatus and method claims of the

above—identified patent application are patentable over the applied art of record. Accordingly,

the reversal of the Examiner by the Honorable Board of Appeals is respectfully solicited.

CERTIFICATE OF MAlLlNG

I hereby certify that the correspondence ls
being deposited with the United States Postal
Service as first class mail in an envelope

' addressed to: Corn 'ssi ,ne! Patents and By

Trademarks,WashméanlDizéfl-izg Ansel M. Schwartz, Esquire
' Reg. No. 30,587

g 425 N. Craig Street, Suite 301
Pittsburgh, PA 15213. S

Reginirea‘EMn if". 333237 (412) 621-9222
Date Attorney for Appellants

Respectfully submitted,
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VII. APPENDIX OF CLAIMS

1. A method for transferring desired digital video or digital audio signals comprising

the steps of:

forming a connection through telecommunications lines between a first memory of a

first party and a second memory of a second party control unit of a second party, said first

memory having said desired digital video or digital audio signals;

selling electronically by the first party to the second party through telecommunications

lines, the desired digital video or digital audio signals in the first memory; and

transferring the desired digital video or digital audio signals from the first memory of

the first party to the second memory of the second party control unit of the second party

through telecommunications lines while the second party control unit with the second memory

is in possession and control of the second party; and playing through speakers of the second

party control unit the digital video or digital audio signals in the second memory, said speakers

of the second party control unit connected with the second memory of the second party control

unit.
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2. A method as described in Claim 34 including after the transferring step, the step of

storing the desired digital video or digital audio signals in the second memory.

3. A method as described in Claim 2 including before the transferring step, the step of

electronically coding the desired digital video or digital audio signals into a configuration

which would prevent unauthorized reproduction of the desired digital video or digital audio

signals.

4. A method as described in Claim 3 wherein the first memory includes a first party

hard disk having a plurality of digital video or digital audio signals, and a sales random access

memory chip which temporarily stores a replica of the desired digital video or digital audio

signals purchased by the second party for subsequent transfer via telecommunications lines to

the second memory of the second party; and including before the transferring step, there is the

step of storing a replica of the desired digital video or digital audio signals from the hard disk

into the sales random access memory chip.

5. A method as described in Claim 4 wherein the second party control unit has a

second party integrated circuit which controls and executes commands of the second party, and

a second party control panel connected to the second party integrated circuit, and before the

forming step, there is the step of commanding the second party integrated circuit with the
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second party control panel to initiate the purchase of the desired digital video or digital audio

signals from the first party.

6. A method as described in Claim 5 wherein the second memory of the second party

control unit includes an incoming random access memory chip which temporarily stores the

desired digital video or digital audio signals received from the sales random access memory

chip, a second party hard disk for storing the desired digital video or digital audio signals, and

a playback random access memory chip for temporarily storing the desired digital video or 0

digital audio signals for sequential playback; and the storing step includes the steps of storing

the desired digital video or digital audio signals in the incoming random access memory chip,

transferring the desired digital video or digital audio signals from the incoming random access

memory chip to the second party hard disk, storing the desired digital video or digital audio

signals in the second party hard disk, commanding the second party integrated circuit with the

second party control panel to play the desired digital video or digital audio signals and

transferring a replica of the desired digital video or digital audio signals from the second party

hard disk to the playback random access memory chip for playback.

7. A method as described in Claim 6 including after the transferring step, there is the

step of repeating the commanding, playing, and transferring a replica steps.
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8. A method for transferring digital video or digital audio signals from a first party to

a second party comprising the steps of:

placing a second party control unit in possession and control of the second party by the

second party at a desired location determined by the second party;

entering into a second party control panel of the second party control unit of the second

party commands by the second party to purchase desired digital video or digital audio signals

from a first party;

forming a connection through telecommunications lines between a first memory of the

first party and a second memory of the second party control unit, said first memory having

desired digital video or digital audio signals;

selling electronically by the first party to the second party through telecommunications

lines, the desired digital video or digital audio signals in the first memory;

transferring the desired digital video or digital audio signals from the first memory of

the first party into the second memory of the second party through telecommunications lines

while the second memory is in possession and control of the second party;
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entering into the second party control panel commands to play the desired digital video

or digital audio signals in the second memory of the second party control unit; and

playing the desired digital video or digital audio signals with the second party control

unit.

9. A system for transferring digital video or digital audio signals comprising:

a first party control unit having a first memory having desired digital video or digital

audio signals, and means or a mechanism for electronically selling the desired digital video or

digital audio signals;

a second party control unit having a second party control panel, a second memory

connected to the second party control panel, and means or a mechanism for playing the desired

digital video or digital audio signals connected to the second memory and the second party

control panel, said playing means or mechanism operatively controlled by the second party

control panel, said second party control unit remote from the first party control unit, said

second party control unit placed by the second party at a location determined by the second

party; and
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telecommunications lines connected to the first party control unit and the second party

control unit through which the electronic sales of the desired digital video or digital audio

signals occur and through which the desired digital video or digital audio signals are

electronically transferred from the first memory to the second memory while the second

memory is in possession and control of the second party after the desired digital video or

digital audio signals are sold to the second party by the first party.

10. A system as described in Claim 9 wherein the first party control unit includes a

first party hard disk having a plurality of digital video or digital audio signals which include

the desired digital video or digital audio signals, and a sales random access memory chip

electronically connected to the first party hard disk for storing a replica of the desired digital

video or digital audio signals of the first party's hard disk.

11. A system as described in Claim 10 wherein the second party control unit includes

a second party hard disk which stores a plurality of digital video or digital audio signals, and a

playback random access memory chip electronically connected to the second party hard disk

for storing a replica of the desired digital video or digital audio signals as a temporary staging

area for playback.

12. A system as described in Claim 11 wherein the first party control unit includes a

first party control integrated circuit which controls and executes commands of the first party
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and is connected to the first party hard disk, the first party sales random access memory, and

the second party control integrated circuit through the telecommunications lines, said first

party control integrated circuit and said second party control integrated circuit regulate the

transfer of the desired digital video or digital audio signals; and a first party control panel

through which the first party control integrated circuit is programmed and is sent commands

and which is connected to the first party control integrated circuit.

13. A system as described in Claim 12 wherein the second party control unit includes

a second party control integrated circuit which controls and executes commands of the second

party and is connected to the second party hard disk, the playback random access memory, and

the first party control integrated circuit through the telecommunications lines, said second

party control integrated circuit and said first party control integrated circuit regulate the

transfer of the desired digital video or digital audio signals; and a second party control panel

through which the second party control integrated circuit is programmed and is sent commands

and which is connected to the second party integrated circuit.

14. A system as described in Claim 13 wherein the second party control unit includes

an incoming random access memory chip connected to the second party hard drive and the

second party control integrated circuit, and the first party control unit through the

telecommunications lines for temporarily storing the desired digital video or digital audio
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signals received from the first party's control unit for subsequent storage to the second party

hard disk.

15. A system as described in Claim 14 wherein the second party control unit includes

a video display unit connected to the playback random access memory chip and to the second

party integrated circuit for displaying the desired digital video or digital audio signals.

16. A method for transmitting desired digital video or digital audio signals stored on a

first memory of a first party to a second memory of a second party comprising the steps of:

placing a second party control unit having a receiver and the second memory connected

to the receiver by the second party at a desired location determined by the second party;

selling electronically via telecommunications lines to the second party at a location

remote from the first memory by‘ the first party controlling use of the first memory, said

second party financially distinct from the first party, said second party in control and in

possession of the second memory;

connecting electronically via telecommunications lines the first memory with the second

memory such that the desired digital video or digital audio signals can pass therebetween;
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transmitting the desired digital video or digital audio signals from the first memory

with a transmitter in control and possession of the first party to the receiver of the second

party control unit having the second memory at the location determined by the second party

while said receiver is in possession and control of the second party;

storing the digital video or digital audio signals in the second memory; and playing the

digital video or digital audio signals in the second memory with the second party control unit.

17. A system for transmitting desired digital video or digital audio signals stored on a

first memory of a first party to a second memory of a second party comprising:

means or a mechanism for transferring money electronically via telecommunications

lines from the second party to the first party controlling use of the first memory, at a location

remote from the second memory, said second party controlling use and in possession of the

second memory;

means or a mechanism for connecting electronically via telecommunications lines the

first memory with the second memory such that the desired digital video or digital audio

signals can pass therebetween, said connecting means or mechanism in electrical

communication with the transferring means or mechanism;
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means or a mechanism for transmitting the desired digital video or digital audio signals

from the first memory with a transmitter in control and possession of the first party to a

receiver having the second memory while said receiver is in possession and control of the

second party, said receiver placed at a location determined by the second party, said

transmitting means or mechanism in electrical communication with said connecting means or

mechanism;

means or a mechanism for storing the digital video or digital audio signals in the

second memory, said storing means or mechanism in electrical communication with said

transmitting means or mechanism; and means or mechanism for playing the digital video or

digital audio signals stored in the second memory, said playing means or mechanism connected

to the second memory.

18. A system as described in Claim 17 wherein the connecting means or mechanism

comprise a first control unit in possession and control of the first party and a second control

unit in possession and control of the second party.

19. A system as described in Claim 18 wherein the first control unit comprises a first

control panel, first control integrated circuit and a sales random access memory, said sales

random access memory and said first control panel in electrical communication with said first

control integrated circuit, said second control unit comprising a second control panel, a second
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control integrated circuit, an incoming random access memory and a playback random access

memory, said second conhol panel, said incoming random access memory and said playback

random access memory in electrical communication with said second control integrated circuit.

20. A system as described in Claim 19 wherein the telecommunications lines include

telephone lines.

21. A system as described in Claim 20 wherein the first memory comprises a first hard

disk and the second memory comprises a second hard disk.

22. A system as described in Claim 21 including a video display and speakers in

possession and control of the second party, said video display and speakers in electrical

communication with said second control integrated circuit.

23. A system for transmitting desired digital video or digital audio signals stored on a

first memory of a first party at a first location to a second memory of a second party at a

second party location comprising:

means or a mechanism for the first party to charge a fee to the second party for access

to the desired digital video or digital audio signals at a location remote from the second
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location, said first party controlling use of the first memory, said second party controlling use

and in possession of the second memory;

means or a mechanism for connecting electronically via telecommunications lines the

first memory with the second memory such that the desired digital video or digital audio

signals can pass therebetween, said connecting means or mechanism in electrical

communication with the transferring means or mechanism;

means or a mechanism for transmitting the desired digital video or digital audio signals

from the first memory with a transmitter in control and possession of the first party to a

receiver having the second memory while said receiver is in possession and control of the

second party, said receiver placed by the second party at the second party location determined

by the second party, said transmitting means or mechanism in electrical communication with

said connecting means or mechanism;

means or a mechanism for storing the digital video or digital audio signals in the

second memory, said storing means or mechanism in electrical communication with said

transmitting means or mechanism; and means or mechanism for playing the digital video or

digital audio signals stored in the second memory, said playing means or mechanism connected

to the second memory.
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24. A system as described in Claim 61 wherein the connecting means or mechanism

comprise a first control unit in possession and control of the first party and a second control

unit in possession and control of the second party.

25. A system as described in Claim 24 wherein the first control unit comprises a first

control panel, first control integrated circuit and a‘sales random access memory, said sales

random access memory and said first control panel in electrical communication with said first

control integrated circuit, said second control unit comprising a second control panel, a second

control integrated circuit, an incoming random access memory and a playback random access

memory, said second control panel, said incoming random access memory and said playback

random access memory in electrical communication with said (second control integrated circuit.

26. A system as described in Claim 25 wherein the telecommunications lines include

telephone lines.

27. A system as described in Claim 26 wherein the first memory comprises a first hard

disk and the second memory comprises a second hard disk.

28. A system as described in Claim 27 including a video display and speakers in

possession and control of the second party, said video display and speakers in electrical

communication with said second control integrated circuit.
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29. A method for transmitting desired digital video or digital audio signals stored in a

first memory of a first party at a first party location to a second memory of a second party

comprising the steps of:

placing a second party control unit having the second memory by the second party at a

desired second party location determined by the second party, said second party location

remote from the first party location;

charging a fee by the first party to the second party at a location remote from the

second party location so the second party can obtain access to the digital video or digital audio

signals possessed by the first party, said first party and said second party in communication via

said telecommunications lines;

connecting electronically Via telecommunications lines the first memory with the second

memory such that the desired digital video or digital audio signals can pass therebetween;

transferring electronically via telecommunications lines the digital video or digital

audio signals from a first location with the first memory to the desired second party location

with the second memory while the second memory is in possession and control of the second

party, said second party location remote from said first location, said first memory in

communication with said second memory via the telecommunications lines;
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storing the digital video or digital audio signals in the second memory; and playing the

digital video or digital audio signals stored in the second memory with the second party

control unit.

30. A method as described in Claim 37 including after the transferring step, there is

the step of repeating the charging a fee, connecting, and transferring steps.

31. A method for transmitting desired digital video or digital audio signals stored on a

first memory of a first party to a second memory of a second party comprising the steps of:

selling electronically via telecommunications lines to the second party at a location

remote from the first memory by the first party controlling use of the first memory, said

second party financially distinct from the first party, said second party in control and in

possession of a second party control unit having a receiver and the second memory connected

to the receiver;

connecting electronically via telecommunications lines the first memory with the second

memory such that the desired digital video or digital audio signals can pass therebetween;

transmitting the desired digital video or digital audio signals from the first memory

with a transmitter in control and possession of the first party to the receiver connected to the
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second memory of the second party control unit at the location determined by the second party

while said second party control unit is in possession and control of the second party;

storing the digital video or digital audio signals in the second memory; and playing the

digital video or digital audio signals stored in the second memory with the second party

control unit.

32. A method as described in Claim 1 wherein the second party is at a second party

location and the step of selling electronically includes the step of charging a fee via

telecommunications lines by the first party to the second party at a first party location remote

from the second party location.

33. A method as described in Claim 32 wherein the second party has an account and

the step of charging a fee includes the step of charging the account of the second party.

34. A method as described in Claim 33 wherein the step of charging the account of the

second party includes the steps of telephoning the first party controlling use of the first

memory by the second party; providing a credit card number of the second party controlling

the second memory to the first party controlling the first memory so the second party is

charged money.
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35. A method as described in Claim 29 wherein the step of charging a fee includes the

step of charging a fee via telecommunications lines by the first party to the second party at a

location remote from the second party location.

36. A method as described in Claim 35 wherein the second party has an account and

the step of charging a fee includes the step of charging the account of the second party.

37. A method as described in Claim 36 wherein the step of charging the account of the

second party includes the steps of telephoning the first party controlling use of the first

memory by the second party; providing a credit card number of the second party controlling

the second memory to the first party controlling the first memory so the second party is

charged money.

38. A method for transferring desired digital video or digital audio signals from a first

party to a second party comprising the steps of:

placing a second party control unit having a second memory by the second party at a

desired location determined by the second party;
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forming a connection through telecommunications lines between a first memory of a

first party and the second memory of the second party, said first memory having said desired

digital video or digital audio signals;

selling electronically by the first party to the second party through telecommunications

lines, the desired digital video or digital audio signals in the first memory;

transferring the desired digital video or digital audio signals from the first memory of

the first party to the second memory of the second party through telecommunications lines;

and playing the digital video or digital audio signals stored in the second memory with the

second party control unit.

39. A method as described in Claim 38 wherein the second party is at a second party

location and the step of selling electronically includes the step of charging a fee via

telecommunications lines by the first party to the second party at a first party location remote

from the second party location.

40. A method as described in Claim 39 wherein the second party has an account and

the step of charging a fee includes the step of charging the account of the second party.
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41. A method as described in Claim 40 wherein the step of charging the account of the

second party includes the steps of telephoning the first party controlling use of the first

memory by the second party; providing a credit card number of the second party controlling

the second memory to the first party controlling the first memory so the second party is

charged money.

42. A method for transferring desired digital video or digital audio signals comprising

the steps of:

placing a second party control unit having a second memory by the second party at a

desired second party location determined by the second party;

forming a connection through telecommunications lines between a first memory of a

first party and the second memory of a second party, said first memory having said desired

digital video or digital audio signals;

incurring a fee by the second party to the first party for the use of telecommunications

~ lines, the desired digital video or digital audio signals in the first memory;

transferring the desired digital video or digital audio signals from the first memory of

the first party to the second memory of the second party through telecommunications lines
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while the second memory is in possession and control of the second party; and playing the

digital video or digital audio signals stored in the second memory with the second party

control unit.

43. A system for transferring digital video signals from a first party to a second party

at a second party location comprising:

a first party control unit having a first memory having a plurality of desired individual

video selections as desired digital video signals, and means or a mechanism for the first party

to charge a fee to the second party for access to the desired digital video signals at a location

remote from the second party location;

a second party control unit having a second party control panel, a receiver and a video

display for playing the desired digital video signals received by the receiver, said second party

control panel connected to the video display and the receiver, said receiver and video display

operatively controlled by the second party control panel, said second party control unit remote

from the first party control unit, said second party control unit placed by the second party at a

second party location determined by the second party which is remote from said first party

control unit, said second party choosing the desired digital video signals from the first memory

with said second party control panel; and
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telecommunications lines connected to the first party control unit and the second party

control unit through which the desired digital video signals are electronically transferred from

the first memory to the receiver while the second party control unit is in possession and

control of the second party after the desired digital video signals are sold to the second party

by the first party.

44. A system as described in Claim 43 wherein the second party control unit includes

a second memory which is connected to the receiver and the video display, said second

memory storing the digital video signals that are received by the receiver to provide the video

display with the digital video signals.

45. A system as described in Claim 44 wherein the first party control unit includes a

first party hard disk having a plurality of digital video signals which include the desired digital

video signals, and a sales random access memory chip electronically connected to the first

party hard disk for storing a replica of the desired digital video signals of the first party's hard

disk.

46. A system as described in Claim 45 wherein the second party control unit includes

a second party hard disk which stores a plurality of digital video signals, and a playback

random access memory chip electronically connected to the second party hard disk for storing

a replica of the desired digital video signals as a temporary staging area for playback.
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47. A system as described in Claim 46 wherein the first party control unit includes a

first party control integrated circuit which controls and executes commands of the first party

and is connected to the first party hard disk, the first party sales random access memory, and

the second party control integrated circuit through the telecommunications lines, said first

party control integrated circuit and said second party control integrated circuit regulate the

transfer of the desired digital video signals; and a first party control panel through which the

first party control integrated circuit is programmed and is sent commands and which is

connected to the first party control integrated circuit.

48. A system as described in Claim 47 wherein the second party control unit includes

a second party control integrated circuit which controls and executes commands of the second

party and is connected to the second party hard disk, the playback random access memory, and

the first party control integrated circuit through the telecommunications lines, said second

party control integrated circuit and said first party control integrated circuit regulate the

transfer of the desired digital video signals; and a second party control panel through which

the second party control integrated circuit is programmed and is sent commands and which is

connected to the second party integrated circuit.

49. A system as described in Claim 48 wherein the second party control unit includes

an incoming random access memory chip connected to the second party hard drive and the

second party control integrated circuit, and the first party control unit through the
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telecommunications lines for temporarily storing the desired digital video signals received

from the first party's control unit for subsequent storage to the second party hard disk.

50. A system as described in Claim 49 wherein the second party control unit includes

a video display unit connected to the playback random access memory chip and to the second

party integrated circuit for displaying the desired digital video signals.

51. A system as described in Claim 43 wherein the means or mechanism for charging

a fee includes means or a mechanism for charging a fee via telecommunications lines by the

first party to the second party at a location remote from the second party location.

52. A system as described in Claim 51 wherein the second party has‘an account and

the means or mechanism for charging a fee includes means or a mechanism for charging the

account of the second party.

53. A system as described in Claim 52 wherein the means or mechanism for charging

the account includes means or a mechanism for charging a credit card number of the second

party.

54. A system as described in Claim 9 wherein the means or mechanism for

electronically selling includes means or a mechanism for electronically selling includes means
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or a mechanism for charging a fee via telecommunications lines by the first party to the second

party at a first party location remote from the second party location.

55. A system as described in Claim 54 wherein the second party has an account and

the means or mechanism for charging a fee includes means or a mechanism for charging the

account of the second party.

56. A system as described in Claim 55 wherein the means or mechanism for charging

the account includes means or a mechanism for receiving a credit card number of the second

party .

. 57. A method for transmitting desired digital video signals stored in a first memory

having a plurality of individual video selections as digital video signals of a first party at a first

party location to a second party at a second party location so the second party can view the

desired digital video signals comprising the steps of:

placing by the second party a receiver, and a video display connected to the receiver at

the second party location determined by the second party which is remote from the first party

location;
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